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FOREWORD 
 

The year 2007 brought a further increase in our 
scientific output. The number of publications has 
grown by 10%, exceeding 300. This expands the 
systematic growth observed over the last 7 years. It is 
worth noting that this increase was obtained with a 
constant number of 140 scientists. 

 
Among those who contributed not only to the 

number but also to the value of the papers were two 
researchers who deserved a prize of “IPJ achievement 
of 2007”. Prof. Wilczyński published several articles 
explaining the mechanisms of nuclear collisions at 
low and medium energies [Contrib. 2.3, 2.4]. Dr. 
Spaliński wrote a series of papers developing theories 
of cosmic inflation as a consequence of D-brane 
dynamics of string theory [p. 155].  

 
Apart from these theories, the group led by Dr. Barlak found an important practical application of 

plasma discharges [Contrib. 9.2]. They developed a technique to prepare the surface of carbon and 
silicone carbide for  firm adhesion to copper. On the experimental side, 2007 was the last but one year 
of preparation for the startup of the LHC accelerator. The Department of High Energy Physics created 
a GRID-based infrastructure for analysis of  data from LHC experiments [Contrib. 6.6]. 

 
Last year also brought new achievements in education and outreach. We organized courses for 

teachers introducing nuclear energy and particle physics. Lecturers from the International Atomic 
Energy Agency and CERN, as well as visits of teachers to CERN made those courses especially 
attractive. The “Scientific Picnic” in Warsaw and science festivals in other cities gave occasion to 
explain advanced science with simple words and demonstrations. The “Physics Playground” for 
children organised by Drs Pawłowski and Rożynek was invited to South Korea [p. 22]. All these 
activities were appreciated by the Ministry of Science and Higher Education and honored by the award 
of “Science populariser of the year”. 

 
Effort was invested in the preparation of new initiatives. We have been involved in several 

scientific networks and consortia, some of them even initiated and led by us [p. 19]. An important 
example is the Polish Nuclear Technology Platform grouping  science and industry. Practical 
applications of nuclear technologies are the goal of the IPJ project “Development of  accelerator and 
detector systems for medicine and security” which was accepted as one of the key projects in the 
“Innovative Economy” European program.  
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The most ambitious idea developed by IPJ in 2007 is the plan to build a Polish version of the Free-
Electron Laser (POLFEL) at Swierk. The project is already affiliated to the “IRUVX FEL Network” – 
pan-European distributed infrastructure recommended by the European Strategic Forum for Research 
Infrastructures (ESFRI). POLFEFL – a 400 m long device - may become the largest and the most 
modern scientific facility in our region. A decision on funding from European structural funds is 
expected in 2008. 

 
POLFEL, together with other research facilities in Świerk, may attract high-tech industry to 

collaborate with scientists on developing novel technologies. In order to facilitate technology transfer 
a Science and Technology Park is planned at Świerk. This idea is  supported by the local authorities 
and we hope it will realized with structural funds of the Mazovia region.  

 
2007 was a year of developing new ambitious projects. Next year will show us if these plans will 

be realized. 
 

 
 

Dr. hab. Grzegorz Wrochna 
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I. GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
 
 The Institute is a state owned laboratory. It conducts pure and applied research on subatomic 
physics, i.e. elementary particle, astroparticle, plasma physics, low and high energy nuclear physics, 
and related fields. The Institute specializes in accelerator physics and technology, material research 
with nuclear techniques, the development of spectrometric techniques, nuclear electronics and also in 
applications of nuclear techniques to environmental research, nuclear medicine etc. 
 Apart from scientific departments, there is a separate production unit operating within the 
Institute - ZdAJ (the Establishment for Nuclear Equipment). This unit specializes in medical 
equipment, notably in the production of linear electron accelerators for oncology and in the production 
of linear accelerators for industry. 
 
 
 
 
1. LOCATIONS 
 
 
Main site:   Warsaw site:    Łódź site: 
30 km SE from Warsaw  (departments P-I, P-VI, P-VIII)  (department P-VII) 
Świerk,    69 Hoża street    5 Uniwersytecka street 
05-400 Otwock   00-681 Warsaw    90-950 Łódź 
 
 
 
2. MANAGEMENT OF THE INSTITUTE  
 
 
Director      Associate Professor Grzegorz WROCHNA 
       phone: (22) 718-05-83, (22) 553-22-54 
       e-mail: Grzegorz.Wrochna@fuw.edu.pl 
 
 
Deputy Director, Science    Professor Jan NASSALSKI 
       phone: (22) 718-04-72 
       e-mail: jan.nassalski@fuw.edu.pl 
 
 
Deputy Director, Research and Development  Professor Marek MOSZYŃSKI 
       phone: (22) 718-05-86 
       e-mail: marek@ipj.gov.pl 
 
 
Scientific Secretary      Dr. Danuta CHMIELEWSKA 
       phone: (22) 718-05-85 
       e-mail: danka@ipj.gov.pl  
 
 
Spokesman      Dr. Marek Pawłowski 
       phone: (22)553-22-36 
       e-mail: rzecznik@ipj.gov.pl 
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3. SCIENTIFIC COUNCIL 
 
 
 The Scientific Council was elected on the 28th of October 2003 by the scientific, technical and 
administrative staff of the Institute. The Council has the right to confer PhD and habilitation degrees 
in physics (DSc). 
 
 
 
Representatives of scientific staff: 
 
Helena Białkowska, Professor, Deputy Chairperson Krzysztof Rusek, Assoc. Prof. 
Ludwik Dobrzyński, Professor    Marek Sadowski, Professor 
Marian Jaskóła, Professor    Adam Sobiczewski, Professor 
Rościsław Kaczarowski, Assoc. Prof.   Ryszard Sosnowski, Professor, Chairman 
Robert Kiełsznia, Dr.     Sławomir Wronka, Dr. 
Ryszard Kisiel, Dr.     Janusz Wilczyński, Professor, 
Leszek Łukaszuk, Professor, Deputy Chairman  † Deputy Chairman  
Marek Moszyński, Professor Janusz Zabierowski, Assoc. Prof.  
Jan Nassalski, Professor  
 
 
† deceased July 12 
 
 
Representatives of technical personnel: 
 
Robert Hornung, MSc.     Jacek Pracz, MSc. 
Jan Kopeć, Eng.     Krystyna Traczyk, MSc. 
Jerzy Marjanowski, MSc.     
 
 
External members: 
 
Andrzej Budzanowski, Professor - Institute of Nuclear Physics, (IFJ-PAN), Cracow 
Katarzyna Chałasińska-Macukow, Professor - Rector of the Warsaw University, Institute 
  of Geophysics  
Danuta Kisielewska, Professor - University of Minning and Metalurgy, Cracow 
Wojciech Królikowski, Professor - Institute of Theoretical Physics, Warsaw University 
Zbigniew Kulka, Professor - Institute of Radioelectronics, Warsaw University 
  of Technology 
Julian Malicki, Assoc. Prof. - Greatpoland Cancer Center, Poznań 
Marek Pajek, Professor - Institute of Physics, Świętokrzyska Academy, Kielce 
Stanisław Rohoziński, Professor - Institute of Theoretical Physics, Warsaw University 
Michał Waligórski, Professor - Institute of Oncology, Cracow 
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4. DEPARTMENTS OF THE INSTITUTE 
 
 
- NUCLEAR REACTIONS (P-I) 
  Head of Department – Assoc. Prof. Krzysztof RUSEK 
 
- INTERDYSCYPLINARY APPLICATIONS OF PHYSICS (P-II) 
  Head of Department – Dr. Piotr SZYMAŃSKI 
 
- DETECTORS AND NUCLEAR ELECTRONICS (P-III) 
  Head of Department – Assoc. Prof. Zbigniew GUZIK 
 
- PLASMA PHYSICS AND TECHNOLOGY (P-V) 
  Head of Department - Professor Marek SADOWSKI 
 
- HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS (P-VI) 
  Head of Department - Professor Helena BIAŁKOWSKA 
 
- COSMIC RAY PHYSICS (P-VII) 
  Head of Department – Dr. Jacek SZABELSKI  
 
- THEORETICAL PHYSICS (P-VIII) 
  Head of Department – Professor Grzegorz WILK  
 
- MATERIAL STUDIES (P-IX) 
  Head of Department – Assoc. Prof. Zbigniew WERNER  
 
- ACCELERATOR PHYSICS AND TECHNOLOGY (P-X) 
  Head of Department – Dr. Eugeniusz PŁAWSKI 
 
- LABORATORY OF ASTROPHYSICAL APPARATUS (LAA) 
  Head of Laboratory – Dr. Tadeusz BATSCH 
 
- TRAINING AND CONSULTING 
  Director of Department - Professor Ludwik DOBRZYŃSKI 
 
 
 
Other units:  
 
- DIVISION OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
  Head of Division – MSc. Eng. Jacek SZLACHCIAK  phone: (22) 718-05-35 
 
 
- DEPARTMENT OF NUCLEAR EQUIPMENT (ZdAJ) 
  Director, MSc. Jacek PRACZ     phone: (22) 718-05-00, 718-05-02 
 
 
- TRANSPORT DIVISION (ZTS) 
  Director, Civ. Eng. Bogdan GAS     phone: (22) 718-06-16 
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5. MAIN RESEARCH ACTIVITIES 
 
 
I. Elementary particle physics, cosmic ray physics and cosmology   

1. High energy pp interactions at LHC at CERN 

2. High energy e+e- interactions at LEP at CERN 

3. Nucleon structure 

4. Rare decays 

5. Diffractive interactions 

6. Baryon resonances and near threshold meson production 

7. QCD exotics 

8. R&D for ILC detectors 

9. Neutrino physics 

10. Astroparticle physics 

11. Cosmic ray physics 

12. Cosmology 

13. Theory of lepton and hadron interactions 

 

II. Nuclear physics  

1. Relativistic ion collisions  

2. Nuclear reactions  

3. Nuclear structure  

4. Properties of heavy and superheavy nuclei 

5. High energy atomic physics 

6. Exotic atoms 

 

III. Plasma physics and technology  

1. Studies of physical phenomena in pulsed discharges producing dense magnetized plasma. 

2. Development of methods and tools for high-temperature plasma diagnostics 

3. Research in the field of plasma technologies 

4. Nonlinear effects in extended media 

5. Properties of Bose-Einstein condensates (theory) 

 

IV. Material studies  

1. Modification of surface properties of solid materials by means of continuous or pulsed ion 

and plasma beams 

2. Nuclear microanalysis of the material surface 
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3. Study of the electron properties of materials using nuclear, classical magnetometer and 

electrical conductivity methods 

 

V. Accelerator physics and techniques 

1. R&D of linear accelerators for electrons 

2. Accelerators for hadron therapy 

3. The application of linear accelerators of 6 and 20 MeV 

4. Optimization of TiN coating processes for accelerating structures 

 

VI. Detector physics and techniques 

1. Techniques of nuclear radiation detection 

2. Electronics for detectors and detector systems 

3. Data acquisition and infrastructure 

4. Systems for measurement and analysis 

5. Detector systems for physics experiments 

 

VII. Nuclear methods for society 

1. Detection techniques for nuclear medicine  

2. Monitoring, modelling and prediction of the environmental pollution 

3. Dosimetry and nano-dosimetry 

4. Computer modelling of radiation sources, transport of the radiation through matter and 

radiation doses calculations 

5. X-ray sources for medicine and industry 

6. Techniques and methods for homeland security 

 

Each report on research (Part II) bears a signature, in square brackets, referring to the corresponding 

part of research activities, e.g. : page 24, report 1.1 (The Hermes collaboration report) has a reference 

I.3  i.e. to Elementary particle physics, cosmic ray physics and cosmology, item 3 – nucleon 

structure. 
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6. SCIENTIFIC STAFF OF THE INSITUTE 
 
 
PROFESSORS 
 
  1. BIAŁKOWSKA Helena   High Energy Nuclear Physics 
  2. BŁOCKI Jan    Theoretical Nuclear Physics 
  3. DĄBROWSKI Janusz (**)   Theoretical Nuclear Physics 
  4. DOBRZYŃSKI Ludwik   Solid State Physics 
  5. INFELD Eryk     Plasma Physics and Nonlinear Dynamics 
  6. JASKÓŁA Marian     Low Energy Nuclear Physics 
  7. ŁUKASZUK Leszek †   Particle Physics 
  8. MARCINKOWSKI Andrzej    Low Energy Nuclear Physics 
  9. MOSZYŃSKI Marek   Nuclear Electronics, Technical Physics 
 10. MRÓWCZYŃSKI Stanisław (**)  Particle Physics 
 11. NASSALSKI Jan    Particle Physics 
 12. PIEKOSZEWSKI Jerzy   Solid State Physics 

13. RONDIO Ewa     Particle Physics  
 14. SADOWSKI Marek    Plasma Physics 
 15. SIEMIARCZUK Teodor   Particle and High Energy Nuclear Physics 

16. SOBICZEWSKI Adam   Theoretical Physics, Member of the Polish  
        Academy of Sciences 
 17. SOSNOWSKI Ryszard   Particle Physics, Member of the Polish 
       Academy of Sciences  
 18. STEPANIAK Joanna   High Energy Nuclear Physics 
 19. SZEPTYCKA Maria   Particle Physics 
 20. TUROS Andrzej (**)   Solid State Physics 
 21. WILCZYŃSKI Janusz   Low Energy Nuclear Physics 
 22. WILK Grzegorz    Particle Physics 
 23. WYCECH Sławomir    Nuclear and Particle Physics 
 
(†) deceased July 12 
 
 
 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS and DSc 
 

1. DELOFF Andrzej (**)   Particle Physics  
2. GUZIK Zbigniew     Nuclear Electronics  
3. JAGIELSKI Jacek (**)   Solid State Physics 
4. KACZAROWSKI Rościsław  Low Energy Nuclear Physics 
5. KIEŁCZEWSKA Danuta (**)  Particle Physics 
6. PATYK Zygmunt    Theoretical Nuclear Physics 
7. PIASECKI Ernest (**)   Low Energy Nuclear Physics 
8. PIECHOCKI Włodzimierz   Cosmology 
9. RUSEK Krzysztof    Low Energy Nuclear Physics 
10. SANDACZ Andrzej   Particle Physics 
11. SKALSKI Janusz    Theoretical Nuclear Physics 
12. SŁAPA Mieczysław (**)   Solid State Physics 
13. SPALIŃSKI Michał   Particle Physics and Cosmology 
14. SZCZEKOWSKI Marek    Particle Physics 
15. SZYMANOWSKI Lech    Theoretical Nuclear Physics 
16. TRIPPENBACH Marek(**)  Quantum and Nonlinear Optics 
17. WERNER Zbigniew    Solid State Physics 
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18. WIBIG Tadeusz (**)   Cosmic Ray Physics 
19. WIŚLICKI Wojciech   Particle Physics 
20. WROCHNA Grzegorz   Particle and Astroparticle Physics 
21. ZABIEROWSKI Janusz   Cosmic Ray Physics 
22. ZWIĘGLIŃSKI Bogusław    Nuclear Physics 
23. ŻUPRAŃSKI Paweł   High Energy Nuclear Physics 

 
 
RESEARCH STAFF 
 

1. ADAMUS Marek 
2. AUGUSTYNIAK Witold 
3. BARLAK Marek (**) 
4. BATSCH Tadeusz 
5. BIEŃKOWSKI Andrzej (**) 
6. BLUJ Michał 
7. BOIMSKA Bożena 
8. BORSUK Stanisław 
9. CHMIELEWSKA Danuta 
10. CHMIELOWSKI Władysław (*) 
11. CZARNACKI Wiesław 
12. CZUCHRY Ewa 
13. GIERLIK Michał 
14. GOKIELI Ryszard  
15. GOLDSTEIN Piotr 
16. GÓRSKI Maciej 
17. HOFFMAN Julia (*) 
18. JAKUBOWSKI Lech (**) 
19. KAPUSTA Maciej (*) 
20. KARPIO Krzysztof 
21. KAZANA Małgorzata 
22. KEELEY Nicholas (*) 
23. KORMAN Andrzej 
24. KOWAL Michał 
25. KOWALIK Katarzyna (*) 
26. KOZŁOWSKI Tadeusz 
27. KUPŚĆ Andrzej (*) 
28. KUREK Krzysztof 
29. ŁAGODA Justyna 
30. MAJCZYNA Agnieszka 
31. MARCINIEWSKI Paweł (*) 
32. MARIAŃSKI Bogdan 
33. MORSCH Hans Peter (*) 
34. NAWROCKI Krzysztof 
35. NAWROT Adam (**) 
36. NIETUBYĆ Robert 
37. NOWICKI Lech 

38. PAWŁOWSKI Marek 
39. PŁAWSKI Eugeniusz 
40. POLAŃSKI Aleksander (*) 
41. POLLO Agnieszka 
42. PSZONA Stanisław 
43. RABIŃSKI Marek 
44. ROŻYNEK Jacek 
45. RUCHOWSKA Ewa 
46. RZADKIEWICZ Jacek 
47. SENATORSKI Andrzej (**) 
48. SERNICKI Jan 
49. SHVEDOV Leonid (*) 
50. SKŁADNIK-SADOWSKA Elżbieta (**) 
51. SKORUPSKI Andrzej (**) 
52. SMOLAŃCZUK Robert 
53. SOWIŃSKI Mieczysław (**) 
54. STONERT Anna 
55. SUŁKOWSKI Piotr 
56. ŚWIDERSKI Łukasz 
57. SZABELSKA Barbara 
58. SZABELSKI Jacek 
59. SZLEPER Michał 
60. SZYDŁOWSKI Adam 
61. SZYMAŃSKI Piotr  
62. SZYMCZYK Władysław 
63. TRACZYK Piotr 
64. TRZCIŃSKI Andrzej 
65. UTYUZH Oleg 
66. WINCEL Krzysztof 
67. WOJTKOWSKA Jolanta (**) 
68. WOLSKI Dariusz 
69. WYSOCKA Anna 
70. ZALEWSKI Piotr 
71. ZALIPSKA Joanna 
72. ZIŃ Paweł 
73. ZYCHOR Izabella 
74. ŻEBROWSKI Jarosław 

 
 
 
(*) on leave of absence 
(**) part-time employee 
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7. VISITING SCIENTISTS 
 
 
1. Kuchta V. ITAC Niigata, Tokyo, Japan Jan.4-7 P-V 

2. Koshchy E. Kharkov State University, Kharkov, Ukraine Feb.11-March 3 P-I 

3. Ponkratenko O. Inst. for Nucl. Research, Kiev, Ukraine Feb.11-March 3 P-I 

4. Romanyshyn A. Inst. for Nucl. Research, Kiev, Ukraine Feb.11-March 3 P-I 

5. Schhnell G. DESY, Hamburg, Germany March 19-23 P-I 

6. Klamra W. Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden March 26-30 P-III 

7. Napoly O. CEA Saclay, France March 29 P-V 

8. Ladygina M. Inst. of Plasma Physics, Ukraine April 3-May 3 P-V 

9. Pathak A. Univ. of Hyderabad, Hyderabad, Indie April 19-27 P-I 

10. Visentin B. DSM/Dapnia, France May 10-11 P-V 

11. Bruchon M. DSM/Dapnia, France May 10-11 P-V 

12. Tazzari S. Instituto Tor Vergata, Italy May 10-11 P-V 

13. Russo R. Instituto Tor Vergata, Italy May 10-11 P-V 

14. Klamra W. Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden May 17-25 P-III 

15. Capdevielle N. College de France, Paris, France May 17-27 P-VII 

16. Tymoshenko A. Inst. of Plasma Physics, Ukraine June 4-8 P-V 

17. Zinovjev G. Academy of Science, Kiev, Ukraine June 10-13 P-VI 

18. Garrido F. Centre de Spectrometrie Nucleaire et de July 14-20 P-1 

 Spectrometrie de Masse, Orsay, France 

19. Acosta L. Univ. of Huelva, Huelva, Spain July 23-27 P-I 

20. Martel I. Univ. of Huelva, Huelva, Spain July 23-27 P-I 

21. Garrido F. Centre de Spectrometrie Nucleaire et de Sept. 2-9 P-I 

 Spectrometrie de Masse, Orsay, France 

22. Capdevielle N. College de France, Paris, France Sept.16-23 P-VII 

23. Baronova E. RRC Kurchatov Institute, Moscow, Russia Sept.16-Oct. 27 P-V 

24. Vikhrev V. RRC Kurchatov Institute, Moscow, Russia Sept. 20-Oct. 27 P-V 

25. Kemper K. Floryda State University, Tallahassee, USA Oct. 6-16 P-I 

26. Alamanos N. CEA, Saclay, France Oct. 9-11 P-I 

27. Tereshin V. Inst. of Plasma Physics, Ukraine Oct. 14-21 P-V 
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28. Krupnik L. Inst. of Plasma Physics, Ukraine Oct.14-21 P-V 

29. Voitsenya V. Inst. of Plasma Physics, Ukraine Oct. 14-21 P-V 

30. Taran V. Inst. of Plasma Physics, Ukraine Oct. 14-21 P-V 

31. Garkusha I. Inst. of Plasma Physics, Ukraine Oct. 14-21 P-V 

32. Rowlands G. University of Warwick, USA Oct. 30-Nov. 11 P-VIII 

33. Pathak A. Univ. of Hyderabad, Hyderabad, Indie Nov. 12-26 P-I 

34. Doll P. Forschungszentrum, Karlsruhe, Germany Nov. 26-30 P-VII 

35. Klamra W. Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden Dec. 3-13 P-III 

36. Picardi L. ENEA, Frascati, Italy Dec. 6-7 P-X 

37. Strickland M. Univ. of Frankfurt, Germany Dec. 9-14 P-VI 
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8. GRANTS 
 
 
LIST OF RESEARCH PROJECTS (GRANTS) REALIZED IN 2007 
Granted by Ministry of Science and Higher Education 

 

1. A STUDY OF NEUTRINO PROPERTIES IN THE SUPER-KAMIOKANDE DTECTOR 
Principal Investigator: Assoc. Prof. D. Kiełczewska 
No. 1P03B03826 

2. SYNTHESIS AND FISSION DYNAMICS OF THE HEAVIEST NUCLEI 
Principal Investigator: Assoc. Prof. J. Skalski 
No. 1P03B06427 

3. K-FRAGMENTS 
Principal Investigator: Prof. S. Wycech 
No. 1P03B04229 

4. SEARCHES FOR CORRELATIONS OF EXTENSIVE AIR SHOWERS WITH GAMMA RAY BURSTS 
AND RELATED PHENOMENA 
Principal Investigator: Dr. T. Wibig 
No. 1P03B10329 

5. THE USE OF ION IMPLANTATION AND PULSED PLASMA TECHNIQUES IN  MODIFICATION OF 
THE NEAR SURFACE LAYER OF CARBON AND CARBON SILICIDE TO INDUCE THEIR GOOD 
WETTABILITY WITH COOPER 
Principal Investigator: Dr. M. Barlak 
No. 3T08C01129 

6. SUPERCONDUCTING PROPERTIES OF THIN MgB2 LAYERS MANUFACTURES BY A NEW 
METHOD USING ION IMPLANTATION AND INTENSE PULSED PLASMA TWCHNIQUES 
Principal Investigator: Prof. J. Piekoszewski 
No. 3T08C01229 

7. STUDIES ON THE SPECTRA OF ELEMENTARY ELECTRIC CHARGES INDUCED IN 
NANOSTRUCTURES. MEASURING SET UP AND EXPERIMENT FOR 1-30 NM NANOSITES 
Principal Investigator: Dr. S. Pszona 
No. 3T10C00830 

8. RELATIVISTIC ION PHYSICS: FROM ELEMENTARY TO NUCLEAR COLLISIONS AND FROM 
SPS ENERGIES (NA49) TO THE LHC 
Principal Investigator: Prof. H. Białkowska 
No. 1P03B00630 

9. STRUCTURE OF INTERACTION OF FEW-ELECTRON HIGH-Z IONS IN RELATIVISTIC 
COLLISIONS  
Principal Investigator: Dr. J. Rzadkiewicz 
No. 1P03B04730 

10. STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES OF HEAVIEST ATOMIC NUCLEI 
Principal Investigator: Prof. A. Sobiczewski 
No. 1P03B04230 

11. INFLUENCE OF WEAK COUPLINGS ON THE STRUCTURE OF COULOMB BARRIER 
DISTRIBUTION: APPLICATION OF COUPLED CHANNEL METHOD 
Principal Investigator: Dr. E. Piasecki 
No. N20215231/2796 
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12. STUDY OF SHORT TIME SCALE ASTROPHYSICS PHENOMENA 
Principal Investigator: Assoc. Prof. G. Wrochna 
No. N20205231/2798 

13. SINGLE-PARTICLE EFFECTS IN THE PROPERTIES OF HEAVY AND SUPERHEVY ATOMIC 
NUCLEI 
Principal investigator: Prof. A. Sobiczewski 
No. N20200231/0053 

14. STUDIES ON TRACK STRUCTURES OF LOW ENERGY ELECTRONS  UP TO 3000 eV 
Principal Investigator: Dr. S. Pszona 
No. COST/6/2005 

15. THE MILNE SPACE AS A MODEL OF THE COSMOLOGICAL SINGULARITY 
Principal Investigator: Assoc. Prof. W. Piechocki 
No. N N202 0542 33 

16. A STUDY OF NEUTRINO, INTERACTIONS CONSTITUTING THE BACKGROUND TO ELECTRON 
NEUTRINO APPEARANCE IN T2K EXPERIMENT 
Principal Investigator: Assoc. Prof. D. Kiełczewska 
No. N N202 0299 33 

 
 
 In addition to the above, several of our scientists are principal investigators in grants coordinated by other 
institutions. 
 
 
RESEARCH PROJECTS GRANTED BY FOREIGN INSTITUTIONS  
 
 
1. COLLABORATION IN THE THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF SUPERHEAVY 

NUCLEI 
Principal Investigator: Prof. A. Sobiczewski 
JINR Dubna, Order 438, 18, Russia 

 
2. PARTICIPATION IN DESIGNING AND TESTING OF PHOTOMULTIPLIERS 

Principal Investigator: Prof. M. Moszyński 
Contract of PHOTONIS, Brive, France 

 
3. ADDITIONS AND MODIFICATIONS OF THE MICROSTRIP DETECTOR ASSEMBLIES 

Principal Investigator: Dr. T. Batsch 
Order No. 125/41780516, Germany 

 
4. INVESTIGATION OF COMPACT DETECTOR CONFIGURATIONS FOR NEUTRON AND GAMMA 

DETECTION WITH SCINTILLATORS 
Principal Investigator: Prof. M. Moszyński 
Contract with ICx Radiation GmbH, Solingen, Germany 

 
5. DESIGN REVIEW, ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT, REALISATION AND DELIVERY OF THE 

FIRST MODULE OF THE INTERMEDIATE ENERGY BOOSTER OF THE TOP LINAC (TOP - 
TERAPIA ONCOLOGIA CON PROTONI) 
Principal Investigator: Dr. E. Pławski 
Order No. Prot. ENEA/2005/14909 FIS-stg., Italy 
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RESEARCH PROJECTS (INDIRECT ACTIONS) GRANTED BY THE EUROPEAN 
COMMISSION 
 
 
1. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ON SUPERCONDUCTING RADIO-FREQUENCY 

TECHNOLOGY FOR ACCELERATOR APPLICATION 
“CARE” 
Task Leader: MSc. Eng. P. Strzyżewski/Dr. R. Nietubyć 
Responsible for the work: Prof. M. Sadowski 
Contract No. RII3-CT-2003-506395, The 6th Framework Programme of EU 

  
2. RECOIL DETECTOR PROTOTYPE FOR COMPASS 

“HADRON PHYSICS” 
Task Leader and responsible for the work: Prof. J. Nassalski 
Contract No. RII3-CT-2004-506078/JRA5:GPD, The 6th Framework Programme of EU 

 
3. MOLECULAR IMAGING FOR BIOLOGICALLY OPTIMIZED CANCER THERAPY 

“BIO-CARE” 
Responsible for the work: Prof. M. Moszyński 
Contract No. LSHC-CT-2004-505785, The 6th Framework Programme of EU 

 
4. EUROPEAN ILLICIT TRAFFICKING COUNTERMEASURES KIT 

“EURITRACK” 
Responsible for the work: Prof. M. Moszyński 
Contract No. STREP-2004-511471, The 6th Framework Programme of EU 

 
5. PROTOTYPE OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC CALORIMETER FOR THE PANDA DETECTOR 

“HADRON PHYSICS” 
Responsible for the work: Assoc. Prof. B. Zwięgliński 
Contract No. RII3-CT-2004-506078/JRA2:Fast EM, The 6th Framework Programme of EU 

 
6. PANDA4:FEASIBILITY STUDY TO DEMONSTRATE THE PHYSICS PERFORMANCE OF PANDA 

„DIRACSECONDARY-BEAMS” 
Responsible for the work: Assoc. Prof. B. Zwięgliński 
Contract No. 515873 (RIDS), The 6th Framework Programme of the EU 

 
7. CENTRE FOR APPLICATION OF ION BEAMS TO MATERIALS RESEARCH 

“AIM” 
Responsible for the work: Assoc. Prof. Z. Werner 
Contract No. 025646 (RITA), The 6th Framework Programme of the EU 
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9. PARTICIPATION IN NATIONAL CONSORTIA AND SCIENTIFIC 
NETWORKS 

 
 

NATIONAL CONSORTIUM:    Institute representative: 
 
1.* Nuclear Science Center      G.Wrochna 
 Consortium for common work of 5 institutions: 
 Institute for Nuclear Studies 
 Institute of Atomic Energy 
 Institute of Nuclear Chemistry and Technology 
 Institute of Plasma Physics and Laser Microfusion 
 POLATOM Spółka z o.o. 
 
2.* National Consortium “XFEL-POLAND”    G. Wrochna/Z. Werner 
 for collaboration with the European X-ray Free 
 Electron Laser - Project XFEL 
 
3. National Consortium “High Temperature Nuclear Reactor in Poland” G. Wrochna/M. Pawłowski 
 
4. National Consortium “FEMTOFIZYKA”    B. Zwięgliński 
 for collaboration with the FAIR project in GSI Darmstadt 
 
5. National Consortium “COPIN”     K. Rusek 
 for the scientific collaboration with France (IN2P3 Institute) 
 
6. Agreement for scientific collaboration in theoretical research on:  W.Piechocki 
 “Particles-Astrophysics-Cosmology” 
 
7. National Consortium for Hadron Radiotherapy (NCRH)   G. Wrochna/A. Wysocka-Rabin 
 
8. National Consortium of scientific Network “Polish calculation system W. Wiślicki 
 for experiments at LHC-POLTIER” 
 
 

SCIENTIFIC NETWORK:    Institute representative: 
 
1.* Polish Astroparticle Physics Network     G. Wrochna 
 
2.* Polish Neutrino Physics Network     D. Kiełczewska 
 
3. Polish Nuclear Physics Network     D. Chmielewska 
 
4. Polish Network of Physics of Relativistic Ion Collisions   St. Mrówczyński 
 
5. Integrated Large Infrastructure for Astroparticle Science (ILIAS)  W. Piechocki 
 European Network for Theoretical Astroparticle Physics (ENTApP) 
 
6. Polish Network of Neutrons-emission-detection    J. Szydłowski 
 
7. Polish Network of Neutron Scatterers (NeutroNET)   L. Dobrzyński 
 
8. Polish Network of Radiation Protection and Nuclear Safety  L. Dobrzyński 
 
 
* Coordinator: The Andrzej Sołtan Institute for Nuclear Studies (IPJ) 
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10. DEGREES 
 
 
Professor title 
 
1. JACEK JAGIELSKI (Institute for Nuclear Studies, Otwock-Świerk) 
 
2. JANUSZ ZABIEROWSKI (Institute for Nuclear Studies, Otwock-Świerk) 
 
 
DSc theses 
 
1. PIOTR SZYMAŃSKI (Institute for Nuclear Studies, Otwock-Świerk) 

The baryon production and baryon number transfer in hadron-hadron, hadron-nucleus collisions 
 
 
PhD theses 
 
1. MARCIN CZARNOTA (Institute of Physics, Świętokrzyska Academy, Kielce) 
 Investigations of the satellite structure of L- and M-x-rays in collisions of 0 and Ne ions with atoms 
 
2. ŁUKASZ GOŚCIŁO (Institute for Nuclear Studies, Otwock-Świerk) 
 Looking for exotic signatures from physics beyond the Standard Model in the CMS experiment 
 
3. JOANNA ZALIPSKA (Institute for Nuclear Studies, Otwock-Świerk) 
 Search for transformation of muon neutrinos into electron neutrinos in the K2K experiment 
 
4. JAROSŁAW ŻEBROWSKI (Institute for Nuclear Studies, Otwock-Świerk) 
 Studies of corpuscular radiation and X-rays emission from discharges of the Plasma-Focus type 
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11. EDUCATION 
 
 
1. CONTINUOUS ACTIVITY OF THE TRAINING AND CONSULTING DEPARTMENT: 

POPULARIZATION OF NUCLEAR PHYSICS AND NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY 
KNOWLEDGE 

 

More than 7 thousand students visited exhibitions and workshops organized by the Training and Consulting 
Department in 2007. Further information is given in section 12. 
 
2. WORKSHOPS AND ACTIVITIES FOR PHYSICS TEACHERS 
 

Physics teachers form all over Poland participated in 2007 in two editions of our 5 day workshops on nuclear 
energy. The institute was also co-organizer of 3 one week workshops for teachers at CERN. 
 
3. PROJECTS AND WORKSHOPS FOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS 
 
„The Roland Maze Project – cosmic ray detectors 
network in high schools” 
 

The idea of the project is to construct a large area 
network of cosmic ray detectors using the town 
infrastructure of high schools in Łódź. Introducing 
high school students to the project will have an 
important educational impact and seems to be an 
efficient way of science popularization. Students from 
40 high schools involved in the project build detectors 
and electronics, and organize scientific sessions with 
scientists (twice in 2007).  

 
Demonstration of the Maze Project 
at the Scientific Picnic in Warsaw 

 
European Masterclasses for high school students “Hands on Particle Physics”  

Each year about 3000 high school students in 18 countries all over Europe particiapate in this activity 
organized by the European Particle Physics Outreach Group. Lectures given by scientists give insight on topics 
and methods of basic research on the fundaments of matter and forces, enabling students to perform 
measurements on real data from particle physics experiments. At the end of each day, like in an international 
research collaboration, the participants join in a video conference for discussion and their results. IPJ has 
organized Masterclasses in three high schools in Łódź. About 200 participants (students and teachers) took part 
in our workshops in 2007.  
 
“Hands on Universe” project and “Telescopes in education” 

The activity is a part of the EU project coordinated by our group (in collaboration with the Centre for 
Theoretical Physics of the Polish Academy of Sciences). High school students participating in the project carry 
out „professional” astronomical observations using internet cameras and have remote access to some large 
scientific facilities in the world (including the Hubble telescope).  
 
4. STUDENT COMPETITIONS IN GENERAL PHYSICS 
 
Polish-Ukrainian Physics Competition “Lwiątko” (“Lion Cub”) 

The competition took place in 1500 schools from all over Poland and Ukraine and is organized in Poland by 
the 1st Community High School in Warsaw in collaboration with IPJ. Participants in five age groups were set 30 
test problems. In 2007 “Lion Cub” had over 28 000 Polish participants. In addition to prizes awarded by the 
Organizing Committee, the winners were given the opportunity of an excursion to a few laboratories of the 
Andrzej Sołtan Institute for Nuclear Studies (IPJ) and to the “Maria” research nuclear reactor at the Institute of 
Nuclear Energy (IEA).  
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Student competition “Physical Paths” (announced September, 2005) 

The competition is organized for high school students from Poland. Participants were to prepare research in 
physics, essays on relations between physics, culture and civilization, or propositions of physical 
demonstrations. The works selected by the jury from 75 submitted contributions were presented at a special 
seminar session in Warsaw. The competition is organized in collaboration with the Center of Theoretical Physics 
of the Polish Academy of Sciences.  
 
5. FESTIVALS OF SCIENCE 
 

Our Institute made a number of showcases, 
lectures, workshops and festival lessons at science 
festivals in Warsaw, Dąbrowa Górnicza, Siedlce, 
Olecko and Deajeon in South Korea. Our three 
expositions were shown at the Scientific Picnic in 
Warsaw – one of the largest open air scientific events 
in the world.  

 
Festival of Science in Warsaw 

 

 
Dr Rożynek teaching high school pupils 
at the Scientific Picnic in South Korea 

 
 
 
 
 

In 2007 IPJ won the yearly award of the Ministry of Science and Higher Education 
and Polish Press Agency for scientific communication. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The Deputy Minister handing the Award 

to the Director of the Institute  
The Award 
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II. REPORTS ON RESEARCH 
 
 
1 DEPARTMENT OF NUCLEAR REACTIONS 
 
 

Head of  Department: Assoc. Prof. Krzysztof Rusek 
phone: (22) 621-38-29 
e-mail: rusek@fuw.edu.pl 

 
Overview 
 

Our scientific activities last year focused on nuclear physics, materials science and medical applications. 
● As far as  nuclear physics is concerned, our interest ranged from the structure of the nucleon to that of the 
nucleus. 

On the 30th June 2007 DESY’s HERA collider was shut down, and so data taking by the HERMES 
experiment was terminated. However, our colleagues involved  in studies of the spin structure of the nucleon 
have been working and will still work for a few more years analysing experimental data taken during the whole 
HERMES campaign. Last year they worked, among others, on the beam spin asymmetries for charged and 
neutral pions produced in deep inelastic scattering of polarized electrons on protons. 

A team led by Assoc. Prof. B. Zwięgliński was involved in a large-scale international collaboration PANDA. 
The PANDA (antiProton ANnihilation at Darmstadt) experiment will be installed at the High Energy Storage 
Ring for antiprotons of the future Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research (FAIR) in Darmstadt, Germany. In 
this report the team presents a proposal for an experimental study of  the two-quark system. 

Low energy nuclear physics experiments were performed at the Heavy Ion Laboratory of Warsaw University 
in collaboration with foreign institutions: University of Jyväskylä, the Institute of Nuclear Research of the 
Ukrainian Academy of Sciences and the Institute de Recherches Subatomique in Strasbourg. One of the 
achievements was the commissioning of a large scattering chamber ICARE equipped with charged particle 
detectors. 
● Material science studies focused on semiconductor compounds that could be used in electronic and 
optoelectronic devices. This was done in collaboration with the Institute of Electronic Materials Technology. In 
particular, a channeling study of GaN was performed in order to learn about the thermal stability of this 
compound. 
● Radiobiological studies was a new domain of our activity last year. The team of Prof. Jaskóła joined a 
collaboration of many Polish institutions and  performed a series of experiments at the Heavy Ion Laboratory of 
Warsaw University devoted to a study of cell survival after irradiation by ions from the Warsaw Cyclotron. 

Finally, I would like to warmly welcome drs H.P. Morsch and N. Keeley who joined us last year. Dr Morsch 
is collaborating with Assoc. Prof. P. Żuprański on a multi-gluon field approach within Quantum 
Chromodynamics. Dr Keeley’s interest is in low energy nuclear reactions. 

I would also like to welcome our new PhD students, Ms I. Strojek, Mr Ł. Standyło and Mr Shaaban Abd El 
Aal. With Mr Abd El Aal we are opening a new field of applications of nuclear methods, studying ancient 
Egyptian frescos by means of proton induced X-ray emission (PIXE). 

As every year, apart from purely scientific activities, a few of our colleagues have been involved in 
education, giving lectures to students from highs Schools in Warsaw and to students of Warsaw University. 

 
Assoc. Prof. Krzysztof Rusek 
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1.1 The Hermes Collaboration *) Reports: 

1.1.1 Beam Spin Asymmetries in the Azimuthal Distribution of Pion Electroproduction 
by W.Augustyniak, B.Mariański, A.Trzciński, P.Żuprański [I.3] 

 
Single-spin asymmetries (SSA) asymmetries in 

semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering (SIDIS) i.e. 
asymmetries of the cross section for the two 
orientations of the spin of incident lepton, are known 
to be a powerful tool to probe the partonic structure of 
the nucleon. If the orbital motion of quarks is 
neglected, the structure of nucleon can be described by 
3 parton distribution functions (PDF) defining the 
momentum f1, helicity g1, and transversity h1 
distributions. The observation of different azimuthal 
asymmetries and, in particular, the SSA’s are an 
indication of a more complex inner structure of the 
nucleon. Those effects are due to correlations of spin 
and transverse momenta of quarks and/or hadrons and 
appear as moments of the azimuthal angle between the 
scattering and production planes. 

We present the results of measurements of beam 
SSA for charged and neutral pions produced in SIDIS 
at HERMES during 1996-2000.The geometry of the 
experiment is shown in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1 Definition of kinematic planes for semi-inclusive deep-
inelastic scattering. 
 

The experiment used the polarised positron beam 
of the HERA accelerator and a hydrogen gas target. 
The beam was polarized in the transverse direction 
due to the Sokolov-Ternov effect . 

Longitudinal orientation of the beam spin was 
obtained by using a pair of spin rotators located before 
and behind the interaction region of HERMES. The 
beam helicity was flipped every few months. The 
beam polarization was measured by two independent 
HERA polarimeters and had an average value of 0.53 
with a fractional systematic uncertainty of 2.9%. The 
scattered positrons and associated hadrons were 
detected by the HERMES spectrometer. Positrons 
were distinguished from hadrons by a set of particle 
identification detectors. The average positron 
identification efficiency exceeded 98% with a hadron 
contamination in the positron sample below 1%. The 

high statistics of the data allowed the extraction of 
kinematic dependences of the beam SSa on pion 
fractional energy z, Bjorken scaling variable x and the 
pion transverse momentum Ph┴. The most relevant 
amplitudes of the measured asymmetries, φsin

LUA  are 
shown as functions of those kinematic variables in 
Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2 Dependence of the beam SSA on z, x and  Ph┴.Results for 
the x and Ph┴ dependences are presented separately for the low-z 
(0.2 < z  < 0.5) and mid-z (0.5 < z < 0.8) regions, indicated by open 
and full circles, respectively. For the high-z (0.8 < z < 1, open 
squares) region only the z dependence is pictured. 
 

The amplitudes for π+ are consistent with zero for 
low z and exhibit a rise with increasing z , reaching 
values of about 0.2. The results for negative pions are 
consistent with zero. The asymmetry for neutral pions 
is roughly constant and about 0.03, decreasing to zero 
only in the lowest and highest z regions. 

In the global analysis the beam SSa will allow a 
more complete understanding of the nucleon structure 
as well as the underlying mechanism of quark 
fragmentation. 
 
 
*) The HERMES collaboration comprises 32 
institutions from 11 countries at Deutsches Elektronen 
Synchrotron (DESY) in Hamburg 
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1.1.2 Transverse Polarisation of Λ and Λ Hyperons in Quasireal Photoproduction 
by W.Augustyniak, B.Mariański, A.Trzciński, P.Żuprański [I.3] 

 
The HERMES experiment offers an excellent 

opportunity to measure transverse Λ and Λ 
polarisation in the reaction γ*N→ΛX, using the 
27.6 GeV positron beam of the HERA collider 
scattered off the internal gas target. The Λ hyperon is 
a uniquely useful particle in spin physics: the parity 
violating nature of its weak decay Λ → pπ- results in 
an angular distribution where the protons are 
preferentially emitted along the spin direction of their 
parent Λ. A kinematic diagram of inclusive Λ 
production and the decay Λ → pπ- is given in Fig. 1. 
The Λ decay is shown in the Λ rest frame, where θp is 
the angle of the proton emission relative to the normal 
to the scattering plane. 

 
Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of inclusive Λ production and decay. 
The angle θp of the decay proton with respect to the normal  η is 
defined in the Λ rest frame. 
 

The angular distribution of the decay products of a 
Λ may be used to measure its polarisation. In the rest 
frame of the Λ it has the form 

〉⋅+〈
Ω

=
Ω p

pp

kP
d
dN

d
dN )r

α10  (1) 

Here, kp is the proton momentum unit vector in the 
Λ rest frame, P

r
 is the polarisation of the Λ, and 

α=0.642 ± 0.013 is the analysing power of the parity 
violating weak decay1). The quantity 

pd
dN
Ω

0  denotes the 

decay distribution of unpolarised Λ particles. As 
described above, only the normal component Λ

nP of 
the Λ polarization may be non-zero in the present 
analysis, and so Eq. 1 may be rewritten as 

〉+〈
Ω

=
Ω

Λ
pn

pp

P
d
dN

d
dN θα cos10  (2) 

For unpolarised Λ particles the distribution of the 
decay particles is isotropic and

pd
dN
Ω

0  is simply a 

normalization factor, independent of angle. 

The data have been analysed using the kinematic 
variable ζ ≡.(EΛ+pzΛ)/(Ee+pe), where EΛ, pzΛ are the 
energy and z-component of the Λ momentum, and Ee 
and pe are the energy and momentum of the positron 
beam. This variable is the fraction of the beam 
positrons light-cone momentum carried by the 
outgoing Λ. This is an approximate measure of 
whether the hyperons are produced in the forward or 
backward region in the γ*N center-of-mass system. 
The Λ and Λ polarizations are shown as functions of ζ 
and the hyperon mean transverse momentum <pT> 
Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2 Transverse polarizations Λ

nP  and Λ
nP  (upper panel) and 

mean <pT> (lower panel> as functions of ζ). The inner error bars 
represent the statistical uncertainties, and the outer error bars 
represent thye statistical and systematic uncertainties added in 
quadrature. 
 

The transverse Λ polarization measured by 
HERMES in the γ*N → ΛX reaction is positive, in 
contrast to the negative values observed in almost all 
other reactions producing the Λ hyperon. This may 
indicate that the γ → ss hadronic component of the 
photon plays a significant role in inclusive Λ 
production. The result presented here, a first 
measurement of non-zero transverse polarization in 
the γ* N → ΛX reaction adds an interesting new piece 
to the long-standing mystery of hyperon polarization 
at high energies. 
 
[1] Particle Data Group, W. M. Yao et al., J. Phys. G 

33 (2006) 1 
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1.1.3 Hadronization in Semi-inclusive Deep-inelastic Scattering on Nuclei 
by W.Augustyniak, B.Mariański, A.Trzciński, P.Żuprański [I.3] 

 
The process that leads from partons produced in 

the elementary interaction to hadrons observed 
experimentally is commonly referred to as 
hadronization or fragmentation. According to 
theoretical estimates, the hadronization process occurs 
over length scales varying from less than a femtometer 
to several tens of femtometers. At these length scales 
the magnitude of the strong coupling constant is such 
that perturbative techniques cannot be applied. Hence, 
hadronization is an intrinsically non-perturbative 
process, for which only approximate theoretical 
approaches are presently available. 

The hadronization process in free space has been 
extensively studied in e+ e- annihilation experiments. 
However, little is known about the space-time 
evolution of the process. Semi-inclusive production of 
hadrons in deep-inelastic scattering of leptons 
provides a way to investigate this space-time 
development. Leptoproduction of hadrons has the 
virtue that the energy and momentum of the struck 
parton are well determined, as they are tagged by the 
scattered lepton. By using nuclei of increasing size 
one can investigate the time development of 
hadronization. 

A series of semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering 
measurements on deuterium, helium, neon, krypton 
and xenon targets has been performed to study 
hadronization. The data were collected with the 
HERMES detector at the DESY laboratory using a 
27.6 GeV positron or electron beam. Hadron 
multiplicities on nucleus A relative to those on the 
deuteron, h

AR , are presented for various hadrons (π+, 
π-, π0, K+, K-, p and p ) as a function of the virtual-
photon energy ν, the fraction z of this energy 
transferred to the hadron, the photon virtuality Q2, and 
hadron transverse momentum squared 2

tp . 

The ratio h
AR  can be written as 
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h pzQN ν  the number of semi-inclusive 
hadrons at given ),,,( 22

tpzQν  and ),( 2QN e ν  the 
number of inclusive deep inelastically scattered (DIS) 
leptons at ),( 2Qν . 

Figs. 1-2 show the dependence of h
AR  on ν, z, Q2 

for various nuclei for all identified hadrons. The inner 
error bars in these figures represent the statistical 
uncertainties, while the outer ones are for the total 
uncertainty.  

 
Fig. 1 Values of h

AR  for  positively charged hadrons as a function 
of ν, z and Q2 for ν > 4 GeV and z > 0.1. 

 
Fig. 2 Values of h

AR  for negatively charged hadrons as a function 
of ν, z and Q2 for ν > 4 GeV and z > 0.1 
 

The basic feature of the data is the decrease of h
AR  

with increasing mass number A of the nucleus. 
Qualitatively this is understood as being due to 
increased partonic (quark energy loss) or hadronic 
(absorption) effects. 
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1.2 Multi-gluon Field Approach of QCD 
by H.P.Morsch and P.Żuprański [I.7] 

 
We present a new phenomenological approach to 

the two main problems of QCD, confinement and the 
origin of mass. Our starting point is the conjecture that 
the non-Abelian structure of QCD may generate 
bound 2-gluon systems, which are allowed to decay 
into qq pairs. For the description of such bound states 
Φ we write the radial wave functions in the form: 

)]()([ 221121 rrrrr rrrrr ψψψ φ =〉−=〈  
where )( jj rrψ are the radial wave functions of the 

two gluons. To investigate the properties of such 2-
gluon systems we studied the decay qqqqg rr 22 +→  
with an attractive interaction between the emitted 
quarks. 

Assuming an effective 1-gluon exchange 
interaction, V1g = -αs/R between the emitted quarks 
with relative distance R = │

ji rr rr
− │, the decay from a 

2-gluon system requires a modification of the free q-q 
interaction by the density of the 2-gluon system, 
which may be expressed by a folding integral 

)()()( 1 rRVrrdRV gqq
rrrr

−= ∫ Φρ   (1) 

where )(rrΦρ is the 2-gluon density  related to the 
wave function by 2|)(|)( rr rr

ΦΦ = ψρ . 

By relativistic Fourier transform the effective 
interaction (1) can be expressed in momentum space: 

)()()( '
0

2, RVRQdRjRQV qqqq ∫=   (2) 

where ]4/[1 22'
Φ+= mQQQ  and Φm  being the 

mass of the 2-gluon system. 
Monte-Carlo simulations of gluon-gluon scattering 

have been performed in fully relativistic kinematics, in 
which the 2 gluons in the final state can decay in qq  
and qq22  (with massless quarks). The potential 
Vqq(∆p) (eq.2) has been used as a weight function 
between the outgoing quarks (with relative momenta 

ji ppp rrr
−=∆ ). Resulting gluon momentum 

distributions )(Qd qq
and )(22 Qd qq

for decay into 

qq and qq22 were generated. Their sum 
)()()( '

22
'' QdQdQD qqqq +=Φ

can be related to the 
radial density )(rΦρ  of the 2-gluon system: 

)()(4)( '
0

2' rQdrjrQD ΦΦ ∫= ρπ  (3) 

with Q’ as in eq. (2). The condition that )(rΦρ in 
eqs (2) and (3) should be the same allows the 
determination of this density. Resulting momentum 
distributions for a self-consistent solution with 
<r2>≈0.5 fm2 are given in the upper part of Fig. 1.The 
resulting density is shown in the lower part of Fig. 1 
which clearly indicates that a self-stabilized 2-gluon 
field is generated. 

 
Fig. 1 Upper part: Resulting 2-gluon momentum distributions 
(multiplied by Q2) for decay in qq and qq22  and sum. Lower 
part: deduced 2-gluon density with estimated error band. 

This finite 2-gluon density shown in Fig. 1 may be 
interpreted as a bound state of the two gluons 
(glueball). Thus from the 2-gluon density the binding 
potential of the 2-gluon system can be obtained by 
solving a three-dimensional reduction of the Bethe-
Salpeter equation in the form of a relativistic 
Schrödinger equation. 
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where )(rΦψ  is the 2-gluon wave function and 

Φµ a relativistic mass parameter, which is related to 

Φm by mm δµ += ΦΦ 4/1 , where mδ is a relativistic 
correction. Slightly different solutions have been 
obtained, which are given by the dot-dashed and 
dashed lines in Fig. 2 which represent a quantitative 
description of the confinement potential from lattice 
QCD. 

 
Fig. 2 Two gluon binding potential given by dot dashed and dashed 
lines in comparison with the confinement potential from lattice QCD. 
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1.3 Improved Study of a Possible Θ+ Production in the pp → pK0Σ+ Reaction with the 
COSY-TOF Spectrometer 
by P.Żuprański for the COSY-TOF collaboration [I.6] 

 
The quark model successfully explains strongly 

interacting particles as colourless systems of either a 
quark-antiquark pair for mesons or of three quarks for 
baryons. However, QCD does not exclude the 
existence of other colour singlet objects containing 
additional quark-antiquark pairs or gluons as 
constituents. 

Within a chiral soliton model Diakonov et al. [1] 
predicted the existence of an antidecuplet of baryonic 
states with JP = ½+ consisting of four quarks and one 
antiquark. The lightest of these exotic states is the Θ+ 
pentaquark with a quark content of suudd  and thus 
strangeness S = +1, a predicted mass of about 
1.53GeV/c2 and a rather narrow width of less than 
15 MeV [2]. Evidence from many early experiments 
implied the existence of a narrow state in the systems 
K0p and K+n in the mass region between 1.522 and 
1.555 GeV/c2. In each of these cases, the signal is 
based on at most 50 events. None of these experiments 
has the statistical accuracy required to establish the 
existence of the Θ+. Moreover, several experiments, 
particularly at high energies including BES, BaBar, 
Belle, HERA-B, SPHINX, HyperCP, CDF and 
FOCUS did not confirm the state and set an upper 
limits on the production cross section. Although the 
production mechanism of the Θ+ pentaquark in the 
high energy reactions studied may differ strongly from 
that for conventional baryonic states, the null results 
cast additional doubts on the existence of the Θ+. 

We report on the results of an experiment studying 
the pp→pK0Σ+ reaction with the COSY-TOF 
spectrometer with substantially improved statistical 
accuracy and extended detection capability. COSY-
TOF is the only experiment involved in Θ+ studies 
which provides an exclusive measurement of the final 
state in pp collisions, and it is unique in its almost 
complete coverage of the three body phase space. 
Moreover, the exclusive measurements select the 
strangeness in the K0p system to be S = +1, which is a 
unique feature for experiments searching for the Θ+ in 
the K0p system. The experiment was performed at the 
cooler synchrotron COSY with the COSY-TOF 
spectrometer. The TOF spectrometer supplies very 
good position information owing to its high 
granularity allowing track reconstruction. Together 
with time-of-flight information, this is exploited in the 
analysis. The analysis was carried out with three 
independent analysis programs (A, B, C ), which 

differ in algorithms and event selection methods, but 
are based on a common calibration of all detector 
components. In order to cross-check each analysis the 
complete data sample was divided into two 
independent parts (events recorded with either even or 
odd number). The invariant mass spectra of the 
subsystems pK0, pΣ+ and K0Σ+ as extracted from the 
three analyses are shown in Fig. 1 after background 
subtraction and acceptance correction. 

 
Fig. 1 The invariant masses for the three subsystems in the pK0Σ+ 
final state. The first column shows the results of analysis A, the 
second one that of analysis B, the third one that of analysis C. 

All results agree within statistical uncertainties. No 
significant differences of spectra obtained from even 
and odd events were found. The invariant mass spectra 
do not follow an equal population of phase space. The 
extracted pK0 spectra do not show evidence for a 
narrow resonance in the mass region of 1.50 GeV/c2 – 
1.55 GeV/c2 in any of of the three independent 
analyses. The data are consistent with a cross section 
of σtot,X = 0 µb and an upper limit of 0.15µb is derived 
with a confidence level of 95%. The evidence for a 
Θ+, which was found in the preceding measurement, is 
not confirmed. 

 
[1] D.Diakonov, V.Petrov, M.Polyakov, Z. Phys. A 

359 (1997) 305 
[2] M.Polyakov et al., Eur. Phys. J. A 9 (2000) 115 
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1.4 Comparison of Isoscalar Vector Meson Ross Sections in Proton-proton Collisions 
by P.Żuprański for the COSY-TOF collaboration [I.6] 

 
The pp→ppω reaction was investigated with the 

TOF spectrometer at the accelerator COSY 
(Forschungszentrum Jülich, Germany). Total and 
differential cross sections were determined at an 
excess energy of 93 MeV using the proton beam of 
momentum 2950 MeV/c. The measured total cross 
section for ω meson production amounted to σT = (9.0 
± 0.7 ± 1.1) µb. Using the measured value of the cross 
section and employing the existing data for the 
reaction pp→ppφ, the total cross sections for the 
production of those mesons have been compared. The 
ration of the total cross sections of ω and φ mesons in 
proton-proton collisions at identical excess energies 
(R φ/ω= σpp→ppφ/σpp→ppω) may be used to determine a 
possible ss  content of the nucleon. This comes about 
since the flavour eigenstates (φ,ω) form a quasi ideally 
decoupled system, ( | 〉ϕ ≈ | 〉ss , |ω 〉 = | 〉uu +| 〉dd  
where the small deviation of 3.70 from the ‘ideal 
mixing angle’ of 35.30 yields the | 〉uu +| 〉dd|  

admixture to the φ wave function. According to the 
Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka ( OZI ) rule, processes involving 
disconnected quark lines are strongly suppressed, so 
that the production of φ mesons can take place only 
via the small admixture of non-strange quarks. 

The comparison of the pp→ppω and pp→ppφ 
reactions results in an improved value of Rφ/ω which 
turns out to be significantly larger than expected by 
the OZI rule. The uncertainty of this ratio is 
considerably smaller than in previous determinations. 
The differential distributions show that the ω 
production is still dominated by S-wave production at 
this excess energy. However higher partial waves 
clearly contribute. A comparison of the measured 
angular distributions for ω production with the 
published distributions for φ production at 83 MeV 
excess energy shows that the data are consistent with 
an identical production mechanism for both vector 
mesons. 

 
 

1.5 Gamma-ray Decay of the hc [11P0] State in Charmonium; Feasibility of the 
Experiment Using the PANDA Detector Studied with Computer Simulations 
by D.Melnychuk, A.Mykulyak, G.Kalicy1) and B.Zwięgliński [I.7] 

 
Heavy quarkonia are an important testing ground 

for QCD. Among open questions in spectroscopy of 
the c-cbar system below the threshold for decay into 
open charm is location of the 11P0 state and its decay 
modes. A candidate has been found at 3525.8±0.2 
MeV by the Fermilab E835 Collaboration [1]. The 
PANDA Collaboration at the future FAIR facility at 
GSI intends to study the angular distribution of 
gamma-rays in the hc→ηc transition in order to 
determine uniquely the quantum characteristics of hc. 
Our experiment will excite the state in question in 
pbar-p annihilations and will employ the full 
identification capability of PANDA [2] to select ηc by 
its decay products. 

A very neat detection is achieved using two-
photon decay channels of ηc, unfortunately, ηc→γ+ γ 
has a very low branching ratio of ~4.3*10-4, leading to 
a time-consuming experiment. The channels with 
largest branching ratios for ηc are KSK+π- 
(BR=1.9*10-2) and K+K-π+π- (BR=1.5*10-2) [3], which 
promise cutting beam-time to achieve the same 
statistics, each by a factor of nearly 50. We performed 
a detailed feasibility study with computer simulations 
of using these channels to tag the charmonium 
ground-state after gamma-ray decay of hc. The 
following subsystems of PANDA were included in 
simulations: micro vertex detector (MVD), straw-tube 
(central) tracker (STT), cylindrical Cherenkov 
detector (DIRC), electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC) 

and GEMs replacing mini-drift chambers considered 
originally in PANDA [2]. EMC is composed of PWO 
scintillators of 20cm length and about 20x20mm front 
face. Its granularity and performance define in an 
essential way the gamma-ray detection capability of 
PANDA. Monte-Carlo simulations have been 
performed with GEANT4. Signals were digitized in 
order to take realistically into account the electronic 
response. 

For event generation, EvtGen was used. The 
assumption of hc quantum numbers JPC=1+- was used 
to generate angular distribution of γ. From the C-
parity conservation only one helicity amplitude will 
contribute to hc production which results in sin2(θ) 
angular distribution of γ in the CM system. 

The first task in a feasibility study for hc detection 
is the identification of the main background sources 
and estimation of signal to background ratios. The 
main background channels for the reaction was 
identified as: p+pbar→KSK+π-π0 with decay π0→γ+γ. 
If one of the γ’s from π0 decay is left undetected, the 
background event will have the same particle content 
as the signal. The signal cross-section according to 
E835 measurements [1] is ~ 40 nb. Cross-section for 
background from the extrapolation from lower the 
energies is estimated at ~100 µb [4]. Taking into 
account corresponding branching ratios will result in a 
signal to background ratio ~ 10-5. Analysis has been 
performed with the Beta package with a 4C 
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kinematical fit to the beam momentum plus additional 
constraint on KS invariant mass. The following cuts 
were applied to select signal from background: cut on 
confidence level of 4C–fit (CL > 1%), ηc invariant 
mass range [2.9;3.06] GeV, energy of the γ in CM 
system [0.4;0.6] GeV. Additional anticut on no π0 in 
the event was also applied. A final signal to 
background ratio 1:400 has been achieved. One of the 
main results of this analysis was demonstrating the 
importance of low energy threshold for γ registration 
to suppress background from π0. Decreasing the 
threshold from 30 MeV to 10 MeV results in a gain of 
almost a factor of 2 in signal to background ratio. On 
the other hand, the result obtained is not sufficient to 
vale on PANDA detector feasibility for hc registration. 
An analysis with an artificial neural network has been 
undertaken so as to improve the signal to background 

ratio. Analysis of simple event kinematics without 
detector response using neural networks gives an 
improvement in comparison with the traditional cut 
method and is the basis for the ongoing analysis. 

 
[1] M.Andreotti et al., Phys. Rev. D 72(2005)032001 
[2] M.Kotulla et al., PANDA Collaboration, 

Technical Progress Report for: PANDA - Strong 
Interaction Studies with Antiprotons 

[3] Particle Data Group, J. of Phys. G 33(2006)1 
[4] R.Armenteros and B.French in High Energy 

Physics, ed. by E.H.S. Burhop, vol. IV, Acad. 
Press NewYork and London (1969) p. 237 

 
1) Diploma student, Institute of Physics, Warsaw 

University of Technology, Poland 
 
 

1.6 Experimental Limiting Temperatures do not Support Theoretical Predictions 
by A.Mykulyak, B.Zwięgliński and the ALADIN 2000 Collaboration at GSI-Darmstadt [II.1] 

 
Isotopic effects in spectator fragmentation at an 

incident energy of 600 AMeV have been investigated 
in a recent experiment at the GSI laboratory with the 
ALADiN spectrometer coupled to the LAND neutron 
detector. Besides a primary beam of 124Sn, also 
secondary beams of 124La and 107Sn delivered by the 
FRS fragment separator have been used. 

With the mass resolution obtained, individual 
isotopes of light projectile fragments with atomic 
numbers Z ≤ 10 are resolved. The yield ratios of a 
given nuclide in different reactions permit the study of 
isoscaling whose parameters were shown to be related 
to the symmetry energy term in the nuclear equation 
of state [1]. 
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Fig. 1 Apparent temperatures as function of Zbound for three 
reaction systems produced with 107,124Sn and 124La projectiles. Only 
statistical errors are displayed. 

From the double ratios of isotopic yields from the 
same reaction, temperature values are deduced, they 
are representative for the fragmenting system at the 
chemical freeze-out stage (see e.g. [2]). Two examples 
of double-isotope temperatures deduced from the 

measured isotope yields are shown in Fig. 1 as a 
function of Zbound = ∑ Z with Zi ≥ 2. 

Besides the frequently used THeLi (left panel), 
determined from 3,4He and 6,7Li yields, also TBeLi is 
presented for which the isotope pairs of 7,9Be and 6,8Li 
are used (right panel). The apparent temperatures are 
displayed, i.e. no corrections for secondary decays 
feeding the ground states of these nuclei are applied.  

Both temperature observables show the same 
smooth rise with increasing centrality that was 
observed earlier in a study of 197Au fragmentations 
[2]. According to TBeLi, the temperatures at the 
chemical freeze-out are identical for all three reaction 
systems and have the same dependence on Zbound.  

The observed invariance of the break-up 
temperatures is in accordance with the basic 
assumption of isotopic reaction studies that effects 
related to the asymmetry of the studied system can be 
isolated by changing only the isotopic composition of 
the system. It is, on the other hand, opposite to what is 
expected according to the finite-temperature Hartree-
Fock calculations of Ref. [3]. For the nuclei studied 
here, the predicted limiting temperature is about 2 
MeV lower for the neutron poor 107Sn and 124La 
relative to the moderately neutron-rich 124Sn [3]. A 
difference of this magnitude is clearly not seen in the 
data of Fig. 1. 
 
[1] A.Le Fevre et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 94 (2005) 

162701 
[2] W.Trautmann et al., Phys. Rev. C 76 (2007) 

064606 
[3] J.Besprosvany et al., Phys. Lett. B 217 (1989) 1 
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1.7 Identification of Some Rotation Bands in 149Nd 
by M.Jaskóła [II.3] 

 
The study of 149Nd is rather fundamental because 

this nucleus is situated on the boundary between a 
spherical and deformed shape. The excited states in 
the 149Nd nucleus up to an excitation energy of about 2 
MeV were investigated by 148Nd(d,p)149Nd and 
150Nd(d,t)149Nd reactions with energy resolution of 
about 5-10 keV. Comparison between experimental 
and calculated shapes of the angular distributions of 
tritons and protons allows the assignment of 
transferred angular momentum values l, parities and 
spectroscopic factors of the populated levels. 

Taking into account previous papers [1-5] we tried 
to a some low lying level of the 149Nd nucleus 
populated in the present (d,t) and (d,p) studies in the 
framework of the Nilsson model. 

The 149Nd nucleus is not a good case as a deformed 
nucleus for application of the Nilsson model. It is 
nevertheless the method we used to describe the 
negative parity ground state band and also one of the 
positive parity bands. The only states which would be 
expected on the basis of the Nilsson model to have 
appreciable l=3 strength in this region are the 5/2– 
[523] and 5/2– [512] Nilsson orbitals. Table 1 
represents the so called “fingerprint” pattern for these 
two Nilsson orbitals in comparison with experiments 
for (d,t) and (d,p) reactions for the ground state 
rotational band. The theoretical values were calculated 
using expression from [6] with normalization factors 
N(±) equal to 1.5 and 3.0 for the (d,p) and (d,t) 
reactions, respectively. The DWBA single-particle 
transfer cross sections )()( θσ ±

l  were calculated at 
θ=90o for a (d,p) reaction Q-value of +3 MeV and for 
a (d,t) reaction Q-value of -2 MeV. The occupation 
amplitudes U2 and V2 were taken to be 1.  

The spins of the ground state (GS) 5/2–, first 
excited state at 108.5 keV 7/2– and fourth excited state 
at 220.7 keV 9/2– are well established by previous 
work and  the present (d,t) and (d,p) reaction studies 
indicate l=3 and l=5 transitions, respectively. These 
states may be regarded as members of the GS 
rotational band and comparisons with theoretical 
calculations are presented in Table 1. From Table 1 
we see that the “fingerprint” pattern for the 5/2– [512] 
Nilsson orbital reasonably well reproduces the 
experimental results. The 5/2– [512] band is 
characterized by a strong 7/2– member, which reflects 
the experiment where this level is strongly excited by 
both (d,t) and (d,p) reactions. Also, the inertial 
parameters obtained are between 14-15 keV, a 
reasonable value for a well deformed nucleus. 

In Table 2, similar calculations are presented for 
the 1/2+ [400] Nilsson orbital. The theoretical 
calculations are compared to the cross sections of 
positive parity states with spins and excitation 
energies of 985 keV 1/2+, 1045 keV 3/2+ and 1129 
keV 5/2+. The observed small (d,p) cross section for 
the 1/2+ state is due to the fact that the1/2+[400] are  
hole states with a V2 value close to unity and U2 close 
to zero. The observed 1/2+ at 985 keV excitation 
energy also represents a fraction of the full theoretical 
intensity due to the ∆N=2 coupling with the 1/2+ [660] 
Nilsson orbital. 
 
[1] D.G.Burke, et al., Can. J. Phys. 51 (1973) 455 
[2] G.Lřvhoiden, et al., Nucl. Phys. A 339(1980)477. 
[3] J.A.Pinston, et al., Z. Physik A 282(1977)303 
[4] J.K.Hwang et al., Int. J. Mod. Phys. 6(1997)331 
[5] R.Katajanheimo, et al., Phys. Scripta 20(1979)125 
[6] M.Jaskóła, Acta Phys. Pol. B 39(2008) 

 
 
Table 1 (d,t) and (d,p) population of the 5/2– [523] and 5/2– [512] Nilsson orbital’s. 

(d,t) (dσ/dΩ) (µb/sr) 
θ=90o,Q= –2 MeV, V2=1 

(d,p) (dσ/dΩ) (µb/sr) 
θ=90o,Q= +3 MeV, U2=1 

 
 
 

Nilsson orbital\spin 5/2 7/2 9/2 11/2 5/2 7/2 9/2 11/2 

5/2– [523] theory 
5/2– [512] theory 

Exp 

41 
5 
8 

47 
450 
141 

76 
14 
35 

5 
6 
- 

32 
4 
9 

37 
356 
461 

59 
11 
85 

4 
4 
- 

 
 
Table 2 (d,t) and (d,p) population of the 1/ 2+  [400] orbital 

(d,t) (dσ/dΩ) (µb/sr) 
θ=90o,Q= –2 MeV, V2=1 

(d,p) (dσ/dΩ) (µb/sr) 
θ=90o,Q= +3 MeV, U2=1 

 
 
 

Nilsson orbital\spin 1/2 3/2 5/2 7/2 9/2 1/2 3/2 5/2 7/2 9/2 
1/2+ [400] theory 

Exp 
865 
580 

157 
55 

81 
85 

4 
- 

~1 
- 

541 
18 

132 
- 

68 
- 

3 
- 

~1 
- 
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1.8 Pickup Coupling Effects in Deuteron Scattering: the Case of d + 40Ca 
by N.Keeley and R.S.Mackintosh1) [II.2] 

 
A series of coupled reaction channels (CDCC) 

calculations for the d + 40Ca system at an incident 
deuteron energy of 52 MeV were carried out, 
investigating the effect of neutron and proton pickup 
to mass three exit channels on elastic scattering.  The 
calculations also included the effect of deuteron 
breakup via the continuum discretised coupled 
channels (CDCC) method and (d,p) stripping, as 
described in Ref. [1]. Good descriptions of the 
available elastic scattering [2] and (d,t) [3] data was 
obtained. 

S-matrix to potential inversion [4] was employed 
to evaluate the dynamic polarisation potential (DPP) 
induced by the various couplings. Fig. 1 shows the 
central and tensor (TR) components of the DPP for 
calculations with deuteron reorientation only; 
reorientation plus breakup; reorientation, breakup and 
pickup and finally reorientation, breakup, pickup and 
stripping. We do not show the dynamic spin-orbit 
potentials generated by coupling, as these are very 
small. 

We find that, while pickup coupling generates an 
important central DPP, with imaginary part much 
larger than that due to stripping, ground state 
reorientation of the deuteron is almost solely 
responsible for the generation of the tensor 
components. Our results show that pickup to mass 
three channels cannot be neglected in any study of 
deuteron elastic scattering  that  aims  at  completeness 

and that the DPPs generated by reaction channel 
couplings are of non-standard shapes that cannot be 
adequately represented by renormalisation of local 
density folding model potentials. 

 
Fig. 1 DPPs obtained by S matrix to potential inversion for the 
d+40Ca system at an incident deuteron energy of 52 MeV. 
 
[1] N.Keeley, N.Alamanos, and V.Lapoux, Phys. 

Rev. C 69 (2004) 064604 
[2] M.Ermer et al., Phys. Lett. B 188 (1987) 17 
[3] P.Doll et al., Nucl. Phys. A 263 (1976) 210 
[4] V.I.Kukulin and R.S.Mackintosh, J. Phys. G 30 

(2004) R1 
1) Department of Physics and Astronomy, The Open 

University, Milton Keynes, MK7 6AA, UK 

 

1.9 Tensor Analysing Powers and Energy Dependence of  7Li + 16O Interaction 
by A.T.Rudchik1), K.W.Kemper2), A.A.Rudchik1) , A.M.Crisp2), V.D.Chesnokova1), V.M.Kyryanchuk1), 
F.Marechal2),  O.A.Momotyuk1), O.A.Ponkratenko1), B.T.Roeder2), and K.Rusek [II.2] 

 

 
Fig. 1 Energy dependence of OM parameters for the 7Li+16O 
scattering versus the same for the 7Li+11B and 7Li+14N. 

Angular distributions of differential cross section 
and of T T10, T T20 analyzing powers, for 7Li+16O elastic 

scattering, were measured at Elab(7Li) = 42 MeV. 
These and previously published 7Li + 16O scattering 
data measured at Ec.m.. = 6.26−34.78 MeV were 
analyzed with the optical model (OM) and coupled-
reaction channels (CRC) methods to determine the 
energy dependence of the parameters of the scattering 
potential. It was found that the optical model 
potentials are energy independent for 7Li laboratory 
bombarding energies above 28 MeV, except for a 
slight decrease in the real potential strength as the 
bombarding energy increases (Fig. 1). See Ref. [1].  

This work was supported by Polish Ministry of 
Science and Higher Education (MNiSW), Joint 
Project with Ukraine No. 1243. 
 
[1] A.T.Rudchik, K.W.Kemper, A.A.Rudchik, et al., 

Phys. Rev. C 75(2007)024612 
1) Institute for Nuclear Research, Kyiv, Ukraine 
2) Physics Department, Florida State University, 

Tallahassee, Florida, USA 
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1.10 Elastic and Inelastic Scattering of 7Li + 18O 
by A.A.Rudchik1), A.T.Rudchik1), S.Kliczewski2), E.I.Koshchy 3), O.A.Ponkratenko1), K.W.Kemper4), 
K.Rusek, A.Budzanowski2), J.Choiński5), B.Czech2), T.Czosnyka5), V.D.Chesnokova1), L.Głowacka6), 
E.Kozik2), V.M.Kyryanchuk1), S.Yu.Mezhevych1), A.V.Mokhnach1), O.A.Momotyuk1,4), 
I.Skwirczyńska2), R.Siudak2), A.Szczurek2,7) [II.2] 

 

 
Fig. 1 The angular distributions of 7Li + 18O elastic scattering at 
energy Elab(18O) = 114 MeV. The curves show the OM- and CRC-
calculations. 

Angular distributions of the 7Li + 18O elastic and 
inelastic scattering were measured at the energy 
Elab(18O) = 114 MeV (32 MeV c.m.) at the Heavy Ion 
Laboratory of Warsaw University. The technique 
allowed both small and large angle data to be collected 
simultaneously. 

The data were analyzed within the optical model 
(OM) and coupled-reaction-channels (CRC) method 
to determine the potential parameters of 7Li + 18O 
scattering and reaction channels dominating the 
scattering. The 18O inelastic scattering deformation 
parameters were obtained. The data show that the 
7Li + 18O system has a much stronger absorption when 
compared to previously measured 7Li + 16O data. 

This work was supported by Polish Ministry of 
Science and Higher Education (MNiSW), Joint 
Projects with Ukraine No. 1243 and 2689. 
[1] A.A.Rudchik, A.T.Rudchik, S.Kliczewski, et al. 

Nucl. Phys. A 785(2007)293-306 
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1.11 Fusion Barrier Distributions 
by E.Piasecki1), M.Kowalczyk1,2), J.Jastrzębski1), T.Krogulski3), K.Piasecki2), K.Rusek, Ł.Świderski, 
S.Khlebnikov4), M.Mutterer5), W.H.Trzaska6), M.Sillanpää6), S.Smirnov7), G.Tiourin4), S.Dmitriev8), 
E.Kozulin8), A.Ogloblin8), N.Rowley9) [II.2] 

 
Continuing our studies on fusion barrier height 

distributions1-4), we performed an experiment on a 
20Ne + 208Pb system using the cyclotron beam of the 
Jyväskylä University. The main questions we wanted 
to answer were:  
1. Is the distribution smooth or structured? 
2. Does the result of measurements depend on the 

method used (fusion and quasielastic scattering). 
The questions were important, because the 

calculated distribution for 20Ne interacting with many 
systems is clearly structured, but our experimental 
results, obtained in the Warsaw Cyclotron, were 
smooth for 92Zr and 118Sn targets, but structured for 
natNi and 92Zr targets. The theoretically predicted 
distributions for 208Pb target was very strongly 
structured. 

The second question was studied because looking 
for the reason for the smoothing of the distributions 
(we suspect the influence of many weak reaction 
channels) it was not clear whether the phenomenon 
concerns the distributions independently of the 
method used.  

Basically, the method was similar to that described 
in Ref. [1], however, to distinguish between 
fusion/fission and the backscattering quasielastic 
events, we identified the mass of registered ions using 
the TOF technique, with the start/stop generated by 
the semiconductor detector and cyclotron RF signals, 
respectively. In this way we could use both methods 
simultaneously, employing exactly the same four 
forward and four backward semiconductor detectors 
and all other elements of the experimental set-up.  
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Comparison of experimental and theoretical results 
are presented in Fig. 1. The measured distributions 
turned out to be very similar to each other, but both 
are completely structureless, clearly differing in this 
respect from results of coupled channel calculations. 
This result was rather unexpected. This is now under 
study.  
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Fig. 1 Measured (points) and calculated (lines) barrier height 
distributions determined using the fusion (upper) and quasielastics 
backscattering (lower panel) methods for the 20Ne + 208Pb system. 

 
 

1.12 Transfer Channels Induced in 7Li + 28Si Interaction at Elab=13 MeV 
by K.Rusek and A.Pakou1) [II.2] 

 
We investigated transfer reactions induced by 7Li 

on a 28Si target at laboratory energy of 13 MeV by 
means of the distorted wave Born approximation 
(DWBA). 

 
Fig. 1 Angular distribution of elastically scattered 7Li. 

The effective 7Li + 28Si optical model potential 
was adopted from our previous studies [1], where 
elastic scattering data were analysed by continuum – 
discretized coupled channel (CDCC) calculations that 
included breakup of 7Li into α-particle and a triton. 
Optical model calculations with this potential are 
plotted by the solid curve in Fig. 1.  

In our previous studies [2] we found that d – 
transfer reaction contributes significantly to the α – 
yield emitted from 7Li + 28Si interaction. In this report 
we are presenting results of DWBA calculations for 
2n- and 1n- transfer reactions leading to the 2.23 MeV 
excited state of 30Si and to 1.27 MeV excited state of 
29Si, respectively.  

For the 2n – transfer, the corresponding 
7Li = 5Li + 2n spectroscopic factors were taken from 
shell model predictions of Nemets et al. [3] while the 
30Si2.23 MeV = 28Si + 2n spectroscopic factor was set to 
the number of valence neutrons. The optical potential 
in the 5Li + 30Si exit channel was calculated from 
p + 30Si [4] and α + 28Si [5] empirical potentials by 
means of the single-folding technique. The wave 
function of 5Li ground state used in the folding model 
calculations was generated in the binding potential 
adopted from [6]. More details can be found in our 
earlier paper [7]. 

For the one neutron transfer reaction we performed 
calculations with 6Li in the exit channel excited to its 
3+ resonant state located above the α + d breakup 
threshold. The optical potential in the exit channel was 
taken from our previous 6Li + 28Si elastic scattering 
studies [1]. The spectroscopic factor for 
7Lig.s. = 6Li3++ n was adopted from ref [3]. For the final 
nucleus the spectroscopic factors were taken from the 
(d,p) study of Peterson et al. [8].  
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Fig. 2 Calculated angular distributions of 5Li and 6Li* emitted 
from 7Li + 28Si interaction at 13 MeV lab. 

 

The results of the DWBA calculations are plotted 
in Fig. 2. The largest cross section (174.8 mb) was 
found for 2n- transfer. This result is suggesting that 
this reaction and d-transfer reaction studied earlier [2] 
could be the main sources of alpha particles emitted 
from 7Li + 28Si interaction [2].  
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1.13 Channeling Study of GaN Thermal Decomposition 
by A.Stonert, K.Pągowska, R.Ratajczak, P.Caban1), W.Strupiński1) and A.Turos1) [IV.2] 

 
Semiconductor compounds based on group III 

nitrides have great potential for applications in 
electronic and optoelectronic devices. This is due to 
their large band-gap and remarkable stability at high 
temperatures. The thermal and chemical stability of 
GaN is important for understanding mechanisms of 
defect reduction in post-grown and post-implantation 
annealing. Thermal annealing is also used for dopant 
activation and to improve the crystalline quality after 
different processing steps. 

We report here on the use of RBS/channeling for 
the study of GaN thermal stability. The advantage of 
this method is its simplicity and insensitivity to matrix 
effects. Samples were prepared using the MOVPE 
technique in the Aixtron AX100HTRD reactor at the 
Institute of Electronic Materials Technology, Warsaw. 
Annealing of GaN is a difficult process, primarily due 
to its complex decomposition. Moreover, GaN’s great 
affinity to oxygen precludes thermal treatment in 
conventional annealing facilities. Consequently, the 
decomposition study has to be carried out in the 
MOVPE reactor. The annealing experiments were 
carried out at the temperature range 900-1200oC 
according to the following scheme: the samples were 
first heated up to 600oC under the H2 flow then up to 
the preset temperature the gas ambient was enriched in 
ammonia. After the preset temperature was reached 
the anneal gas was switched to N2 for 30 min 
annealing. Subsequently, the system was cooled down 
to RT in NH3. Virgin and annealed samples were 
analyzed with RBS/channeling using 1.7 MeV 4He 
ions. The surface morphology prior and after 
annealing was observed using a scanning electron 
microscope. 

The following characteristic features of the RBS 
random spectra recorded for originally 320 nm thick 

GaN layers subjected to annealing at different 
temperatures can be summarized as follows: 
• first, for temperatures above 900oC the width of 

Ga peak decreases monotonically due to the 
progressing decomposition of GaN layer;  

• second, the equal height of all peaks is a strong 
indication that GaN decomposition takes place on 
the surface and does not produce any 
compositional changes in the layer, 

• third, the rear edge incline decreases with 
increasing temperature, which is apparently due to 
increased roughness of the layer. 
The last assumption was supported by the SEM 

observations. Numerous hillocks on the sample 
surface of approximately 300 nm diameter at the base 
were visualized. Similar hillocks with roughly the 
same density were observed after annealing at 1050oC. 
No significant changes of the surface morphology 
were noticed after annealing at temperatures below 
1000oC. On the other hand, annealing at 1100oC 
produces a sponge-like structure and apparently the 
continuous layer does no longer exist. 

Concerning the nature of this formation, one can 
speculate that they are the remnants of Ga droplets 
formed during thermal treatment, which have been 
transformed to GaN due to a reaction with NH3 during 
the cooling phase. No evolution of the as-grown 
defects at the layer/substrate interface up to 1200oC, 
the highest temperature used has been observed by ion 
channeling.  
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1.14 Heavy Ion Radiobiological Studies in the Bragg Peak Region 
by J.Czub1), D.Banaś1,2), A.Błaszczyk3), J.Braziewicz1,2), I.Buraczewska4), J.Choiński5), U.Górak6), 
M.Jaskóła, A.Korman, A.Lankoff8), H.Lisowska8), A.Łukaszek6,9), Z.Szefliński6), A.Wójcik4,8) [VII.2] 

 
Knowledge of the radiobiological effect of heavy 

ions at the cellular and molecular level are of 
fundamental importance in the field of radiation 
therapy and space radiation biology.  

Carbon ions are of special interest for radiation 
therapy due to their special physical properties. 
Thanks to small lateral scattering, a high precision of 
dose delivery can be achieved. In the tissue exposed to 
heavy ions, the RBE (relative biological effectiveness) 
is low at the entrance at high energy and increases at 
the end of the particle range [1].  

An experimental setup designed for such 
investigations was constructed at the isochronic 
cyclotron U-200P at the Heavy Ion Laboratory (HIL) 
of the Warsaw University [2]. In the present work the 
12C2+ (48.5 MeV) and 20Ne4+(105 MeV) ions from the 
cyclotron were transported to the scattering chamber. 
The collimated (Φ=2mm) ion beam elastically 
scattered onto a gold foil with thickness of 
9-17 mg/cm2 is extracted into air through a square 
window (1x1cm2) sealed by a Havar foil with 2.3 
mg/cm2 thickness. The ion beam intensity was 
controlled on-line by an Si detector placed inside the 
scattering chamber at 20o. A view of this facility is 
shown (Fig. 1). In the design process the assumption 
was made that the facility should be used for 
radiobiological experiments using various ions at a 
wide range of LET (linear energy transfer).  

 
Fig. 1 The schematic view of the set-up for radiobiological 
studies with the horizontal beam line. 

Chinese hamster overy (CHO-K1) cells have been 
used as a suitable biological system for our studies. 
The cell line is characterized by genetic stability, the 
ability to form colonies, a relatively rapid growth rate 
with a cell cycle of 12-14 hours.  

For irradiation with ions, cells were seeded in 
specially designed Petri dishes (48 mm diameter with 
a thin Mylar bottom) 12 - 24h before irradiation.  

The 60Co irradiation experiments were performed 
in the Holycross Oncology Center in Kielce.  

For exposure to ions, the Petri dishes were filled 
with a medium, sealed by a parafilm cover and placed 
in a vertical sample holder mounted in an x-y-z table, 
connected to a special stepping motor. The irradiated 
sample moved under the beam according to a planned 

route. The total time of exposure per dish was 1-5 
min. depending on the dose and beam intensity. The 
dose rates were changed from 0.05 Gy/min to 1 
Gy/min depending on the dose. 

Cell survival after irradiations by ions or γ-rays 
(60Co) were estimated according to standard 
procedures described in [2]. Survival data for the 
CHO-K1 cell line at various energies of 12C and 20Ne 
ions and γ-rays in dependence on the absorbed doses 
are shown in figure 2. The dose response curves are 
presented for the inactivation of CHO-K1 cells 
irradiated with 12C ions with LET (evaluated at cell 
entrance) of 438, 576 and 832 keV/µm, and for 20Ne 
ions irradiated with LET of 933, 1245 and 1616 
keV/µm. 
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Fig. 2 Survival curves of the CHO-K1 cells as a function of dose 
for γ-rays, 12C and 20Ne ions. 

The RBE value defined as the ratio of photon dose 
(in this paper 60Co) to the dose of particle radiation 
leading to the same biological effect was determined. 
The RBE values obtained in the present work for 12C 
and 20Ne ions with various energies, i.e. for different 
values of LET is influenced both by the LET and the 
repair capacity of the used cells.  
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High resolution XRD studies of ion beam irradiated InGaAs/InP multi quantum wells 
S. Dhamodaran, A.P. Pathak, A. Turos, D.K. Avasthi, B.M. Arora 
MRS Spring Meeting, San Francisco 2007 (San Francisco, 2007-04-09 - 2007-04-16) 
MRS No. (2007) 
 
Analysis of ion irradiated III-V semiconductors and hetero-structures 
S. Dhamodaran, G. Devaraju, A.P. Pathak, A. Turos, D.K. Avasthi, R. Kesavamoorthy, B.M. Arora 
18th International Conference on Ion Beam Analysis (India, Hyderabad, 2007-09-23 - 2007-09-28) 
Nucl. Instr. Meth. B (in press) 
 
Some questions and answers in barrier distributions 
E. Piasecki, J. Jastrzębski, M. Kowalczyk, T. Krogulski, K. Piasecki, K. Rusek, Ł. Świderski, S. Khlebnikov, M. Mutterer, 
W.H. Trzaska, M. Sillanpaa, S. Smirnov, G. Tiourin, S. Dimitriev, E. Kozulin, A. Ogloblin, N. Rowley 
Frontiers in nuclear structure, astrophysics and reactions, FINUSTAR (Crete, Greece, 2007-09-10 - 2007-09-14) 
 
Heavy Ion Laboratory 
E. Piasecki 
EWON Workshop (Crete, Greece, 2007-09-06 - 2007-09-08) 
 
Mass measurement and isoscaling in 124Sn+Sn and 107Sn+Sn reactions at 600 A MeV 
S. Bianchin, …, A. Mykulyak, B. Zwięgliński, … et al. 
XLV International Winter Meeting on Nuclear Physics (Bormio, Italy, 2007-01-15 - 2007-01-20) 
Proceedings of the XLV International Winter Meeting on Nuclear Physics Vol. 127 (2007) 234 
 
Cell survival and chromosomal aberrations in CHO-K1 cells irradiated by carbon ions 
J. Czub, D. Banaś, A. Błaszczyk, J. Braziewicz, I. Buraczewska, J. Choiński, U. Górak, M. Jaskóła, A. Korman, A. Lankoff, 
H. Lisowska, A. Łukaszek, Z. Szefliński, A. Wójcik 
International Conference on Biomedical Applications of High Energy Ion Beams (Guilford, UK, 2007-07-30 - 2007-08-03) 
Appl. Radiat. Isot. (in press) 
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Nanocomposite nc-TaN/а-Si3N4 „mictamict” films in metallization scheme of gallium nitride for high temperature 
electronics 
А.V. Kuchuk, V.P. Kladko, A. Piotrowska, K. Golaszewska, R.А. Minikayev, R. Ratajczak 
19th International Symposium Thin Films in Optics and Nano-Electronics at Kharkov Nanotechnology Assembly (Kharkov, Ukraine, 
2007-04-23 - 2007-04-27) 
 
Heavy ion radiobiological studies in the Bragg peak region 
J. Czub, D. Banaś, A. Błaszczyk, J. Braziewicz, J. Choiński, U. Górak, M. Jaskóła, A. Korman, A. Lankoff, H. Lisowska, 
A. Łukaszek, Z. Szefliński, A. Wójcik 
39 Annual Conference of the German-Swiss Association for Radiation Protection and 11th Workshop of Heavy Charged Particles in 
Biology and Medicine (Heidelberg, Germany, 2007-09-26 - 2007-09-29) 
 
HERMES measurements of hard-exclusive processes 
B. Mariański 
International Conference on the Structure and Interaction of the Photon. PHOTON2007 (Paris, France, 2007-07-09 - 2007-07-13) 
Nucl. Phys. B (2007)  
 
Near barrier scattering of 6He and 11Be 
L. Acosta, D. Escrig, D. Galaviz, A.M. Sanchez-Benitez, C. Angulo, M.A.G. Alvarez, M.V. Andres, M.J.B. Borge, E. Casarejos, 
J.M. Espino, J.E. Garcia-Ramos, J. Gomez-Camacho, I. Martel, A.M. Moro, I. Mukha, F. Perez-Bernal, D. Rodrigez, K. Rusek, 
O. Tengblad 
Frontiers in nuclear structure, astrophysics and reactions, FINUSTAR (Crete, Greece, 2007-09-10 - 2007-09-14) 
 
 
Poster 
 
Growth of high resistivity GaN layers by compensating defects generation 
P. Caban, W. Strupiński, A. Turos, J. Borysiuk, E. Dumiszewska, K. Pągowska 
Joint Fifth International Conference on Solid State Crystals & Eighth Polish Conference on Crystal Growth (Zakopane, Poland, 
2007-05-20 - 2007-05-24) 
 
Modification of structure and properties of unalloyed steels with intense argon and nitrogen plasma pulses 
B. Sartowska, J. Piekoszewski, L. Waliś, J. Senatorski, J. Stanisławski, L. Nowicki, R. Ratajczak, M. Kopcewicz, M. Barlak, 
A. Nowotnik 
XVIII Conference on Advanced Materials & Technologies  (Warsaw, Poland , 2007-06-18 - 2007-06-21) 
Inżynieria Materiałowa Vol. No 3-4 (2007) 728-732 
 
Structural and compositional analysis of strain relaxed InGaAs/InP multi quantum wells 
S. Dhamodaran, G. Devaraju, A.P. Pathak, A. Turos, D.K. Avasthi, R. Kesavamoorthy, B.M. Arora 
18th International Conference on Ion Beam Analysis (India, Hyderabad, 2007-09-23 - 2007-09-28) 
Nucl. Instr. Meth. B (in press) 
 
Fabrication of thermally stable ohmic contacts for wide band-gap GaN and SiC semiconductors 
А.V. Kuchuk, V.P. Kladko, O.S. Lytvyn, A. Piotrowska, E. Kaminska, R.A. Minikayev, R. Ratajczak 
XI International Conference on Physics and Technology of Thin Films and Nanosystems (Ivano-Frankivsk, Ukraine, 2007-05-07 - 
2007-05-12) 
 
Description of the vacancy rearrangement in multiply ionized atoms 
D. Banaś, J. Braziewicz, M. Czarnota, M. Jaskóła, M. Pajek 
XXV Inter. Conf. on Photonic, Electronic and Atomic Collisions (Freiburg, Germany, 2007-07-25 - 2007-07-31) 
 
Influence of Si on the formation of Ni-Si/n-SiC ohmic contacts 
A.V. Kuchuk, A. Piotrowska, V.P. Kladko, M. Guziewicz, O.S. Lytvyn, R. Ratajczak, A. Stonert, S.V. Tkach 
5th International Workshop on Semiconductor Surface Passivation (Zakopane, Poland, 2007-09-16 - 2007-09-20) 
 
Thermal stability of ohmic contacts to GaN and SiC with Ta-Si-N diffusion barriers and Au over layers 
A. Kuchuk, V. Kladko, A. Piotrowska, O. Lytvyn, M. Guziewicz, R. Ratajczak, A. Stonert, R. Minikayev 
8th International Balkan Workshop on Applied Physics (Constanta, Romania, 2007-07-05 - 2007-07-07) 
 
L-subshell ionization of heavy elements by S ions with energy of 0.4-3.8 MeV/amu 
I. Fijał-Kirejczyk, M. Jaskóła, A. Korman, D. Banaś, J. Braziewicz, J. Choiński, U. Majewska, M. Pajek, W. Kretschmer, 
G. Lapicki, T. Mukoyama, D. Trautmann 
9th European Conf. on Accelerators in Applied Research and Technology (Florence, Italy, 2007-09-03 - 2007-09-09) 
Nucl. Instr. Meth. B (2007)  
 
Fabrication and characterisation of nickel silicide ohmic contacts to n-type 4H Silicon Carbide 
A. Kuchuk, V. Kladko, M. Guziewicz, A. Piotrowska, R. Minikayev, A. Stonert, R. Ratajczak 
4th Swedish Meeting on Vacuum and Materials Science - SVM-4 (Stockholm, Sweden, 2007-07-02 - 2007-07-06) 
 
Application of solid-state nuclear track detectors in TEXTOR experiment for measurements of fusion-reaction protons 
A. Szydłowski, A. Malinowska, M. Jaskóła, A. Korman, M.J. Sadowski, G. VanWassenhove, B. Schweer,  TEXTORteam, 
A. Gałkowski 
Intern. Conference on Research and Applications of Plasmas - PLASMA 2007 (Greifswald, Germany, 2007-10-16 - 2007-10-19) 
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Channeling study of thermal decomposition of III-N compound semiconductors 
A. Stonert, K. Pągowska, R. Ratajczak, P. Caban, A. Turos 
18th International Conference on Ion Beam Analysis (India, Hyderabad, 2007-09-23 - 2007-09-28) 
Nucl. Instr. Meth. B (2007)  
 
In/off beam spectroscopy of internal conversion electrons from 14N + 197Au reactions products 
A. Król, J. Andrzejewski, M. Kisieliński, A. Korman, M. Kowalczyk, J. Kownacki, J. Perkowski, K. Sobczak, R. Wojtkiewicz 
Euro Summer School on Exotic Beams (Trento, Italy, 2007-09-11 - 2007-09-16) 
 
 

LECTURES, COURSES AND EXTERNAL SEMINARS 

Quark transverse spin distributiona) 
P. Żuprański 
Warsaw, Department of Atomic Nucleus Physics of the Institute of Physics, University of Warsaw, Poland, 2007-01-19 
 
Physics in Copernicus Science Centrea) 
L. Nowicki 
Warsaw, Institute of Physics, Polish Academy of Sciences, Poland, 2007-02-20 
 
PIXE - a new technique for elemental analysisa) 
M. Jaskóła 
Łódź, Institute of Physics, University of Łódź, Poland, 2007-03-21 
 
Low energy particle accelerators in applied research and technologya) 
M. Jaskóła 
Warsaw, Institute of Experimental Physics, University of Warsaw, Poland, 2007-11-16 
 
Spin density matrix elements of exclusive diffractive  phi production on hydrogen and deutrrium targetsb) 
W. Augustyniak 
Hamburg, DESY, Germany, 2007-04-11 
 
SPIN density matrix elements for phi vector mesons  (Markus Diehl representation)b) 
W. Augustyniak 
Hamburg , DESY, Hermes Collaboration, Germany, 2007-08-22 
 
Determination of the transverse magnet corrections and horizontal and vertical shifts for DATA SETS :2004 and 2005b) 
W. Augustyniak 
Hamburg, DESY, HERMES Collaboration, Germany, 2007-08-22 
 
ρ0 SDMEs from 2002-2005 datab) 
B. Mariański 
Hamburg, DESY, Germany, 2007-08-22 
 
Colour transparency in deep inelastic electron scatteringb) 
A. Trzciński 
Hamburg, DESY, HERMES Collaboration, Germany, 2007-08-22 
 
Crystallochemistry of anion-excess uranium oxidesb) 
L. Nowicki 
Tokyo, Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry, Japan, 2007-11-12 
 
a) in Polish 
b) in English 
 
 

DIDACTIC ACTIVITY 

M. Jaskóła - Supervision of a PhD student (A.Bancer) 
 
B. Mariański - Lectures on Mathematics and Statistics 
Warsaw University of Life Sciences 
 
K. Rusek - Supervision of PhD students (I.Strojek and Ł.Standyło) 
 
A. Turos – Supervision of a PhD student (K.Pągowska) 
 
A. Turos – Supervision of a PhD student (Shabaan Abd El Aal) 
 
B. Zwięgliński - Supervison of a PhD students (A.Mykulyak and D.Melnychuk) 
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PARTICIPATION IN SCIENTIFIC COUNCILS, ASSOCIATIONS AND ORGANIZING 
COMMITTEES 

M. Jaskóła 
Member of the Polish Physical Society  
Member of the Scientific Council of the Heavy Ion Laboratory, University of Warsaw 
Member of the Scientific Council of the Andrzej Sołtan Institute for Nuclear Studies 
 
E. Piasecki 
Member of the Scientific Council of the Heavy Ion Laboratory, University of Warsaw 
 
K. Rusek 
Deputy chairman of the Scientific Council of the Heavy Ion Laboratory, University of Warsaw 
Member of the Scientific Council of the Andrzej Sołtan Institute for Nuclear Studies  
 
A. Turos 
Member of the Materials Research Society  
 
P. Żuprański 
Member of the Scientific Council of the HERMES Collaboration at DESY 
 
 
 
 

PERSONNEL 

Research scientists 
 
Witold Augustyniak, Dr. 
Andrzej Bieńkowski, Dr. on leave 
Marian Jaskóła, Professor 
Nicholas Keeley, Dr. 
Andrzej Korman, Dr. 3/5* 
Andrzej Marcinkowski, Professor 1/2* till March 1 
Bohdan Mariański, Dr. 
Hans Peter Morsch, Dr. on leave 
Andriy Mykulyak, MSc. 1/2* from June 5 

Lech Nowicki, Dr.  1/2* from April 5 
Ernest Piasecki, Assoc. Prof. 1/3* 
Krzysztof Rusek, Assoc. Prof. 
Anna Stonert, Dr. 
Andrzej Trzciński, Dr. 
Andrzej Turos, Professor 3/4* 
Bogusław Zwięgliński, Assoc. Prof. 
Paweł Żuprański, Professor 

 
PhD students 
 
Dmytro Melnychuk, MSc. 
Karolina Pągowska, MSc. 
Izabela Strojek, MSc. 
Łukasz Standyło, MSc. 
 
 
Technical and administrative staff 
 
Dorota Dobrowolska 
Ryszard Kacprzak 3/5* from May 1 
Grażyna Kęsik, Eng. 
Władysław Mielczarek 1/2* 

Wiesław Pietrzak 2/5* 
Renata Ratajczak, MSc. 
Zbigniew Szczepaniak 

 
* part-time employee 
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2 DEPARTMENT OF INTERDYSCYPLINARY APPLICATIONS OF 

PHYSICS 
 

Head of Department: Dr. Piotr Szymański 
phone: (22) 718-04-63 
e-mail: Piotr.Szymanski@ipj.gov.pl 

 

Overview  
 

The activities of the Department in 2007 were focused on the following areas of application of physics: 
● medical physics: 

- modernization of the X-ray generators for applications in medicine and industry; 
- new methods of production of next pure medical radioisotopes using our 25 MeV proton cyclotron ; 

● environmental physics: 
- the measurements of the concentration of PM10–2.5 dust in the air in Świerk and its environment were 

continued; 
- work on the air pollution prediction methods using neural networks and wavelet analysis is far advanced; 
- monitoring of the radionuclides concentration in soil and air; 

Basic research was realized in the fields of: 
● elementary particle physics: 

- participation in measurements done with the ANKE spectrometer at COSY-Jülich; 
- participation in the ICARUS program to study neutrino physics; 
- participation in the experiments at PSI Villingen devoted to further more precision measurements of the 

decay properties of pion; 
- study of the ionization clusters produced by low energy electrons (100÷3000 eV) within the structures of 

nanometre sizes using the “Jet Counter” facility; 
- study of some spectrometric properties of Parallel Plate Avalanche Counters; 

● nuclear physics: 
- further profound modelling of the synthesis of super-heavy nuclei; 
- the studies of the mechanism of nucleus-nucleus collisions at low and intermediate energies at LNS 

Catania; 
- modelling of the high-energy proton induced spallation processes and study of radioactive isotopes 

production in the experiments at JINR-Dubna; 
- nuclear spectroscopy; 
- mathematical modelling of nuclear radiation sources and calculations of radiation shields; 
● high energy atomic physics: 

- study of the interaction of the several-electrons ions in atomic collisions at relativistic energies and 
analysis of the X-ray spectra induced in plasma systems. 

We collaborate among others with Collegium Medicum of the Jagiellonian Univ., Oncology Institute 
in Warsaw, Radioisotope Center POLATOM, local authorities in Karczew and Otwock, AIRCLIM Network, 
Warsaw Central Laboratory for Radiological Protection, Institutes of Physics, Geophysics, Institute of Physics 
Warsaw Univ., ARMAAG Foundation in Gdańsk, Regional Inspectors for Environment Protection in Gdańsk 
and Warsaw, FZ-Jülich, INFN, PSI Villingen, Interdisciplinary Center for Mathematical and Computational 
Modelling of Warsaw Univ., LNS Catania, Univ. of Virginia, PTB Braunchweig, LNL Legarno, 
LBNL Berkeley, JINR Dubna, Heavy Ion Laboratory of Warsaw Univ., Uppsala Univ., ANL Argonne, CERN, 
GSI-Darmstadt and also Organizational Units of our Institute. 
 

Dr. Piotr Szymański 
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2.1 Lineshape of the Λ(1405) hyperon measured through its Σ0π0 decay 
by I.Zychor for the ANKE Collaboration (COSY – Jülich, Germany) [I.6] 

 
The excited states of the nucleon are a topical field 

of research, since the full spectrum contains deep-
rooted information about the underlying strong colour 
force acting between the quarks and gluons. In 
addition to searching for missing resonances predicted 
by quark models, it is important to understand the 
structure of certain well established states, such as the 
Λ(1405) hyperon resonance. 

Although the Λ(1405) is a four-star resonance [1], 
and known already for many years, its dynamics is 
still not fully understood. Within the quark model it 
can be explained as a P-wave q3 baryon. It is also 
widely discussed as a candidate for a NK  molecular 
state, or for one with a more intrinsic qq4  pentaquark 
structure. If the Λ(1405) is a dynamically generated 
resonance produced via NK  rescattering within a 
coupled-channel formalism, it may consist of two 
overlapping I=0 states. Its decay spectrum would then 
depend upon the production reaction. Due to the 
opening of the NK  channels, the Λ(1405) lineshape is 
not represented satisfactorily by a Breit-Wigner 
resonance. Nevertheless, if the Λ(1405) were a single 
quantum state, as in the quark model or molecular 
pictures, its lineshape should be independent of the 
production method. 

Recent theoretical investigations based on chiral 
dynamics predict two poles for the Λ(1405), one with 
a mass 1390 MeV/c2 and a width of about 130 MeV/c2 
coupling strongly to Σπ states and the other one with a 
mass around 1425 MeV/c2 and a width of about 
30 MeV/c2 coupling mostly to NK  states [2]. 

We report on measurements done with the ANKE 
spectrometer at COSY-Jűlich. The reaction 
pp→p K+ Y0* has been studied at a beam momentum 
of 3.65 GeV/c to investigate the production of excited 
hyperon resonances Y0* decaying via Σ0π0. In case of 
Λ(1405) production in pp collisions there are two 
protons, one positively charged kaon and negatively 
charged pion in the final state: 

pp → p K+ Λ(1405) → p K+ Σ0π0 
  → p K+ Λγ π0 →p K+pπ -π0γ. 

At ANKE those particles are measured with 
different parts of the detection system. 

In Fig. 1 the simplified decay scheme of excited 
neutral resonances with masses below 1432 MeV/c2 
demonstrates the differences between Σ0(1385) and 
Λ(1405) utilised in the present analysis. 
The (Σπ)0 invariant-mass distributions have been 
previously studied in two hydrogen bubble chamber 

experiments. Thomas et al. [3] found ~400 Σ+π
-
 or 

Σ
 -

π+ events corresponding to the π
-
p →K0 Λ(1405) 

→K0 (Σπ)0 reaction at a beam momentum of 
1.69 GeV/c. Hemingway [4] used a 4.2 GeV/c kaon 
beam to investigate K-p →Σ+(1660) π- 

→Λ(1405)π+π→ (Σ+π
-
) π+ π

-
 and measured 

1106 events. 

 
Fig. 1 Simplified decay scheme for the Λ(1405) and Σ0(1385) 
hyperon resonances. 

In Fig. 2 our experimental points correspond to the 
background-subtracted lineshape of the Λ(1405) [5]. 
They are compared to the results of Thomas and 
Hemingway. Despite the very different production 
mechanisms, the three distributions have consistent 
shapes. 

 
Fig. 2 The background-subtracted lineshape of the Λ(1405) 

decaying into Σ0π0 (points) compared to π
--p →K0 (Σπ)0 (black-solid 

line) and K¯p → π+ π
-
Σ+π

-
 (red-dotted line) data. 

This might suggest that, if there are two states 
present in this region, the reaction mechanisms in the 
three cases are preferentially populating the same one. 

 
[1] W.-M.Yao et al., J. Phys. G 33, 1 (2006), but see 

also the minireview in D.E. Groom et al., Eur. 
Phys. J. C15 (2000) 1 

[2] V.K.Magas, E.Oset and A.Ramos, Phys. Rev. 
Lett. 95 (2005) 052301 

[3] D.W.Thomas, et al., Nucl. Phys. B56 (1973) 15 
[4] R.J.Hemingway, Nucl. Phys. B253 (1984) 742 
[5] I.Zychor et al., Phys. Lett. B 660 (2008) 167 
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2.2 Precise Measurement of the π+ → e+ν Branching Ratio  
by T.Kozłowski for the PEN collaboration at PSI [I.4] 

 
Two years ago a new measurement of the 

branching ratio of the π+ → e+ν was proposed to be 
performed at PSI. This process provided a key 
information for the modern Standard Model of the 
interactions of elementary particles. The recent 
Standard Model calculation [1] gives prediction 

4
/ 10*)0001.02356.1(

)(
)( −±=

→Γ
→Γ

≡
νµπ
νπ

µ
eRSM

e
 

which is much more accurate than a current 
experimental world average [2], unchanged for 15 
years: 

4exp
/ 10*)004.0230.1( −±=µeR

 
This experimental branching ratio presently 

provides the best test of µ-e universality, but rapid 
developments in the neutrino sector in recent years 
renewed the interest in lepton universality, because it 
constrains some non-Standard Model scenarios. The 
large discrepancy between the theoretical and 
experimental accuracy provides a strong motivation 
for a new precise measurement of this ratio. 

Our measurement is a continuation of the PSI 
program of precise measurements of rare pion and 
muon decays using the PIBETA detector system [3]. 
Our measurements improved pion beta decay 
branching ratio by a factor of six [4], radiative pion 
decay branching ratio by a factor of four and gave 
new precise values of pion form factors [5]. 

The idea of the experiment is to stop low 
momentum positive pions at the center of the active 
target. Decay positrons give signals in the target, two 
multiwire proportional chambers, a plastic hodoscope 
to finally stop in the CsI crystal ball calorimeter. The 
events are selected by time dependence relative to the 
pion stop, non observation of muon (from the pion 
decay) in the target and by the total energy (1/2 of the 
pion mass – above the 52 MeV Michel edge of 
positrons from the muon decay).  

Many new detector components (internal detector 
system, new plastic hodoscope), as well as electronics 
upgrades (new 2 GHz digitisers, new DAQ) are 
introduced.  

In 2006 the detector system was put into operation 
and a new beam line was optimized. 

In 2007 we got 13 weeks of the beam time. After 
22 days of setup the data were collected for 65 
calendar days. We recorded 280,000 clean π + → e+ν 
events (after preliminary analysis of 1.6 TB of data) 
thus our statistical uncertainty is about 0.2% (or 
better), which is competitive with published results. 

Fig. 1 shows sample active target waveforms for 
typical sequences: left figure for π-µ-e decay channel, 
and right one for π-e: the muon signal is clearly 
missing in this case. 
 

 
 
Fig. 1 Sample active target waveforms triggered by e+: left for π-
µ-e (first peak - stopped π, second one – 4.2 MeV µ, third one - e+), 
right for π-e (first peak - stopped π, second one - e+).  
 

Fig. 2 shows the positron spectrum for events 
missing the target muon pulse, demonstrating efficient 
suppression of the Michel positron events from the 
muon decay. 

 
 
Fig. 2 Energy spectrum (sum of target, plastic hodoscope and CsI 
calorimeter) for events lacking the 4.2 MeV muon pulse in the 
target, for a small subset of the 2007 data set. 
 

In 2008 we are going to continue this experiment 
to get 5*10-4 statistical uncertainty, or better, to 
achieve much stringent test of µ-e universality or to 
find non-Standard Model effects. 
 
[1] R.Decker and M.Finkenmeier, Nucl. Phys. B 438 

(1995) 17 
[2] S.Eidelman et al., (Particle Data Group), Journal 

of Phys. G 33 (2006) 1 
[3] E.Frlez et al., (PIBETA coll.) Nucl. Instr. Meth. 

A 526 (2004) 300 
[4] D.Pocanic et al., (PIBETA coll.) Phys. Rev. Lett. 

93 (2004) 181803 
[5] E.Frlez et al., (PIBETA coll.) Phys. Rev. Lett. 93 

(2004) 181804 and Phys. Rev. Lett. (in press) 
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2.3 Re-separation Modes of 197Au + 197Au System at Sub-Fermi Energies 
by J.Wilczyński, I.Skwira-Chalot1), K.Siwek-Wilczyńska1), W.Gawlikowicz2), J.Łukasik3) and 
CHIMERA Collaboration4,5) [II.2] 

 
Contrary to lighter nucleus-nucleus systems, 

which usually fuse or undergo  binary deep-inelastic 
scattering processes, very heavy systems cannot fuse 
and are expected to re-separate not only into two but 
sometimes also  into three large fragments. In this 
contribution we report on our study [1] focused on 
ternary partitions of a super-heavy system 197Au + 
197Au at relatively low energy of 15 MeV/nucleon. We 
demonstrate existence and importance of a new 
reaction mode: a fast ternary fission mechanism and 
we determine the time scale of this reaction mode. 

The experiment was carried out at the Laboratori 
Nazionali del Sud in Catania by using beams from the 
LNS Superconducting Cyclotron. For detection and 
identification of reaction products the Charged Heavy 
Ion Mass and Energy Resolving Array (CHIMERA), 
consisting of 1192 ∆E-E telescopes, was used.  

A group of most probable ternary events in which 
one large fragment, either target-like fragment (TLF) 
or projectile-like fragment (PLF), is accompanied by 
two comparable fragments (resulting from breakup of 
PLF or TLF) was selected for detailed analysis. As in 
the laboratory reference frame the split of PLF is 
easier to observe, we focused our analysis on a subset 
of events in which the TLF remains as a whole, while 
PLF splits onto two fragments F1 and F2. All so 
selected events were reconstructed kinematically 
event-by-event.  

In Fig. 1 we show the angular distribution of 
fragments F1 and F2 projected onto the reaction plane 
(defined by the PLF,TLF separation axis and the beam 
direction), and measured in the rest frame of the 
decaying PLF. Highly anisotropic distribution of the 
PLF → F1 + F2 decay gives a strong argument that 
the PLF decay is a very fast, nonstatistical process. 
For comparison, in Fig. 2 we show results of a 
simulation of the in plain distribution generated with 
the quantum molecular dynamics (QMD) code [2] of 
Łukasik which does predict the splitting of excited 
PLFs (or TLFs), but the time scale of this process 
evidently is predicted too long, resulting in nearly 
isotropic angular distribution. 

As it is seen from Fig. 1, fragments F1 are peaked 
at φ = +15o (with respect to the TLF,PLF separation 
axis, φ = 0o) that means that after separation from the 
TLF, the PLF rotates only by about +15o prior to 
splitting. From this rotation angle one can attempt to 
estimate the average time ∆t between the scission of 
the PLF+TLF system and the scission of the PLF. 
Under certain assumptions we obtained ∆t ≈ 40 fm/c. 
During so short time the PLF can move away from 
TLF only by less than 5 fm. This means that the split 
of the PLF takes place almost immediately after the 

primary separation of TLF and PLF. Therefore we 
propose to name this very violent, dynamical process 
"fast ternary fission''. 
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Fig. 1 In-plane angular distribution of fragments F1 and F2 from 
the PLF→F1+F2 decay. Direction of the TLF,PLF separation axis 
corresponds to φ=0.  
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Fig. 1 Same as  Fig.1 except for events generated with the QMD 
model of Łukasik [2]. Theoretical events are filtered with the 
detection filter of the CHIMERA multidetector. 
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2.4 Macroscopic Dynamical Description of Rotating Au + Au System 
by N.Cârjan1), K.Siwek-Wilczyńska2), I.Skwira-Chalot2), J.Wilczyński  [II.2] 

 
Events with more than two heavy fragments have 

been abundantly observed in heavy-ion semi-
peripheral (fission-like) reaction 197Au + 197Au at 15 
MeV/nucleon [1]. This raised interesting questions 
about their origin and about the time-scale at which 
they occur. As a possible explanation of this process, 
the surface instability of the cylindrical neck that is 
formed along the path from contact to reseparation of 
the rotating Au+Au system was investigated [2]. For 
this purpose the Los Alamos finite-range macroscopic 
dynamical model [3] was used. The calculations were 
performed at relatively high angular momenta, L = 
100 to 300, for two types of dissipation mechanisms: 
two-body viscosity and one-body dissipation. Various 
initial nuclear deformations and initial kinetic energies 
in the fission direction were considered. The resulting 
dynamical evolution in the multidimensional 
deformation space always led to multifragment 

scission configurations suggesting that ternary and 
quaternary break-up can occur during collisions of 
very heavy systems, such as 197Au + 197Au. 
 

[1] J.Wilczyński et al., Int. J. Mod. Phys. E17 (2008), 
in press 

[2] N.Cârjan, K.Siwek-Wilczyńska, I.Skwira-Chalot, 
J.Wilczyński, Int. J. Mod. Phys. E17 (2008), in 
press  

[3] N.Cârjan, A.J.Sierk and J.R.Nix, Nucl. Phys. A 
452 (1986) 381 
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2.5 Influence of Entrance-channel Shell Effects on Fusion Hindrance 
by J.Błocki, J.Wilczyński  [II.2] 

 
According to Ref. [1], there is a striking difference 

in the evaporation-residue cross sections for two 
reactions, 86Kr +130Xe and 86Kr + 136Xe (the cross 
sections differ by a factor of about 100). In Ref. [2] 
we investigated to what extent this big difference can 
result from shell correction energies in 130Xe and 
136Xe nuclei, because due to the N=82 shell closure 
for 136Xe, the difference of the shell correction 
energies between 130Xe and 136Xe is quite large, of 
about 7 MeV. 

In this study [2] we calculated fusion probabilities 
for the  86Kr +130Xe and 86Kr + 136Xe reactions by 
applying the method of the fusion-by-diffusion model 
[3], but instead of calculating the up-hill diffusion 
stage assuming the standard phenomenological 
parametrization of the injection point [3] (which is 
independent of shell effects in the reacting nuclei), we 
calculate the injection point in less schematic 
approach, namely by calculating trajectories on the 

multidimensional potential energy surface using our 
macroscopic dynamical model [4] with one body 
dissipation. 

We conclude that although we observe in our 
theoretical calculations a clear effect (a factor of 6) of 
the influence of the entrance-channel shell energies on 
the probability of fusion, this influence by far is not as 
strong as it follows from experiments on the 
86Kr +130Xe and 86Kr + 136Xe reactions [1]. 
 

[1] C.Stodel, Ph.D. Thesis, LPC Caen, LPC-CT98-05 
(1998) 

[2] J.Błocki, J.Wilczyński, Int. J. Mod. Phys. E17 
(2008), in press 

[3] W.J.Świątecki, K.Siwek-Wilczyńska, 
J.Wilczyński, Phys. Rev. C71 (2005) 014602 

[4] J.Błocki, O.Mazonka, J.Wilczyński, Z.Sosin, 
A.Wieloch, Acta Phys. Pol. B31 (2000) 1513 

 
 

2.6 Entrance-channel Effects in Suppression of Fusion of Heavy Nuclei 
by K.Siwek-Wilczyńska1), A.Borowiec1), I.Skwira-Chalot1), J.Wilczyński [II.2] 

 
A set of 28 reactions of heavy and superheavy 

systems for which measured evaporation cross 
sections σsyn are available in the literature was 
analyzed [1] with the aim to extract information on the 
fusion hindrance factor. 

By calculating the survival probabilities [2] of 
heavy and super-heavy compound nuclei Psurv and the 
capture cross sections σcap for these reactions [3,4], 
one can determine "empirical" values of the fusion 
hindrance Pfus: 

Pfus= σsyn/(σcap · Psurv) (1) 
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Fig. 1 Two-dimensional dependence of fusion probability Pfus on 
the Coulomb interaction parameter z and the excess of energy above 
the mean barrier, Ec.m.−B0. Lines represent a rough interpolation 
between points extracted from data for 28 reactions. 

 
Systematics of the deduced "experimental'' 

hindrance factors (or in other words – fusion 

probabilities Pfus), based on the dependence of Pfus on 
the Coulomb interaction parameter  

z = Z1 Z2/(A1
1/3 + A2

1/3) (2) 

and the excess of energy above the interaction 
barrier, E − B0, is presented, see Fig. 1. 
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2.7 The K=9/2- and K=11/2- Rotational Bands in 183Ir Fed by the High-spin Isomer 
by R.Kaczarowski, U.Garg1), S.S.Ghugre1), S.Naguleswaran1), D.Blumenthal2), M.P.Carpenter2), 
B.Crowell2), R.V.F.Janssens2), B.Glagola2), T.L.Khoo2), T.Lauritsen2) and D.Nissius2) [II.3] 

 
The high spin states of the 183Ir nucleus have been 

investigated with the use of the Argonne-Notre Dame 
Gamma-ray Facility at ANL, Argonne. An analysis of 
the prompt and delayed γ-γ matrices allowed to 
identify, for the first time in 183Ir, a high spin isomer at 
an excitation energy of E=1647 keV and with spin 
I=17/2. A halflife of T1/2= 21(1) ns was established for 
the isomer. The isomer populates primarily the level 
structure above the already known K,Iπ=9/2,9/2- level 
at 646 keV. This structure can be understood in the 
terms of two rotational bands, strongly mixed by 
Coriolis interaction, built on the K=9/2- and K=11/2- 
states [1].These band-head states usually have been 
attributed to the 9/2-[514] and 11/2-[505] Nilsson 
orbital’s. With the aim to check this hypothesis two-
band Coriolis interaction calculations with the use of 
the program (similar to the CORIOLIS program 
described in ref. [2]) have been performed under two 
different assumptions: 
i. The K=11/2- band wave function is a “regular” 
11/2-[514], h11/2 Nilsson configuration (only with a 
slightly different deformation) and interaction matrix 
elements between K=9/2- and K=11/2- bands are the 
spin-dependent Coriolis matrix elements  

( )( )11)( ++−+= − KIKIKjKIVC  
ii. The K=11/2- band has significantly different 
structure of wave function and interaction between 
rotational states of this band and K=9/2- rotational, 
band members is only due to accidental closeness 
(near-degeneracy) of states with the same spin value. 

In this case it was assumed that the interaction matrix 
element is constant – independent of the spin value. 

The program performs a least squares fit of the 
calculated perturbed level energies to the experimental 
level energies adjusting values of free parameters: the 
inertial parameters A9/2 and A11/2 of the two rotational 
bands, the difference dE of the undisturbed K=11/2- 
bandhead energy and the experimental K=9/2- 
bandhead energy and parameter a11/2 which allows to 
take into account undisturbed level staggering in the 
K=11/2- rotational band.  
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The additional parameter – the value of the 

internal Coriolis matrix element <K|j-|K+1> (see 
above) is taken into account in the first case (i), while 
in the second case (ii) the constant interaction matrix 
element VC=const is the additional fitted parameter. 

The results of fit to experimental level energies 
(see Fig. 1) are significantly better for the second 
assumption (ii). It seems to indicate that the wave 
function structure of the K=11/2- rotational band 
differs from the wave function of the 11/2-[514], h11/2 
Nilsson configuration. The fitted value of the 
undisturbed moment of inertia for the rotational band 
built on the K=11/2- state is about two times lower 
than the respective moment for the 9/2-[514] band. 
Considering that moment of inertia is roughly 
proportional to the quadrupole deformation parameter, 
β2, squared it indicates that quadrupole deformation of 
the K=11/2- state is about 1.4 times (∼30%) lower 
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than quadrupole deformation for the of the K=9/2- 
orbital. It indicates, that this band may have large non-
axial γ-deformation, Substantial staggering of 
rotational levels in the K=11/2- rotational bands 
observed in heaver iridium isotopes indicates, that this 
band may have large non-axial γ-deformation. 
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Fig. 1 Comparison of experimental and calculated level energies 
in the K=9/2- and K=11/2- rotational bands. Non-disturbed energies 
of the rotational members of these bands are marked by open 
symbols connected by broken lines. 

 
 

2.8 Charge Cluster Distribution in Silicon Irradiated by Single Ionizing Particle 
by S.Pszona, A.Bantsar, J.Kula  [VII.3] 

 
In the nanosites, like DNA molecules or 

nanoelectronic structures, ionizing radiation induces 
elementary electric charges in a form of single or 
clustered charges.  In living cells, radiation may cause 
single or double strand breaks (reparable or not 
reparable). In nanoelectronic elements it may be 
manifested by a large diversity of secondary effects, 
so-called single-event effects (SEE), depending on the 
hit region and on the type of interacting charged 
particles. As the size of the elements of electronic 
circuits are constantly decreasing (approaching a few 
nanometre), their capacity also decreases and so does 
the charge necessary to manifest a SEE. At these 
nanometre sizes, single-event effects are of particular 
importance. As, at present, no such single nanometre 
sized electronic structures exists, the only way to 
study the charge generation is by mathematical or 
experimental modelling. An experimental approach 
[1], using Jet Counter, has recently become possible 
for studying experimentally such issue. The presented 
report shows the method of scaling the results in 
propane to nanometre sized organic or silicon 
structures. 

Scaling method: propane to organic materials 
It was found [2-4] that in nanosites the equivalent 

thickness (Dρ)w of water can be related to that in 
propane by a simple relation (for alpha particles): 

kpDpwwD )]()/()[()( ρλρλρρ =  (1) 

where: (λρ)w is mass per area of the mean free 
path of alpha particle in water; (λρ)p is mass per area 
of the mean free path of alpha particle in propane; k is  

a correction factor which takes into account the 
different interaction 

pDwD )(25.1)( ρρ =  (2) 

The relation (2) has been confirmed by Monte 
Carlo calculation (for the details see [4]). 

Scaling factor propane to water dependence upon 
energy of alpha particles is seen in Fig.1 
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Fig. 1 Scaling factor propane to water dependence upon energy of 
alpha particles. 

Scaling method: propane to silicon 
For small silicon cavity sizes where the 

contribution of delta electrons to the cluster-size yield 
can be neglected, the relation (1) is valid.  Using this 
relation the equivalent thickness of a nanometric site 
of silicon as far as primary ionization effects is taken 
into account, one can write [5]: 

pDSiD )(245.0)( ρρ =  (3) 
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The energy dependence of scaling factor can be 
seen in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2 Scaling factor propane to silicon dependence upon energy 
of alpha particles. 

As seen from Table I the presented experimental 
method of modelling the charge cluster distribution in 
propane can be scaled for the equivalent nanosites in 
other materials like water and silicone. The last 
column in Table I gives the values of equivalent 
nanosite as an upper limit for the presented 
experimental technique. 

Table 1 
Equivalent diameters in water and silicone based on the experiments 
for a given diameters in propane 

PROPANE µg/cm2 0.11 0.25 0.37 3 

µg/cm2 0.14 0.31 0.46 3.75 
WATER 

nm 1.38 3.13 4.63 37.50 

µg/cm2 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.74 
SILICON 

nm 0.12 0.26 0.39 3.15 
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2.9 Use of MCNP* Calculations for Neutron Diagnostic at the PF-1000 Facility 
by K.Wincel, B.Zaręba, B.Bieńkowska1), M.Scholz1)   [VII.4] 

 
Neutron yield measurements on Plasma Focus 

(PF) devices have played an important role for 
providing information on plasma parameters and 
dynamic properties. The scaling laws for the neutron 
yields formulated at the beginning of the plasma focus 
investigations were very promising for these devices. 
Later investigations, however carried out on bigger 
devices, suggested that there was a certain condenser 
energy limit above which the scaling law was not 
valid. Hence, it has become important to extract 
information by making use of various techniques 
measuring neutron yield and energy distribution of 
fusion products. One of the most important neutron 
diagnostics for measuring total neutron yield emitted 
from pulsed devices like PF-s is the so-called 
activation counter technique. Neutrons are slowed-
down in a plastic moderator and then activate a metal 
foil placed on the detector. This system is usually 
calibrated by means of a radioactive neutron source of 
know neutron emission [1]. The proper calibration of 
the counters is a crucial point for assessment of 
precision within which the knowledge of the neutron 
yield of a Plasma Focus device can be obtained. 

The most obvious method of the calibration is the 
use radioactive neutron source placed in the 
vacuum vessel at a position of the expected pinch. 
Ideally a 2.5 MeV neutron source would be used to 
simulate the response to neutrons from deuterium 

plasma. More frequently Am-Be radioisotope neutron 
source is used. The MCNP5 [2] Monte Carlo code 
with MCNP5DATA [3] cross section library were 
used for calculations of neutron and gamma energy 
distributions outside the chamber of PF-1000 facility 
operating at the Institute of Plasma Physics and Laser 
Microfusion in Warsaw, Poland. Monte Carlo 
simulations were performed for 2.5 MeV neutrons and 
neutrons produced by Am-Be source. It was assumed 
that the neutrons are emitted from volume cylindrical 
source with a diameter of 1 cm and height of 8 cm.  

The calculated neutron fluxes have been used to 
find the detector response defined as a radioactive 
neutron capture reaction rate in silver foil as a 
function of the detector position. 

The cross sections for the radioactive neutron 
capture reaction from ENDF/B-6.1 taken from [4] 
have been introduced to convert cell flux to reaction 
rate. RSF (response scaling factor), defined as a ratio 
of the detector response for 2.5 MeV neutron source 
to the detector response for Am-Be source, has been 
calculated using the obtained detector responses (see 
Fig.1). 
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Fig. 1 RSF (Response Scaling Factor) as a function of detector 
angular position RSF = Response (2.5 MeV source) / Response 
(Am-Be source). 

Neutron and gamma fluxes were calculated using 
F4 track length estimation of cell flux tally. The 
number of simulated histories for each neutron source 
was equal to 200 millions. The estimated relative 

errors achieved for the calculated results are below 
3% and frequently below 1%. 
 
* General MONTE-CARLO N-PARTICLE 
transport code 
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Team LANL, 2003 

[3] MCNPDATA Standard Neutron Photoatomic, 
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MCNP5 (CCC-710) 
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2.10 MCNP Calculations of Bonner Sphere Responses 
by K.Wincel and B.Zaręba  [VII.4] 

 
MCNP calculations were performed according to 

the CONRAD Work Package P2 problem 
specifications [1]. The aim of the P2 problem was to 
study the response of Bonner Sphere Spectrometer 
exposed to parallel neutron beam. The MCNP version 
5 transport code [2] with the MCNP5DATA cross 
section library [3] was used to calculate the responses 
of  Bonner spheres exposed to parallel neutron beams. 
Neutrons from 252Cf, 241Am-Be and neutrons of eleven 
discrete energies were considered. The response was 
defined as a 6Li(n,α)3H reaction rate in 6LiI(Eu) 
crystal. The response was calculated using the F4 
track length estimate of cell flux tally. Cross section 
for the 6LiI(n,α)3H reaction from ENDF/B-6.1 taken 
from [4] and DE, DF cards with log-log interpolation 
were introduced to convert the  cell flux to the 
reaction rate. The DE, DF feature allows the user to 
enter the cross section for the 6LiI(n,α)3H reaction as a 
function of energy to modify F4 tally. Because of low 
energy neutrons leading role in the 6Li(n,α)3H 
reaction the S(α,, β)) thermal scattering treatment was 
switched on for the polyethylene. The product of the 
crystal volume (cm3) and atomic density of 6Li (in 
atoms per barn*cm) was used for normalization to get 
a 6Li(n,α)3H reaction rate in 6LiI(Eu) crystal.  

Geometric model used for the MCNP calculations 
was prepared based on data included in Ref. [1] and is 
schematically presented in Figure 1. The whole model 
has a cylindrical geometry.  

 
Fig. 1 Bonner Sphere Spectrometer MCNP geometry. 

 
The polyethylene sphere diameters are 2”, 3”, 8”, 

10” in case of 252Cf neutron source and  5”, 8”, 10”, 
12 in case of 241Am-Be source.  

The 8” polyethylene sphere is modelled for 
discrete energies neutron simulations. The cross 
section area of a parallel neutron beam is the same as 
the cross section area of the polyethylene sphere. 
Thermal neutrons are detected by a cylindrical 
detector of  4 mm in diameter and 4mm in height. 
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The responses of the 8” Bonner sphere to neutrons 
of discrete energies normalized to the maximum value 
are presented in Figure 2.  
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Fig. 2 6Li (n, α)3H reaction rate for the 8" polyethylene sphere 
exposed to  parallel neutron beams of different energies. 
 

The number of completed neutron histories was 
varied from 50 000 000 to 200 000 000 depending on 
the calculated case, resulting in a relative statistical 
error less than 1%. The MCNP code was run on a 
cluster of  two dual 2.6 GHz processor workstations 
with Message Passing Interface software. The Fedora 
Core2 Linux operating system and the Intel version 
9.1 Fortran compiler were used. 
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2.11 Air Pollutants Concentration Measurements and Prediction 
by M.Sowiński, J.Wojtkowska, A.Trzciński, J.Szlachciak, M.Laskus, H.Trzaskowska, M.Matul, 
S.Mikołajewski, M.Kowalski [VII.2] 

 
In 2007 an interdisciplinary research and 

development project “Intelligent system of 
measurement of air pollutant concentrations as 
instrument of aiding of atmospheric air protection 
management” was realized in cooperation with 
Institute of Nuclear Chemistry and Technology 
(Warsaw), AGH University of Science and 
Technology (Cracow), Institute of Geophysics of the 
Polish Academy of Sciences (Warsaw), and Warsaw 
University of Technology (WUT). This is a research 
work from means on science in years 2007-2009 
funded as a research and development project by 
Ministry of Science and High Education. 

The system is aimed to support the administration 
of air protection at local and regional level. 

Preliminary research of predictor of suspended 
dust PM10 and PM2.5 (pollution dangerous for 
health) in Otwock and Świerk is realized in 
cooperation with Otwock regional authorities (poviat 
starosty). In particular, neural networks of MLP (multi 
layer perception) and SVM (support vector machine) 
type were taught and tested with use of archive data 

base of ARMAAG Foundation and then applied for 
real time daily prediction of suspended dust PM10 and 
PM2.5 concentration using measured data from 
Otwock and predicted meteorological parameters (T, 
P, M, Wv, Wd, rain, cloudiness, and solar radiation) 
obtained from Interdisciplinary Centre for 
Mathematical and Computational Modelling of 
Warsaw University (ICM). Local (Świerk), current 
and last week registered values of analogous 
meteorological parameters were used additionally for 
reference. 

Tests have been performed for gravimetric 
(reference) method of suspended dust measurement. 
Continuous registration of PM10 and PM2.5 
concentrations has been also carried out. 

Comparison of temporal distributions of 
suspended dust PM10 (including urban background) 
for few measurement stations is shown in Fig.1. 

Results of measurements being carried out 
continuously are actually analyzed. 
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Fig. 1 Comparison of temporal distributions of suspended dust PM10 in November 2007 for measurement stations situated in Świerk 
(SINS DS-AS – SINS dust sampler, regional background), Otwock-Świder (Otwock-A – instrument of AMIZ type, Otwock-Ś – data from 
Voivodship Inspectorate for Environment Protection – VIEP), and Warsaw-Ursynów (Ursynów – data from VIEP, urban background). 
Dashed line indicates PM10 24-hour limit value = 50 µg/m3. 
 
 

2.12 Jet Counter – Progress Report 
by A.Bantsar, J.Kula and S.Pszona [VII.3] 

 
Further steps were undertaken to enlarge the 

ranges of the simulated sites by Jet Counter up to the 
30 nm in unit density scale. As it was demonstrated in 
previous publications (1–3) the Jet Counter – is a very 
useful tool for studying the truck structure of electrons 
and any other charged particle passing through the 
nanometer segment in a material. Jet Counter consists 
of a pulse-operated valve which injects an expanding 
jet of nitrogen into an interaction chamber(IC) where 
a cylindrical sensitive volume (SV) is created. The 
distributions of ionization cluster size are measured 
using the single-ion-counting method (4). The idea of 
Jet counter is explained in Fig. 1 where the 
experiments for alpha particles are taken as an 
example, namely: a collimated beam of alpha 
particles, 4.6 MeV, from a source (gold-plated AMM2 
type Amersham) penetrates the Mylar wall and is 
degraded to 3.8 MeV.  

The alpha particles then intersect a SNS chamber 
(along its diameter) at half its height and are registered 
by a Si detector. The ions created by a single alpha 
particle along its path (as well as by delta electrons) 
within the SNS are removed by the electric field of the 
grid (G) and then guided through G1 to the AF180H 
detector. The pulses from this detector are amplified 
and counted by an acquisition system. The schematic 
view of Jet Counter is shown in Figure 1. From the 
recorded data, the frequency cluster distribution as a 
function of cluster size is derived. In the reported time 
the Jet Counter was equipped with an additional 
pumping volume as well as with a new powerful 
molecular pump in order to enlarge the simulated 
volumes. 
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Gas Jet
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Si Detα-4.6 MeV

Data
acquisition

 
Fig. 1 Schematic view of the Jet Counter: configuration for the 
experiments with alpha particles, PZ- piezoelectric valve; AF180H- 
ion detector, Si alpha particle detector, IC interaction chamber. 

The results of the recent experiments for extreme 
large cavities, 10 – 40 nm are presented in Figure 2. 
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Fig. 2 Frequency distribution spectra due to 3.8 MeV alpha 
particles for different diameters of sensitive volume in nitrogen. 
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2.13 On the Applicable Maximum Energy Lost in Conventional Avalanche Counters 
Filled with n-Heptane Vapour 
by J.Sernicki  [VI.1] 

 

 
Fig. 1 A mean effective energy E of alpha particles and its 
corresponding particle energy loss in the PPAC interelectrode gas 
space, determined for actual measurement conditions. The plots 
apply to those alpha particles which follow paths perpendicular to 
the counter electrodes. 
 

When the radiation initiating the discharge grows 
up within an avalanche counter interelectrode gas 
space generates a sufficiently large number of charge 
carriers during primary ionization process. The carrier 
multiplication process in an electric field, i.e. the gas 
gain process, will be obstructed by a local space 
charge effect. This effect manifests itself in the pulse 
amplitude characteristics (Ūexp) and gas gain 
characteristics examined in the semilogarithmic 
coordinate system as the section of their nonlinear 
variation (see refs. [1,2]). Corresponding  to the lower 

bound of voltages assigned to this section is effective 
gas amplification, a critical value above which the 
effect of space charges is generally expected to occur. 
Hence, the product of the critical absolute value of gas 
amplification (Mabs) and the energy lost in counter 
(dE/dx × d) by the radiation detected, in practice plays 
the role of a criterion for the effect to take place [2]; 
dE/dx is the specific energy loss, and d refers to the 
electrode spacing. 

This criterion was determined at moderate specific 
ionization in n-heptane (Fig. 1). Therefore, it is 
interesting – from practical point of view – to meet – 
at conventional electronic instrumentation and under 
typical measurement conditions – the maximum 
energy loss values corresponding to the critical value 
of gas gain at the minimal supply voltage (Umin) at 
different n-heptane vapour pressures. 

Hence, the purpose of this investigation is to 
determine absolute values of effective gas 
amplification (Mabs) for the Umin-voltages (see Fig. 2) 
of parallel-plate avalanche counters (PPAC.) 
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Fig. 2 Lower bounds (Umin) of voltages corresponding to linear 
sections of logŪexp=ƒ(U) characteristics under assumed 
measurement conditions. 
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The gas gain values – for individual PPAC 
electrode spacing’s – are given in Fig. 3. The energy 
loss values at which the beginning of the space charge 
effect may in fact occur already at the Umin voltage are 
shown in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 3 Absolute actual gas gain values at Umin voltage of the PPAC 
vs. n-heptane pressure. 
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Fig. 4 Ultimate particle energy loss in the PPAC interelectrode 
gas space, determined for the detector gas gain at Umin voltage vs. n-
heptane pressure. 
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K. Wincel, B. Zaręba 
International workshop on Uncertainty Assessment in Computational Dosimeter (Bologna, Italy, 2007-10-08 - 2007-10-10) 
 
Radiative electron capture and subsequent radiative decay in collisions of U89+ ions with N2 
J.J. Wan, Y.J. Wang, X.B. Ding, C.Z. Dong, X.W. Ma, J. Rzadkiewicz, Th. Stöhlker, S. Fritzsche 
20th International Symposium on Ion - Atom Collisions (Crete, Greece, 2007-08-01 - 2007-08-04) 
 
Storage lifetimes for 10 MeV/u - 75 MeV/u U28+ and Xe18+ ions in the GSI experimental storage ring § 
O.G. DeLucio, R.D. DuBois, M. Thomason, G. Weber, Th. Stöhlker, K. Beckert, P. Beller, F. Bosch, C. Brandau, A. Gumberidze, 
S. Hagmann, C. Kozhuharov, F. Nolden, R. Reuschl, J. Rzadkiewicz, P. Spiller, U. Spillmann, M. Steck, S. Trotsenko 
XXV Inter. Conf. on Photonic, Electronic and Atomic Collisions (Freiburg, Germany, 2007-07-25 - 2007-07-31) 
 
Studies of silicon k-shell spectra induced by calcium projectiles penetrating low density aerogels 
J. Rzadkiewicz, O. Rosmej, A. Blazevic, S. Hagmann, V.P. Efremov, A. Gojska, D.H.H. Hoffmann, S. Korostiy, M. Polasik, 
K. Slabkowska, A.E. Volkov 
XXV Inter. Conf. on Photonic, Electronic and Atomic Collisions (Freiburg, Germany, 2007-07-25 - 2007-07-31) 
 
Assessment of a 1-D, multi-colour X-ray imaging system for the MAST ST 
S. Jabłoński, A. Czarnecka, J. Kaczmarczyk, A. Patel, L. Ryć, J. Rzadkiewicz, A. Zabolotsky 
PLASMA 2007- Intern. Conference on Research and Applications of Plasmas (Greifswald, Germany, 2007-10-16 - 2007-10-19) 
 
 

LECTURES, COURSES AND EXTERNAL SEMINARS 

Polish Photon Needlea) 
M. Słapa 
Warsaw, Poland, Children’s Memorial Health Institute, 2007-01-17 
 
Virtual computers - science fiction or reality?a) 
R. Kaczarowski 
Świerk, Poland, The Andrzej Sołtan Institute for Nuclear Studies, 2007-01-18 
 
Capabilities of utilization of results gotten in the course of realization of research and development project "Intelligent 
system of measurement of air pollutant concentrations as instrument of aiding of atmospheric air protection management" in 
realization of program of air protection in Otwock poviata) 
M. Sowiński 
Otwock, Poland, (District) Prefect in Otwock, 2007-01-28 
 
Ionizing radiation detectors based on diamond layers (works 11.2006-01.2007)a) 
M. Słapa 
Łódź, Poland, Technical University of Łódź, 2007-02-13 
 
Virtual computers - science fiction or reality?a) 
R. Kaczarowski 
Warsaw, Poland, Institute for Experimental Physics, University of Warsaw, 2007-03-02 
 
Ionizing radiation detectors based on diamond layers (works 02-05.2007)a) 
M. Słapa 
Bydgoszcz, Kazimierz Wielki, Poland, University of Bydgoszcz,  2007-05-22 
 
Preliminary analysis of possibilities of suspended dust and/or aerosol concentration limitation in relation with economical 
factors and local circumstancea) 
M. Sowiński 
Warsaw, Poland, The Institute of Nuclear Chemistry and Technology, 2007-07-04 
 
Application of mathematical statistical analysis of signal for prediction of pollutant concentrations in atmospheric air, 
investigation of correlations among them and meteorological parametersa) 
M. Sowiński 
Warsaw, Poland, The Institute of Nuclear Chemistry and Technology, 2007-07-04 
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Investigation of suspended dust and/or aerosol correlations based on correlations of different fractions of dust and/or aerosol 
with meteorological parametersa) 
M. Sowiński 
Warsaw, Poland, The Institute of Nuclear Chemistry and Technology, 2007-07-04 
 
Inventory list preparation of suspended dust sources in relation with specific local conditions in selected areas of Otwock 
poviat based on permissions, registrations and our investigations and recognition of applicability of emission modelsa) 
J. Wojtkowska 
Warsaw, Poland, The Institute of Nuclear Chemistry and Technology, 2007-07-04 
 
Ionizing radiation detectors based on diamond layers (works 06-10.2007)a) 
M. Traczyk 
Świerk, Poland, The Andrzej Sołtan Institute for Nuclear Studies, 2007-10-29 
 
Realization of the research and development project "Intelligent system of measurement of air pollutant concentrations as 
instrument of aiding of atmospheric protection management". Tasks 1 and 2a) 
M. Sowiński 
Warsaw, Poland, The Institute of Nuclear Chemistry and Technology, 2007-12-20 
 
Realization of the research and development project "Intelligent system of measurement of air pollutant concentrations as 
instrument of aiding of atmospheric protection management". Tasks 6 and 7a) 
M. Sowiński 
Warsaw, Poland, The Institute of Nuclear Chemistry and Technology, 2007-12-20 
 
a) in Polish 
 
 

INTERNAL SEMINARS 

Polish Photon Needlea) 
M. Słapa 
Świerk, Poland, The Andrzej Sołtan Institute for Nuclear Studies, 2007-01-11 
 
Big Bang ("relic") neutrinosa) 
T. Kozłowski 
Warsaw, Poland, University of Warsaw, The Andrzej Sołtan Institute for Nuclear Studies, 2007-11-30 
 
a) in Polish 
 
 

DIDACTIC ACTIVITY 

A. Polański - Supervision of the PhD thesis: 
Numerical study of microscopic model of nucleus - nucleus interactions at intermediate energies. Laboratory of Information 
Technologies, Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubna, Russia 
Konstantin Lukyanov 
 
P. Szymański - Advising of PhD student Victor Trubnikov 
 
J. Wilczyński - Supervision of the research work of a PhD student in the CHIMERA Collaboration project 
 
 

PARTICIPATION IN SCIENTIFIC COUNCILS, ASSOCIATIONS AND ORGANIZING 
COMMITTEES 

D. Chmielewska 
Scientific Secretary of the XXX Mazurian Lakes Conference on Physics in Piaski, Poland 
 
R. Kaczarowski 
Member of the American Physical Society 
Member of the Scientific Council of the Radioisotope Center "Polatom" 
Member of the Scientific Council of the Institute for Nuclear Studies, Commissions: Doctoral; Economics and Finances 
 
A. Polański 
Deputy president, LIT JINR Commission of experts to analyse of published materials  
Member of the Scientific-Technical Council of Laboratory of Information Technologies, JINR, Dubna, Russia 
 
J. Wilczyński 
Session chairman on International Workshop on Multifragmentation and Related Topics (IWM2007) in Caen, France 
Deputy chairman of the Scientific Council of the Andrzej Soltan Institute for Nuclear Studies, member of the Doctoral Commission 
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PERSONNEL 

Research scientists 
 
Jan Błocki, Professor 
Aliaksandr Bantsar, MSc. 
Danuta Chmielewska, Dr. 
 Scientific Secretary of the Institute 
Aneta Gójska, MSc. 
Rościsław Kaczarowski, Assoc. Prof. 
Tadeusz Kozłowski, Dr. 
Jacek Kula, MSc. 
Aleksander Polański, Dr. on leave 
Stanisław Pszona, Dr. 
Ewa Ruchowska, Dr. 

Jacek Rzadkiewicz, Dr. 
Jan Sernicki, Dr. 
Leonid Shvedov, MSc. on leave 
Mieczysław Słapa, Assoc. Prof. 4/5* 
Mieczysław Sowiński, Assoc. Prof. 3/5* 
Piotr Szymański, Dr. 
Janusz Wilczyński, Prof. 
Krzysztof Wincel, MSc. 
Jolanta Wojtkowska, Dr. 3/4* 
Barbara Zaręba, MSc. 
Izabella Zychor, Dr. 

 
 
Technical and administrative staff 
 
Adam Dudziński, Tech. 
Stanisław Gębalski, MSc. 
Elżbieta Jaworska, Tech. 
Marek Kowalski, MSc. 
Alicja Kurdej 2/5* 
Marian Laskus, Tech. 
Maria Matul, MSc. 1/2* 

Stefan Mikołajewski, Tech. 
Tomasz Pławski, Eng. on leave 
Mirosław Snopek, Tech. 
Marcin Talejko 
Marek Traczyk, MSc. 
Halina Trzaskowska, Tech. 

 
* part-time employee 
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3 DEPARTMENT OF DETECTORS AND NUCLEAR ELECTRONICS 
 

Head of Department: Dr. Zbigniew Guzik 
phone: (22) 718-05-49 
e-mail: zbig@ipj.gov.pl 

 
Overview 
The basic activities of the Department of Nuclear Electronics in 2007 were concentrated on the following areas: 
• studies of new scintillation techniques and their application to nuclear medicine and border monitoring, 
• contribution to the FWVI European  projects, 
• scientific contracts with European industry in respect to detection techniques 
• electronics for experiments in High Energy Physics, 
• development of γ-ray spectrometry apparatus, 
• development of new generation State of the Art USB based multi-channel analysers supplied with  Ethernet 

port and wireless connection, 
• development, investigation and production of silicon detectors 
• normalisation activities. 

Most of the scientific achievements of the Department were summarized in 24 publications (released or in 
press) and 8 submitted publications. The papers were published mainly in IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. and Nucl. Instr. 
Methods. Besides that, our scientists presented 20 contributions at international conferences - 7 presentations on 
IEEE Nuclear Science Symposium and Medical Imaging 2007 in Honolulu, Hawaii, USA. Also, normalization 
activities in preparation of Polish versions of European Standards in the field of electronics were supported. 

The study of new scintillation techniques covered measurements of non-proportionality of organic 
scintillators in comparison to BGO, a study of the light pulse decays of CsI(Tl) at low energies and its relation to 
the non-proportionality and the summary of earlier measurements showing an influence of slow components of 
light pulses on the intrinsic resolution of scintillators. Within the studies addressed to the BioCare European 
project, realized within FWVI, studies analysing the influence of different parameters of fast photomultipliers 
and scintillators on time resolution of PET detectors for TOF PET were performed. The study was also 
supported by a contract with Photonis, France. Further study of the common PET/CT detector based on APD 
array was carried out.  

In the studies on homeland security, different measurements carried out with the new LaBr3 crystals using 
different photomultipliers and avalanche photodiodes were summarized. Moreover, the BC523A, Boron-10 
loaded liquid scintillator was studied for simultaneous detection of fast and thermal neutrons.  

The EURITRACK project was practically completed by a series of blind tests with real containers at Rijeka, 
the port of Croatia. The project was a winner of the “1st Prize of Technological Innovation of the French Trophy 
of Civil Defense 2007” awarded by the senate. 

The Department was involved in scientific collaborations with a number of centers, such as CERN, the Royal 
Institute of Technology and Karolinska Institute in Stockholm, FZR Rossendorf, IKF Juelich, GSI Darmstadt, 
INFN Padova, CEA Saclay and Cadarache, IRB Zagreb, and companies as Saint-Gobain, Scionix in Holland, 
Photonis in France, ICX (former Target) in Germany, Siemens (former CTI) in the USA and Hitachi Chemical, 
Japan. Additionally collaboration with IAEA in Vienna concerning monitoring of state borders was continued. 
Several scientific contracts were realized for European industry. 

The collaboration with the High Energy Physics Department of our Institute was focused on the LHCb 
experiment in CERN and GSI (Darmstadt). In 2007 the designed and produced modules for the LHCb 
experiment in CERN was installed and tested in the LHCb pit in Meyrin. Besides that the special module for 
monitoring the LHC beam phase and intensity was produced and tested on a SPS beam. We also started a 
collaboration with the PANDA detector in GSI. Our work is focused on the DCS system for the experiment. 

Our work on the development of new generation State of the Art USB based multi-channel analysers are 
promising. We sold more the 50 copies of our USB based device all around the world. A new project concerning 
new features of the device (Ethernet and wireless ports) is being designed and debugged. Also significant 
enhancement of supporting software (Linux platform) was achieved.   

In the field of semiconductor detectors, besides continuation of previous works, our activities concentrated on 
designing a new method concerning ohmic contacts with the use of Sputtering (with help of TITAN implanter) 
for production of new semiconductor radiation detectors. 

 
Dr. Zbigniew Guzik 
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3.1 Energy Resolution of Scintillation Detectors – New Observations* 
by M.Moszyński, A.Nassalski, A.Syntfeld-Każuch, Ł.Świderski, T.Szczęśniak [VI.1] 

 
According to present knowledge, the non-

proportionality of the light yield of scintillators 
appears to be the fundamental limitation of energy 
resolution. However, several observations collected in 
the last 10 years on the influence of slow components 
of light pulses on energy resolution suggest more 
complex processes in the scintillators. Fig. 1 presents 
the energy spectrum of 662 keV γ-rays from a 137Cs 
source measured with the small NaI coupled to the 
LAAPD [1]. It is worthwhile to stress a very good 
energy resolution of 3.8±0.1%, however, measured at 
50 µs peaking time.  

 
Fig. 1 Energy spectrum of a 137Cs source measured with NaI at 
50 µs peaking time in the gated integrator amplifier. Following [1]. 
 

Fig. 2 presents the dependence of the measured 
energy resolution, the statistical contribution and the 
calculated intrinsic resolution of NaI on the amplifier 
peaking time [1]. The corrections for the statistical 
contribution of the number of e-h pairs on the peaking 
time were introduced using data presented in the upper 
part of Fig. 2. 

These results suggest that the observed 
performance is strongly related to the intrinsic 
resolution created in the NaI tested. A slow 
component with the total intensity of about 20% up to 
50 µs peaking time, is clearly seen in the upper panel 
of Fig. 2. However, its contribution weakly affects the 
statistical error of the energy resolution, see the lower 
panel of Fig. 2. Note that the main component of the 
light pulse has decay time constant below 100 ns. 
Thus the measured energy resolution is mainly 
affected by the intrinsic resolution. 

Similar effects were observed also with CsI(Tl) 
[2], ZnSe(Te) [3], and for NaI(Tl) [4] at temperatures 
reduced below 0 °C. A common conclusion of these 
observations is the fact that the highest energy 
resolution, and particularly the intrinsic resolution 
measured with scintillators, characterized by two 
components of the light pulse decay, is obtainable 
when the spectrometry equipment integrates the whole 
light of both components. The simultaneous study of 
non-proportionality response of the crystals suggests 

that it is correlated with the improved non-
proportionality characteristics observed for the case of 
the integration of the whole light. 

 
Fig. 2 The measured energy resolution, statistical contribution, 
and calculated intrinsic energy resolution of NaI for 662 keV γ-peak 
versus amplifier peaking time at liquid nitrogen temperature. Also 
shown the yield of primary e-h pairs (upper panel). 
 

The independently observed correlation of the 
intrinsic energy resolution of the LGSO crystals and 
the intensity of their afterglow suggests that the 
energy resolution of scintillation detectors may be 
affected also by a strong afterglow of the crystals [5]. 

In the limiting case, the afterglow could be also 
considered, as a very slow component destroying the 
energy resolution. The aim of this work was to 
summarize all the above observations looking for their 
origin.  

[1] M.Moszyński, et al., Nucl. Instrum. Meth,. A., 
A505 (2003) 63 

[2] A.Syntfeld, et al., IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., in press 
[3] M.Balcerzyk, et al., Nucl. Instrum. Meth., A 482 

(2002) 720 
[4] Ł.Świderski, et al., IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., 

in press 
[5] M.Moszyński, et al., IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., 

in press 
 

Presented at the Inorganic Scintillators and Their 
Applications, SCINT 2007 Conference, Winston 
Salem, USA, June 2007, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., in 
press. 

* This work was supported in part by Polish 
Committee for Scientific Research, SPUB 621/E-
78/SPB/6. PR UE/DIE 458/2004-2007.  
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3.2 Study of LaBr3 Crystals Coupled to Photomultipliers and Avalanche Photodiodes* 
by M.Moszyński, Ł.Świderski, T.Szczęśniak, A.Nassalski, A.Syntfeld-Każuch, W.Czarnacki, G.Pausch1), 
J.Stein1), P.Lavoute2), F.Lherbert2), F.Kniest3) [VI.6] 

 
The performance of several BrilLanCeTM LaBr3 

crystals of size of ∅6 x 6 mm2 up to ∅38 x 38 mm2 
were studied coupled to the XP5212 and R6231MOD 
photomultipliers and in case of the small crystals, 
coupled also to large area avalanche photodiodes 
(LAAPD) of Advanced Photonix, Inc. First, several 
photomultipliers of Photonis and Hamamatsu were 
compared in the work with LaBr3 to select the best 
one. The light output and energy resolution for 662 
keV gamma rays from 137Cs source were measured for 
all crystals.  

Fig. 1 presents the energy spectrum of 662 keV γ-
rays from a 137Cs source, as measured with the 
10x10x5 mm3 crystal on the XP5212. The energy 
resolution of 2.7±0.1% reflects on the excellent 
performance of this small crystal. 

 
Fig. 1 The energy spectrum of 662 keV γ-rays from a 137Cs 
source, as measured with the J078 LaBr3 crystal of 10x10x5 mm3 
dimensions. 

A similar energy resolution of 2.8±0.05% was 
measured with the ∅38 x 38 mm2 crystal coupled by 
the manufacturer to the R6231MOD PMT.  

Moreover, for some of the crystals, the non-
proportionality of the light yield and energy resolution 
versus gamma ray energy were measured and the 
intrinsic resolution of the crystals was calculated. For 
the smallest crystals of ∅6 x 6 mm2 further 
comparative tests with LAAPD were carried out. 

Fig. 2 presents the non-proportionality curves 
measured with three different crystals coupled to the 
XP5212 PMT. 

The non-proportionality curves are seen to be 
nearly identical, independent of the size of the 
crystals. The point at 37.44 keV, below the curve, 
represents the peak of Ba KX-rays seen in the natural 
background of the crystal. Its energy corresponds to 
that of the Ba K-shell, since all the X-rays in the chain 
of the decay are absorbed in the crystal. In contrast, its 
light output corresponds to the slightly lower effective 

energy of about 36.2 keV, because of the non-
proportional response of LaBr3 at low energies. 

 
Fig. 2 The non-proportionality curves measured with three 
crystals coupled to the XP5212.  

A large spread of the light output, observed for the 
LaBr3 crystals tested, seems to be correlated with the 
size of the crystals. The light output of ∅25 x 25 mm2 
crystals close to 60000 ph/MeV is reduced by 20-25% 
for the small ∅6 x 6 mm2 crystals, confirmed for three 
samples and by two independent methods of the 
measurements, with PMT and LAAPD. The largest 
crystal of ∅38 x 38 mm2, with the light output of 
about 74000 ph/MeV, has the lowest ratio of surface 
to volume. The small rectangular crystal of 10x10x5 
mm3 showing a comparable light output is 
exceptional. 

The study confirmed a good operation of the 
LAAPD with LaBr3 detectors. However, there is no 
improvement due to much higher quantum efficiency 
of the LAAPD in comparison to PMTs. The statistical 
contribution to the measured energy resolution is 
comparable because of a large excess noise factor of 
LAAPD equal to 2. 

Presented at the IEEE NSS-MIC Conference, 
Honolulu, USA, October 2007, submitted to IEEE 
Trans. Nucl. Sci. 

 
1) ICx Radiation GmbH, D-42651 Solingen, 

Germany 
2) Photonis, B.P. 520, F 19106 Brive La Gaillarde 

Cedex, France 
3) Saint-Gobain Crystals, Holland Office, P.O. Box 

3093, 3760 DB Soest, The Netherlands 
 

* This work was supported in part by Polish 
Committee for Scientific Research, SPUB 621/E-
78/SPB/6. PR UE/DIE 458/2004-2007. 
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3.3 Non-proportionality of Organic Scintillators and BGO  
by A.Nassalski, M.Moszyński, A.Syntfeld-Każuch, Ł.Świderski, T.Szczęśniak [VI.1] 

 
According to present knowledge, the non-

proportionality of the light yield of scintillators 
appears to be the fundamental limitation of energy 
resolution. Thus, the understanding of its origin is of 
great importance for a development of new 
scintillators with enhanced energy resolution. In this 
respect, the non-proportional response of typical 
organic scintillators was studied in comparison to that 
of a BGO crystal. 

The studies covered tests of BC408 plastic, 
BC501A liquid scintillator and anthracene organic 
crystal. We put the question of whether we will 
observe the influence of much lower density of the 
organic scintillators on their non-proportionality?  

The non-linear response of organic scintillators to 
heavy particles and low energy electrons were studied 
extensively in the fifties [1]. However, the accuracy of 

the measurements, particularly for low energy 
electrons is very limited because of the old 
experimental techniques.  

The first test of non-proportionality of BC408 
plastic carried out in our laboratory has shown an 
unexpected result of a large non-proportionality 
extended above 1 MeV. Thus, we have decided to do 
similar measurements for BC501A liquid scintillator 
and anthracene crystal to cover the most representative 
organic scintillators. Results of the measurements 
were compared to those obtained earlier for a small 
BGO crystal [2], presenting a typical non-
proportionality response of most inorganic 
scintillators, with the exception of the alkali halide 
crystals. The scintillators were coupled to an XP5200 
Photonis photomultiplier (PMT) with a high blue 
sensitivity of 13.3 µA/lmF. 

 
 

Fig. 1 The non-proportionality curves of the BC408 plastic, the BC501A liquid scintillator and the anthracene (left panel) and the BGO 
crystal (right panel), following ref. [2]. 

The high quantum efficiency of XP5200 allowed 
the observation of full energy peaks of low energy 
gamma and X-rays up to 122 keV. Thus, the non-
proportionality curves for the plastic and the 
anthracene used photopeaks up to 122 keV, and 
afterwards the position of the Compton edges 
corresponding to the number of gamma lines from 
different radioactive sources. The point at about 3.5 
MeV is due to the double escape peak of 4.4 MeV 
gammas from the Pu-Be neutron source (12C). The 
positions of Compton-edges were carefully analyzed. 

The study showed a much larger non-
proportionality of the light yield of organic 
scintillators than that known for the most of inorganic 
crystals. Our earlier experience in the work with 
various organic scintillators allow us to assume that 
the tested BC408 plastic, BC501A liquid and 
anthracene crystal scintillators are representative for 
all organic scintillators in this respect. 

In the case of anthracene the non-proportionality 
covers an energy range of up to about 500 keV, while 

for the BC408 plastic and BC501A liquid scintillators, 
it is above 4 MeV energy lost by gamma quanta.  The 
observed effect can be related to a strong quenching of 
the light emission, known for charged particles in 
organic scintillators, which is much larger than that 
observed in inorganic scintillators. 

The larger non-proportionality found for BC408 
plastic and BC501A liquid scintillators in comparison 
to anthracene suggests that the non-proportionality is 
also affected by the energy transfer process in organic 
scintillators. 

Presented at the Inorganic Scintillators and Their 
Applications, SCINT 2007 Conference, Winston 
Salem, USA, June 2007, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., in 
press. 
 
[1] J.B.Birks, The theory and practice of scintillation 

counting, 1964 
[2] M.Moszyński, et al., IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., vol. 

51, no. 3, pp. 1074-1079, Jun. 2004 
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3.4 Scintillation Properties of Pure CsI and CsI Doped with CsBr 
by Ł.Świderski, M.Moszyński, A.Nassalski, A.Syntfeld-Każuch W.Czarnacki, W.Klamra1), V.A.Kozlov2) 

 [VI.1] 
 

Scintillation techniques are still of interest in many 
fields of nuclear physics, medicine and recently also 
astrophysics. There is a demand to develop crystals 
with a high light output, a good energy resolution and 
a short decay time. CsI(Tl) is one of the most widely 
used scintillators because of its high light yield 
(~65000 ph/MeV). However, because of a long decay 
time with two main decay modes of ~0.7 µs and 
~3.4 µs, it is used rather for low count rate measure-
ments. In contrast, pure CsI has a much shorter decay 
time (~20 ns), but its scintillation efficiency is also 
largely reduced (~2000 ph/MeV), which also degrades 
the energy resolution. CsI doped with Cesium 
Bromide was proposed as a scintillator that combines 
advantages of both above crystals. Recently, the 
increase of CsI(Br) scintillation yield in comparison to 
pure CsI was ascribed to a rise of the luminescence 
emission band around 450 nm, although previous 
work shows that it may also be caused by impurities in 
the crystal lattice like I- vacancies or oxygen-
containing compounds. The aim of the present study 
was to compare the main characteristics of the pure 
CsI with the bromine doped one. 

The measurements of the light yield, its non-
proportionality and energy resolution were done using 
a Photonis XP5500B photomultiplier (PMT). High 
blue sensitivity of the PMT of 13.7 µA/lmF, which 
corresponds to quantum efficiency of about 35%, was 
an important advantage because of a poor scintillation 
efficiency of the tested crystals. Before each set of 
measurements, the samples were mechanically 
polished, wrapped with several layers of Teflon tape 
and then coupled to the photocathode by means of 
silicon grease. 
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Fig. 1 Non-proportionality of photoelectron yield measured for 
pure CsI and doped crystals with relative bromine concentration 
1÷2.8. 

A correlation of the intrinsic resolution versus non-
proportionality characteristics of the tested samples 
was studied. It turned out that pure CsI exhibits the 
most non-proportional response of light yield, which 
is clearly seen at energies below 300 keV (see Fig. 1). 

As it has been suggested in the literature [1], [2], 
also in this case the non-proportionality of light yield 
is correlated with the intrinsic resolution of the 
crystals. As one can notice from Fig. 2, the intrinsic 
resolution of the pure CsI is much worse than that of 
the bromine doped crystals. Comparing two samples 
of CsI(Br), one can see that the non-proportionality 
behaviour of sample A is slightly larger than that of 
sample D. This is reflected in its intrinsic resolution, 
which is also slightly larger for sample A than that for 
sample D. 
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Fig. 2 The intrinsic resolution measured for pure CsI and doped 
crystals with relative bromine concentration 1 ÷ 2.8. 

Presented at the IEEE SCINT Conference, 
Winston-Salem, USA, June 2007, submitted to IEEE 
Trans. Nucl. Sci. 

 
[1] M.Moszyński, “Energy resolution of scintillation 

detectors”, SPIE Proceedings, vol. 5922, 
592205-1 

[2] J.D.Valentine, B.D.Rooney, J.Li, “The light yield 
non-proportionality component of scintillator 
energy resolution”, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci., vol. 
45, 1998, pp. 512-517 

 
1) The Royal Institute of Technology, Alba Nova, 

106 91 Stockholm, Sweden 
2) Lebedev Physical Institute, 117924 Moscow, 

Russia 
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3.5 Light Pulse Shape Dependence on γ-ray Energy in CsI(Tl)* 
by A.Syntfeld-Każuch, M.Moszyński, Ł.Świderski, W.Klamra1), A.Nassalski [VI.1] 

 
The non-proportional response and intrinsic 

resolution improve when the scintillation light is 
integrated. However, for the incoming photon energies 
below about 50 keV, the intrinsic resolution 
deteriorates when the shaping time is lengthened from 
3 to 12 µs. The low energy photons produce within the 
matter low energy primary electrons of higher 
ionization density. This work is mainly focused on a 
detailed inspection of light pulse components and their 
relative intensities as a function of photon energy, 
absorbed in the CsI(Tl) crystal. Three samples of 
CsI(Tl) of different amounts of Tl dopant (0.01, 0.06 
and 0.25 mol%) were used in the measurements. The 
light pulse shape of CsI(Tl) at room temperature was 
measured by means of a delayed coincidence single 
photon counting method (single photon method). The 
method is based on measuring the distribution of the 
time difference between the excitation of the 
scintillator and an individual scintillation photon. The 
TAC window was set as long as 50 µs. 

 
Fig. 1 Light pulse shape of CsI(Tl) (0.06 m/o) excited by 6- and 
662-keV photons as measured by the single photon method. 

 
Fig. 2 Decay times of the light pulse of CsI(Tl) (0.06 m/o) excited 
by 6-keV photons. 

The delayed coincidence time spectra measured 
for CsI(Tl) with 0.06 m/o of Tl luminophor are 
presented in Fig. 1. The difference in light pulse 
shapes is seen as the higher energy exhibits more 
intense slower components. Figure 2 shows the time 
distribution spectrum for the CsI(Tl) 0.06 m/o crystal 

excited by 6-keV X-rays. The time decay time 
constants fitted are: 670±20 ns (66%), 3.1±0.3 µs 
(24%) and 14±3 µs (10%). For the same crystal, 
excited by 662-keV γ-rays, the fit resulted in similar 
decay times (730±30 ns, 3.1±0.2 µs and 16±1 µs), but 
the intensity of the tail component was pronounced at 
the cost of the fast decay contribution. 

 
Fig. 3 Relative intensities of the light components as measured for 
CsI(Tl) 0.01 m/o a), CsI(Tl) 0.06 m/o b) and CsI(Tl) 0.25 m/o c). 
 

Figure 3 presents the intensities of the three 
components as a function of the absorbed energy in 
CsI(Tl) of different Tl doping. Most probably the 
change of the light pulse shape with energy, which 
suggests a change of the mechanism of energy transfer 
to the luminescence centers, is responsible for the 
intrinsic energy deterioration at low energies 
measured at a long shaping time constant. Although 
only three Tl concentrations are concerned in this 
work, the measurements also show that the intensities 
of light components correlate with the amount of Tl 
activator. 

Presented at the 2007 SCINT Conference, 
Winston-Salem, NC USA, June 2007, IEEE Trans. 
Nucl. Sci. in press. 
1) The Royal Institute of Technology, Alba Nova, 

106 91 Stockholm, Sweden 

* This work was partially supported by the Polish 
Committee for Scientific Research Grant No. 8 T10C 
002 20 and SPUB No. 621/E-78/SPB/IAEA/0-
13/DWM21/2004-2006. 
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3.6 Application of Hamamatsu S8550APD Array to the Common PET/CT Detector  
by A.Nassalski, M.Moszyński, A.Syntfeld-Każuch, Ł.Świderski, T.Szczęśniak, D.Wolski, T.Batsch 
 [VII.1] 

 
Growing interest in the development of dual 

modality positron emission / X-rays tomography 
(PET/CT) systems, prompts researchers to face a new 
challenge, to acquire both the anatomical and the 
functional information during the same measurement, 
using the same detection system and electronics at the 
same time.  

The aim of this work was to study a detector 
consisting of four LSO pixel crystals coupled to a 
Hamamatsu S8550 avalanche photodiode array. The 
measurements covered tests of the detectors in the 
PET and in the CT modes using counting and current 
modes.  

The measurements covered a determination of the 
light output, energy resolution, non-proportionality of 
the light yield and time resolution for 511 keV 
annihilation quanta, characterizing the PET detector, 
and the dependence of a counting rate versus a mean 
current of APD in the X-ray detection.  

In the present study a detector consisting of four 
LSO 2×2×15 mm3 pixel crystals coupled to a 
Hamamatsu S8550 APD array was tested. The LSO 
crystals were coated with Teflon tape. The crystals 
were coupled to the APD with silicone grease of 
viscosity 100000 cst.  

The e-h pair number was measured by comparing 
the scintillation peak position to that of the 5.9-keV 
X-rays from 55Fe detected directly in the APD.  

The energy spectra were recorded and Table I 
summarizes the performance of the detectors in 
gamma spectrometry in comparison to the previously 
obtained results. 

TABLE I 
RESULTS OF LSO GAMMA-RAY SPECTROMETRY MEASURMENTS 

 

 
 

Note the excellent energy resolution of the 511-
keV peak of 12.8% measured with so small 2×2×15 
mm3 pixel crystal, significantly better than that 
measured with the 2×2×10 mm3 crystal [1] and only 
slightly distorted compared to that measured for the 
4x4x20 mm3 pixel [2]. It confirms a high quantum 
efficiency of the new APD array and a good light 
collection in the small pixels, reflected in the number 
of e-h pairs, almost 30% better than that measured for 

the old APD in [1]. On the other hand, the light output 
is reduced by about 20%, as compared to the previous 
study in [2], due to a four times smaller exit surface of 
the 2×2×15 mm3 crystal. 

Tests of the detector in the CT mode were crucial. 
Measurements were done with a strong 241Am source 
(13,9 GBq). Fig. 1 presents a dependence of the 
counting rate on the mean current of the APD for the 
crystals tested.  
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Fig. 1 Counting rate versus a mean current of the APD measured 
with LSO crystals. 

The studies showed that the new Hamamatsu 
S8550 APD array, with the operating gain of 200, is 
applicable to nuclear medicine, in particular for 
positron emission tomography combined with X-ray 
tomography. The combination of the APD array and 
LSO pixel crystals is a good solution for a compact 
detector with excellent performance of time and 
energy resolution, light collection and a good signal-
to-noise ratio at X-rays counted. Thus, the dual 
modality multi pixel PET/CT detector based on 
measurements of the X-ray dose in both the counting 
and current mode becomes possible. It allows 
bypassing the influence of afterglow at low doses due 
to the counting mode and increases the dynamic range 
by a current mode of the detector at high doses.  

 
[1] M.Kapusta, et al., Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A, vol. 

504, pp. 139–142, 2003 
[2] A.Nassalski, M.Moszyński, et al., IEEE Trans. 

Nucl. Sci., Vol. 54, No 5, pp.1459-1463, 2007 
 

Presented at the IEEE NSS-MIC Conference, 
Honolulu, USA, October 2007, submitted to IEEE 
Trans. Nucl. Sci. 
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3.7 Fast Photomultipliers for TOF PET* 

by T.Szczęśniak, M.Moszyński, Ł.Świderski, A.Nassalski, P.Lavoute1), M.Kapusta1)  [VII.1] 
 

Additional information about time-of-flight (TOF) 
of annihilation quanta, collected by Positron Emission 
Tomography (PET) scanners, allowed improving their 
performance and image quality. Presently, most 
detectors for PET systems are based on scintillator 
crystals viewed by photomultipliers.  

The fact that despite large differences in properties 
of two photomultipliers, Photonis XP20D0 with high 
QE=34% and screening grid at the anode, and 
Hamamatsu R5320 with superb time jitter of 140 ps, 
the final results of time resolution recorded with a 
10x10x5 mm3 LSO crystal were almost identical and 
close to 170 ps, triggered our further study of the most 
important properties of the PMTs towards 
optimization of TOF PET systems. Thanks to a close 
cooperation with Photonis, we were able to gather a 
large amount of experimental data concerning timing 
performance of various types of PMTs.  

Fig. 1 presents the measured time resolution versus 
the number of photoelectrons collected in the PMT. 
The perfect linear dependence of timing on the 
reversed square root of the number of photoelectrons 
shows the importance of high photocathode quantum 
efficiency in the achievable timing resolution. 
Furthermore, the high number of photoelectrons 
benefits not only the timing, but also the energy 
resolution particularly in the finger-like crystals used 
in the PET detectors. 

 
Fig. 1 Measured time resolution versus number of photoelectrons 
collected in the PMT. Measurements done for the LSO crystals. 

In Fig. 2, the measured time resolution normalized 
to the number of photoelectrons and the parameter r 
(values between 1.05 and 1.2), reflecting the gain 
dispersion of the electron multiplier, is presented 
versus time jitter. The plot displays the linear growth 
of the time resolution versus time jitter, but above the 
value which correspond to that due to a slow decay of 
the LSO light pulse. In the case of LSO the 
dependence on the number of photoelectrons is 
stronger than the one connected with the time jitter. 

The three families of PMTs observed in Fig. 2 can 
be considered as three classes of the anode pulse 
quality according to the dynode structure and electron 

focusing structure. Fig. 3 presents a dependence of the 
time resolution on the fraction level in the case of the 
XP2882, XP3060 and XP20D0 PMTs.  

 
Fig. 2 Normalized time resolution versus time jitter for a different 
kind of PMTs. Measurements done for the LSO crystal. 

 
Fig. 3 Time resolution dependence on the LE threshold for three 
PMTs representing different constructions. Measurements done for 
the LSO crystal. 

The anode pulse shape quality is, besides time 
jitter and number of photoelectrons, the third 
important parameter determining the final timing 
properties of the detector. 

The time resolution of about 100 ps at FWHM for 
a LSO based detector, which corresponds to ~2 cm of 
spatial resolution for two detectors, seems to be 
realistic and appears as a present limit for the top class 
PMTs. The goal is the development of a fast PMT 
with the lowest possible time jitter, high quantum 
efficiency and the best anode pulse shape quality. 

Presented at 2007 IEEE NSS-MIC Conference, 
Honolulu, Hawaii, Oct. 27 – Nov. 3, submitted to 
IEEE Trans Nucl. Sci.  
1) Photonis, Av. Roger Roncier, B.P. 520, F 19106 

Brive La Gaillarde Cedex, France 
 

*  This work was supported in part by the FP6 
Commission "Bio Care" (Molecular Imaging for 
Biologically Optimized Cancer Therapy) under the 
contract number 505785 and by SPUB 621/E-
78/SPB/6 PR UE/DIE 458/2004-2007 of Polish 
Committee for Scientific Research. 
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3.8 Boron-10 Loaded BC523A Liquid Scintillator for Neutron Detection in the Border 
Monitoring* 
by Ł.Świderski, M.Moszyński, D.Wolski, T.Batsch, A.Nassalski, A.Syntfeld-Każuch T.Szczęśniak, 
F.Kniest1),M.R.Kusner2), G.Pausch3), J.Stein3), W.Klamra4)  [VII.6] 

 
The boron-10 loaded liquid scintillator BC523A 

has been proposed as a detector sensitive to neutrons 
of energies ranging from tens of MeV down to 
thermal values without using an additional moderator 
and capable to perform n/γ discrimination. BC523A 
has 5% of boron added (enriched with 10B to 90%) 
and thermal neutrons are captured by 10B what leads to 
a reaction: 

10B + n → α + 7Li + γ (480keV) 
The reaction results in forming a distinct peak at 

energy corresponding to about 60 keV γ-rays, which is 
often defined as 60 keV electron equivalent (60 keV). 
In recent years, extensive studies have been made to 
depict advantages of BC523A, but none of them 
showed a satisfactory separation of neutron capture 
events, fast neutrons and γ-rays. This work points out 
progress made to distinguishing between fast 
neutrons, slow neutrons (capture events) and γ-rays. 
The pulse shape discrimination (PSD) is performed by 
means of the zero-crossing (ZC) method. 

 
Fig. 1 A 2D plot of ZC time vs. energy measured with BC523A 
under irradiation of a 252Cf source shielded with lead. 

 
Fig. 1 presents a two-dimensional plot of ZC time 

vs. energy measured by BC523A detector irradiated 
with a 252Cf source shielded by lead. The tested 
BC523A scintillator was coupled to a Photonis 
XP5500B photomultiplier. High quantum efficiency 
(35%) and cathode blue sensitivity of 13.6 µA/lmF 
allowed easy registration of capture events with about 
60 keVee. We indeed see very well separated events 
from γ-rays (lower horizontal line), fast neutrons 
(upper horizontal line) and noise (bump around ZC 
time ≈ 120 channels) Surprisingly, the capture events 
are concentrated between γ-rays and neutrons (around 
ZC time ≈ 170 channels). 

For comparison tests with BC501A and the same 
photomultiplier were performed. No response at ZC 

time ≈ 170 channels was observed (see Fig. 2), as the 
latter detector is not sensitive to thermal neutrons. 

We have failed to improve the separation of 
capture events on boron-10 from γ-rays and fast 
neutrons by means of BC523A. Nevertheless, we have 
proved that the thermal neutron events are 
concentrated between fast neutrons and γ-rays. The 
fact of pushing capture events in between fast 
neutrons and gammas may be caused by quenching of 
a slow component of the scintillation light produced 
by α particles, responsible for the pulse shape 
discrimination capability. This is sometimes attributed 
to the influence of boron compounds on scintillation 
properties of a liquid scintillator. Therefore it would 
be of great interest to perform similar measurements 
for a BC523A loaded with smaller amount of boron 
(around 2÷3%), hoping for a better separation of 
thermal neutrons at the cost of lower detection 
sensitivity.  

 
Fig. 2 A 2D plot of ZC time vs. energy measured with BC501A 
under irradiation of a 252Cf source shielded with lead. 

Presented at the IEEE NSS-MIC Conference, 
Honolulu, USA, October 2007, submitted to IEEE 
Trans. Nucl. Sci. 
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* This work was supported by the Polish Ministry of 
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3.9 Light Transport in Long Plastic Scintillators - the Design Justifications of the 
Polarimeter for the POLAR Experiment 
by M.Gierlik, T.Batsch, R.Marcinkowski, M.Moszyński, T.Sworobowicz [I.10] 

 
As a form of the input into the collaboration the 

group of IPJ undertook the task of investigating the 
validity of the design of a polarimeter dedicated for 
the POLAR experiment [1]. The authors focused on 
the scintillation and light transport properties of 
(200×6×6) mm3 BC400 plastic bars as well as other 
samples of BC408 plastic in the attempt to determine 
whether the assembled instrument is going to achieve 
the performance criteria bestowed upon it by the 
project. The investigation revealed a strong 
dependence between the amplitude of a signal and the 
distance between the precursor interaction in a 
scintillator and the photodetector. Accordingly to this 
finding an attempt was made to determine the 
influence of the surface polishing quality on the 
overall scintillator performance. The authors consider 
that proper machining of scintillator pieces, adequate 
choice of their packaging and proper software analysis 
may overcome the revealed disadvantages. 

We performed measurements of signal amplitude, 
vertically coupling the plastic samples to a 
photomultiplier and irradiating them perpendicularly 
at various heights with a collimated beam from a 
monoenergetic γ-source. The samples were wrapped 
with Teflon, Vikuiti™ specular reflector [2] film or 
black paper without optical contact in all cases, see 
Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1 Dependence between the signal amplitude, measured as the 
number of photoelectrons emitted from the PMT photocathode, and 
the distance between the γ-ray interaction and the surface of 
photodetector. Measurements are performed for two plastic 
scintillator samples in various coating variants (see the leading text). 
The right ordinate denotes the values in relation to the yield of the 
plastic reference sample. 
 

The correct wrapping is the key to success defined 
as an ability to get stable and uniform gain along the 
entire length of the scintillator. Material of high 
reflectivity can decrease the influence of the bar walls 
polishing quality to the level enabling desired 
separation of energies throughout the space mission 
period. The VikuitiTM film from 3M has proven its 

usefulness. However we imagine that an aluminium 
casing with carefully machined and polished nests for 
scintillator bars could offer similar reflecting 
properties while simultaneously being a rigid 
mounting firmly pressing the bars to a 
photomultiplier, and optically separating scintillators 
from each other.  

 
Fig. 2 Effects of polishing on plastic bars. The numbers by 
symbols denote the granularity of grinder while d.p. stays for 
diamond polishing paste. Note the logarithmic axis of ordinates 
applied to emphasize the differences in uniformity of light transport 
rather then overall light output. 
 

As far as surface polishing is concerned, Fig. 2 
summarizes the results obtained in the experiment in 
which plastic samples were given different degrees of 
polishing. Black-and-white points denote those of the 
measurement series that were performed in the black 
box set-up variant, where the light transport 
capabilities of the sample tested depends solely on the 
reflectivity of its walls. We may observe a dramatic 
improvement of performance, defined as the 
difference between signal amplitudes measured for γ 
interactions at both ends of a sample. This difference 
exceeds an order of magnitude for the roughly 
polished samples but is only 30 % for the finely 
polished one. The hollow points are related to the 
same set of samples, but wrapped in reflective film. 
The presence of a reflector, while offering some 
compensation, does not cure all the ailments caused 
by the rough surface machining. The light loss for 
poorly polished samples decreases to 60 %. The 
change is not so impressive for the finely polished 
sample, even though 9 % loss of light on 18 cm path is 
everything one could expect from a plastic scintillator 
used as its own light guide. 
 
[1] N.Produit, F.Barao, S.Deluit, W.Hajdas, C.Leluc, 

M.Pohl, D.Rapin, J.-P.Vialle, R.Walter, C.Wig-
ger, Nucl. Instr. and Meth. A 550 (2005) 616 

[2] http://www.3m.com/ 
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3.10 Sputtering as a Method of Producing Semiconductor Radiation Detector Contacts  
by W.Czarnacki, A.Kotlarski, T.Sworobowicz, J.Zagórski, E.Belcarz, U.Firląg [VI.5] 

 
Sputtering of various atoms has been tried as a 

method to produce ohmic and rectifying contacts for 
silicon spectrometric detectors of charged particles. 
The atoms were sputtered from metallic or semi-
conducting targets by beams of ions accelerated in the 
TITAN implanter operated in Department IPJ P9. The 
targets were bombarded by beams of argon ions or 
beams of ions of the same element as the given target 
itself. 

 
Fig. 1 Sputtering treatment layout. 
 

Parameters of the argon ion beam used: ion energy 
E = 30 keV, beam diameter 4 cm, ion rate 1013 
ions/s•cm2. Aluminium, antimony, boron, indium, 
germanium, and silicon atoms were sputtered from 
disk targets of diameter 5-7 cm, thickness 2-5 mm. 
The atoms settled on surface of the treated silicon 
sample and on surface of a “witness” glass plate put 
next to it. Sputtering duration: 3-30 min. 

Samples of mono-crystalline silicon of the 
following three kinds were treated:  
a) type N of specific resistivity of about 5000 

Ohm•cm, 
b) type N with 54 µm thick epi-layer of specific 

resistivity of about 100 Ohm•cm, 
c) type P of specific resistivity of 300-1200 Ohm•cm. 

Post-implantation defects were annealed for 10-15 
minutes in nitrogen atmosphere at temperatures 
+4000C, +4500C or +5000C.  

Detectors produced on type-N silicon had active 
area 1 cm2, thin entrance window for radiation 
(silicon doped with boron). For alpha particles of 
energy E=5805 keV (239Pu, 241Am, 244Cm) they 
exhibited energy resolution between 30 and 70 keV 
FWHM. 

All targets except boron were also bombarded by 
beams of ions of the same element as the target itself. 
Parameters of the beams used were similar to those 
the argon beam case. 

Conclusions. It was experimentally demonstrated 
that: 
a) ion beams produced in the TITAN implanter may 

be applied to sputter various elements, including 
aluminium, antimony, boron, indium, germanium, 
and silicon, 

b) sputtering of boron and antimony may be used to 
produce spectrometric silicon detectors of charged 
particles. 

 
 
 

3.11 Controlled-temperature Vacuum Chamber for Testing Silicon Detectors 
by W.Czarnacki, T.Sworobowicz, K.Kostrzewa, E.Belcarz  [VI.5] 

 
A vacuum chamber for testing various silicon 

detectors in the RT – 450C temperature range has been 
developed. The detectors tested are cooled by a two-
stage Peltier element. Systematic studies of spectra 

produced by silicon surface barrier detectors irradiated 
with 252Cf fission fragments vs. temperature and 
electric field strength (detector bias voltage) have been 
started. 

 
 

3.12 Beam Phase and Intensity Monitor Test on the CERN SPS Beam 
by Z.Guzik and R.Jacobsson1) [VI.2] 

 
Last year we proposed, designed and produced a 

prototype board for a beam phase and intensity 
acquisition (BPIM) for the Button Electrode Beam 
Pick-ups which will be installed on both sides of the 
LHCb interaction point. This device is necessary to 
ensure that the detector signals are sampled properly. 

Clock long-term stability with respect to the bunch 
arrival times must be monitored with a precision of 
<100ps. In addition, it is important to monitor the 
trigger conditions by measuring the intensity of each 
bunch locally in the experiment.  
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The unit was tested on the CERN SPS beam where 
three groups of 72 bunches were produced with a total 
number of 216 bunches per run; each bucket is spaced 
in 25ns interval time. The following pictures show the 
shape of measured the beam intensity values obtained 
per each bucket. It is possible to recognize with good 
accuracy the three consecutive groups of bunches. 

 
 
Fig. 1 Measured SPS bunches picked-up on button electrodes. 

Fig. 2 shows the measured distribution of the time 
intervals between consecutive bunches. The measured 
mean value of subsequent intervals is 25.05 µs,  while 
their RMS is about 53 ps. The final version of the 
module will be produced in 2008. 

 
 
Fig. 2 Distribution of bunch time intervals. 
 
1) CERN, Geneva, Switzerland 

 
 

3.13 Tukan 8k Software - Measurement Automation 
by M.Płomiński, K.Traczyk, R.Marcinkowski, M.Gierlik, Z.Guzik, S.Borsuk [VI.4] 

 
The development of the software controlling 

Tukan analyzers was continued. A new feature was 
added to the Tukan 8k Software. Which enables to 
define “measurement session” – sets of measurements 
performed sequentially.  

The user can now define the following measure-
ment conditions: number of sweeps, duration of 
acquisition meant as “real” or “live” time, length of 
break between sequential sweeps. Acquisition of the 
first sweep can be started manually or at a predefined 
time. The start of the last acquisition sweep can be 
determined by the predefined count of sweeps or 
selected date (useful if “live time” condition is set). 
Infinite measurement sessions are also possible. 
Results can be saved to the files in two ways: 
1) by simple saving the collected spectra to separate 

files,  
2) assuming that the user selects a set of ROIs 

(Region of Interest) and chooses parameters 
(centroid, field, FWHM, etc.) of the analysis; by 
saving results of the analysis in one file, common 
for all measurements performed during a 
“measurement session”. 

These ways can be used independently. It means 
that neither or both can be active during an 
experiment. 

A new feature of the Tukan 8k Software seems to 
be useful in many situations, like studying the 
influence of temperature conditions for acquisition 
results, performing measurement of short-lived 
radioisotope, verifying the stability of complete 
acquisition path, etc. 

 
Fig. 1 Results of using the “measurement session” feature. 
Position of the centroid of the 248Am gamma-ray line (59.8 keV) as 
a function of time. The measurement has been done using a classical 
scintillator-photomultiplier set-up. 
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3.14 Multi-platform Software Application for Tukan8k Analyzer (for Windows, Linux 
and Mac OS X) 
by J.Szewiński, R.Marcinkowski [VI.4] 

 
In response to users requests for operating systems 

other than Ms Windows, a multi-platform application 
for the Tukan8k analyzer has been developed. The 
base guidelines for the project were to achieve a 
portable application similar to the existing Tukan8k 
software. Additionally the application has been 
designed in the client-server architecture to achieve 
better flexibility and to provide easy remote 
interaction with the hardware. 

As a toolkit for the portable graphical user 
interface (GUI), the wxWidgets has been chosen, as a 
mature solution with a wide range of supported 
platforms. Most popular systems, such as Ms 
Windows, Linux and a family of various UNIX 
systems (with X11 based graphics), Mac OS X and 
also some embedded platforms like Windows CE as 
well are supported. For client server communication, 
SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) has been 
chosen as a base for RPC-like communication. As this 
protocol has textual structure (typically carried out on 
the top of HTTP), it solves most multi-platform 
communication problems, like byte ordering, 
alignment fields in structures, big-little endian, data 
representation and encoding etc. 

The application has two main parts: client (GUI 
application), and a server which talks directly with the 
hardware. The client program is not dependent on the 
analyzer hardware interface (USB, Ethernet, etc.) 
because it does not talk to hardware directly (it 
communicates through the server). The requirements 
for a platform on which the client program should run 
is availability of wxWidges port for this platform and 
a supporting TCP/IP communication (usually via 
BSD-compatible socket interface). On the other hand, 
a server program does not require any graphical 

display capabilities or libraries (such as wxWindows), 
but requires support for platform-specific interface to 
the analyzer (like USB via FTDI device under Linux, 
or USB via FTDI device under Windows, etc.). Of 
course, support for TCP/IP protocols and BSD-sockets 
interface is required. The requirements for the client 
program are easily fulfilled by most modern desktop 
computers like PCs, UNIX workstations or Macintosh 
machines,  while server requirements may be fulfilled 
by a wide range of computers, including even some 
embedded platforms (especially if Linux is running on 
them). 

Within this architecture, there is not much 
difference between the application controls locally 
attached or remote analyzer. In both cases client (GUI 
application) opens a TCP/IP connection to the server, 
whenever its running on local host, or on any other 
machine accessible via LAN. In the simplest case, the 
sever can work at background when the client is 
started (the local connection can be established 
automatically), so the user may not even notice that 
there are two programs running. He will only see his 
locally attached hardware - just like in the existing 
Tukan8k software. In the most complex case, one 
client application may control many local or remote 
devices, and also each server may have multiple 
clients connected in order to access its resources 
(attached analyzers) – so a “many-to-many” 
communication pattern can be  achieved. In the last 
case, the server controls the access to the hardware 
(synchronization of multiple connections, user 
authorization, etc.) Stand-alone client application 
(without connection to any servers) can be used to 
observe and perform off-line analysis of data. 

 
Fig. 1 Client (GUI) application of Multi-platform Tukan8k software. 
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3.15 INTEGRAL* Detections of Extremely Hard Bursts 
by R.Marcinkowski, T.Bulik1, 2), M.Denis3), P.Goldoni4, 5), Ph.Laurent4, 5), L.Osuch1) [I.10] 

 
While the best studied gamma-ray bursts (GRB) 

discovered by INTEGRAL took place in its field of 
view (FoV) [1], a much larger number of GRBs takes 
place outside the FoV but they are still detected. These 
detections are mainly due to the SPI Anti-Coincidence 
Shield (SPI ACS). SPI ACS [2] can only measure the 
broad band light curve of a burst but has no capability 
of localizing the bursts, nor any possibility of spectral 
analysis. 

The off-axis bursts, however, do leave a trace in 
other INTEGRAL detectors. The IBIS [3] telescope 
consists of two layers: ISGRI which is sensitive in the 
16-1000 keV range and PICSIT with sensitivity 
between 200 and 5000 keV. They are placed at the 
bottom of a collimator made of ~1 mm of lead, and 
there is a coded mask in front of the detectors, ~3 
meters above them. The collimator is almost 
transparent to high energy photons (>200 keV) and 
thus many off-axis GRBs are detected. 

Moreover, the IBIS telescope also works 
simultaneously in the Compton regime, by automatic, 
on-board, recognition of coincident events in the two 
layers of detectors. These events correspond to the 
photons being scattered in one and absorbed in the 
other detector. The Compton mode data are taken with 
the standard on-board INTEGRAL software and are 
sent to Earth.  

For bursts with sufficiently strong signal to noise 
ratio, it is possible to perform a spectral analysis. This 
requires the determination of the burst position in the 
sky. The position of the off-axis GRB can be obtained 
either from the IPN network or with the use of IBIS 
Compton mode data [4]. Once a burst position is 
known, a spectral analysis can be performed. To do 
this we calculate the detector response matrix for the 
actual direction to the particular burst. Such 
calculations are performed with the Monte Carlo 
technique using a detailed mass model of the 
spacecraft [5]. Once the detector response matrices are 
known, one can perform the spectral data analysis 
with standard tools like XSPEC. 

Using the method described above we have 
extracted spectra of a few bursts based on data 
covering the 24-2500 keV region. Fitting broken 
power law models to the time resolved data we have 
found that for GRB 030406 and 031111 the high 
energy indices β are consistent with ~2 (assuming the 
photon spectrum convention ~ν-β) and within error 
bars they can all fall in the νFν. However, we do not 
see the peak energy or a strong cut off above 1 MeV. 
We can say that these spectra do extend all the way 
above 1 MeV and that they may start to fall above this 
energy. Thus there are bursts that have their peak 
energies Epeak, defined as the maxima in the νFν 
diagrams, in the MeV range. Due to extreme hard 

behaviour of a 2.8 s peak region of GRB 030406 in 
νFν spectrum, extending over the first break, we 
applied additional analysis. This has shown a possible 
second break in the spectrum. We have found that the 
lower limit for this break, being a real maximum in 
νFν spectrum appears at 900 keV with CL=99%. 
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Fig. 1 Distribution of the high energy spectrum parameters for 
BATSE bursts and INTEGRAL off-axis bursts: 
1) for BATSE bursts: Epeak vs. β (fitted with Band model for time 
resolved spectra for the most intense parts of the bursts), 
2) for INTEGRAL: Ebreak vs. β fitted with broken power-law for 
parts of two burst: GRB 030406 and GRB 031111. 
Error bars of parameters of BATSE bursts are not plotted. BATSE 
results are taken from [7]. 

These results can be cross checked with the 
BATSE data. We have decided to use the BATSE 
spectra catalogue of the bright bursts [6]. Figure 1 
shows Epeak.vs.high energy index β for comparable (in 
time range) parts of bursts. From Figure 1 one can see 
that there are GRBs in the BATSE catalogue that we 
would detect and classify as very hard. Thus our 
results are consistent with BATSE. The spectra we 
find most probably can not be extended very far to the 
higher energies. They are all consistent with being flat 
in νFν. The bursts we find can have their Epeak in the 
low MeV range in full consistence with BATSE peak 
flux distribution [7]. 
[1] S.Mereghetti et al. Astronomy&Astrophysics 411 

(2003) L291 
[2] A.von Kienlin et al., Astronomy&Astrophysics 

411 (2003) L299 
[3] P.Ubertini et al., Astronomy&Astrophysics 411 

(2003) L131-139 
[4] R.Marcinkowski et al., Astronomy&Astrophysics 

452 (2006) 113 
[5] M.Denis et al., http://bartok.cbk.waw.pl 
[6] Y.Kaneko,et al., ApJ Supp 166 (2006) 298-340 
[7] R.D.Preece, ASPC 190 (1999) 85 
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5 DEPARTMENT OF PLASMA PHYSICS AND TECHNOLOGY 
 

Head of Department: Dr. Marek Rabiński 
phone: (22) 718-05-36 
e-mail: rabiński@ipj.gov.pl 

 
Overview 

 
The activities of the Department in 2007 continued previous studies in the following fields of plasma physics, 

controlled nuclear fusion and plasma technology of surface engineering: 
• Studies of physical phenomena in pulsed discharges in the Plasma–Focus (PF) and RPI–IBIS facilities; 
• Development of selected methods for high-temperature plasma diagnostics; 
• Research on plasma technologies; 
• Selected problems of plasma theory and computational modelling. 

As for the experimental studies particular attention was paid to the analysis of the correlation of X-ray pulses 
with pulsed electron beams and other corpuscular emissions from different Plasma-Focus (PF) facilities. A 
collisional–radiative model, taking into account the Stark effect and strong electric fields in the so called “hot–
spot” regions of a pinch, was applied in those analyses. The main aim of these studies was to identify the 
physical phenomena responsible for the emission during the PF–type discharges. The emitted protons were also 
measured with nuclear track detectors. The measurements made it possible to obtain images of the regions, 
where the D–D fusion reactions occurred, as well as to determine the angular distribution of the emitted protons. 
Pulsed plasma streams were also investigated by means of time–resolved optical spectroscopy and corpuscular 
diagnostics. 

In a frame of the EURATOM program, efforts were devoted to the development of diagnostic methods for 
tokamak–type facilities. Such studies include the design and construction of the 4–channel Cherenkov–type 
detection system for the TORE–SUPRA tokamak at CEA–Cadarache. In the meantime in order to collect some 
experience a new measuring head was especially prepared for experiments within small facilities. Other fusion–
oriented efforts are connected with the application of the solid–state nuclear track detectors for investigation of 
protons from tokamak plasma and high–energy beams emitted from laser produced plasmas. Also the new 
materials for neutron activation measurements were tested within the JET tokamak at Culham. 

A field of research activity was related to plasma technology. Efforts were undertaken to improve the ultra-
high vacuum (UHV) deposition of thin superconducting layers, e.g. pure niobium film on the surface of copper 
resonant cavities. Structural, mechanical and superconducting properties of niobium–coated samples were 
investigated. The UHV arc technique was also applied for the deposition of pure lead layers as photo–cathodes 
of electron injectors. In the field of surface engineering, applications of pulsed plasma stream interaction with 
solid materials were studied. 

Various physical phenomena within dense magnetized plasma were analysed theoretically, e.g. filamentation 
processes of a pinch column. Computational studies of plasma dynamics in the coaxial IPD accelerator also were 
continued. 
 
 

Dr. Marek Rabiński 
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5.1 Studies of the X-ray Emission and Pulse Fast Particles Beams in the PF-Type 
Devices by Means of Different Diagnostics* 
by J.Żebrowski, L.Jakubowski, K.Nowakowska-Langier, M.J.Sadowski and E.O.Baronova1)  [III.1&2] 

 
In 2007 research on plasma phenomena within the 

PF-type devices concerned three different tasks:  
• An analysis and summary of previous research on 

the correlations of X-ray pulses with pulsed 
electron beams and other corpuscular emissions 
within the PF-360 and MAJA-PF; 

• The elaboration and summary of results obtained 
from the previous studies of ArXVII spectra and 
anisotropy of the X-ray emission in MAJA-PF 
facility, which were performed within a frame of 
the long lasting cooperation with NRC Kurchatov 
Institute in Moscow;  

• Studies of X-ray spectra emitted from the MAJA-
PF device in Swierk, which were carried out 
within a frame of the cooperation with NRC 
Kurchatov Institute in Moscow in 2007.  
Within the framework of the first task, the detailed 

analyses of the ion- and electron-beam emissions as 
well as 2.45-MeV neutron pulses (from D-D 
reactions) were performed. The X-ray emission 
correlations in both PF-type Swierk facilities were 
presented in a PhD thesis realized under the 
supervision of Prof. M.J. Sadowski [1]. The main aim 
of that thesis was to prove that the corpuscular 
radiation and X-ray emission characteristics enable the 
identification of physical phenomena responsible for 
these emissions in Plasma-Focus type facilities. It was 
also shown that these emissions determine the 
temporal scenario of physical processes inside a pinch 
column.  

Within the framework of the second task, detailed 
studies of He-like Argon lines profiles in discharges 
performed within the MAJA-PF device we performed. 
In those analyses a collisional-radiative model was 
applied, including the Stark effect (induced by local 
electromagnetic fields) and taking into account very 
strong electric fields (as well high electron densities) 
in the “hot-spot” regions [2]. The intensities of the 
resonance, inter-combination, and forbidden lines 
versus the strength of the electric field, including the 
shift of the n=2 levels in ArXVII lines, were 
calculated. When the self-absorption was taken into 
account – spectra profiles generated by the applied 

collisional-radiative model were very similar to the 
profiles of ArXVII lines obtained in the experiments, 
as shown in Fig 1 (line No.2). 

 
Fig. 1 Profiles of the ArXVII lines generated by means of the 
collisional-radiative model with the self-absorption. Line No.1 was 
obtained for conditions as follows: Te = 1050 eV, ne = 1021 cm-3, E = 
0, Ti = Te; and line No.2 for: Te = 1050 eV, ne = 1.5*1021 cm-3, E = 
1010 V/cm, Ti = 4 Te., respectively. 

Within the framework of the third task in 2007, the 
extensive studies of X-ray spectra within the MAJA-
PF experiment were initiated by means of an XEUV 
spectrometer, operated within a 12-72 nm. Those 
studies were carried out in a frame of the cooperation 
with the Kurchatov Institute in Moscow, by Dr K. 
Nowakowska-Langier as the principal researcher. 
 
* Collaboration with Kurchatov Institute in Moscow. 
 
[1] J.Żebrowski, Studies of corpuscular radiation and 

X-rays emission from discharges of the Plasma–
Focus type (in Polish), PhD thesis, IPJ, Swierk 
2006 

[2] E.O.Baronova, G.V.Sholin, V.V.Vikhrev, 
L.Jakubowski, Proc. Intern. Conf. PLASMA-
2007, Greifswald, Germany, Oct. 16-19, 2007, p. 
We3-3; AIP CP (2007) – accepted for publication 

 
1) NRC Kurchatov Institute, Moscow, Russia 

 
 

5.2 Studies of X-rays and Fast Electron Beams in Plasma Devices of the 
Tokamak-type* 
by L.Jakubowski, M.Rabiński, M.J.Sadowski, J.Stanisławski and J.Żebrowski [III.2] 

 
The detailed analysis of problems connected with 

the measurements of fast electron beams within the 
TORE-SUPRA facility at CEA-Cadarache, which was 
performed by the IPJ team in the previous years, has 

made possible to design an appropriate Cherenkov-
type detector. In 2007 further progress in the design 
and manufacturing of such a detector, which might 
enable electron measurements under extremely 
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difficult thermal conditions, was achieved at IPJ. The 
elaborated construction and appropriate selection of 
constructional materials both ensure an effective 
transfer of heat deposited upon the Cherenkov-probe 
surface. In order to reduce the thermal load the French 
team at the CEA-Cadarache has prepared a special 
mobile shaft, with the help of which the probe will be 
exposed for short periods only, but several times 
during a single discharge.  

In addition to the constructional efforts in 2007, in 
order to get some experience the IPJ team designed 
and constructed a new, modified Cherenkov 
measuring head, adopted especially for experiments 
within small tokamaks. That measuring head, after its 
installation at the CASTOR facility at IPP in Prague, 
was used to investigate electron-induced signals. The 
Cherenkov signals, which were recorded with the 
temporal resolution of 1 µs, were compared and 
analyzed, as shown in Fig. 1.  

 

 
Fig. 1 Evolution of the Cherenkov signals as a function of the 
radial position of the detector head, as recorded for high-density 
(upper) diagram) and low-density discharges (lower diagram). 
 

The electron measurements, which were carried 
out at different toroidal magnetic fields (BT) ranging 
from 0.8 T to 1.4 T, and at the plasma currents (Ip) 
varied from 5 kA to 15 kA, showed that the character 

of the investigated signals depends very strongly on 
the detector radial position as well as on the plasma 
density. Particular attention was paid to the radial 
distribution of fast electrons and dependence of the 
integrated Cherenkov signal on plasma parameters. 
The results, which were obtained at two different 
values of the plasma density, are shown in Fig. 2. The 
results of the electron studies confirmed that the 
Cherenkov signals, as recorded within the CASTOR 
facility, were induced by fast electron streams of 
energy  > 50 keV [1-3].  

Since the CASTOR machine was shut down in 
2007, and the TORE-SUPRA facility was not ready 
for Cherenkov measurements, to investigate fast 
electrons in tokamak discharges the measuring probe 
was prepared and installed within the ISTTOK torus 
in Lisbon. Preliminary measurements were carried out 
at different conditions during several experimental 
sessions in November and December 2007. Results of 
those measurements are under elaboration.  

 
Fig. 2 Dependence of the electron fluence on the position of the 
Cherenkov detector along the CASTOR minor radius, as recorded 
for the different values of the electron density ne~ 6.5 x 1018 m-3 
(upper curve) and 1.2 x 1019 m-3 (lower curve). 
 
* Collaboration with CEA–Cadarache, IPP-Prague 
and IST-Lisbon in a frame of EURATOM. 
 
[1] L.Jakubowski, M.J.Sadowski, et al., Proc. EPS 

Conf. Warsaw, Poland, July 2007, p. P-5.097; 
ECA Vol. 31F (2007) P-5.097 

[2] J.Żebrowski, L.Jakubowski, et al., Proc. 
PLASMA-2007, Greifswald, Germany, p. WeP3; 
AIP CP (2007) – accepted for publication 

[3] L.Jakubowski, M.J.Sadowski, et al., Proc. 17th 
IAEA Technical Meeting RUSFD, Lisbon, 
Portugal, Oct. 2007, AIP CP (2007) – accepted for 
publication 
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5.3 Applications of Nuclear Track Detectors (NTD) for Measurements of Fusion 
Protons Emitted from Plasma-Focus Facilities* 
by A.Malinowska, M.J.Sadowski, A.Szydłowski, J.Żebrowski, M.Jaskóła, A.Korman, M.Scholz1) [III.1] 

 
It is well known that energetic fusion-reaction 

products can escape from a plasma region and deliver 
important information about plasma parameters and its 
behaviour. Therefore, among various studies carried 
out during high-temperature plasma experiments, 
measurements of the fusion-generated products are of 
particular importance.  

In a frame of the described task a research on the 
emission of 3-MeV protons from PF-type discharges 
was performed within two PF experimental systems: 
the large PF-1000 facility and a smaller PF-360 device 
[1-2]. For time-integrated measurements (angular- and 
spatial-distributions) of fusion-reaction protons we 
used miniature pinhole cameras equipped with PM-
355 detector samples. The first set of the ion cameras 
was used for measurements of the fusion protons in 
the vertical plane at different angles Θ to the z-axis, as 
in the preliminary studies. To observe the proton 
anisotropy in the azimuthal direction, the second set of 
the ion cameras was situated at different azimuthal 
angles γ  around the z-axis, as shown in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1 Location of ion cameras, which were used for 
measurements of fusion protons at different angles Θ to the 
symmetry axis of electrodes, at various azimuthal angles γ around 
the z-axis. 
 

The measurements performed by means of the 
equipment described above made it possible to obtain 
images of the plasma regions, where the fusion 
reactions (in that case D-D reactions) occurred, as well 
as to determine corresponding angular distributions 
and numbers of fusion protons emitted in the chosen 
directions. The irradiated detectors were etched at 
standard conditions and analyzed with an optical 
microscope, as described in [1-2]. An example of the 
proton image, which was obtained at the chosen γ 
angle around the z-axis, is shown in Fig. 2. 

In many PF experiments there were observed two 
fusion–neutron bursts emitted from a single PF 
discharge. It is suspected that the first neutron pulse is 
produced mainly by the thermonuclear mechanism, 

while the second pulse is rather caused by beam-target 
interactions of high-energy deuteron beams. The 
proton energy spectra can be obtained from 
histograms of crater diameters (Fig. 3) taking into 
account the detector calibration results [1]. The 
hypothesis that measured neutrons were produced by 
two afore-mentioned mechanisms seems to be 
confirmed. 

 
Fig. 2 Pinhole image of plasma micro-regions emitting the fusion 
protons, as measured at chosen γ  angle around the discharge axis in 
the PF-360 facility. 

 
Fig. 3 Diagram presenting the number of the recorded proton 
tracks versus the proton energy, which were determined from the 
detectors exposed within PF-1000. 
 

The obtained experimental results were used to 
complete a PhD thesis [3]..  The bbasic aim of this thesis 
was analysis of issues connected with the emission of 
protons from the D-D reaction, occurring in the hot 
plasma produced in the PF devices [3].  
 
* Collaboration with IPPLM in Warsaw, Poland 
 
[1] A.Malinowska, A.Szydłowski, et al., Radiation 

Measurements (2007) – accepted for publication 
[2] A.Malinowska, K.Malinowski, et al., Proc. Int. 

Conf. PLASMA-2007, Greifswald, Germany, Oct. 
2007, p. Tu3-6; AIP CP – in print 

[3] A.Malinowska, Research on emission of fusion 
reaction protons emitted from Plasma-Focus (in 
Polish), PhD Thesis (IPJ, Swierk, 2007) 
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5.4 Applications of Solid-state Nuclear Track Detectors in MCF Experiments. 
Development of Neutron Activation Technique for Plasma-Focus and JET 
Experiments* 
by A.Szydłowski, A.Malinowska, G. Van Wassenhove1), J.Badziak2), J.Fuchs3), M.Scholz2), 
R.Prokopowicz2), S.Popovichev4) [III.2] 

 
Calibration measurements of Solid-State Nuclear 

Track Detectors (SSNTDs) of the CR-39/PM–355 
type were continued at IPJ Dept. V during the whole 
2007. Samples cut out from one of detector batches, 
which were bought in 2000 and 2005, were irradiated 
with mono-energetic protons and subjected to a 
precise microscopic analysis in order to determine 
track diameters as a function of proton energy and 
etching time. The calibrated detectors were used in 
2007 to measure 3 MeV fusion reaction protons 
emitted from TEXTOR tokamak plasma (at FZ in 
Juelich, Germany) and to study characteristics of high 
energy proton beams emitted from laser produced 
plasmas (at LULI Laboratory in Palaiseau, France). 

The measurements within TEXTOR facility were 
carried out by means of a small ion pinhole camera, 
which was equipped with a detector and placed below 
the plasma ring, with an input system oriented in the 
direction of ion drifts, at a distance of 4.4 cm from 
LCFS [1–2]. It was aligned in the direction of the 
major radius, opposite to the torus centre. That 
detector was irradiated with protons during a series of 
shots (Nos. 103397–103432), in which the plasma was 
heated by ICRF (2x1 MW of the 2nd harmonic for H+–
ions) and NBI (with H neutrals of 1.3 MW). 
Unfortunately, the detector showed a very low track 
density, because the neutron emission (and also proton 
yields) in the shots were very low and they amounted 
to Yn,p~1012 per day. Therefore, it was not possible to 
determine the track density distribution upon the 
detector surface, and merely we estimated a histogram 
of track diameters. The proton energy spectrum, which 
was obtained from that histogram (taking into account 
the detector calibration results), is presented in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1 Energy spectrum obtained on the basis of proton track 
diameter histogram, as measured upon the detector sample, which 
was irradiated within the TEXTOR facility. 

The investigated spectrum was shifted towards 
higher energy and showed a subtle structure, what 
could suggest that some populations of fast reagents, 
probably accelerated by different mechanisms, 
induced the observed nuclear reactions.  

In the experiment performed with the LULI 100– 
TW laser facility a 350–fs, 1,05–µm laser pulse of 
energy up to 15 J irradiated a thin (1–3 µm) PS target 
or a PS target covered by a 0.05-0.2 µm Au layer. At 
those laser parameters, the laser pulse intensity upon 
the target surface was ~2x1019 W/cm2. It was shown 
that proton beams of multi-MA currents and multi–
TA/cm2 current densities were emitted from the target 
surface. Proton beam characteristics were measured 
using ion collectors, SSNTDs and radio-chromic 
films. The proton spectra were measured by means of 
the absorption technique, i.e. using a few detectors 
masked with Al foils of different thicknesses. It was 
revealed that using a double–layer Au/PS target, 
instead of the PS one, resulted in a 2–fold increase of 
the proton current, which was also accompanied by a 
considerable increase in proton energies. 

Another experiment was carried out within JET 
facility (at Culham, UK) in order to test possibility of 
using some new activating materials for multi-foil 
neutron activation measurements [3–4]. It was shown 
that, apart from indium, other materials (such as 89Y, 
167Er, 204Pb, 180Hf, 111Cd), which have a suitable high 
reaction threshold and a large reaction cross-section in 
the energy range (0.5–16 MeV), can be used for these 
measurements, delivering more exact information 
about fluxes and energy spectra of the fusion neutrons. 
These materials have not been used in activation 
measurements supposedly because they produce 
daughter nuclides with relatively short half-life times. 
We proposed then some modification of the JET 
activation system to convey the activated samples 
faster to the γ–ray detector. 
 
* Collaboration with IPPLM in Warsaw, ERM in 
Brussels, FZ in Juelich and JET in Culham 
 
[1] A.Szydłowski, A.Malinowska, et al., Radiation 
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2007, p. WeP-2; AIP CP – in print 

[3] M.Scholz, B.Bienkowska, et al., Proc. Int. Conf. 
PLASMA-2007, Greifswald, Germany, Oct. 2007, 
p. Tu3-5; AIP CP – in print 

[4] R.Prokopowicz, M.Scholz, et al., Proc. Int. Conf. 
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p. TuP-29; AIP CP – in print 
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5.5 Time-resolved Optical Spectroscopy of Plasma Discharges and Plasma Streams 
Interactions with Solid Targets* 
by E.Składnik-Sadowska, K.Malinowski, M.J.Sadowski, V.A.Gribkov1), J.Wołowski1) and 
A.K.Marchenko2) [III.1] 

 
In a frame of this task in the first semester of 2007 

the editorial elaboration of papers concerning studies 
of a PF-1000 facility at IPPLM in Warsaw was 
finished. In particular, the interaction of pulsed plasma 
streams with different solid targets (including carbon-
tungsten ones) was worked out. Results of those had 
been studies, which elaborated in the collaboration 
with researchers from IPPLM and KIPT, were 
reported in two papers presented at the international 
conference PLASMA-2007 in Greifswald [1-2]. 
Examples of the recorded spectra are shown in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1 Time-resolved spectroscopic studies of the interaction of 
ion- and plasma-streams with a C+W target in the PF-1000 facility. 

Particular efforts were devoted to the application 
of optical spectroscopy methods to investigations of 
pulsed plasma streams generated within the RPI-IBIS 
device, which is often used for studies in the field of 
material engineering (tasks and papers common with 
Department P-IX). A separate task was the detailed 
study of different operational modes in the RPI-IBIS 
facility, which was performed in a frame of the Polish-
Ukrainian scientific collaboration. A summary of that 
study was presented at the international symposium 
SAPP-XVI in Podbanske [3]. The detailed elaboration 
of results obtained from spectroscopic measurements 
of plasma, which was produced by the bombardment 
of a tungsten target with pulsed laser beams, was 
reported in two papers presented at the conference 
PPLA-2007 in Scilla [4-5]. 

 
Fig. 2 Spectral lines measured within the PF-MAJA experiment 
for t = 9.4 µs after the current dip, at the exposition time equal to 10 
µs, and the optical spectrum from the laser-target experiment in a 
comparison with WI and WII lines taken from the NIST tables. 

In 2007 was also performed an experiment with 
plasma produced within the MAJA-PF facility 
equipped with a central electrode containing a 
tungsten insert. The main aim was to investigate 
spectrum of the visible radiation emitted from dense 
plasma containing tungsten-ions. Results of the 
preliminary analysis of the recorded optical spectra 
were reported at the international conference 
PLASMA-2007 [6]. Examples of the recorded spectra 
are shown in Fig. 2. 

In the last two months of 2007 some series of 
time-resolved spectroscopic measurements in the 
laser-plasma system at IPPLM were carried out. The 
main aim of those experiments was a study of the 
interaction of pulsed YAG-laser beams with solid 
targets of different materials (C, W and Ti), which are 
to be used in future fusion reactors (e.g. ITER). The 
C-target was taken from a divertor of the TEXTOR 
machine operated in Juelich, and the aim was to study 
the efficiency of removal of deuterium absorbed in 
that material during the previous experiments within 
that facility. There were also performed spectroscopic 
observations of the erosion of a W-target and the 
desorption of deuterium from a Ti-target, which was 
previously saturated with a pure deuterium gas. In the 
experimental studies described above, in addition to 
the optical spectroscopy, also methods of the 
corpuscular diagnostics, e.g. ion collectors and ion 
energy analyzers were applied. Results of those 
studies are still in the elaboration phase and they will 
be published in 2008.  
 
* Collaboration with IPPLM in Warsaw, Poland and 
KIPT in Kharkov, Ukraine 
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5.6 Investigation of Dynamics and Parameters of Plasma Discharges by Means of 
Corpuscular Diagnostics during the Free Propagation of Plasma Streams 
by K.Malinowski, E.Składnik-Sadowska, M.J.Sadowski and K.Czaus [III.2] 

 
In a frame of the described task in 2007 we 

finished the editorial elaboration of a paper on 
calibration measurements of nuclear track detectors of 
the PM-355 type, in particular for low-energy 
deuterons (in a range from 30 keV to about 500 keV), 
which had been performed in the previous year. The 
paper was submitted to journal Radiation 
Measurements, and it was accepted for publication [1]. 

Within a frame of detailed studies of the dynamics 
and parameters of plasma discharges, which were 
carried out in 2007 by means of corpuscular 
diagnostic techniques, particular attention was paid to 
measurements of pulsed streams of hydrogen- and 
deuterium-plasmas with nuclear track detectors of the 
PM-355 type. The use was made of ion pinhole 
cameras equipped with different absorption filters 
(made of pure aluminium-foils), as well as a 
Thomson-type mass- and energy-analyzer. Spatial and 
energetic distributions of pulsed plasma-ion streams 
were investigated particularly in the RPI-IBIS facility, 
which is used for different studies in the field of 
material technology. The experimental set-up is 
presented in Fig. 1, and an example of the Thomson 
parabola is shown in Fig. 2. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Experimental set-up at the RPI-IBIS facility. 
 

 
Fig. 2 Deuteron parabola recorded in the RPI-IBIS experiment. 
 

In addition to the previous deuteron calibrations, 
we carried out measurements of responses of the PM-
355 track detectors to low-energy protons (within the 
range from 30 keV to about 500 keV). In the 
subsequent research phase, on the basis of the 
obtained earlier calibration diagrams, i.e. dependences 
of dimensions of the etched tracks (micro-craters) on 
energies of impinging protons, it was possible to 
investigate energy distributions of the proton beams 
recorded in the applied detectors. Results of those 
studies were reported in two papers, which were at the 
international conference on Solid State Dosimetry, 
held in Delft [2-3]. 

It should be added that in 2007 we continued also 
efforts to modernize a miniature Thomson-type 
analyzer, which might be applied for mass- and 
energy-analysis of plasma–ions inside vacuum 
chambers of various experimental facilities. In order 
to check correctness of the operation of that miniature 
Thomson-analyzer, which was equipped with nuclear 
track detectors of the PM-355 type, we performed 
several measurements of the plasma-ions within the 
RPI-IBIS facility. Some examples of Thomson 
parabolas are shown in Fig. 3. 

 
Fig. 3 Proton- and impurity-ions parabolas recorded with the 
miniature Thomson analyzer. 

 
The obtained results were reported in a separate 

paper presented at the international conference 
PLASMA-2007, held in Greifswald [4]. That paper 
has already been accepted for publication in AIP CP.  

 
[1] K.Malinowski, E.Składnik-Sadowska, et al.; 

Radiation Measurements (2007) – accepted for 
publication (MS 211p) 

[2] E.Składnik-Sadowska, K.Malinowski, et al.; Proc. 
15th Intern. Conf. on Solid State Dosimetry, Delft, 
Netherlands, July 2007, PVII-23 

[3] K.Malinowski, E.Składnik-Sadowska, et al.; Proc. 
15th Intern. Conf. on Solid State Dosimetry, Delft, 
Netherlands, July2007, PVII-24 

[4] K.Czaus, K.Malinowski, et al.; Proc. Int. Conf. 
PLASMA-2007, Greifswald, Germany, Oct. 2007, 
Th2-4; AIP CP – accepted for publication 
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5.7 Research on Plasma Streams and their Interactions with Materials in PF-type 
Facilities and Investigation of Current Filaments Appearing inside Dense 
Magnetized Plasmas* 
by M.J.Sadowski, A.Malinowska, K.Malinowski, E.Składnik-Sadowska, V.A.Gribkov1), M.Scholz1) [III.1] 

 
In a frame of his task we performed a detailed 

analysis of experimental results from measurements of 
pulsed plasma streams, which had been carried out 
previously within a large PF-1000 facility at IPPLM in 
Warsaw. Particular attention was paid to 
measurements of pulsed beams of fast electrons 
(emitted mostly in the upstream direction, i.e. towards 
the anode) and fast ions (emitted mainly along the z-
axis), as well as their correlations with neutrons 
originating from D-D reactions. The most important 
result of that analysis was the conclusion that inside a 
dense magnetized plasma (DMP) there are formed 
miniature plasma diodes, which cause the acceleration 
of electrons and ions (in opposite directions). A simple 
model is shown in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1 Evolution of a plasma micro-diode and ion trajectories 
inside a PF pinch column (with the vertical axis). 
 

The second conclusion was the statement that the 
production of fast fusion-neutrons is caused mainly by 
interactions of fast deuteron beams with dense plasma 
(beam-target mechanism). The results of those 
experimental studies and their detailed analyses were 
presented in an extensive publication [1].  

Basing on experimental results, which were 
previously collected with different facilities of the PF-
type investigated at IPJ and IPPLM as well as in 
several foreign laboratories, we performed a detailed 
analysis of various physical problems appearing 
during studies of the DMP phenomena. Different 
phases of PF-type discharges were analyzed. In the 
first phase, i.e. during the breakdown and formation of 
a current sheath, attention was paid to plasma non-
uniformities and current filaments. In the next phase 
(of the axial acceleration of the current sheath) 
particular attention was paid to cases when distinct 
quasi-radial filaments were observed within the inter-
electrode volume, and to the fact that such phenomena 
cannot be described by 2D MHD models. In the third 
phase (i.e. the radial compression of the current sheath 
at the electrodes ends) there were also observed the 
intense current filaments, which may exist even during 
the maximal compression of the plasma column, as 
shown in Fig. 2. 
 

 
Fig. 2 X-ray pinhole picture of a PF pinch column (with 
horizontal axis) and the corresponding intensity diagram showing 
the distinct filamentary structure. 
 

The so-called hot-spots and (connected with them) 
emissions of X-ray pulses as well as pulsed beams of 
fast electrons and ions were also considered. A simple 
model of the filamentary structure of the plasma 
column was considered as well as connected physical 
effects. The results of that analysis were presented in 
an invited plenary lecture given during the 28th ICPIG 
conference in Prague [2]. Some conclusions were also 
discussed in another paper presented at the same 
conference [3].  

The detailed analysis of different filamentation 
phenomena in PF-type discharges was presented in the 
second invited lecture given at the ICDMP Workshop 
[4]. Some results of the described analysis were also 
presented in another talk given at the same conference 
[5]. 
 
* Collaboration with IPPLM in Warsaw, Poland 
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5.8 Thin Metallic Superconducting Films Deposited by Mean of UHVCA Technology 
by R.Nietubyć, P.Strzyżewski, M.J.Sadowski, R.Mirowski, J.Witkowski [III.3] 

 
In 2007 further efforts were undertaken in order to 

improve the superconducting radio frequency (SRF) 
performance of copper resonator cavities coated inside 
with pure Nb layers. The first approach concerned the 
improvement of experimental conditions for the Nb 
deposition within the UHV linear-arc facility. In the 
next step the Nb-coated samples and complete test-
cavities were investigated [1-11]. 

The first approach included the manufacturing and 
commissioning of micro-droplet filters, the 
construction and testing of an additional concentric 
anode, and the construction of a clean-chamber with a 
nitrogen flow (shown in Fig. 1). 

 
Fig. 1 UHV linear-arc facility with the installed clean-chamber. 

To test the performance of the equipment 
described above and to investigate an influence of 
deposition parameters on the structure and properties 
of the deposited Nb films, numerous tests have been 
carried out with copper- and sapphire-substrates. 
Those tests showed that the prototype micro-droplet 
filter endured the 20-minutes continue operation. The 
additional anode allowed to apply -250 V polarization 
to the cavity wall, and thus to increase the energy of 
the deposited ions to 600 eV/ion.  

The IPJ team mastered the preparation procedure, 
during which the cavity was exposed to the 
atmosphere, but it was treated at clean conditions 
inside the nitrogen-flow chamber. That procedure was 
tested during two Nb-depositions performed with SRF 
cavities delivered from CEA Saclay. In a frame of the 
described task we have also optimized the UHV 
linear-arc system for the coating of triple-cavities. 
That effort included the construction of a dummy 
chamber and modification of the mechanical system 
controlling the arc position. The performed deposition 
tests showed that a uniform Nb-film can be deposited 
all along the internal surface of the triple cavity. 

Another activity concerned the characterization of 
structural, mechanical and superconducting properties 
of the Nb-coated samples. Detailed measurements of 
the Nb/sapphire films showed that an increase of ion 
energy improves the film hardness. The residual 
resistivity ratio (RRR) measurements showed the 
value of 44 for the sample coated at -70 V bias, 
corresponding to a ions maximal kinetic energy of 
about 200 eV/ion. An adhesion test, as performed by 

means of the high-pressure water rinsing (HPWR), 
showed too low adhesion of the deposited Nb-layers. 
The Nb-film, as deposited on the inner walls of the 
test cavities, have not withstood HPWR above 40 
bars. However, samples prepared chemically before 
their coating, have withstood the HPWR up to 100 
bars.  

X-ray diffraction studies of the coated samples, as 
performed with laboratory and synchrotron radiation 
sources, showed the preferred orientation and strain 
occurred in the Nb/Cu and Nb/sapphire films. For a 
very thin part of the Nb/sapphire(0001) film laying 
directly on the substrate, it was found that all the 
crystallites were oriented according to the Nb 
(110)||sapphire (0001). The oriented layer showed a 
wide distribution of out-of-plane inter-layer spacing. 

Separate efforts concerned the deposition of Pb/Nb 
films, to be used as photo-cathodes in SRF electron 
injectors. The transmission and influence of micro-
droplets on photoemission quantum efficiency (QE) 
were investigated [12]. 

All the described studies were performed in a 
frame of the Coordinated Accelerator Research in 
Europe (CARE) program in the collaboration with 
teams from Tor Vergata University Roma 2, Italy, and 
DESY, Hamburg, Germany, as reported in [14-15]. 
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5.9 Computational Studies of Discharges within the IPD Plasma Accelerator* 
by M.Rabiński and K.Zdunek1) [III.3] 

 
During the Impulse Plasma Deposition (IPD) 

process of surface engineering coatings of a diamond–
like carbon, c–BN, oxides (e.g., Al2O3), amorphous 
and nanostructured high–melting materials, the 
intersitial phases (e.g., the titanium nitride) and 
multicomponent metallic alloys could be deposited on 
various non–heated substrates [1]. A continually 
growing demand for deeper understanding of the 
process was the reason to carry the computational 
studies of the plasma flow phenomena. The detailed 
structure of a discharge region can be described by the 
solution of a magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) model. 
Equations are solved numerically on a fixed Eulerian 
mesh by using a modified Lax–Wendroff scheme. 

Attention has been concentrated on the studies of 
the IPD accelerator with internal cathode. Sequence of 
plasma parameter distributions for the current 
discharge is presented in Fig. 1 (for electrodes’ length 
– 10 cm, the internal electrode radius – 0.7 cm and the 
outer electrode radius – 3.7 cm). Current sheet spreads 
out within both the inter–electrode space and behind 
the front face of the electrode system. Owing to the 
concentration of the electric field lines on the front 
face of the electrode system, the electric arc there 
forms an electron beam directed toward the electrode 
front end. The electrode surface undergoes massive 
erosion due to both sputtering and the thermal effects. 
Thus, the internal electrode becomes an efficient 
source of the coating material components. One can 
observe a separation of working gas plasma (nitrogen) 
in the outer region of the discharge area and the 
titanium plasma from the evaporation zone in the front 
of the central electrode face. Obtained results have 
shown a differences of the process dynamics when 
compared with the discharge in electrode system with 
positive polarization (the rod anode and external 
cathode) [2, 3]. The most important are the conditions 
in which the compound materials are mixed and 
synthesized – distribution and parameters of the mass 
swept on the current sheet surface. Within this area 
nitrogen plasma is enriched with the erosion products, 
e.g., titanium for titanium nitride coatings. It has been 
found previously that the obtained layers have 
nonuniform phase composition and morphology when 
the regions on the accelerator axis and away from it 
are compared. 
 
* Collaboration with Warsaw University of 
Technology, Poland 
 
[1] K.Zdunek, Surf. Coat. Technol, vol. 98 (1998) 

1448–1454 
[2] M.Rabiński, K.Zdunek, Proc. EUROCON 2007, 

Warsaw, Poland, pp. 2177-2183 

[3] M.Rabiński, K.Zdunek, Proc. PLASMA 2007, 
Greifswald, Germany, AIP CP (2007) – accepted 
for publication 

 
1) Warsaw University of Technology, Poland 
 

 
 
Fig. 1 Sequence of calculated plasma parameter distributions for 
the IPD accelerator with internal cathode (C = 100 µF, U = 6kV, 
working gas – hydrogen at p = 20 Pa). 
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International Conference on Research and Applications of Plasmas - PLASMA 2007 (Greifswald, Germany, 2007-10-16 - 2007-10-19) 
 
Ultrahigh-current proton beams from short-pulse laser-solid interactions 
J. Badziak, P. Antici, J. Fuchs, S. Jabłoński, L. Lancia, A. Mancic, P. Parys, M. Rosiński, R. Suchańska, A. Szydłowski, 
J. Wołowski 
Fifth International Conference on Inertial Fusion Sciences and Applications (Kobe, Japan, 2007-09-09 - 2007-09-14) 
 
Studies of pulsed plasma-ion streams during their free propagation and interaction with carbon-tungsten targets in PF-1000 
facility  
E. Składnik-Sadowska, K. Malinowski, A. Marchenko, M.J. Sadowski, M. Scholz, L. Karpiński, M. Paduch, B. Zielińska, 
V.A. Gribkov 
International Conf. on Research and Applications of Plasmas - PLASMA 2007 (Greifswald, Germany, 2007-10-16 - 2007-10-19) 
 
Diagnostics of fast electrons within CASTOR tokamak by means of a modified Cherenkov-type probe 
J. Żebrowski, L. Jakubowski, M.J. Sadowski, K. Malinowski, M. Jakubowski, V. Weinzettl, J. Stockel, M. Vacha, M. Peterka 
International Conf. on Research and Applications of Plasmas - PLASMA 2007 (Greifswald, Germany, 2007-10-16 - 2007-10-19) 
 
Deposition and characterization of nobium films for srf cavity application    
L. Catani, A. Cianchi, D. DiGiovenale, J. Lorkiewicz, V. Merlo, R. Polini, C. Granata, R. Russo, M.J. Sadowski, M. Salvato, 
P. Strzyżewski, S. Tazzari 
EUROCON 2007 The International Conference on "Computer as a Tool" (Warsaw, Poland, 2007-09-09 - 2007-09-12) 
IEEE No. (2007) p. 1170-1177 
 
X-ray absorption Fine Structure study of nickel grains embenned in carbonaceous films 
M. Kozlowski, R. Nietubyć, E. Czerwosz, R. Diduszko 
European Material Research Society Fall Meeting 2007 (Warsaw, Poland, 2007-09-17 - 2007-09-21) 
Conference Engine No. (2007) 
 
Investigation of plasma discharges within MAJA-PF device operated with tungsten inserts in the central electrode  
K. Malinowski, E. Składnik-Sadowska, M. Ladygina, L. Jakubowski, M.J. Sadowski 
International Conf. on Research and Applications of Plasmas - PLASMA 2007 (Greifswald, Germany, 2007-10-16 - 2007-10-19) 
 
MHD modelling of flow phenomena during the Impulse Plasma Deposition process 
M. Rabiński, K. Zdunek 
International Conf. on Research and Applications of Plasmas - PLASMA 2007 (Greifswald, Germany, 2007-10-16 - 2007-10-19) 
 
XAFS study of the short range order in Ni nanoparticles embedded in carbonaceous matrix 
R. Nietubyć, E. Czerwosz, R. Diduszko, M. Kozłowski 
7th National Symposium of Synchrotron Radiation Users (Poznań, Poland, 2007-09-24 - 2007-09-27) 
 
Modelling of flow phenomena during the Impulse Plasma Deposition process 
M. Rabiński, K. Zdunek 
EUROCON 2007 The International Conference on "Computer as a Tool" (Warsaw, Poland, 2007-09-09 - 2007-09-12) 
IEEE No. (2007) p. 2177-2188 
 
XAFS study of doping induced deviation of oxygen sites from the colinearity with Gallium in rare earth gallates 
R. Nietubyć, R. Diduszko, D. Savytskii 
7th National Symposium of Synchrotron Radiation Users (Poznań, Poland, 2007-09-24 - 2007-09-27) 
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Cherenkov-type detectors for measurements of runaway electrons within tokamaks 
M. Rabiński, L. Jakubowski, M.J. Sadowski, J. Stanisławski, J. Żebrowski 
10th IAEA Technical Meeting on Energetic Particles in Magnetic Confinement Systems (Kloster Seeon, Germany, 2007-09-08 - 
2007-09-10) 
Nucl. Fusion (2007)  
 
D-D reaction and fast deuterons in plasma-focus facility  
P. Kubes, D. Klir, J. Kravarik, K. Rezac, B. Bieńkowska, I. Ivanova-Stanik, L. Karpiński, M. Paduch, M. Scholz, H. Schmidt, 
M.J. Sadowski, K. Tomaszewski 
XXVIII International Conference on Phenomena in Ionized Gases (Prague, Czech Republic, 2007-07-15 - 2007-07-20) 
Institute of Plasma Physics AS CR, v.v.i. (Prague) No.1473-1475 (2007) 
 
The Cherenkov detector for measurements of fast electrons in CASTOR tokamak 
L. Jakubowski, M.J. Sadowski, J. Stanisławski, K. Malinowski, J. Żebrowski, M. Jakubowski, V. Weinzettl, J. Stockel, 
M. Vacha, M. Peterka 
17th IAEA Technical Meeting on RUSFD (Lizbona, Portugalia, 2007-10-22 - 2007-10-24) 
AIP Conf. Proc. (in press) 
 
Wytwarzanie cienkich warstw metalicznych techniką wyładowania łukowego w warunkach UHV 
P. Strzyżewski, R. Nietubyć, M.J. Sadowski 
I Krajowa Konferencja Nanotechnologii (Wrocław, Poland, 2007-04-26 - 2007-04-28) 
 
Application of Cherenkov detectors for fast electrons measurements in CASTOR tokamak 
L. Jakubowski, M.J. Sadowski, J. Stanisławski, K. Malinowski, J. Żebrowski, M. Jakubowski, V. Weinzetti, J. Stockel, 
M. Vacha, M. Peterka 
34th EPS Conference on Plasma Physics (Warsaw, Poland, 2007-07-02 - 2007-07-06) 
ECA No.Vol. 31F (2007) p. P-5.097 
 
Wettability improvement of carbon ceramic materials by mono and multi energy plasma pulses  
M. Barlak, J. Piekoszewski, Z. Werner, J. Stanisławski, E. Składnik-Sadowska, K. Borkowska, M. Miśkiewicz, W. Starosta, 
B. Sartowska, J. Kierzek, A. Kolitsch, R. Groetzhel 
15-th International Conference on Surface Modification of Materiale by Ion Beams (Mumbai, India, 2007-09-30 - 2007-10-05) 
 
Modification of structure and properties of unalloyed steels with intense argon and nitrogen plasma pulses 
B. Sartowska, J. Piekoszewski, L. Waliś, J. Senatorski, J. Stanisławski, L. Nowicki, R. Ratajczak, M. Kopcewicz, M. Barlak, 
A. Nowotnik 
XVIII Conference on Advanced Materials & Technologies (Warsaw, Poland , 2007-06-18 - 2007-06-21) 
Inżynieria Materiałowa Vol. No 3-4 (2007) 728 
 
Application of solid-state nuclear track detectors in TEXTOR experiment for measurements of fusion-reaction protons 
A. Szydłowski, A. Malinowska, M. Jaskóła, A. Korman, M.J. Sadowski, G. VanWassenhove, B. Schweer,  TEXTORteam, 
A. Gałkowski 
International Conf. on Research and Applications of Plasmas - PLASMA 2007 (Greifswald, Germany, 2007-10-16 - 2007-10-19) 
 
Formation of a surface layer with improved tribological properties on unlloyed steels using intense plasma pulses   
B. Sartowska, J. Piekoszewski, L. Waliś, J. Senatorski, J. Stanisławski, J. Kopcewicz, M. Barlak, A. Nowotnik,   
5th Decennial Intern. Conf. on Solidification  Processing (Shiefield, UK, 2007-07-23 - 2007-07-25) 
The University of Sheffiled No. (2007) p. 641 
 
Structure of Nb films deposited by means of ultra-high vacuum cathodic arc  
R. Nietubyć, M.J. Sadowski, P. Strzyżewski, J. Pelka 
International Conf. on Research and Applications of Plasmas - PLASMA 2007 (Greifswald, Germany, 2007-10-16 - 2007-10-19) 
 
Sources of plasma-ion streams for studies of plasma-target interactions 
E. Składnik-Sadowska, M.J. Sadowski, K. Malinowski, K. Czaus, M. Scholz, L. Karpiński, I.E. Garkusha, A.K. Marchenko, 
V.I. Tereshin 
Symposium on Application of Plasma Physics XVI (Podbanske, Slovakia, 2007-01-20 - 2007-01-25) 
 
 

LECTURES, COURSES AND EXTERNAL SEMINARS 

Selected plasma diagnostics for magnetic confinement toroidal devicesa) 
M. Rabiński 
Kudowa Zdroj, Poland, EURATOM-IPPLM Association Days, 2007-09-18 
 
Calibration measurements and applications of solid state nuclear track detectors (CR-39/PM-355 type) in plasma 
experimentsa) 
A. Szydłowski 
Kudowa Zdroj, Poland, EURATOM-IPPLM Association Days, 2007-09-18 
 
Application of Cherenkov effect for fast electrons detection within CASTOR tokamaka) 
J. Żebrowski 
Kudowa Zdroj, Poland, EURATOM-IPPLM Association Days, 2007-09-18 
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Excursion to Chernobyla) 
M. Rabiński 
Warsaw, Poland, XIth Science Festival, 2007-09-22 
 
Track detectors and neutron activation diagnosticsb) 
A. Szydłowski 
Budapest, Hungary, Summer Training Course 2007, 2007-06-11 
 
a) in Polish 
b) in English 
 
 

INTERNAL SEMINARS 

Actual state-of-art of thermonuclear researcha) 
M.J. Sadowski 
Świerk, Poland, The Andrzej Sołtan Institute for Nuclear Studies, 2007-01-12 
 
UHV plasma arcs in the formation of thin photocatods for electron iniectorsa) 
P. Strzyżewski 
Świerk, Poland, The Andrzej Sołtan Institute for Nuclear Studies, 2007-02-20 
 
Possible developments of JET neutron activation diagnosticb) 
A. Szydłowski 
Culham-Oxford, UK, TFD Meeting 22nd of March 2007, 2007-03-22 
 
Operational research - mathematics of project managementa) 
M. Rabiński 
Świerk, Poland, The Andrzej Sołtan Institute for Nuclear Studies, Poland, 2007-11-22 
 
Diagnostics of fast electrons within tokamaks by means of a Cherenkov-type detectorb) 
J. Żebrowski 
Lisbon, Portugal, Centro de Fusao Nuclear, Instituto Superior Tecnico (IST), Association EURATOM/IST, 2007-12-17 
 
a) in Polish 
b) in English 
 
 

PARTICIPATION IN SCIENTIFIC COUNCILS, ASSOCIATIONS AND ORGANIZING 
COMMITTEES 

R. Nietubyć 
Polish Synchrotron Radiation Society 
 
M. Rabiński 
Member of the Board of the Polish Nuclear Society, Head of the Information Committee 
Member of the European Nuclear Society 
Member of the Board of the Environmentalists for Nuclear Energy - Poland (treasurer) 
Member of the Editorial Board of the Advances of Nuclear Technique, National Atomic Energy Agency 
Member of the Editorial Board of the Nucleonics Bulletin, Polish Nuclear Society 
 
M.J. Sadowski 
Member of the European Physical Society (Plasma Physics Division) 
Fellow of the Institute of Physics, London, UK 
Member of the Polish Physical Society 
Member of the Polish Society of Applied Electromagnetics 
Member of the Editorial Board of the Journal of Advanced Materials, Cambridge International Science Publishing 
Member of the Scientific Council of the Space Research Centre Polish Academy of Sciences 
Member of the Scientific Council of the Institute of Plasma Physics and Laser Microfusion 
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PERSONNEL 

Research scientists 
 
Krzysztof Czaus, BSc.E.E. 3/5* 
Lech Jakubowski, Dr. 3/5* 
Aneta Malinowska, MSc. 
Karol Malinowski, MSc. 
Robert Nietubyć, Dr. 
Marek Rabiński, Dr. 
Marek Sadowski, Professor  

Elżbieta Składnik-Sadowska, Dr. 3/5* 
Jacek Stanisławski, MSc.  † 
Paweł Strzyżewski, MSc.E.E. till August 24 
Adam Szydłowski, Dr. 
Jan Witkowski, BSc.E.E. 3/5* 
Jarosław Żebrowski, Dr. 

 
Technical and administrative staff 
 
Krzysztof Gątarczyk 
Alicja Gawrońska 
Krzysztof Gniadek 
Marcin Jakubowski 
Marek Jędrzejczyk 
Paweł Karpiński 

Bernard Kołakowski 
Mirosław Kuk 
Robert Mirowski, MSc.E.E. 
Andrzej Trembicki 
Andrzej Wiraszka 

 
 
* part-time employee 
 
†  deceased April 14 
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6 DEPARTMENT OF HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS  
 
 

Head of Department: Prof. Helena Białkowska 
phone: (22) 621-28-04 
e-mail: Lena.Bialkowska@fuw.edu.pl 

 

Overview 
 
The activities of the Department can be grouped into four parts: 
I. An ongoing analysis of data from large accelerator facilities. 

1. At CERN: 
Four experiments have finished data taking but continue analysis: 

- DELPHI experiment on e+e- collisions from the LEP accelerator, 
- NA48/1 experiment on weak decay of strange particles, 
- NA49 and WA98 experiments on relativistic ion collisions (NA49 data has served as a basis for 

habilitation of Dr. P. Szymański), 
- COMPASS experiment on the study of proton structure. New data were taken in 2007 and preparations 

are under way for future runs, with an extended detector. 
2a. At HERA 

Study of proton structure functions from ZEUS. R&D program on vertex detector for the ILC project. 
2b. At RHIC 

pp2pp experiment at RHIC, on the determination of spin amplitudes for polarized proton collisions. 
3. At CELSIUS and COSY 

Study of near threshold resonance production in the WASA experiment.  
II. The neutrino program. The main effort concentrates on preparation for the T2K experiment. Work on the 

near detector, ND280, and on the cross sections for hadron-nucleus reactions, vital for the neutrino 
experiment (participation in NA61 experiment). 

III. Preparations for the (soon-to-start) Large Hadron Collider 
Three teams work in preparation for large LHC experiments: 

- CMS 
- LHCb 
- ALICE 

A major experimental and software effort is put into the commissioning and testing of the CMS muon 
trigger. 

IV. A major effort has been put into the preparation of the computing base for future large experiments - the 
GRID system. The Warsaw cluster of the European EGEE Project has been developed and tests performed, in 
collaboration with the ICM of Warsaw University, Krakow and Poznan centers, and the coordinating center in 
Karlsruhe. 
 
Two doctorates in physics were granted in 2007. 

 
The Technical Workshop staff has worked on : 
a positioning system for the outer detector of the LHCb experiment, light-guide preparation for the NA61 
experiment, design of scintillator rods for the astrophysics experiment POLAR (in collaboration with DL and 
P-III Dept). 

Prof. Helena Białkowska 
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6.1 The DELPHI Experiment 
by M.Bluj, R.Gokieli, J.Hoffman, K.Nawrocki, R.Sosnowski, M.Szczekowski, M.Szeptycka, P.Zalewski [I.2] 

 
One may expect that the collaboration will be 

officially dissolved in one or two years from now. 
However nothing is decided as yet and the decision 
will depend on the status of the analysis and 
publications. 

The effort continues to preserve the DELPHI data 
for the analysis even in the relatively remote future. 

 

6.2 Public Awareness of Science 
by R.Sosnowski 

 
Interactions of high energy particles occur 

everywhere on our Earth as collisions of cosmic rays 
with matter. They can be shown to the interested 
public. In order to do this, the construction of an 
apparatus for detecting and displaying cosmic ray 
interactions was started in the Department of High 
Energy Physics due to the initiative by R. Sosnowski. 
The apparatus may be located in the “Kopernik” 
Center or in the Museum of Technology. In the last 
year the mechanism which stabilizes the orientation of 
the detector in space by compensating the diurnal and 
annual movements of the Earth has been constructed 

in our workshop under the supervision of eng. A. 
Nawrot who was also the designer of the mechanism. 
The system designed to power and control the work of 
the mechanism has been built by Dr. Radomir 
Kupczak from the Physics Department of the Warsaw 
University of Technology. The half year testing of the 
mechanism shows that it meets necessary 
requirements. The remote control of the mechanism 
has been done by physics students of Warsaw 
University of Technology, Kamila Jabłońska and 
Marcin Kaim. 

 

6.3 ZEUS Experiment 
by M.Adamus [I.3] 

 
Although HERA has stopped, the operation at the 

end of June data analysis is still running. The 
exclusive reaction ep →epπ+π- is under investigation 
(Fig. 1). The motivation is the more precise 
comparison of non-resonant (1.2<Mππ <5 GeV) 
production of the π+π- pair with vector meson 
formation. Earlier data [1] suggests that a mainly 
longitudinal polarized photon is responsible for the 
process (Fig. 2). The effect seems to be Q2 dependent. 
One of the aims of this analysis is to verify this 
suggestion by means of higher data statistics collected 
during the HERAII running period (2004-2007). 
 
[1] J.Ukleja Ph.D. Thesis, Warsaw University, 

Poland 
 

Fig. 1 Two-pion non-resonant  production diagram. 

 
Fig. 2 Differential cross section as a function of variable u. The data points are compared to theoretical prediction given by: Brodsky, 
Frankfurt, Gunion, Müller and Strikman (BFGMS). LCWF stands for Light Cone Wave Function. 
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6.4 R&D on Vertex Detector for ILC 
by M.Adamus [I.8] 

 
Further investigation of the chip build MAPS 

technology within the scope of application at vertex 
detector of a future ILC experiment was continued in 
2007. The possibility of the rejection bremsthralung 
background at the first level of trigger follows from 
the simulation. To do it one must  know the Θ and Φ 
angles (Fig. 1). 

 
Fig. 1 Distinction between bremsthralung background and 
physics hits (simulation by P. Łużniak) 
a) definition of the Θ and Φ angles 
b) red points – hits from reaction 20 →→

−

qqZ  jets each of energy 
45.6 GeV black points - background. 
 

The suggestion  was to look at charge cluster 
shapes produced by the non perpendicular e-beam.  

 
Fig. 2 Steel support which enables to tune Θ and Φ angles. 
 

Tests of the MIMOSA 5 chip [1, 2] were 
performed at the DESY electron beam area. The 
special  support  was produced in Warsaw  (Fig. 2).  It  

allowed us to adjust the beam impact angles. The 
elongation of the produced charge clusters with 
respect to that produced by the beam perpendicular to 
the surface of the detector was observed (Fig. 3). 

 
Fig. 3 Typical mean charge cluster formed by  non perpendicular 
beam (right) in comparison with mean cluster 
producedΘ=Φ=00(left). 
 

A two-dimensional matrix similar to the moment 
of inertia tensor was evaluated and diagonalised. Θ 
and Φ angles can be read from its eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors. The accuracy of the Φ  angle 
determination and value of cluster elongation strongly 
depend on Θ (Fig. 4). 

 
Fig. 4 Dependence of Φ angle dispersion and elongation of the 
cluster on Θ value. 
 

The results were shown at the ALCPG07 
Conference in Batavia. 
 
[1] Annual Report 2005 
[2] Annual Report 2006 

 
 

6.5 Investigation of Weak Decay of Neutral Kaons and Hyperons in NA48 and NA48/1 
Experiments at CERN 
by A.Chłopik, Z.Guzik, J.Nassalski, E.Rondio, M.Szleper, S.Wronka, W.Wiślicki, (NA48) and 
W.Wiślicki (NA48/1) [I.4] 

 
A description of the NA48 spectrometer was given 

in ref. [1]. This spectrometer was used in all 
measurements of direct CP violation in weak decay of 
neutral kaons and of rare decay of neutral kaons and 
hyperons. The detector consists of a magnetic 
spectrometer, for measurements of charged decay 

products, and of a liquid krypton calorimeter for 
neutral particles.  

In ref. [2], the weak radiative decay −+Λ→Ξ ee0  
has been reported for the first time. We found 412 
candidates in the signal region, with an estimated 
background of 15±5 events. We determined the 
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branching fraction B(Ξ0→Λe+e-) = [7.6±0.4(stat) 
±0.4(syst)±0.2(norm)]×10-6, consistent with an 
internal bremsstrahlung process, and the decay 
asymmetry parameter αΞΛe = -0.8±0.2, consistent with 
that of Ξ0→Λγ. The charge conjugate reaction 

−+Λ→Ξ ee  was also observed. 

A total of 235 698 Ξ→Λπ0 and 21 527 0π
−−

Λ→Ξ  
decays were selected from data [3]. From this sample, 
the lifetime of the Ξ hyperon was measured to be 
(3.065 ± 0.012(stat) ±0.014(syst)) ×10-10s. This result 
is about two standard deviations above the world 
average and an order of magnitude more precise than 
the best previous measurement. With the same data 

sample, we have measured the ratio of 
−

Ξ and Ξ fluxes 

in proton collisions at 400 GeV/c on a beryllium 
target. 

The decay rate of KS→πeν relative to the rate of 
KL→πeν has been measured and reported in ref. [4]. 
The result is 0.993 ± 0.026stat ± 0.022syst, compatible 
with 1 in agreement with the Standard Model 
prediction at tree level. It implies 
BR(KS→πeν)=(7.05±0.18stat±0.16syst)×10-4. 
 
[1] NA48: V. Fanti et al., Nucl. Instr. Meth. A 574 

(2007) 433 
[2] NA48/1, J.R. Batley et al., Phys. Lett. B 650 

(2007) 1 
[3] NA48/1, J.R. Batley et al., CERN-EP-PH-2007-

015, submitted to Phys. Lett. B 
[4] NA48/1, J.R. Batley et al., Phys. Lett. B 653 

(2007) 145 
 
 

6.6 Polish Grid Infrastructure for Science and Research 
by R.Gokieli, K.Nawrocki and W.Wiślicki [VI.3] 

 
Polish groups of high-energy physicists and 

computer engineers are involved in setting up and 
worldwide computing grid infrastructure. This effort 
is mainly stimulated by very high data processing and 
storage demands of new experiments at the upcoming 
Large Hadron Collider accelerator facility at CERN. 
These experiments are: ALICE, ATLAS, CMS and 
LHCB. Among beneficiaries of the computing grid 
are also other high-rate experiments, as e.g. NA58 
COMPASS Collaboration, astrophysicists, biologists, 
chemists, medical doctors, meteorologists and others. 

High-energy physics groups work within the 
framework of  the Worldwide LHC Computing Grid 
(WLCG), using the infrastructure built by the 
Enabling Grids for E-science (EGEE) project in 
Europe and other projects in the USA and Asia-
Pacific region. 

Polish computing centers and physics groups at 
Cracow (AGH, IFJ PAN), Poznan (PAN) and Warsaw 
(UW, IPJ) participate in EGEE and WLCG. They run 
Polish Tier-2 (second level of grid processing) 
computing infrastructure, consisting in total of 900 
CPU and 40 TB disk storage, interconnected by at 
least 1 Gbps network and connected by dedicated 10 
Gbps line to the pan-European fast optical network. 
Logically, Polish Tier-2 is a sublevel of Tier-1 located 
at FZK Karlsruhe and works in a common VPN 
network. A substantial upgrade of this infrastructure is 
foreseen in 2008. Each site consists of the logical 

components: the Computing Element (CE) and the 
Storage Element (SE). The CE is a cluster of worker 
nodes and a front-end workstation on which queues 
are installed. The SE is a massive data container 
consisting of  disks or other storage devices. In 
addition, the user interface machines with appropriate 
software are connected to each site to enable an access 
to resources. Each user has to be certified. 

The resources are organized in Virtual 
Organizations (VOs). The VO is a subset of resources 
allocated to a given group of authorized users, 
currently, there are about 100 VOs, the largest being 
related to LHC experiments. The grid is managed by a 
set of core services, among which the central role is 
played by the Resource Broker. 

Daily operations of all resources are monitored by 
the Grid Operations Center in the UK. User support, 
for both end-users and operational staff, is provided at 
two levels: the central level for the whole grid, run by 
FZK, and local levels operated by regional centers. 
For Central Europe, user support is operated by 
Warsaw in collaboration with supporters from many 
other institutes. 
 
[1] R.Gokieli et al., Proc. IEEE 2007 

Euroconference, IEEE Catalog nr 07EX1617C, 
ISBN 1-4244-0813-X, p. 414 
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6.7 Study of Elementary and Nuclear Collisions at the CERN SPS: 
the NA49 Experiment 
by H.Białkowska, B.Boimska, P.Szymański, W.Trubnikow [II.1] 

 
The ongoing analysis of data collected with the 

NA49 apparatus resulted in 6 publications. 
In [1] a continuation of the determination of the 

cross sections of pion production was performed in p-
C collisions at 158 GeV/c. Combined with previous 
publication from p-p collisions, this constitutes an 
important basis for comparison with nuclear 
collisions.  

Papers [2] and [4] deal with correlations and 
fluctuations in nuclear collisions. In [2] a study of 
multiplicity fluctuations in the forward hemisphere 
was performed for pp, CC, SiSi and PbPb collisions 
for different centralities. A maximum of the scaled 
variance appears for semi-peripheral collisions, while 
it is close to unity both for pp and light nuclei, and for 
most central PbPb collisions. This gives an important 
test for various models.  

In [4] a study of the Balance Function, 
characterizing charge correlations was performed for 

several centralities  and for different energies of PbPb 
collisions. Here again, the observed effects cannot be 
reproduced by standard models, such as UrQMD, and 
may be suggestive of a partonic evolution phase 
before hadronization.  

Paper [3] gives results on the elliptic flow of 
lambda hyperons from PbPb collisions, suggestive of 
the strong collective behaviour of produced matter. 

Two subjects of analysis concentrated in the  
Warsaw laboratory, unpublished as yet (previous year 
preprints), concern pion production in peripheral PbPb 
collisions (a logical extension of [1]), and quark 
participant and/or nucleon participant scaling in 
nuclear collisions. 
 
[1] C.Alt et al., Eur. Phys. J. C Vol. 49 (2007) 897 
[2] C.Alt et al.,Phys. Rev. C Vol. 75 (2007) 064904 
[3] C.Alt et al.,Phys. Rev. C Vol. 75 (2007) 044901 
[4] C.Alt et al.,Phys. Rev. C Vol. 76 (2007) 024914 

 
 

6.8 Sigma-meson and Phonon-like Excitations of Instanton Vacuum 
by G.M.Zinovjev1), S.V.Molodtsov2,3), T.Siemiarczuk, A.N.Sissakian2), A.S.Sorin2) [II.1] 

 
The origin of the lightest scalar mesons is studied 

in the framework of the instant on liquid model (ILM) 
of the QCD vacuum [1]. The impact of phononlike 
vacuum excitations of the σ-meson features is 
qualitatively analyzed. In particular, we noticed that 
the changes produced in the scalar sector may 
unexpectedly become quite considerable in spite of 
insignificant values of corrections to the dynamical 
quark masses and then the medley of σ-meson. Those 
excitations may be revealed itself as broad resonance 
states. 

[1] Phys. Atom. Nucl. 71, Nr 2 (2008) 1-8 
 
1) Bogolyubov Institute for Theoretical Physics, 

Kiev, Ukraine 
2) JINR, Dubna, Russia 
3) Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Physics, 
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6.9 Suppression of High-pT  Neutral Pions in Central Pb+Pb Collisions 
at S NN  = 17.3 GeV 
by K.Karpio and T.Siemiarczuk for WA98 Collaboration [II.1] 

 
Neutral pion transverse momentum spectra were 

measured in p+C and p+Pb collisions at SNN  = 17.4 
GeV at mid-rapidity (2.3 ≤ ηlab ≤ 3.0) over the range 
0.7 ≤ pT ≤ 3.5 GeV/c [1,2]. The spectra are compared 
to neutral pion spectra measured in Pb+Pb collisions 
at the same energy in the same experiment. For a wide 
range of Pb+Pb centralities (Npart ≤ 300) the yield of 

π0,s with pT ≥ 2 GeV/c is consistent with the p+C or 
p+Pb yields scaled with the number of inelastic 
nucleon-nucleon collisions (Ncoll), while for central 
Pb+Pb collisions with Npart ≥ 300 the pion yield is 
suppressed. 
[1] K.Reygers et al., J.Phys.G 34 (2007) S511 
[2] M.M.Aggarwal et al., arXiv : 0708.2630,2007 
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6.10 Participation in the CMS Experiment at the LHC Accelerator at CERN 
by M.Bluj, R.Gokieli, Ł.Gościło, M.Górski, K.Nawrocki, M.Kazana, M.Szleper, P.Traczyk, G.Wrochna, 
P.Zalewski, J.Zalipska [I.1] 

 
The Warsaw CMS group with its participants from 

the Institute of Nuclear Studies, Physics Department 
of Warsaw University and Warsaw University of 
Technology continued its activities of production of 
components for the detector and their installation in 
the underground cavern in view of the startup of the 
LHC accelerator at CERN during the summer of 
2008. 

Our main fields of activity may be described as 
follows: 
1) The assembly of the muon triggering system 
based on the RPCs (Resistive Plate Chambers). 
Currently we are installing the electronics of the 
optical links carrying data from the detector itself to 
the electronics counting room, where signals are 
dispatched to individual Trigger Boards (TBs). The 
TBs are now in the final production phase and are 
being successively installed at CERN. We collaborate 
on this with the Lappenraanta University, Finland and 
Bari University and INFN, Italy. 
2) One of our activities consists in participation in 
the so-called Global Runs at CERN, where all 
currently available parts of the CMS detector are run 
in a mode similar to final data taking. The aim of the 
Global Runs is to make sure that all components are 
well matched and to perform their synchronisation. 
During those runs we register cosmic muons. An 
example of a multimuon event is shown in the picture. 
3) Another field of interest is the preparation of 
software necessary for correct functioning of our 
Pattern Comparator Trigger (PAC) system, including 
the generation of patterns (predefined hits in the 
RPC's strips corresponding to muons of given 
transverse momentum), detector geometry 
implementation with modifications imposed by the 

detector construction process. There are various tools 
which monitor performance of the RPCs, of the 
optical link system, of the readout and PAC itself. 
4) We participate in the simulation of physical 
processes, which may be registered by our experiment 
and which are predicted by various extensions of the 
Standard Model. We concentrate on estimation of the 
possibility of registering them and also on 
improvement of the CMS reconstruction code, 
especially for high energy muons, which may generate 
electromagnetic cascades in the magnet yoke. 

During 2008 we will finalise the trigger electronics 
installation by late spring in order to be prepared for 
data taking when LHC starts operation. 

 
Fig. 1 An example of a multimuon event seen by the CMS RPC 
system. 

 
 

6.11 Study of Rare Decays of η Meson in WASA Experiment 
by M.Berłowski, A.Kupść, P.Marciniewski, J.Stepaniak (for WASA Collaboration) [I.6] 

 
A search for rare lepton decays of the η meson was 

performed using the WASA detector at CELSIUS. 
The meson was produced in the p+d→3He+η reaction. 
The internal proton beam interacted with a 
windowless deuteron pellet target. Two candidates for 
a so far never observed in experiment double Dalitz 
decay  η→e+e-e+e- events are reported with a 
background of 1.3±0.2 events. This allows us to set an 
upper limit to the branching ratio of 9.7±10-5 (90% 

CL). The branching ratio for the decay η→ e+e-γ was 
determined at (7.8 ± 0.5stat ± 0.7syst)10-3 in 
agreement with present word value (within errors). 

An upper limit (90% CL) for the branching ratio 
for the η→e+e- decay was found to be 2.7 ×10-5 and a 
limit for the sum of the η→ µ+µ-µ+µ- and η→π+π-µ+µ- 
decays 3.6 ± 10-4. 
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6.12 The LHC-b Experiment at CERN 
by K.Brzozowski, P.Gawor, A.Nawrot, A.Średnicki, K.Syryczyński and M.Szczekowski [I.1] 

 
LHC-b is a hadron collider experiment in 

preparation at CERN. The main goal of the LHC-b 
experiment is to search for new physics through 
precise tests of the heavy-flavour sector of the 
Standard Model. The most stringent test is expected to 
be provided by a combination of precise 
measurements of CP violation in the B meson system. 
The unitarity of the Cabibbo - Kobayashi - Maskawa 
matrix implies relations between matrix elements that 
can be graphically represented as so-called unitarity 
triangles. The LHC-b experiment intends to measure 
all the parameters of the two triangles relevant for the 
B - meson system with good precision. 

To fully exploit the high forward 
−

bb  production 
cross-section at LHC energies, the LHC-b experiment 
has been designed as a single-arm, forward 
spectrometer running in collider mode. Characteristics 
of the experiment are: 
• An excellent hadronic particle identification over a 
large momentum range (from 1 to 150 GeV/c) 
provided by three Ring Imaging Cherenkov (RICH) 
detectors. This is essential both for the exclusive 
reconstruction of hadronic B decay modes and to tag 
the neutral B hadrons’ initial flavour. 
• In addition to a high - pt lepton triggers, there will 
be a high - pt hadron trigger. This trigger, as well as 
the low thresholds for the lepton triggers, ensure a 
high trigger efficiency also for purely hadronic B 
decays. 
• A good proper time resolution, necessary to 

resolve the fast 00
ss BB

−

−  oscillations, is provided by 
the vertex detector. This device will provide a 40 µm 
resolution on the interaction point along the beam 
axis. 
• A good mass resolution provided by the tracking 
system. Because of the high particle density close to 
the beam axis, the tracking system is split into outer 
and inner subsystems at a radius of approximately 
0.5 m.  

The Warsaw group was involved in the production 
of about 1/3 of all straw chamber modules for 
the LHCb tracking system. The modules had to 
be produced in a  clean  environment  with  a  constant  

temperature and humidity. To fulfill these conditions, 
a clean room was built in the laboratory of High 
Energy Physics Department. A sophisticated, 
automated air conditioning system (VTS  CLIMA) 
maintains the temperature within ± 1o and the 
humidity within ± 15 %. A very fine grained filter 
provides clean room class 100000 specifications. 

An optical system for periodic alignment 
monitoring and control of the Outer Tracker detector 
stations has been proposed in the LHCb experiment. 
The resulting measurements will be used to update the 
Outer Tracker chamber positions during track 
reconstruction. The system will be based on the 
RASNIK three-point alignment monitor developed at 
NIKHEF in Amsterdam. The basic idea of the 
RASNIK system is to project a finely detailed image 
through a lens onto a CCD camera. If any of these 
three elements moves, there will be a corresponding 
movement of the image on the CCD camera. The light 
source is a 3 x 3 grid of infrared-emitting LEDs. 
These LEDs illuminate a coded mask. The mask 
consists of black-and-white squares in an almost 
checker-board pattern. Since only a small section of 
the mask is seen, the coded non-repeating pattern is 
used to obtain a unique position. The image is focused 
with a simple convex lens placed near or at half-way 
point between the mask and the camera. Since the 
movement of the lens by d in a direction 
perpendicular to the axis defined by the mask and the 
CCD camera causes displacement of the image of the 
mask by 2d, the transverse position of the lens can be 
calculated from the image position by means of image 
processing of a CCD pixel frame. The image on the 
CCD is transmitted as a standard video signal to a 
personal computer where a single frame is digitized 
and recorded as a binary file. The system with 48 lines 
for three OT stations has been constructed at SINS 
laboratory in Warsaw. It is now installed on the OT 
stations at CERN. The first results show the 
measurements of the station frame positions with µm 
precisions. 
 
 
[1] K.Syryczyński et al., SINS/VI/LHCB-1/2006 
[2] K.Syryczyński et al., SINS/VI/LHCB-2/2006 
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6.13 Data for Neutrino and Cosmic Ray Experiments NA61/SHINE at the CERN SPS 
by D.Kiełczewska, T.Palczewski, P.Przewłocki, J.Stepaniak for NA61/SHINE Collaboration [I.9] 

 
The NA61 experiment, is presently running at 

CERN SPS  using the NA49  set of detectors after 
several improvements and modifications (Fig. 1). The 
experiment has the potential to discover the critical 
point of strongly interacting matter and will provide  a 
broad set of precision measurements. 

 
Fig. 1 Schematic view of the NA61 experiment set-up. The 
upgrade is shown in red. 

One of the physics goals of the NA61/SHINE 
experiments at CERN is the precision measurement of 
hadron production in the T2K neutrino experiment 
carbon target. It is  needed for the accurate 
understanding of the neutrino beam energy 
distribution and flavor structure. Knowledge of the 
hadron production is also needed for interpretation of   
cosmic ray experiments eg KASCADE and Pierre 
Auger Observatory. 

To achieve an increase of acceptance of the 
experimental set-up in the phase-space region 
important for neutrino physics the new time-of-flight 
wall was build (ToF-F in Fig. 1). Our responsibility 
was for the production of light-guides for this wall 
(see Fig. 2). 

 
Fig. 2 Lightguides for ToF-F detector. 

In 2007 a test run and the pilot physics run (32 
days) were succesfully performed.  The data were 
collected using 30 GeV proton beam on thin (2 cm) 
and thick (90 cm) carbon targets. Data analysis is in 
progress. 

 
 

6.14 Diffractive Interactions of Polarised Protons at RHIC 
by A.Sandacz [I.5] 

 
The PP2PP experiment [1, 2, 3, 4] at RHIC was 

designed to study polarised proton-proton (pp) elastic 
scattering. Studies of spin dependence of pp scattering 
at small momentum transfers and at the highest 
energies presently available at RHIC offer an 
opportunity to reveal important information on the 
nature of exchanged mediators of the interaction, the 
Pomeron and the hypothetical Odderon. The PP2PP 
results published in 2007 [4] are the first 
measurements of the double spin asymmetries ANN, 
ASS in pp elastic scattering of polarised protons at 
large energy, s = 200 GeV, and small momentum 
transfers, 0.01 ≤ |t| ≤ 0.03 (GeV/c)2.  

The double spin asymmetries ANN  and ASS are 
defined as asymmetries of cross sections when spins 
of both protons are parallel or antiparallel. Indices N 
and S correspond to the situation when the beam is 
polarized along the vector normal to the scattering 

plane or along the vector in the scattering plane, 
correspondingly. These asymmetries are sensitive to 
the double helicity-flip amplitude and 

↑↑↑↓ −=∆ σσσ tot
T , and offer a unique chance to 

search for Odderon. Both measured asymmetries are 
consistent with zero. With the present accuracy a 
small, 5 % contribution of Odderon is still not 
excluded. 

During 2007, the Roman Pots of the PP2PP 
detector were moved from their previous positions at 
the PP2PP experiment to the STAR Detector location 
and were incorporated into the trigger and data 
acquisition systems of STAR. The aim of this 
operation was to extend the STAR physics program 
and to allow studies of diffractive processes with spin, 
such as elastic scattering, diffractive dissociation and 
central diffractive production (via Pomeron-Pomeron 
scattering). 
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Fig. 1 The schematic drawing of the extended STAR detector including Roman Pot stations to measure forward fast protons. 
 

These objectives will be achieved by positioning 
the Roman Pot detectors about 50 m (Phase 1) or 20 
m (Phase 2) from the STAR central detector as 
schematicaly shown in Fig. 1. In particular, unifying 
the two experimental setups will provide a unique 
opportunity to study central diffractive production 
with polarised protons. 

In the 2008 run (Phase 1) the elastic scattering and 
the central diffractive production will be measured for 
0.003 < |t| < 0.024 (GeV/c)2. To reach such small 

values of t special beam optics and beam scraping are 
needed. A dedicated 3-days run is planned to take 
place in the middle of March 2008. 
 
[1] S.Bültmann et al., Phys. Lett. B 579, (2004) 245 
[2] S.Bültmann et al., Nucl. Instr. Meth. A 535, 

(2004) 415 
[3] S.Bültmann et al., Phys. Lett. B 632, (2006) 167 
[4] S.Bültmann et al., Phys. Lett. B 647, (2007) 98 

 
 

6.15 COMPASS Experiment 
by R.Gazda, K.Klimaszewski, K.Kurek, J.Nassalski, E.Rondio, A.Sandacz and W.Wiślicki [I.3] 

 
The main physics goals of the COMPASS 

experiment at CERN are the estimation of gluon 
polarization in the nucleon and the precise 
determination of the longitudinal and transverse quark 
spin distribution. This program is accomplished by 
using a polarized muon beam and a polarized the 
deuteron and proton targets. Furthermore, foresee an 
extensive program of hadron spectroscopy with 
hadron beams. 

In the 2007 COMPASS has been collecting data 
on longitudinally and transversally polarized proton 
targets. At the end of the run there was also a few 
days of pion beam for preparation for a run in 2008. 

Apart from data taken in 2007, several new results 
were obtained, based on data taken previously. One of 
the most awaited is a direct measurement of gluon 
polarization in the nucleon based on the photon-gluon 
fusion process (PGF) tagged via charm meson 
production and decay [1]. The result, obtained in the 
Leading Order (LO) QCD analysis, is shown as a star 
in Fig. 1 and is compared to other determinations of 
∆G/G. 

 
Fig. 1 Compilation of the  measurements from open charm and 
high - pT hadron pairs production by COMPASS, SMC and 
HERMES as a function of x. Horizontal bars mark the range in x for 
each measurement, vertical ones give the statistical precision and 
the total errors. 
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The next important COMPASS result is polarized 
valence quark distribution [2]. This determination was 
done using so called “difference spin asymmetry” of 
oppositely charged hadrons. The first moment of 
∆uv+∆dv at Q2 =10 (GeV/c)2 over the measured range 
of x (0.006-0.7) was found to be 0.40 ± 0.07 (stat.) ± 
0.06 (syst.). This value disfavours the assumption of 
the flavour symmetric polarized sea at the confidence 
level of two standard deviations. 

 
Fig. 2 Polarized valence quark distribution x(∆uv(x)+∆dv(x)) 
evolved to Q2 = 10 (GeV/c)˛ according to the DNS [4] fit at LO 
(line). Three additional points at high x are obtained from g1

ρ 
measurement. The two shaded bands show the systematic errors for 
the two sets 

Another very interesting result comes from the 
analysis of exclusive ρ0 muoproduction [3]. This is the 
first measurement of asymmetry A1

ρ  at low Q2 and 
low x. It is compatible with zero and indicates that the 

role of unnatural parity exchanges is small in that 
kinematical domain. 

 
Fig. 3 A1

ρ as a function of x compared to HERMES results on the 
deuteron target. For the COMPASS results inner bars represent 
statistical errors, while the outer bars correspond to the total error. 
For the HERMES results vertical bars represent the quadratic sum 
of statistical and systematic errors. 
 

In the year 2008 COMPASS will take data with 
hadron beam to study central production and 
diffractive processes. 
 
[1] To be submitted to Phys. Rev. Lett. 
[2] M.Alekseev et al., CERN-PH-EP/2007-024 (hep-

ex/0707.4077) 
[3] M.Alekseev et al., CERN-PH-EP/2007-009 (hep-

ex/0704.1863) 
[4] D.de Florian et al., Phys.Rev.D71(2005)094018 

 
 

6.16 Participation in T2K Experiment  
by D.Kiełczewska, T.Kozłowski, P.Mijakowski, T.Palczewski, P.Przewłocki, E.Rondio, J.Stepaniak, 
M.Szeptycka [I.9] 

 
We are involved in several neutrino experiments, 

the most significant being a long - baseline 
Tokai2Kamioka (T2K) experiment in Japan. Its aim is 
to measure with the highest possible accuracy 
neutrino oscillation parameters, θ13 in particular. The 
experiment is planned to start in 2009. Our main focus 
is the Side Muon Range Detector (SMRD) in ND280 
– an off-axis part of the near detector station. The 
preparations included (details described below): 
• SMRD optimization – determination of optimal 

SMRD module layout for effective muon 
measurement, 

• magnet alignment issues – how parts of the magnet 
yoke should be situated to enable SMRD module 
installation, 

• atmospheric muon simulations for evaluating 
calibration trigger procedures, 

• work on monitoring procedures for the SMRD. 

SMRD consists of several scintillator modules 
installed inside the magnet yoke (in slits provided for 
this purpose). The number of modules is limited and 
their configuration should be optimized to suit the 
needs of the experiment.  

To achieve the best possible layout simulation, 
studies have been performed and the optimal number 
of modules in different parts of the yoke has been 
determined. 

Installation of the modules will be carried out after 
the yoke has been placed in its final position inside the 
ND280 pit. The modules will be put into the slits by 
sliding them through the slits of several yoke parts. It 
is therefore important that the slits are aligned 
correctly. Based on precise measurements of different 
parts of the yoke and some calculations, the 
conclusion was reached, that smooth module insertion 
requires the yoke parts to be aligned with the accuracy 
of 1mm. 
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Cosmic ray muons will be used in the calibration 
of detector ND280. SMRD will provide a trigger for 
this calibration. It is therefore crucial to estimate the 
rate and other properties of cosmic ray muon flux. 
Such studies have been performed using a simulation 
based on the GEANT4 simulation package. 

Evaluation of several triggering schemes is under 
way. 

All elements of the SMRD detector will be 
monitored during operation of the experiment. These 
include signals from scintillators, photosensors, gain 
etc. Some procedures for effective monitoring have to 
be therefore established and tested. 

 
Fig. 1 General view of one half of the ND280. 

 
Fig. 2 A single scintillator element of the SMRD. 

 
 

6.17 Evoluation of Anisotropy of Parton System from Relativistic Heavy-ion Collisions 
by St.Mrówczyński [II.1] 

 
A parton system, which emerges at the early stage 

of relativistic heavy-ion collisions, is anisotropic both 
in momentum and coordinate space. The anisotropies 
crucially influence the dynamics of the system: the 
momentum anisotropy causes plasma color 
instabilities, the coordinate-space one is responsible 
for the hydrodynamic elliptic flow. An eccentricity of 
the overlap region of colliding nuclei at nonzero 
impact parameter decreases when the parton system 
produced in the overlap region expands. While the 
eccentricity simply decays, the parton momentum 
distribution, which is observed locally, changes from 
a strongly prolate shape - elongated along the beam 
axis - to an oblate form - squeezed along the beam. 
Since hydrodynamics requires at least partial local 
equilibrium, an observation of the elliptic flow 
suggests that the parton system is thermalized before 
the initial eccentricity is significantly reduced. The 
equilibration time of the parton system was actually 
estimated to be shorter than 1 fm/c. Inter-parton 
collisions cannot equilibrate the system so fast but 
magnetic unstable modes due to the momentum 
anisotropy speed-up the equilibration process.  

The question arises of whether the momentum 
distribution is prolate or oblate just before the 
equilibrium is reached. In [1] we have attempted to 
resolve the issue in a very simple classical model 
where partons produced in the overlapping region of 
colliding nuclei freely escape. We have analyzed how 
the coordinate space anisotropy decays and how the 
momentum distribution evolves in a box which 
includes the Lorentz contracted region where the 

partons are initially produced. The effect of finite 
formation time of partons produced has been taken 
into account. We found that the parton system reaches 
local thermodynamic equilibrium before the 
momentum distribution becomes oblate. An example 
of our calculations is shown in Fig. 1 where we 
present the time dependence of the parameter 
( ) 22 /2 TL ppt =ρ  which measures the anisotropy of the 

parton momentum distribution; ∆Υ is the width of 
rapidity distribution of (massless) partons and Lz is the 
length in z-direction of the box in coordinate space 
where the momentum distribution is observed. As 
seen, the parton momentum is initially elongated 
along the beam axis (ρ>1) and after 3-7 fm/c it 
becomes squeezed in this direction (ρ<1). 

 
Fig. 1 Evolution of anisotropy of parton momentum distribution. 

 

[1] W.Jas and St.Mrówczyński, Phys. Rev. C 76 
(2007) 044905 
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6.18 Two-proton Correlation Function: a Gentle Introduction 
by A.Deloff [II.2] 

 
The recent COSY-11 collaboration measurement 

of the two-proton correlation function in the pp → 
ppη reaction, reported at this meeting, aroused some 
interest in a simple theoretical description of the 
correlation function. In these notes we present an 

introduction to the practical methods that can be used 
for calculating the correlation function 
 
[1] A.Deloff, AIP Conf. Proc. Vol. 950 (2007) 150  

 
 

6.19 Experimental Proton-proton Correlation Function Derived for the pp → ppη 
Reaction 
by A.Deloff [I.6] 

 
Based on the high statistics data from the pp→ppX 

reaction measured by the COSY-11 collaboration we 
have derived a two-proton correlation function for the 
production of the ppη and  pp + pions systems. The 
measured correlation function normalized to the value 
simulated for a point-like source was compared with a 

theoretical prediction in order to estimate the size of 
the reaction volume. 
 
[1] A.Deloff, AIP Conf. Proc. Vol. 950 (2007) 156 
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Scenario of instabilities driven equilibration of the quark-gluon plasma  
St. Mrówczyński 
Eur. Phys. J. A Vol. 31 (2007) 875 
 
Inclusive production of charged pions in p+C collisions at 158-GeV/c beam momentum 
C. Alt, ... , H. Białkowska, B. Boimska, P. Szymański, W. Trubnikow, ... et al. 
Eur. Phys. J. C Vol. 49 (2007) 897 
 
ALICE perspectives for the study of charm and beauty energy loss at the LHC 
 ALICE-Collaboration, ... , P. Szymański, A. Deloff, I. Ilkiv, T. Siemiarczuk, G. Wilk, ... et al. 
Eur. Phys. J. C Vol. 49 No 1 (2007) 135 
 
Electroweak boson detection in the ALICE muon spectrometer 
 ALICE-Collaboration, ... , P. Szymański, A. Deloff, I. Ilkiv, T. Siemiarczuk, G. Wilk, ... et al. 
Eur. Phys. J. C Vol. 49 No 1 (2007) 149 
 
Jet physics in ALICE 
 ALICE-Collaboration, ... , P. Szymański, A. Deloff, I. Ilkiv, T. Siemiarczuk, G. Wilk, ... et al. 
Eur. Phys. J. C Vol. 49 No 1 (2007) 315 
 
Measurement of neutral current cross sections at high Bjorken-x with the ZEUS detector at HERA 
S. Chekanov, ... , M. Adamus, P. Pluciński, ... et al. 
Eur. Phys. J. C Vol. 49 (2007) 523 
 
Measurement of prompt photons with associated jets in photoproduction at HERA 
S. Chekanov, ... , M. Adamus, P. Pluciński, ... et al. 
Eur. Phys. J. C Vol. 49 (2007) 511 
 
Strange prospects for LHC energies 
 ALICE-Collaboration, ... , P. Szymański, A. Deloff, I. Ilkiv, T. Siemiarczuk, G. Wilk, ... et al. 
Eur. Phys. J. C Vol. 49 No 1 (2007) 121 
 
Photoproduction of events with rapidity gaps between jets at HERA 
S. Chekanov, ... , M. Adamus, P. Pluciński, ... et al. 
Eur. Phys. J. C Vol. 50 (2007) 283 
 
Measurement of charged kaon semileptonic decay branching fractions K±→π0µ±ν and K±→π0e±ν and their ratio 
J.R. Batley, ... , M. Szleper, ... et al. 
Eur. Phys. J. C Vol. 50 (2007) 329 
 
Measurement of open beauty production at HERA in the D* muon final state 
S. Chekanov, ... , M. Adamus, P. Pluciński, ... et al. 
Eur. Phys. J. C Vol. 50 (2007) 299 
 
Search for a fourth generation b-prime-quark at LEP-II at s**(1/2) = 196-GeV - 209-GeV 
J. Abdallah, ... , M. Bluj, R. Gokieli, J. Hoffman, K. Nawrocki, R. Sosnowski, M. Szczekowski, M. Szeptycka, P. Zalewski, ... et 
al. 
Eur. Phys. J. C Vol. 50 (2007) 507 
 
Search for stop production in R-parity-violating supersymmetry at HERA 
S. Chekanov, ... , M. Adamus, P. Pluciński, ... et al. 
Eur. Phys. J. C Vol. 50 (2007) 269 
 
Diffractive photoproduction of Dstar(2010) at HERA 
S. Chekanov, ... , M. Adamus, P. Pluciński, ... et al. 
Eur. Phys. J. C Vol. 51 (2007) 301 
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Measurement of K^0_s, lambda, antilambda production at HERA 
S. Chekanov, ... , M. Adamus, P. Pluciński, ... et al. 
Eur. Phys. J. C Vol. 51 (2007) 1 
 
Study of triple-gauge-boson couplings ZZZ, ZZgamma and Zgamma gamma at LEP 
J. Abdallah, ... , M. Bluj, R. Gokieli, J. Hoffman, K. Nawrocki, R. Sosnowski, M. Szczekowski, M. Szeptycka, P. Zalewski, ... et 
al. 
Eur. Phys. J. C Vol. 51 (2007) 525 
 
Z gamma* production in e+e- interactions at s**(1/2) = 183 - 209-GeV 
J. Abdallah, ... , M. Bluj, R. Gokieli, J. Hoffman, K. Nawrocki, R. Sosnowski, M. Szczekowski, M. Szeptycka, P. Zalewski, ... et 
al. 
Eur. Phys. J. C Vol. 51 (2007) 503 
 
Investigation of colour reconnection in WW events with the DELPHI detector at LEP-2 
J. Abdallah, ... , M. Bluj, R. Gokieli, J. Hoffman, K. Nawrocki, R. Sosnowski, M. Szczekowski, M. Szeptycka, P. Zalewski, ... et 
al. 
Eur. Phys. J. C Vol. 51 (2007) 249 
 
Measurement of azimuthal asymmetries in neutral current deep inelastic scattering at HERA 
S. Chekanov, ... , M. Adamus, P. Pluciński, ... et al. 
Eur. Phys. J. C Vol. 51 (2007) 289 
 
Dijet production in diffractive deep inelastic scattering at HERA 
S. Chekanov, ... , M. Adamus, P. Pluciński, ... et al. 
Eur. Phys. J. C Vol. 52 (2007) 813 
 
Forward-jet production in deep inelastic ep scattering at HERA 
S. Chekanov, ... , M. Adamus, P. Pluciński, ... et al. 
Eur. Phys. J. C Vol. 52 (2007) 515 
 
Double spin asymmetry in exclusive rho^0 muoproduction at COMPASS 
V.Yu. Alexakhin, ... , K. Kurek, K. Kowalik, J. Nassalski, E. Rondio, A. Sandacz, W. Wiślicki, ... et al. 
Eur. Phys. J. C Vol. C52 (2007) 255 
 
GRB 070521: optical limit by “Pi of the sky” 
M. Biskup, ... , A. Majczyna, K. Nawrocki, M. Sokołowski, G. Wrochna, ... et al. 
GCN: The GRB Coordin. Net. Vol. 6437 (2007) 1 
 
Low-mass π π enhancement in baryonic π π production: ABC effect revisited by exclusive measurements  
M. Bashkanov, ... , A. Kupść, P. Marciniewski, J. Stepaniak, J. Zabierowski, ... et al. 
Int. J. Mod. Phys. A Vol. 22 No 2-3 (2007) 625 
 
Observation of the ABC effect in the first exclusive measurements of pn->dπ0π0 
O. Khakimova, ... , A. Kupść, P. Marciniewski, J. Stepaniak, J. Zabierowski, ... et al. 
Int. J. Mod. Phys. A Vol. 22 No 2-3 (2007) 617 
 
π π production in proton-proton collisions 
T. Skorodko, ... , A. Kupść, P. Marciniewski, J. Stepaniak, J. Zabierowski, ... et al. 
Int. J. Mod. Phys. A Vol. 22 No 2-3 (2007) 509 
 
Towards reliable calculations of the correlation function 
R. Maj, St. Mrówczyński 
Int. J. Mod. Phys. E Vol. 16 (2007) 3244 
 
Proton-proton physics with the ALICE muon spectrometer at the LHC 
 ALICE-Collaboration, ... , P. Szymański, A. Deloff, I. Ilkiv, T. Siemiarczuk, G. Wilk, ... et al. 
Int. J. Mod. Phys. E Vol. 167 No 8 (2007) 2438 
 
Large underground, liquid based detectors for astro-particle physics in Europe: Scientific case and prospects 
D. Autiero, ... , E. Rondio, ... et al. 
J. Cosm. Astroparticle Phys. No 0711 (2007) 011 
 
Measurement of D mesons production in deep inelastic scattering at HERA 
S. Chekanov, ... , M. Adamus, P. Pluciński, ... et al. 
J. High Energy Phys. Vol. 07 (2007) 074 
 
ALICE potential for heavy-flavour physics 
 ALICE-Collaboration, ... , P. Szymański, A. Deloff, I. Ilkiv, T. Siemiarczuk, G. Wilk, ... et al. 
J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. Vol. 34 No 8 (2007) S943 
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Are high-pt pions supressed in Pb+Pb collisions at √sNN=17.3 GeV 
 WA98-Collaboration, ... , K. Karpio, T. Siemiarczuk, ... et al. 
J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. Vol. 34 No 8 (2007) S511 
 
CMS technical design report, volume II: Physics performance 
G.L. Bayatian, ... , M. Bluj, R. Gokieli, Ł. Gościło, M. Górski, K. Nawrocki, P. Traczyk, G. Wrochna, P. Zalewski, ... et al. 
J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. Vol. 34 (2007) 995 
 
Heavy-ion physics with ALICE 
 ALICE-Collaboration, ... , P. Szymański, A. Deloff, I. Ilkiv, T. Siemiarczuk, G. Wilk, ... et al. 
J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. Vol. 34 No 8 (2007) S511 
 
PHOS, the ALICE-PHOton spectrometer 
 ALICE-Collaboration, ... , P. Szymański, A. Deloff, I. Ilkiv, T. Siemiarczuk, G. Wilk, ... et al. 
J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. Vol. 34 No 8 (2007) S719 
 
Proton–proton physics in ALICE 
 ALICE-Collaboration, ... , P. Szymański, A. Deloff, I. Ilkiv, T. Siemiarczuk, G. Wilk, ... et al. 
J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. Vol. 34 No 8 (2007) S783 
 
Application of the neural networks in the events classification in the measurement of spin structure of the deuteron 
R. Sulej, K. Zaremba, K. Kurek, E. Rondio 
Meas. Sci. Technol. Vol. 18 (2007) 2486 
 
Implementation of the data acquisition system for the Resistive Plate Chamber pattern comparator muon trigger in the CMS 
experiment 
W.M. Zabołotny, ... , M. Bluj, M. Górski, G. Wrochna, ... et al. 
Meas. Sci. Technol. Vol. 18 (2007) 2456 
 
Synchronization methods for the PAC RPC trigger system in the CMS experiment 
K. Buńkowski, ... , M. Bluj, G. Wrochna, ... et al. 
Meas. Sci. Technol. Vol. 18 (2007) 2446 
 
Dijet production in diffractive deep inelastic scattering at HERA 
S. Chekanov, ... , M. Adamus, ... et al. 
Munich 2007, Deep-inelastic scattering Vol. 1 (2007) 671 
 
The COMPASS experiment at CERN 
P. Abbon, ... , K. Kurek, K. Kowalik, J. Nassalski, E. Rondio, A. Sandacz, W. Wiślicki, ... et al. 
Nucl. Instr. Meth. A Vol. 577 (2007) 455 
 
The beam and detector for the NA48 neutral kaon CP-violation experiment at CERN 
V. Fanti, ... , A. Chłopik, Z. Guzik, J. Nassalski, E. Rondio, M. Szleper, W. Wiślicki, S. Wronka, ... et al. 
Nucl. Instr. Meth. A Vol. A574 (2007) 433 
 
Chromo-hydrodynamics of the quark-gluon plasma 
St. Mrówczyński 
Nucl. Phys. A Vol. 785 (2007) 128c 
 
The ALICE experiment at LHC 
 ALICE-Collaboration, ... , P. Szymański, A. Deloff, I. Ilkiv, T. Siemiarczuk, G. Wilk, ... et al. 
Nucl. Phys. A Vol. 787 No 1 (2007) 19c 
 
The physics programme of the ALICE experiment at the LHC 
 ALICE-Collaboration, ... , P. Szymański, A. Deloff, I. Ilkiv, T. Siemiarczuk, G. Wilk, ... et al. 
Nucl. Phys. A Vol. A782 No 2 (2007) 283c 
 
Hard probes capabilities of ALICE: Jets and photons 
 ALICE-Collaboration, ... , P. Szymański, A. Deloff, I. Ilkiv, T. Siemiarczuk, G. Wilk, ... et al. 
Nucl. Phys. A Vol. A783 No 2 (2007) 427c 
 
Inclusive-jet and dijet cross sections in deep inelastic scattering at HERA 
S. Chekanov, ... , M. Adamus, P. Pluciński, ... et al. 
Nucl. Phys. B Vol. 765 (2007) 1 
 
Event shapes in deep inelastic scattering at HERA 
S. Chekanov, ... , M. Adamus, P. Pluciński, ... et al. 
Nucl. Phys. B Vol. 767 (2007) 1 
 
Leading neutron energy and P_T distributions in deep inelastic scattering and photoproduction at HERA 
S. Chekanov, ... , M. Adamus, P. Pluciński, ... et al. 
Nucl. Phys. B Vol. 776 (2007) 1 
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Measurement of (anti)deuteron and (anti)proton production in DIS at HERA 
S. Chekanov, ... , M. Adamus, P. Pluciński, ... et al. 
Nucl. Phys. B Vol. 786 (2007) 181 
 
Multijet production at low x(Bj) in deep inelastic scattering at HERA 
S. Chekanov, ... , M. Adamus, P. Pluciński, ... et al. 
Nucl. Phys. B Vol. 786 (2007) 152 
 
A new measurements of the Collins and Sivers asymmetries on a transversely polarised deuteron target 
E.S. Ageev, ... , K. Kurek, K. Kowalik, J. Nassalski, E. Rondio, A. Sandacz, W. Wiślicki, ... et al. 
Nucl. Phys. B Vol. B No 765 (2007) 31-70 
 
Open heavy flavour detection in ALICE  
 ALICE-Collaboration, ... , P. Szymański, A. Deloff, I. Ilkiv, T. Siemiarczuk, G. Wilk, ... et al. 
Nucl. Phys. B Proc. Sup. Vol. 167 No 1 (2007) 25 
 
Measurement of the η -> π+π-e+e- decay branching ratio  
Chr. Bargholtz, ... , A. Kupść, P. Marciniewski, J. Stepaniak, J. Zabierowski, ... et al. 
Phys. Lett. B Vol. 644 (2007) 299 
 
Search for neutral Q-balls in super-Kamiokande II 
 BySuper-KamiokandeCollaboration, ... , D. Kiełczewska, J. Zalipska, ... et al. 
Phys. Lett. B Vol. 647 (2007) 18 
 
Jet-radius dependence of inclusive-jet cross sections in deep inelastic scattering at HERA 
S. Chekanov, ... , M. Adamus, P. Pluciński, ... et al. 
Phys. Lett. B Vol. 649 (2007) 12 
 
Measurement of D*+- meson production in e+-p scattering at low Q**2 
S. Chekanov, ... , M. Adamus, P. Pluciński, ... et al. 
Phys. Lett. B Vol. 649 (2007) 111 
 
Measurement of the Dalitz plot slopes of the K± to π±π+π- decay 
J.R. Batley, ... , M. Szleper, ... et al. 
Phys. Lett. B Vol. 649 (2007) 349 
 
The pp->pp pi pi pi reaction channels in the threshold region 
C. Pauly, ... , A. Kupść, P. Marciniewski, J. Stepaniak, J. Zabierowski, ... et al. 
Phys. Lett. B Vol. 649 (2007) 122 
 
First observation and branching fraction and decay parameter measurements of the weak radiative decay Ξ0→Λe+e-  
J.R. Batley, ... , W. Wiślicki, ... et al. 
Phys. Lett. B Vol. 650 (2007) 1 
 
Bose-Einstein correlations of charged and neutral kaons in deep inelatsic scattering at HERA 
S. Chekanov, ... , M. Adamus, P. Pluciński, ... et al. 
Phys. Lett. B Vol. 652 (2007) 1 
 
Determination of the relative decay rate KS→πeν/KL→πeν 
J.R. Batley, ... , W. Wiślicki, ... et al. 
Phys. Lett. B Vol. 653 (2007) 145 
 
Search for pentaquarks in the hadronic decays of the Z Boson with the DELPHI detector at LEP 
J. Abdallah, ... , M. Bluj, R. Gokieli, J. Hoffman, K. Nawrocki, R. Sosnowski, M. Szczekowski, M. Szeptycka, P. Zalewski, ... et 
al. 
Phys. Lett. B Vol. 653 (2007) 151 
 
The deuteron spin-dependent structure function g1

d and its first moment 
V.Yu. Alexakhin, ... , K. Kurek, K. Kowalik, J. Nassalski, E. Rondio, A. Sandacz, W. Wiślicki, ... et al. 
Phys. Lett. B Vol. B No 647 (2007) 8 
 
Measurement of the branching ratios of the decays Ξ0→Σ+e-ν and Ξ0→Σ+e-ν 
J.R. Batley, ... , W. Wiślicki, ... et al. 
Phys. Lett. B Vol. B645 (2007) 36 
 
Measurement of the ratio Γ(KL→π+π-)/Γ(K→πeν) and extraction of the CP violation phase η+- 
A. Lai, ... , J. Nassalski, E. Rondio, M. Szleper, W. Wiślicki, S. Wronka, ... et al. 
Phys. Lett. B Vol. B645 (2007) 26 
 
Double spin asymmetries ANN and ASS at s =200 GeV in polarized proton-proton elastic scattering at RHIC  
S. Bueltmann, ... , A. Sandacz, ... et al. 
Phys. Lett. B Vol. B647 (2007) 98 
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Measurement of the Kµ3 form factors 
A. Lai, ... , J. Nassalski, E. Rondio, M. Szleper, W. Wiślicki, S. Wronka, ... et al. 
Phys. Lett. B Vol. B647 (2007) 341 
 
Spin asymmetry A_1^d and the spin-dependent structure function g_1^d of the deuteron at low values of x and Q^2 
E.S. Ageev, ... , K. Kurek, K. Kowalik, J. Nassalski, E. Rondio, A. Sandacz, W. Wiślicki, ... et al. 
Phys. Lett. B Vol. B647 (2007) 330 
 
Centrality and system size dependence of multiplicity fluctuations in nuclear collisions at 158-A/GeV 
C. Alt, ... , H. Białkowska, B. Boimska, P. Szymański, W. Trubnikow, ... et al. 
Phys. Rev. C Vol. 75 (2007) 064904 
 
Elliptic flow of lambda hyperons in Pb + Pb collisions at 158A- GeV 
C. Alt, ... , H. Białkowska, B. Boimska, P. Szymański, W. Trubnikow, ... et al. 
Phys. Rev. C Vol. 75 (2007) 044901 
 
Anisotropy in the pion angular distribution of the reaction pp->pp π0 at 400 MeV 
P. ThorngrenEngblom, ... , A. Kupść, P. Marciniewski, J. Stepaniak, J. Zabierowski, ... et al. 
Phys. Rev. C Vol. 76 No 1 (2007) 011602(R) 
 
Evolution of anisotropy of parton system from relativistic heavy-ion collisions 
W. Jas, St. Mrówczyński 
Phys. Rev. C Vol. 76 (2007) 044905 
 
Measurement of the slope parameter for the η->3π0 decay in pp->ppη reaction 
M. Bashkanov, ... , J. Stepaniak, J. Zabierowski, ... et al. 
Phys. Rev. C Vol. 76 (2007) 048201 
 
Rapidity and energy dependence of the electric charge correlations in A+A collisions at the SPS energies 
C. Alt, ... , H. Białkowska, B. Boimska, P. Szymański, ... et al. 
Phys. Rev. C Vol. 76 (2007) 024914 
 
High-E(T) dijet photoproduction at HERA 
S. Chekanov, ... , M. Adamus, P. Pluciński, ... et al. 
Phys. Rev. D Vol. 76 (2007) 072011 
 
Exclusive rho^0 production in deep inelastic scattering at HERA 
S. Chekanov, ... , M. Adamus, P. Pluciński, ... et al. 
PMC Physics A Vol. 1 (2007) 6 
 
Early stage thermalization via instabilities 
St. Mrówczyński 
Proceedings of Science Vol. CPOD2006 (2007) 042  
 
Long-baseline neutrino experiments' 
D. Kiełczewska 
Acta Phys. Pol. B (in press) 
 
Three- and four-jet final states in photoproduction at HERA 
S. Chekanov, ... , M. Adamus, P. Pluciński, ... et al. 
Nucl. Phys. B (in press) 
 
Sigma-meson and phonon-like excitations of instant on vacuum 
G.M. Zinovjev, S.V. Molodtsov, T. Siemiarczuk, A.N. Sissakian, A.S. Sorin 
Phys. Atom. Nucl. (in press) 
 
Measurement of the tau lepton polarisation at LEP2 
J. Abdallah, ... , M. Bluj, R. Gokieli, J. Hoffman, K. Nawrocki, R. Sosnowski, M. Szczekowski, M. Szeptycka, P. Zalewski, ... et 
al. 
Phys. Lett. B (in press) 
 
High transverse momentum hadron spectra at s(NN)**(1/2) = 17.3-GeV, in Pb+Pb and p+p collisions, measured by CERN-
NA49 
C. Alt, ... , H. Białkowska, B. Boimska, P. Szymański, W. Trubnikow, ... et al. 
Phys. Rev. C (in press) 
 
Pion and kaon production in central Pb + Pb collisions at 20-A and 30-A-GeV: Evidence for the onset of deconfinement 
C. Alt, ... , H. Białkowska, B. Boimska, P. Szymański, ... et al. 
Phys. Rev. C (in press) 
 
Full "Pi of the Sky" system and simulation 
M. Cwiok, L. Mankiewicz, K. Nawrocki, M. Sokołowski, J. Uzycki, G. Wrochna 
Proc. SPIE (in press) 
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Period and variability type determination for the stars in the “Pi of the Sky” data 
M. Biskup, A. Majczyna, M. Należyty, L. Mankiewicz, M. Sokołowski, K. Nawrocki, G. Wrochna 
Proc. SPIE (in press) 
 
Providing on-line access to the “Pi of the Sky” data 
M. Biskup, K. Małek, L. Mankiewicz, L.W. Piotrowski, M. Sokołowski, G. Wrochna, A.F. Żarnecki 
Proc. SPIE (in press) 
 
Web interface for star databases of the "Pi of the Sky" experiment  
M. Biskup, K. Małek, L. Mankiewicz, M. Sokołowski, G. Wrochna 
Proc. SPIE (in press) 
 
 

REPORTS 

A high luminosity, high energy electron-ion collider 
C. Aidala, ... , A. Sandacz, ... et al. 
http://www.phenix.bnl.gov/WWW/publish/abhay/Home_of_EIC/NSAC2007/070424_EIC.pdf 
 
Autonomous tools for grid management, monitoring and optimization 
W. Wiślicki 
arxiv:0707:3263 
 
Extraction of transverse target single spin asymmetry for exclusive ρ0 production from COMPASS 2002-2004 
J. Bisplinghoff, ... , A. Sandacz, ... et al. 
http://wwwcompass.cern.ch/compass/notes/2007-9/2007-9.pdf 
 
Physics opportunity with e + A collisions at an electron ion collider 
C. Aidala, ... , A. Sandacz, ... et al. 
http://www.phenix.bnl.gov/WWW/publish/abhay/Home_of_EIC/NSAC2007/PositionPaper_eA.pdf 
 
Polish grid infrastructure for science and research 
R. Gokieli, K. Nawrocki, D. Stojda, A. Padee, K. Wawrzyniak, W. Wiślicki 
IEEE, ISBN 1-4244-0813-X 
 
 

PARTICIPATION IN CONFERENCES AND WORKSHOPS 

Invited Talk 
 
Wounded nucleons, wounded quarks and relativistic ion collisions 
H. Białkowska 
IV Polish Workshop on Relativistic Heavy Ions (Cracow, Poland, 2007-05-17 - 2007-05-18) 
 
Exclusive meson production 
A. Sandacz 
Electromagnetic Interactions with Nucleons and Nuclei (EINN 2007) (Milos, Greece, 2007-09-10 - 2007-09-15) 
 
Experimental status and simulations of DVCS and hard meson production 
A. Sandacz 
Electron-Ion Collider Collaboration Meeting (Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, USA, 2007-12-07 - 2007-12-08) 
 
Search for GMSB NLSPs at LHC 
P. Zalewski 
The 15th International Conference on Supersymmetry and the Unification of Fundamental Interactions (Karlsruhe, Germany, 2007-
07-26 - 2007-08-01) 
 
Symulacje mionów kosmicznych 
P. Mijakowski 
Perspektywy Astrofizyki Cząstek (Cracow, Poland, 2007-10-15 - 2007-10-18) 
 
Polish grid infrastructure for science and research 
R. Gokieli, K. Nawrocki, A. Padee, D. Stojda, K. Wawrzyniak, W. Wiślicki 
IEEE Euroconference (Warsaw Technical University, Warsaw, Poland, 2007-09-09 - 2007-09-12) 
IEEE ISBN 4244-0813-X No. (2007) 
 
Na61/SHINE at the CERN SPS 
A. Laszlo, D. Kiełczewska, S. Mrówczyński, P. Mijakowski, E. Rondio, T. Palczewski, P. Przewłocki, J. Stepaniak 
4th International Workshop on Critical Point and Onset Deconfinement (Darmstadt, Germany, 2007-07-09 - 2007-07-13) 
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Towards reliable calculations of two-particle correlation functions 
St. Mrówczyński 
Workshop of European Research Group on Ultrarelativistic Heavy Ion Physics (Grybów, Poland, 2007-02-19 - 2007-02-24) 
 
Instabilities driven equilibration of the quark-gluon plasma 
St. Mrówczyński 
Intern. Workshop "Relativistic Nuclear Physics: from Nuclotron to LHC energies" (Kiev, Ukraine, 2007-06-18 - 2007-06-22) 
 
Parton momentum distribution prior to equilibrium 
St. Mrówczyński 
Workshop on Early Time Dynamics in Heavy Ion Collisions (Montreal, Canada, 2007-07-16 - 2007-07-19) 
 
Color instabilities in the quark-gluon plasma 
St. Mrówczyński 
The second international workshop of the Virtual Institute on Strongly Interacting Matter "Heavy Ion Physics Perspectives" (Bad 
Liebenzell, Germany, 2007-09-12 - 2007-09-14) 
 
Longitudinal spin-dependent quark distributions from DIS at COMPASS  
W. Wiślicki 
7th European research conference on electromagnetic interactions with nucleons and nuclei (Milos, Greece, 2007-09-12 - 2007-09-
15) 
 
Instabilities driven equilibration of the quark-gluon plasma 
St. Mrówczyński 
New Trends in High-Energy Physics (Yalta, Crimea, Ukraine, 2007-09-18 - 2007-09-22) 
 
 
Oral Presentation 
 
Retrieving composability for correlated systems: an application to minority game 
K. Wawzryniak, W. Wiślicki 
European Conference on Complex Systems (Dresden, Germany, 2007-10-01 - 2007-10-05) 
 
Could heavy long-lived charged particles cure the lithium BBN problem and be detected at the LHC? 
P. Zalewski 
Physics at TeV Colliders (Les Houches, France, 2007-06-11 - 2007-06-29) 
 
Level-1 RPC trigger in the CMS experiment - software for emulation and commissioning 
M. Konecki, M. Bluj, M. Pietrusiński, T. Frueboes 
International Conf. on Computing in High Energy and Nuclear Physics CHEP07 (Victoria BC, Canada, 2007-09-02 - 2007-09-07) 
J. of Phys.: Conf. S. (2007)  
 
Excitation of the Roper resonance in single- and double-pion production 
T. Skorodko, J. Stepaniak, J. Zabierowski 
MENU 2007 11th International Conference on Meson-Nucleon Physics and the Structure of the Nucleon (Juelich, Germany, 2007-
09-10 - 2007-09-14) 
EConf (in press) 
 
Experimental proton-proton correlation function derived for the pp -> ppη reaction 
P. Klaja, P. Moskal, A. Deloff 
Symposium on Meson Physics at COSY-11 and WASA-at-COSY (Cracow, Poland, 2007-06-17 - 2007-06-21) 
 
σ channel low-mass enhancement in double-pionic fusion - is a dibaryon resonance the reason for the ABC effect? 
M. Bashkanov, J. Stepaniak, J. Zabierowski 
MENU 2007 11th International Conference on Meson-Nucleon Physics and the Structure of the Nucleon (Juelich, Germany, 2007-
09-10 - 2007-09-14) 
EConf (in press) 
 
Measurement of the ABC-effect in the most basic double-pionic fusion reaction 
O. Khakimova, J. Stepaniak, J. Zabierowski 
MENU 2007 11th International Conference on Meson-Nucleon Physics and the Structure of the Nucleon (Juelich, Germany, 2007-
09-10 - 2007-09-14) 
EConf (in press) 
 
Excitation of the Roper resonance in single and double-pion production in nucleon-nucleon collisions 
T. Skorodko, J. Stepaniak, J. Zabierowski 
NSTAR 2007 Workshop on Physics of Excited Nucleons (Bonn, Germany, 2007-09-05 - 2007-09-08) 
Eur. Phys. J. A (in press) 
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Rekonstrukcja mezonów πo w eksperymencie ICARUS 
J. Stepaniak 
Perspektywy Astrofizyki Cząstek (Cracow, Poland, 2007-10-15 - 2007-10-18) 
 
Guided tour of ND280  
M. Szeptycka 
Perspektywy Astrofizyki Cząstek (Cracow, Poland, 2007-10-15 - 2007-10-18) 
 
Plany pomiaru tła neutronowego w podziemnych laboratoriach 
K. Jędrzejczak, M. Kasztelan, M. Szeptycka, J. Szabelski 
Perspektywy Astrofizyki Cząstek (Cracow, Poland, 2007-10-15 - 2007-10-18) 
 
Report on polgrid.pl contribution to WLCG 
W. Wiślicki 
Polish Tier-2 Meeting (Institute for Nuclear Physics, Cracow, Poland, 2007-02-13 - 2007-02-13) 
 
Report on dissemination and user support activity at polgrid.pl  
D. Stojda, W. Wiślicki 
EGEE 07 (Budapest, Hungary, 2007-10-01 - 2007-10-05) 
 
Beamstrahlung background rejection based on   cluster shapes in a pixel vertex detector 
Ł. Mączewski, M. Adamus, J. Ciborowski, P. Łużniak 
ALCPG07 (Batavia, Illinois, USA, 2007-10-22 - 2007-10-26) 
 
The catalog of the variable stars from the "Pi of the Sky" data 
A. Majczyna, M. Należyty, M. Biskup, M. Sokołowski, K. Nawrocki, G. Wrochna, L. Mankiewicz 
"XXth IEEE-SPIE Joint Symposium on Photonics, Web Engineering, Electronics for Astronomy and High Energy Physics 
Experiments" (Wilga, Poland, 2007-05-21 - 2007-05-27) 
 
 
Poster 
 
A study of angular correlations in Φ→ZZ→e+e-µ+µ- 
M. Bluj 
Physics in Collision 2007 (Annecy, France, 2007-06-26 - 2007-06-29) 
Acta Phys. Pol. B (2008)  
 
Measurements of leptonic decays of η meson with WASA detector at the CELSIUS accelerator 
M. Berłowski, M. Jacewicz, A. Kupść, J. Stepaniak 
Eleventh International Conference on Meson-Nucleon Physics and the Structure of the Nucleon (Juelich, Germany, 2007-09-10 - 
2007-09-14) 
 
 

LECTURES, COURSES AND EXTERNAL SEMINARS 

New results from WASA experimenta) 
J. Stepaniak 
Warsaw, Poland, University of Warsaw, Nuclear Physics Department, 2007-01-05 
 
New approaches in studies of the nucleon structure a) 
A. Sandacz 
Warsaw, Poland, High Energy Physics Seminar, University of Warsaw, 2007-01-12 
 
Is dark matter supersymmetric?a) 
P. Zalewski 
Warsaw, Poland, University of Warsaw, 2007-01-19 
 
TelesFor : Robotic Telescope Forest for all sky continuous monitoringa) 
M. Sokołowski 
Warsaw, Poland, Krajowy Punkt Kontaktowy Programow Badawczych UE, 2007-01-23 
 
Early LHC physics: What will be measured first?a) 
B. Boimska 
Warsaw, Poland, Institute of Experimental Physics, University of Warsaw, 2007-01-26 
 
Instabilities driven equilibration of the quark-gluon plasmab) 
St. Mrówczyński 
Warsaw, Poland, Faculty of Physics, University of Warsaw, 2007-03-08 
 
Instabilities driven equilibration of the quark-gluon plasmab) 
St. Mrówczyński 
Cracow, Poland, Institute of Physics, University of Jagiellonian, 2007-03-20 
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Spin structure of the nucleon from COMPASS experiment at CERNa) 
W. Wiślicki 
Cracow, Poland, The H. Niewodniczański Institute for Nuclear Physics, Cracow, Poland, 2007-03-27 
 
Is dark matter supersymmetric?a) 
P. Zalewski 
Cracow, Poland, The H. Niewodnicznski Institute of Nuclear Physics , 2007-04-17 
 
Thermodynamics of communication networksa) 
W. Wiślicki 
Kielce, Poland, Świętokrzyska Academy, 2007-04-18 
 
Instabilities driven equilibration of the quark-gluon plasmaa) 
St. Mrówczyński 
Warsaw, Poland, Institute of Experimental Physics, University of Warsaw, 2007-04-20 
 
Scaling properties of particle production in A+A collisionsb) 
B. Boimska 
Cracow, Poland, Institute of Nuclear Physics, Polish Academy of Sciences, 2007-05-23 
 
“Pi of the Sky” projecta) 
M. Sokołowski 
Kielce, Poland, XXXIII Zjazd Polskiego Towarzystwa Astronomicznego, 2007-09-20 
 
Reionization of the Universea) 
M. Szeptycka 
Warsaw, Poland, Institute for Experimental Physics, University of Warsaw, 2007-10-12 
 
Exclusive electroproduction and the nucleon structurea) 
A. Sandacz 
Warsaw, Poland, Seminar of the Department of Theory of Hadrons and Leptons, University of Warsaw, 2007-10-18 
 
Recent results on the spin structure of the nucleona) 
J. Nassalski 
Warsaw, Poland, University of Warsaw, 2007-10-27 
 
Dangerous predictions (for heavy ions at LHC)a) 
H. Białkowska 
Warsaw, Poland, High Energy Physics Seminar, Institute for Experimental Physics, University of Warsaw, 2007-11-09 
 
Signal and background in the accelerator neutrino experimentsa) 
M. Szeptycka 
Warsaw, Poland, Dep. of Experimental Physics, University of Warsaw, 2007-11-09 
 
Did long lived massive particles could explain lithium problem?a) 
P. Zalewski 
Warsaw, Poland, University of Warsaw, 2007-11-23 
 
Tokai2Kamioka - first new generation experiment in neutrino oscillation physicsa) 
P. Przewłocki 
Wroclaw, Poland, Institute of Theoretical Physics, University of Wroclaw, 2007-12-07 
 
Will we discover the Higgs Boson with the LHC collidera) 
R. Sosnowski 
Lodz, Poland, University of Lodz, seminar in memory of Jerzy Wdowczyk, 2007-12-19 
 
Fast MC simulations for exclusive muoproductionb) 
A. Sandacz 
Prevessin, France, GPD meeting, CERN, 2007-02-21 
 
Search for fast and violent processes with "Pi of the Sky" experimentb) 
M. Sokołowski 
Les Houches, France, Winter School: The Violent Universe 12 - 23 March 2007 organized by CEA-Saclay/AIM, 2007-03-13 
 
RASNIK installationb) 
K. Syryczyński 
Geneva, Switzerland, CERN, 2007-03-14 
 
Separation of contributions from transverse and longitudinal virtual photons for EMP and SIDIS observablesb) 
A. Sandacz 
Freiburg, Germany, COMPASS Collaboration meeting, Freiburg University, 2007-03-23 
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Control software for the RASNIK systemb) 
K. Syryczyński 
Geneva, Switzerland, CERN, 2007-03-28 
 
Computing in Polandb) 
R. Gokieli 
Prague, Czech Republic, Institute of Physics, Academy of Science of the Czech Republic, 2007-04-03 
 
On extraction of GPD E from rho0 datab) 
A. Sandacz 
Prevessin, France, COMPASS analysis meeting, CERN, 2007-05-08 
 
Possible kinematical range for DVCS at COMPASSb) 
A. Sandacz 
Prevessin, France, GPD meeting, CERN, 2007-06-27 
 
Acceptance and smearing for DVCS at COMPASSb) 
A. Sandacz 
Prevessin, France, GPD meeting, CERN, 2007-08-02 
 
Separation of coherent and incoherent exclusive processesb) 
A. Sandacz 
Prevessin, France, COMPASS analysis meeting, CERN, 2007-08-02 
 
Wounded nucleon and wounded quark scalingb) 
B. Boimska 
Geneva, Switzerland, CERN, 2007-10-25 
 
Acceptance for exclusive rho0 production with 'DVCS setupb) 
A. Sandacz 
Prevessin, France, GPD meeting, CERN, 2007-11-21 
 
Has the quark-gluon plasma been found in the relativistic ion collisions?a) 
H. Białkowska 
Cracow, Poland, Polish Physical Society, 2007-01-18 
 
What can be found in an empty box?a) 
R. Sosnowski 
Warsaw, Poland, Institute of Physics Polish Academy of Sciences, 2007-03-31 
 
a) in Polish 
b) in English 
 
 

INTERNAL SEMINARS 

Results and perspectives of the "Pi of the Sky" experiment a) 
M. Sokołowski 
Warsaw, Poland, The Andrzej Sołtan Institute for Nuclear Studies, 2007-01-16 
 
Optimisation of T2K near station SMRD detector a) 
P. Przewłocki 
Warsaw, Poland, The Andrzej Sołtan Institute for Nuclear Studies, 2007-05-22 
 
Direct search for a Dark Matter particlesa) 
P. Mijakowski 
Warsaw, Poland, University of Warsaw and The Andrzej Sołtan Institute for Nuclear Studies, 2007-06-01 
 
Direct search for a Dark matter particlesa) 
P. Mijakowski 
Warsaw, Poland, The Andrzej Sołtan Institute for Nuclear Studies, 2007-06-05 
 
Cold fusion of deuter AD 2007a) 
R. Sosnowski 
Otwock-Swierk, Poland, The Andrzej Sołtan Institute for Nuclear Studies, 2007-06-21 
 
a) in Polish 
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DIDACTIC ACTIVITY 

H. Białkowska - supervision of a PhD student 
 
R. Gokieli - invited lecture on GRID computing in elementary particle physics, as a part of a year-long lecture for graduate and post-
graduate students at the University of Warsaw 
 
R. Gokieli - user support in the DELPHI experiment, in the computing and data access domains  
 
J. Nassalski - lecture for Polish teachers at CERN: "Poland at CERN", 16.4.2007 
 
J. Nassalski - lecture for Polish teachers at CERN: "Poland at CERN", 21.5.2007 
 
J. Nassalski - organisation of the working group for education of Polish teachers at CERN 
 
K. Nawrocki - lectures and tutorials for the "Course for developers and users of the computing GRID" at Interdisciplinary Centre for 
Mathematical and Computational Modeling of Warsaw University 
 
E. Rondio - co-lecturing  
the lecture title " From neutrinos to cosmic sources" 
 
E. Rondio - co-organizer of the seminar 
"Neutrinos in the laboratory and in cosmos" 
 
E. Rondio - supervision of a PhD student (P.Mijakowski) 
 
E. Rondio - supervision of students during the III laboratory exercise 
 
A. Sandacz - supervision of a summer student from Physics Department of Warsaw Technical University 
 
A. Sandacz - supervision of the diploma student from Physics Department of Warsaw Technical University 
 
T. Siemiarczuk – supervision of a PhD student (I.Ilkiv) 
 
T. Siemiarczuk - supervision of a PhD student (P.Kurashvili) 
 
J. Stepaniak - supervision of a PhD student (M.Berłowski) 
 
J. Stepaniak - supervision of a PhD student (T.Palczewski) 
 
M. Szczekowski – supervision of a PhD student (R.R.Paciorek) 
 
W. Wiślicki - advanced Laboratory for the IV course at Physics Department UW  
 
W. Wiślicki – university course 'High Energy Physics: computational and experimental methods' 
 
W. Wiślicki - organization of 'Advanced course on grid technologies' 
 
W. Wiślicki - supervising MSc. project (W.Haliniak) 
 
W. Wiślicki - supervision of a PhD project (J.Iwaszkiewicz) 
 
W. Wiślicki - supervision of a PhD project (K.Wawrzyniak) 
 
W. Wiślicki - supervision of a PhD student (R.Gazda) 
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PARTICIPATION IN SCIENTIFIC COUNCILS, ASSOCIATIONS AND ORGANIZING 
COMMITTEES 

H. Białkowska 
Member of the Scientific Council of the Institute of Experimental Physics, Warsaw University 
Deputy president of the Scientific Council of the Andrzej Sołtan Institute for Nuclear Studies 
Member of the presidium of the Committee of Physics of the Polish Academy of Sciences 
 
St. Mrówczyński 
The Committee on Physics of Polish Academy of Science 
 
J. Nassalski 
Member of the Scientific Council of the Andrzej Sołtan Institute for Nuclear Studies 
Member of the Programme Advisory Committee for Particle Physics, JINR, Dubna; chairman from September 2007. 
Representative of the Polish scientific community to the CERN Council, Geneva, Switzerland 
Chairman of the Committee for High Energy Physics, National Atomic Energy Agency 
Member of the Scientific Council of Nuclear Physics Division (SPhN), Saclay, France 
 
R. Sosnowski 
Corresponding member of Polish Academy of Learning 
Member of the Warsaw Scientific Society 
Member of the European Physical Society 
Full member of the Polish Academy of Sciences 
Chairman of the Scientific Council of the Institute of High Pressures 
Member of the Scientific Council of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research (Dubna) 
Chairman of the Committee on Physics of the Polish Academy of Sciences 
Chairman of the Council for Atomic Energy Matters 
Chairman of the Committee for International Union of Pure and Applied Physics 
Chairman of the Scientific Council of the Andrzej Sołtan Institute for Nuclear Studies 
member Scientific Council of the Institute of High Pressure Polish Academy of Sciences 
member Central Commission on Degrees and Titles 
 
M. Szeptycka 
Session chairman on Perspektywy Astrofizyki Cząstek in Cracow, Poland 
 
P. Traczyk 
Session chairman on SUSY07 - The 15th International Conference on Supersymmetry and the Unification of Fundamental 
Interactions in Karlsruhe, Germany 
 
W. Wiślicki 
Pl-Grid National Consortium 
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PERSONNEL 

Research scientists 
 
Marek Adamus, Dr. 
Helena Białkowska, Professor 
Michał Bluj, Dr. 
Bożena Boimska, Dr. 
Andrzej Deloff, Assoc.Prof. 1/3* 
Ryszard Gokieli, Dr. 
Maciej Górski, Dr. 
Łukasz Gościło, MSc. on leave 
Oleg Grajek, MSc. till 30 Sept. 
Julia Hoffman, Dr. on leave 
Krzysztof Karpio, Dr. till 30 Nov. 
Małgorzata Kazana from 6 Dec. 
Danuta Kiełczewska, Assoc.Prof. 1/5* 
Katarzyna Kowalik, Dr. on leave 
Andrzej Kupść, Dr. on leave 
Justyna Łagoda from 1 Dec. 
Agnieszka Majczyna, MSc. till 31 Jan. 
Piotr Marciniewski, Dr. on leave 
Stanisław Mrówczyński, Profesor 2/3* 

Jan Nassalski, Professor 
Krzysztof Nawrocki, Dr. 
Adam Nawrot, Eng. 3/5* 
Ewa Rondio, Profesor 
Dominik Rybka, MSc.  till 31 Jan. 
Andrzej Sandacz, Assoc.Prof. 
Teodor Siemiarczuk, Profesor 
Piotr Sitek, MSc.   till 31 Jan. 
Ryszard Sosnowski, Professor 
Andrzej Średnicki, MSc. 
Joanna Stepaniak, Profesor 
Krzysztof Syryczyński, MSc. ½* from 17 Oct. 
Marek Szczekowski, Assoc.Prof. 
Maria Szeptycka, Professor 
Michał Szleper, Dr. 
Piotr Traczyk, Dr. from 1 Nov. 
Wojciech Wiślicki, Assoc.Prof. 
Piotr Zalewski, Dr. 
Joanna Zalipska, MSc. 1/3* 

 
PhD students 
 
Marcin Berłowski, MSc. 
Rafał Gazda, MSc. 
Agnieszka Hys, MSc. 
Iryna Ilkiv, MSc. 
Karol Jędrzejczak, MSc. 
Konrad Klimaszewski, MSc. 
Piotr Mijakowski, MSc. 
Tomasz Palczewski, MSc. 
Paweł Przewłocki, MSc. 
Marcin Sokołowski, MSc. 
Viktor Trubnikow, MSc. 
 
Technical and administrative staff 
 
Krzysztof Brzozowski 
Piotr Gawor 
Tadeusz Marszał 

Wiesława Pojedyńska 
Maria Sobocińska 
Teresa Świerczyńska  ¾* from 1 Dec. 

 
 
* part-time employee 
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7 DEPARTMENT OF COSMIC RAY PHYSICS 
 
 

Head of Department: Dr. Jacek Szabelski 
phone: (42) 678-64-31 
e-mail: js@zpk.u.lodz.pl 

 
 
 
 
Overview 

The Department of Cosmic Ray Physics in Łódź is involved in basic research in the high energy Cosmic Ray 
field. Cosmic Rays are energetic particles from outside the Solar System. Most of the studies of Cosmic Rays 
address fundamental problems: 

• the nature of the physical and astrophysical processes responsible for high energies of particles  
• an estimation of the astrophysical conditions at the acceleration sites and/or search for sources of 

Cosmic Rays, 
• properties of high energy particle interactions at very high energies. 
Some Cosmic Ray studies might have practical (commercial) implications, e.g. 
• “cosmic weather” forecast - predictions of geomagnetic disturbances related to Solar activity 

changes (due to large Solar Flares / events of Coronal Mass Ejection); these are important for large 
electricity networks, gas pipes, radio-wave connections, space missions and satellite  experiments. 

Presentation of Cosmic Ray registration to high school students becomes a popular way to introduce particle 
physics detectors and elementary particle detection techniques to young people.  We organize in Łódź several 
workshops on particle physics for high school students. This is a part of European activity: EPPOG's Masterclass 
– Hands on CERN.   

Energetic Cosmic Ray particles produce cascades of particles in the atmosphere, called Extensive Air 
Showers (EAS). Registering EAS and their properties is the main way of experimental studies of very high 
energy Cosmic Rays. In Łódź Department we run Extensive Air Shower array where EAS are continuously 
being registered. We concentrate on the studies of detection of neutrons correlated with EAS and interpretation 
of this phenomenon. 

In 2004 we started realisation of the Roland Maze Project, the network of  EAS detectors placed on the roofs 
of high schools in Łódź. We received funds from the City of Łódź budget to make a pilot project and equip 10 
high schools, each with four  1m2 detectors and GPS. The network is connected off-line using internet 
infrastructure and precise time registration. Students of  high schools in Łódź are involved in construction of the 
array. We participate in work of EuroCosmics, the European network of school-based Cosmic Ray experiments.  

In the underground (15 meters) laboratory we continuously register muon (5 GeV energy threshold) flux with 
the multidirectional telescope. We have observed several disturbances (Forbush Decreases related to Solar 
activity) in muon counting rates. 

The international collaborations are very important: the Department is a member of KASCADE-Grande 
Collaboration – the large classical experiment for very high energy EAS, extended to EAS radio emission 
detection as part of LOPES Collaboration. We collaborate in EAS data interpretation, detection techniques and 
basic Cosmic Ray studies with University Paris-VII, Institute for Nuclear Research of the Russian Academy of 
Sciences and JINR, Dubna. 

In the area of high energy particle physics Department participates in ZEUS experiment at DESY (Hamburg, 
Germany), and  in WASA@COSY Collaboration in Juelich, Germany. 

 
 

Dr. Jacek Szabelski 
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7.1 News from The KASCADE-Grande Experiment 
by J.Zabierowski and P.Łuczak [I.11] 

 
The KASCADE-Grande experiment [1], located at 

the site of Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe in Germany, 
is a multi-detector extensive air shower (EAS) array. It 
combines the electron and muon detectors of the 
KASCADE array [2], hadron calorimeter, Muon 
Tracking Detector [3] and an array of 37 scintillators 
(10 m2 each) spread over 0.5 km2.  Its purpose is to 
study cosmic rays in the energy range from just below 
the knee in the cosmic ray spectrum (1014.5 eV) to the 
energy of the conjectured transition between galactic 
and extra-galactic cosmic rays. 

The analysis procedures for the KASCADE-
Grande data have been further developed and tuned. 
The Grande array data are analyzed with respect to of 
shower core position, arrival directions and number of 
charged particles (Nch). The number of muons in the 
shower is retrieved from the KASCADE array muon 
detectors. 

Based on the data set from about 3 years of 
operation, first shower size spectra were derived [4] 
and limits on the anisotropy of the cosmic ray flux 
were presented [5] at the international conferences. 
First two-dimensional Ne-Nµ distributions for Grande 
showers up to the energy 1018 eV were obtained 
(Fig.1). 

 
 
Fig. 1 Reconstructed electron and muon number distribution of 
air showers measured by KASCADE-Grande in the zenith range 18o 

–25o. The dashed lines indicate average lines of constant energy 
derived from CORSICA simulations [6].  

These distributions are the starting point for the 
unfolding analysis in order to obtain individual 
spectrum of heavy primary component. 

An important activity of the Collaboration consists 
in testing the hadronic interaction models. In 2007 the 
results of such tests up to 40 PeV by studying 
hadronic cores of EAS were published [7]. This paper 
has been nominated by the Editorial Board of Journal 
of Physics G for inclusion in the 'Research Highlights' 
of 2007. 

Investigation of the pseudorapidity of muons in 
EAS is an important tool for testing hadronic 
interaction models [8]. Pseudorapidity distribution of 
shower muons is a nearly exact picture of the 

distribution of pseudorapidity of their parent mesons. 
This gives an insight into the hadronic interactions 
taking place during the development of EAS in the 
atmosphere. In KASCADE-Grande it is possible to 
investigate muons up to 700 m from the shower 
center. As shown in [9] this allows testing the high- 
and low-energy hadronic interaction models 
separately. The preliminary results of the lateral 
pseudorapidity distributions in EAS measured by 
KASCADE-Grande and their comparison with 
simulation results are shown in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2 Lateral distribution of EAS muon pseudorapidity 
distribution for showers with primary energy > 1016 eV and zenith 
angle range 0o – 18o. Experimental data are compared with 
CORSIKA simulations using QGSJetII and FLUKA2002 models 
for high and low hadronic interaction energies respectively, for 
proton and iron primaries [10]. 

Beyond 300 m distance more than 70% of muons 
stem from the interactions below 200 GeV, modelled 
with FLUKA code. Closer to the shower core the 
influence of higher energy interactions increases. This 
may be the reason for relatively better agreement with 
simulations at the remote distances.  

The investigations of interaction models with EAS 
muons pseudorapidities over the last few years have 
contributed significantly to the improvement of the 
QGSJet model. In version II, being currently in use, 
several changes were introduced, for which hints were 
obtained in those investigations.  
 
[1] G.Navarra et al., NIM A518 (2004) 207 
[2] T.Antoni et al., NIM A513 (2003) 490 
[3] P.Doll et al., NIM A488 (2002) 517 
[4] F.Di Piero et al., Proc. 30th ICRC, 2007, Merida, 

Mexico, FZKA 7340B, 5 
[5] S.Over et al., Proc. 30th ICRC, 2007, Merida, 

Mexico, FZKA 7340F, 21 
[6] F.Cossavella et al., Proc. 30th ICRC, 2007, 

Merida, Mexico, FZKA 7340C, 9 
[7] W.D.Apel et al, J.Phys.G34 (2007) 2581 
[8] J.Zabierowski et al., Nucl.Phys B (Proc. Suppl.) 

151  (2006) 291 
[9] J.Zabierowski et al., Proc. 29th ICRC, 2005, Pune, 

India, Vol.6.,357 
[10] J.Zabierowski et al., Proc. 30th ICRC, 2007, 

Merida, Mexico, FZKA 7340J, 37 
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7.2 Radio Detection of Extensive Air Showers with LOPES 
by J.Zabierowski and P.Łuczak  [I.11] 

 
Studying the extensive air showers (EAS) is done 

traditionally by measuring the secondary particles 
with sufficiently large particle detector arrays. In 
general, these measurements provide only immediate 
information on the status of the air shower cascade on 
the particular observation level. This hampers the 
determination of the properties of the EAS inducing 
primary as compared to other methods like 
observation of Cherenkov and fluorescence light, 
which provide also some information on the 
longitudinal EAS development.  

In order to reduce the statistical and systematic 
uncertainties of the detection and the reconstruction of 
EAS, especially with respect to the detection of 
cosmic particles of highest energies, there is a current 
methodical discussion about new detection techniques. 
In this sense the radio emission accompanying cosmic 
ray air showers, though first observed by Jelley et 
al.[1], only recently has experienced a revival by new 
activities   - like the LOPES experiment [2]. 

LOPES (LOFAR PrototypE Station) is a setup for 
investigation of the physics potential of this detection 
technique. It  is now the set of 30 relatively simple, 
quasi- omni-directional dipol antennas located 
between KASCADE-Grande detector stations. Hence, 
LOPES, which is designed as digital radio 
interferometer using high bandwidths and fast data 
processing, profits from the reconstructed air shower 
observables of KASCADE-Grande.  

Measuring the electric field strength in the 
frequency range from 40 to 80 MHz, a very good 
correlation between the shower energy reconstructed 
with KASCADE-Grande and the radio signal has been 
found. 

Since radio emission arises from a different status 
of the EAS development, LOPES will provide 
complementary information and help to understand 
the observables measured with the particle detector 
array of KASCADE-Grande. Using this experience 
the measurement of radio emission from air showers 
can compliment other detection techniques at Pierre 
Auger Observatory. 

The important results obtained so far include the 
proof  of the ability of radio antenna arrays to measure 
EAS with large zenith angles [3]. This is important for 
the possible neutrino detection. LOPES detected a 
significant number of EAS with a zenith angle larger 
than 50o, and many of these have very high radio field 
strength. The most inclined event that has been 
detected has a zenith angle of almost 80o . This is a 
proof that the new technique is also applicable for 
cosmic ray EAS with high inclination, which in the 

case that they are initiated close to ground, can be a 
signature of neutrino events. 

The radiation mechanism of radio signals by EAS 
is in large part of geo-synchrotron type and as such is 
based on particle acceleration. Thus, the atmospheric 
electrical field can play an important role. Especially 
inside thunderstorm clouds large electric fields can be 
present. In [4] we examined the contribution of such 
electric field to the emission mechanism theoretically 
and experimentally. We have found, that during the 
thunderstorms the radio emission can be strongly 
enhanced. The present data suggest that the observed 
amplification is caused by acceleration of the shower 
electrons and positrons. 

A significant progress in the modelling of the 
emission processes of the radio signals during the 
shower development has been made.  These 
simulations revealed, that investigations of lateral 
profiles of EAS radio signals give possibility to 
determine the mass of primary cosmic particle. The 
ratio of signal amplitudes measured at 725 m from the 
shower core to the one at 275 m is a good primary 
mass estimator (Fig. 1). 

 
Fig. 1 Simulations of lateral profiles of radio signals reveal mass 
sensitivity of the measured amplitude ratio E725/E275 [5]. 
 
 
[1] J.V.Jelley et al., Nature 205, (1965) 327 
[2] H.Falcke et al., The LOPES Collaboration, Nature 

435, (2005) 313 
[3] J.Petrovic et al., The LOPES Collaboration, 

Astronomy & Astrophysics, 462 (2007) 389 
[4] S.Buitink et al., The LOPES Collaboration, 

Astronomy & Astrophysics,467 (2007) 385 
[5] J.Bluemer et al., The LOPES Collaboration, Proc. 

of TAUP 2007 Conference, Sendai, Japan, J. 
Phys. Conf. Ser. (in press) 
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7.3 The Roland Maze Project – Cosmic Ray Registrations at Schools 
by Z.Dębicki, J.Feder, K.Jędrzejczak, J.Karczmarczyk, M.Kasztelan, R.Lewandowski, B.Szabelska, 
J.Szabelski, P.Tokarski and T.Wibig [I.11] 

 
The idea of the Roland Maze Project is to develop 

a network of cosmic ray detectors on the roofs of high 
schools in Lodz. Each school will be equipped with 4 
scintillation detectors of 1 m2 area, GPS receiver and 
PC-class computer. In the first stage of the Project we 
plan to build a network consisting of 10 schools.  

This year the works related to the Project were 
concentrated on the construction and tests of detectors 
and electronic system of data registration. The system 
consists of 4 types of elements: divider PMT – 
preamplifier, high voltage power supply, controller, 
PCI card. All elements are ready and we have started 
full tests of performance of the whole system. After 
preliminary tests we have introduced some changes in 
the manner of strong signal registration in 
preamplifier and achieved much better quality of 
signals gathered from the 7th dynode. Some tasks of 
the controller have been tested independently: clock 
with signals from GPS, FADC (10 bit, 5MHz, 2 
channels per detector), recording of data packages and 
transmission to PCI card. 

High school students assembled nearly 30 
scintillation detectors. 6 detectors are completely 
assembled and are used for tests. 

In order to establish communication and on-line 
data transmission from schools we have activated 
muon registrations at several schools. The students 
have built muon telescopes consisting of 3 – 4 Geiger-
Muller counters. The data are gathered by PC 
computer (of the R. Maze Project) and sent to our 
Laboratory. The results of registrations can be 
accessed on-line on our www page: 
http://ipj.u.lodz.pl/polish/pomiary_on_line.html 

We have large outreach activities around the 
Project. In 2007 we had two Roland Maze's School 
Sessions (one with video-linkup with CERN and the 
second with teachers and physicist from the Dutch 
school based CR experiment HiSPARC). Group of 
high school students went to Amsterdam to visit 
HiSPARC and NIKHEF. Another group went to JINR 
in Dubna. We presented detector at the Radio Bis 
Scientific Picnic in Warsaw. 

The European Collaboration EuroCosmic of 
school based experiments had one meeting at CERN 
and the EU 7FP project was prepared at NIKHEF and 
submitted. 

 
 

7.4 Experiment MazePi 
by M.Kasztelan, P.Tokarski, J.Szabelski, T.Wibig [I.11] 

 
We have continued the works connected with 

realization of the grant No 1P03B10329 “Searches for 
correlations of Extensive Air Showers with gamma 
ray bursts and related phenomena”. We have prepared 
and tested software for transmission of alerts from 
data base server of the Roland Maze Project in Lodz 
to the server of “Pi of the Sky” experiment. As the 

Maze detectors are not yet installed at schools we have 
tested both way transmission of data on registrations 
of uncorrelated muons with Geiger-Muller telescopes. 
The telescopes (built by students) are now working in 
two schools and are connected to the Maze server in 
our institute.  Registrations are accessible on-line. 

 
 

7.5 Łódź Extensive Air Shower Array – Registrations of Neutrons 
by Z.Dębicki, K.Jędrzejczak, J.Karczmarczyk, M.Kasztelan, A.Polański, J.Szabelski and T.Wibig [I.11] 

 
We have continued registrations of neutrons in 

cosmic rays and studies of helium counters. We 
performed studies of neutron multiplicity registered 
simultaneously in several helium counters and 1m2 
scintillator (detector of the Maze Project) in the 
underground laboratory. In this way we tried to 
estimate the role of cascades generated by muons in 
the ground above the detectors in the process of 
neutron burst production. We have found that many 
(but not all) cases of multiple neutron registrations 
have been accompanied by the great number of 

particles registered in the scintillation counter. These 
studies will be continued.  

We have also studied the efficiency of neutron 
registration in helium counters. In collaboration with 
dept. II and III of IPJ we performed calibration 
measurements of neutron source. Estimation of 
neutron registration efficiency in many cases requires 
comparison with simulations. We have used GEANT4 
package to simulate registrations in helium counters as 
well as calibration measurements with scintillation 
detectors. Results of these studies are not fully 
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consistent and we estimate that inaccuracy of neutron 
registration efficiency equals about 50%. Accuracy of 
simulations can play here crucial role. We have 
compared results of neutron registrations for different 
types of helium counters and different configurations 
of neutron moderator with the results of relevant 
GEANT4 simulations. The results are not consistent 
and the divergence is not regular. We have established 
collaboration with dr. Adam Konefał from the Silesian 
University who has been doing neutron simulations 
for quite a time. Up to now the results of his 
simulations are consistent with ours. The collaboration 
will be continued. 

We plan to use helium counters for registrations of 
neutron background in the underground laboratories, 
where very low background is required. We have 
elaborated a method of such registrations. We are 
looking for a producer of suitable helium detectors. 

We have visited two producers in Russia and 
contacted General Electric (GE) in order to buy 
helium counters suitable for our purposes. We have 
established collaboration with Relpol S.A. - producer 
of he border security systems. Relpol lent us two types 
of helium counters and we could perform comparative 
studies. The counters produced by General Electric 
occurred to be the best for our purpose. 

Answering the call of ILIAS-TA we submitted a 
project under the title „Measurements of neutron  
intensity background in deep underground 
laboratories”. The project has been partially accepted 
under the condition that during one month of 
measurements in Gran Sasso laboratory we should 
demonstrate our ability to register neutron 
background. Than the studies would get a chance to be 
continued at Gran Sasso and Boulby. 

 
 

7.6 Estimation of Energy for Giant Air Showers 
by B.Szabelska and J.Szabelski [I.11] 

 
The studies of development of Extensive Air 

Showers (EAS) generated by the highest energy 
cosmic rays have been continued. Analysis of 
simulation results and EAS registrations has been 
performed in order to study the so called longitudinal 
development of EAS. We focused on changes of 
particle densities at large distances from EAS core as a 
function of path traversed in the atmosphere (which 

corresponds to different zenith angles). The results of 
these studies support our hypothesis that divergence 
between spectra of highest energy cosmic rays 
obtained in AGASA and HiRes experiments is due to 
erroneous estimation of energy for inclined EAS in 
AGASA. Results were presented at the 30th ICRC in 
Merida, Mexico and will be printed in the 
Proceedings. 

 
 

7.7 Mass Composition of Cosmic Rays from Muon Groups Registrations 
by J.Szabelski [I.11] 

 
In collaboration with the Institute for Nuclear 

Research of the Russian Academy of Sciences we 
continued studies of muon groups registered in the 
Baksan Underground Scintillation Telescope (BUST). 
Results of 10 years registrations allow us to verify 
different hypotheses on cosmic ray spectrum in the 
energy range corresponding to the “break” in EAS 
size spectrum, i.e. 104-107 GeV/nucleus. BUST 
detector has dimensions of 16.7m x 16.7m x 11.1m, 

and its 4 horizontal layers and 4 outer walls are 
covered with scintillation detectors of sizes 
0.7m x 0.7m x 0.3m. There are 3180 such detectors 
in total. We plan to use in the simulations new high 
energy interaction models in order to study the 
sensitivity of our conclusions to the first CR particle 
interaction description. We submitted a paper 
summarizing our results. Paper is accepted and will be 
printed in 2008.  

 
 

7.8 WASA @COSY – Detector Improvements 
by J.Zabierowski [I.6] 

 
In 2007 the WASA detector system [1], 

reassembled at the COSY storage ring in the Research 
Center in Juelich (Germany) was in the 
commissioning phase with some dedicated physics  
runs. The pellet target system was successfully put 
into operation.  

In order to better adapt the detector system to the 
new experimental conditions several changes, mainly 
in the Forward Detector were introduced: some 
scintillator layers were changed, some were added. 
This work is currently in progress. 
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The increase of the number of scintillator detectors 
requires a reconfiguration of the Light Pulser 
Monitoring System (LPMS), which is a contribution 
of our department to this experiment. All spare 
channels were used and there is a need of building an 
additional light source, what is foreseen in 2008. 

An important modification to the Light Source for 
the calorimeter part of the detector was made. Before, 
it was possible during the run to monitor the detectors 
with only one setting of the light pulse amplitude. Any 
calibrations, requiring a change of the amplitude of 
test pulses could have been done only between the 
runs. 

To improve the situation an automated filter 
changing device with remote control from the 
counting room has been built (Fig. 1) which will be 
mounted at the experimental setup during the next 
access time. 

With this device it will be now possible to check 
the calibration of the calorimeter detectors during the 
physics runs with the accelerator beam on. 

 
Fig. 1 The automatic filter changer module for the XeLamp Light 
Source together with the remote CAMAC controller (shown before 
being mounted in the experiment). 

[1] J.Zabierowski et al., CELSIUS/WASA Coll., 
Physica Scripta T99 (2002) 159 

 
 

7.9 ZEUS Experiment – Backing Calorimeter – Muons in ZEUS 
by P.Pluciński [I.3] 

 
In Deutches Elektronen Synchrotron (DESY) 

P.Pluciński actively participated in all stages of 
projecting and constructing of the muon trigger 
system for BAC. Particularly, together with Dr. 
Grzegorz Grzelak, he coordinated BAC runs and 
maintenance. P.Pluciński was also Run-Coordinator 

with duties for all experiment data acquisition. His 
scientific work concentrated on the quality and 
efficiency of BAC trigger system. 

In July he submitted his PhD thesis on “The 
start-up and optimization of the muon trigger system 
for the ZEUS Backing Calorimeter.” 
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The ankle in the UHE cosmic ray spectrum  
T. Wibig, A.W. Wolfendale 
30th International Cosmic Ray Conference (Merida, Yucatan, Mexico , 2007-07-03 - 2007-07-11) 
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The KASCADE-Grande experiment 
A. Haungs, P. Łuczak, J. Zabierowski 
30th International Cosmic Ray Conference (Merida, Yucatan, Mexico , 2007-07-03 - 2007-07-11) 
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe in der Helmholtz-Gemenischaft, Karlsruhe, Germany No. FZKA 7340 (2007) p. 1 
 
Update on radio detection of inclined air showers with LOPES-10 
A. Saftoiu, P. Łuczak, J. Zabierowski 
30th International Cosmic Ray Conference (Merida, Yucatan, Mexico , 2007-07-03 - 2007-07-11) 
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe in der Helmholtz-Gemenschaft, Karlsruhe, Germany No. FZKA 7340 (2007) p. 57 
 
Investigations of EAS muons pseudorapidity in the KASCADE-Grande experiment 
J. Zabierowski, P. Doll, K. Daumiller, P. Łuczak, R. Obenland 
DPG Fruehjahrstagung Heidelberg 2007 Teilchenphysik (Heidelberg, Germany, 2007-03-05 - 2007-03-09) 
 
Radio emission of air showers in electric fields 
S. Buitink, P. Łuczak, J. Zabierowski 
30th International Cosmic Ray Conference (Merida, Yucatan, Mexico , 2007-07-03 - 2007-07-11) 
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe in der Helmholtz-Gemeinschaft, Karlsruhe, Germany No. FZKA 7340 (2007) p. 61 
 
Myonen als Sonden der longitudinalen Schauerentwicklung bei KASCADE-Grande 
P. Doll, K. Daumiller, P. Łuczak, R. Obenland, J. Zabierowski 
DPG Fruehjahrstagung Heidelberg 2007 Teilchenphysik (Heidelberg, Germany, 2007-03-05 - 2007-03-09) 
 
Muon spectra reconstructed from inclined air showers measured by KASCADE-Grande 
J.C. Arteaga, P. Łuczak, J. Zabierowski 
30th International Cosmic Ray Conference (Merida, Yucatan, Mexico , 2007-07-03 - 2007-07-11) 
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe in der Helmholtz-Gemenschaft, Karlsruhe, Germany No. FZKA 7340 (2007) p. 13 
 
Trigger strategy for radio detection in atmospheric air showers with LOPESSTAR 
T. Asch, H. Gemmeke, P. Łuczak, J. Zabierowski 
30th International Cosmic Ray Conference (Merida, Yucatan, Mexico , 2007-07-03 - 2007-07-11) 
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe in der Helmholtz-Gemenschaft, Karlsruhe, Germany No. FZKA 7340 (2007) p. 65 
 
KASCADE-Grande: an overview and first results 
M. Bertaina, P. Łuczak, J. Zabierowski 
RICAP07 - Roma International Conference on Astro-Particle physics at University Sapienza (Rome, Italy, 2007-06-20 - 2007-06-
22) 
Nucl. Instr. Meth. A (in press) 
 
Features of the S(500) distribution for large air showers detected with the KASCADE-Grande array 
G. Toma, I.M. Brancus, P. Łuczak, J. Zabierowski 
30th International Cosmic Ray Conference (Merida, Yucatan, Mexico , 2007-07-03 - 2007-07-11) 
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe in der Helmholtz-Gemenschaft, Karlsruhe, Germany No. FZKA 7340 (2007) p. 17 
 
Primary particle energy calibration of the EAS radio pulse height 
A. Horneffer, P. Łuczak, J. Zabierowski 
30th International Cosmic Ray Conference (Merida, Yucatan, Mexico , 2007-07-03 - 2007-07-11) 
Merida, Mexico No. (2008) 
 
The knee of cosmic rays - news from KASCADE 
H. Ulrich, P. Łuczak, A. Risse, J. Zabierowski 
C2CR 2007 From Colliders to Cosmic Rays  (Lake Tahoe, California, USA, 2007-02-25 - 2007-03-01) 
AIP Conf. Proc. Vol. 928 (2007) 31-38 
 
The muon component of air showers measured by the KASCADE-Grande experiment 
V. DeSouza, P. Łuczak, J. Zabierowski 
30th International Cosmic Ray Conference (Merida, Yucatan, Mexico , 2007-07-03 - 2007-07-11) 
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe in der Helmholtz-Gemenschaft, Karlsruhe, Germany No. FZKA 7340 (2007) p. 25 
 
Radio detection of cosmic ray air showers with the LOPES experiment 
T. Huege, P. Łuczak, J. Zabierowski 
The 2007 Europhysics Conference on High Energy Physics - HEP2007 (Manchester, England, 2007-07-19 - 2007-07-25) 
J. of Phys.: Conf. S. (in press) 
 
Plany pomiaru tła neutronowego w podziemnych laboratoriach 
K. Jędrzejczak, M. Kasztelan, M. Szeptycka, J. Szabelski 
Perspektywy Astrofizyki Cząstek (Cracow, Poland, 2007-10-15 - 2007-10-18) 
 
Excitation of the Roper resonance in single- and double-pion production 
T. Skorodko, J. Stepaniak, J. Zabierowski 
MENU 2007 11th International Conference on Meson-Nucleon Physics and the Structure of the Nucleon (Juelich, Germany, 2007-
09-10 - 2007-09-14) 
EConf (in press) 
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Poster 
 
Separation of the electromagnetic and the muon component in EAS by their arrival times 
M. Brueggemann, A. Haungs, P. Łuczak, J. Zabierowski 
30th International Cosmic Ray Conference (Merida, Yucatan, Mexico , 2007-07-03 - 2007-07-11) 
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe in der Helmholtz-Gemenschaft, Karlsruhe, Germany No. FZKA 7340 (2007) p. 29 
 
Treatment of inclined EAS data from surface arrays and GZK prediction 
J.N. Capdevielle, F. Cohen, B. Szabelska, J. Szabelski 
30th International Cosmic Ray Conference (Merida, Yucatan, Mexico , 2007-07-03 - 2007-07-11) 
 
Tests of hadronic interaction models with muon pseudorapidities measured with KASCADE-Grande 
J. Zabierowski, A. Haungs, P. Łuczak 
30th International Cosmic Ray Conference (Merida, Yucatan, Mexico , 2007-07-03 - 2007-07-11) 
Foirschungszentrum Karlsruhe in der Helmholtz-Gemenschaft, Karlsruhe, Germany No. FZKA 7340 (2007) p. 37 
 
Operation of LOPES-30 for polarisation measurements of the radio emission of cosmic air showers 
P.G. Isar, S. Nehls, P. Łuczak, J. Zabierowski 
30th International Cosmic Ray Conference (Merida, Yucatan, Mexico , 2007-07-03 - 2007-07-11) 
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe in der Helmholtz-Gemenschaft, Karlsruhe, Germany No. FZKA 7340 (2007) p. 53 
 
Electron shower size spectra reconstructed with KASCADE-Grande data 
F. Cossavella, P. Łuczak, J. Zabierowski 
30th International Cosmic Ray Conference (Merida, Yucatan, Mexico , 2007-07-03 - 2007-07-11) 
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe in der Helmholtz-Gemenschaft, Karlsruhe, Germany No. FZKA 7340 (2007) p. 9 
 
Search for anisotropy and point sources of cosmic rays with the KASCADE-Grande  
S. Over, M. Stuempert, A. Haungs, P. Łuczak, J. Zabierowski 
30th International Cosmic Ray Conference (Merida, Yucatan, Mexico , 2007-07-03 - 2007-07-11) 
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe in der Helmholtz-Gemenschaft, Karlsruhe, Germany No. FZKA 7340 (2007) p. 21 
 
 

LECTURES, COURSES AND EXTERNAL SEMINARS 

Big, bigger and the biggest extensive air showersa) 
J. Szabelski 
Siedlce, Poland, University of Podlasie, 2007-01-19 
 
Big, bigger and the biggest Cosmic Ray Showers b) 
J. Szabelski 
Warsaw, Poland, N. Copernicus Astronomical Center (CAMK), 2007-02-14 
 
Anatomy of the 'knee' by KASCADE:part I - Motivation, tools and methodsa) 
J. Zabierowski 
Warsaw, Poland, University of Warsaw, Department of Experimental Physics, Warsaw Neutrino Group, 2007-03-02 
 
Anatomy of the 'knee' by KASCADE Part II: Results - primary cosmic ray spectruma) 
J. Zabierowski 
Warsaw, Poland, University of Warsaw, Department of Experimental Physics, Warsaw Neutrino Group, 2007-03-09 
 
Extensive air showers of cosmic rays and school-based experimentsb) 
J. Szabelski 
Copenhagen, Denmark, Niels Bohr Institute, 2007-04-04 
 
Outreach in Polandb) 
J. Szabelski 
Geneva, Switzerland, CERN, 2007-10-04 
 
Status of the Roland Maze Projectb) 
J. Szabelski 
Geneva, Switzerland, CERN, 2007-10-06 
 
CERN - the smallest particles, the biggest detectorsa) 
J. Szabelski 
Łódź, Poland, Polish Physical Society - Łódź, 2007-11-22 
 
a) in Polish 
b) in English 
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INTERNAL SEMINARS 

Obserwacje wielokrotnej produkcji neutronówa) 
K. Jędrzejczak 
Warsaw, Poland, The Andrzej Sołtan Institute, 2007-06-12 
 
a) in Polish 
 
 

DIDACTIC ACTIVITY 

J. Zabierowski - Supervision of a PhD student (P.Łuczak) 
 
 

PARTICIPATION IN SCIENTIFIC COUNCILS, ASSOCIATIONS AND ORGANIZING 
COMMITTEES 

J. Szabelski 
Polish representative in the European Particle Physics Outreach Group (EPPOG)  
 
T. Wibig 
Session chairman on Perspektywy Astrofizyki Cząstek in Cracow, Poland 
 
J. Zabierowski 
Session chairman on KASCADE-Grande Collaboration Meeting in Wuppertal, Germany 
Member of the KASCADE-Grande Steering Committee (Voting Member in the name of IPJ)- Since 2007 - Chairman 
Member of the Polish Physical Society 
Member of the Scientific Council of The Andrzej Soltan Institute for Nuclear Studies 
Chairman of the KASCADE-Grande Collaboration Steering Committee 
Member of the WAS@COSY Collaboration Board 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PERSONNEL 

Research scientists 
 
Barbara Szabelska, Dr. 
Jacek Szabelski, Dr. 

Tadeusz Wibig, Assoc. Prof. 1/3* 
Janusz Zabierowski, Assoc. Prof. 

 
PhD students 
 
Karol Jędrzejczak, MSc. 
Paweł Łuczak, MSc. 
 
Technical and administrative staff 
 
Zdzisław Dębicki 
Jadwiga Feder 
Jacek Karczmarczyk 1/2* 
Marcin Kasztelan 3/4* 

Ryszard Lewandowski 
Paweł Pluciński on leave from Oct.23 
Przemysław Tokarski 

 
 
 
* part-time employee 
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8 DEPARTMENT OF THEORETICAL PHYSICS 
 
 

Head of Department: Prof. Grzegorz Wilk 
phone: (22) 621-60-85 
e-mail: wilk@fuw.edu.pl 

 
 
Overview 

 
The Department of Nuclear Theory consists of 23 physicists and 3 PhD students working on different aspects 

of low energy, high energy, plasma and nonlinear physics as well as on general problems of quantization of 
particle dynamics, astrophysics and cosmology. In addition, we have collaborations with experimental groups: 
COMPASS, ASACUSA/ACOL and ALICE at CERN, FLAIR, AIC, EXO-ATOM (at RIKKEN, GSI and 
CERN) and participation in projects FLAVIAnet and LIMA (GSI). The results of our work in 2007 are presented 
in 70 published papers (plus some conference proceedings), in 12 papers already accepted for publication and in 
13 papers sent out. To this one must add 5 educational papers and our general educational activity. Results were 
also presented in seminars, both in Poland and abroad. Our research concentrated on: 
• properties of heavy and superheavy nuclei; 
• properties of nuclear matter and nuclear collisions; 
• exotic atoms; 
• collisions of hadrons and leptons and the phenomenology of high energy multiparticle production processes; 
• parton distributions in nuclei ; 
• description of diverse production processes in QCD; 
• some properties of Bose-Einstein condensates; 
• nonlinear effects in extended media; 
• quantum cosmology.  

Of special relevance and interest are: 
• numerical modelling of Bose-Einstein correlations; 
• bosonic amplification in many mode quantum systems; 
• cosmological singularity and string cosmology ; 
• specific effects in nuclear synthesis; 
• generalized description of the internal structure of the nucleons. 

Collaborations with several universities and institutions are maintained. These are the Universities of 
Warsaw, Kielce, München, Paris, Liege, Helsinki, London, Tokyo, Warwick, Tel Aviv and the Institutes at: 
CERN, GSI and JINR and the Polish Academy of Sciences. 

 
 
 

Prof. Grzegorz Wilk 
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8.1 Properties of Heavy and Superheavy Nuclei 
by M.Kowal, A.Parkhomenko, L.Shvedov and A.Sobiczewski [II.4] 

 
Studies of the properties of the heaviest nuclei 

have been continued. Main attention has been given to 
the analysis of mass, Msp, of heavy and superheavy 
nuclei at their saddle point. This quantity is basic for 
calculations of cross sections for synthesis. To get a 
realistic value of Msp, it is essential to use a 
sufficiently large deformation space in the analysis. In 
our calculations, we used 7- to 13-dimensional spaces 
[1-9]. The role of non-axial deformations of the 
nuclei, which are quite often neglected in the 
literature, has been found to be important. 

Two review articles [10, 11] on the properties of 
the heaviest nuclei and two popular ones [12,13] on 
the progress in their synthesis, were written. 

 
[1] A.Sobiczewski, M.Kowal and L.Shvedov, Acta 

Phys. Pol. B 38 (2007) 1577 
[2] M.Kowal and A.Sobiczewski, Int. J. Mod. Phys. 

E 16 (2007) 425 
[3] L.Shvedov and A.Sobiczewski, Acta Phys. Pol. B 

38 (2007) 1583 

[4] A.Sobiczewski, L.Shvedov and M.Kowal, Int. J. 
Mod. Phys. E 16 (2007) 402 

[5] A.Sobiczewski, Romanian Reports in Physics 59 
(2007) 685 

[6] A.Sobiczewski, M.Kowal and L.Shvedov, Proc. 
Intern. Conf. on Dynamical Aspects of Nuclear 
Fission, October 2-6, 2006, Smolenice (Slovakia), 
(World Scientific, Singapore, 2007) in press 

[7] A.Sobiczewski, M.Kowal and L.Shvedov,  Int. J. 
Mod. Phys. E 17 (2007) in press 

[8] L.Shvedov, S.G.Rohoziński, M.Kowal, 
S.Belchikov and A.Sobiczewski, Int. J. Mod. 
Phys. E 17 (2007) in press 

[9] M.Kowal, L.Shvedov and A.Sobiczewski, Int. J. 
Mod. Phys. E 17 (2007) in press 

[10] A.Sobiczewski and K.Pomorski, Prog. Part. Nucl. 
Phys. 58 (2007) 292 

[11] A.Sobiczewski , Nucl. Phys. At. Energy 17 
(2007) 43 

[12] A.Sobiczewski, Postepy Fizyki 58 (2007) 52. 
[13] A.Sobiczewski, Fizyka w Szkole (2007) in press 

 
 

8.2 Electron Capture and Internal Conversion in H-like and He-like Ions 
by Z.Patyk [II.3] 

 
Electron capture (EC) is a nuclear process where 

an orbital electron is captured by a nucleus and an 
electron neutrino is emitted. In internal conversion 
(IC) the nucleus transits between two energetic levels 
and an orbital electron is emitted taking out the 
transition energy. Both processes have been 
investigated theoretically [1] in He- and H-like ions 
for nuclei with initial and final spin values I and (I±1), 
respectively and the probability ratios for both types 
of decay have been calculated [1]. The ratio depends 
on the initial nuclear spin I and is given by the simple 
formula: 

1)2/1(2
)12(/
+±

+
=

I
I

HeH λλ  (1) 

where λH  and  λHe denote probability decay  per 
unit time  for H- and He-like ions, respectively. 

Equation (1) applied for IC process in H- and He-
like ions  of 57Fe for the transition between the excited 

state with the energy 14.4 eV (3/2-→1/2-) and the 
ground state predicts the probability ratio as 4/3. This 
agrees with the measured value 
8.03/6.16(0.09)=1.30(0.09) [2,3]. 

Recently, at GSI Darmstadt  the EC process in H- 
and He-like ions  of 140Pr has been experimentally 
studied [4] for the transition between nuclear spins 
and parities 1+→0+. The probability ratio 
λH/λHe=1.49(0.06) has been measured and again 
perfectly agrees with the predicted (Eq. 1) value 3/2. 
 
 
[1] Z.Patyk et al., Phys. Rev. C 77 (2008) 014306 
[2] W.R.Phillips et al., Phys. Rev. A 47 (1993) 3682 
[3] W.R.Phillips et al., Phys.Rev. Lett. 62(1989)1025 
[4] Yu.Litvinov et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 99 (2007) 

262501 
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8.3 Adiabatic Fusion Barriers from Self-consistent Calculations 
by J.Skalski [II.2, II.4] 

 
Adiabatic fusion barriers are studied within the 

static Hartree-Fock method with effective Skyrme 
interactions SkM* and SLy6 [1]. The problem of 
kinetic energy of the relative motion becoming 
spurious for separate fragments, relevant for fusion 
and fission barriers, is discussed in some detail. Also 
discussed are the specific assumptions necessary to 
compensate for the nonuniqueness of the static 
method. Barriers obtained with two forces agree to 
within 2 MeV and seem nearly decoupled from errors 
in binding energies, specific to each force. For a 
number of reactions, comparisons are made with 
experimental estimates of barriers and barriers 
calculated with frozen densities. The adiabatic barriers 
are generally lower than the experimental estimates. 
The offset amounts to less than 3 MeV in lighter 

systems and varies between 0 and ∼10MeV in heavy 
ones. Compared to the data, the frozen density barriers 
in heavy systems do not seem more realistic than ours, 
perhaps, except for tip collisions with deformed heavy 
targets. We also calculate HF energy surfaces for three 
heavy systems, looking for a relation between 
adiabatic potential and the fusion hindrance at large 
ZTZP. One can see a link between quasifission and the 
force opposing fusion, acting inside the Coulomb 
barrier. One surface illustrates the identity of the 
adiabatic fusion barrier with the fission saddle of a 
compound nucleus. 
 
[1] J.Skalski, Phys. Rev. C 76 (2007) 044603 

 
 

8.4 Relative Motion Correction to Fission Barriers  
by J.Skalski [II.2] 

 
We discuss the effect of kinetic energy of the 

relative motion becoming spurious for separate 
fragments on the selfconsistent mean-field fission 
barriers [1]. The treatment of relative motion in the 
cluster model is contrasted with the necessity of a 
simpler and approximate approach in the mean-field 
theory. A scheme of energy correction to Hartree-
Fock is proposed. The results obtained with the 
effective Skyrme interaction SLy6 show that the 
correction, previously estimated as ∼8 MeV in A=70-

100 nuclei, amounts to 4 MeV in the medium heavy 
nucleus 198Hg and to null in 238U. However, the 
corrected barrier implies a shorter fission half-life of 
the latter nucleus. The same effect is expected to 
lower barriers for multipartition (i.e. ternary fission, 
etc) and make hyperdeformed minima less stable. 
 
 
[1] J.Skalski, Int. J. Mod. Phys. E, in press 

 
 

8.5 Σ-Nucleus Potential Studied with the (π-,K+) Reaction 
by J.Dąbrowski and J.Rożynek [II.2] 

 
We worked [1-2] on the problem of determining 

the nuclear single particle potential of a Σ hyperon, 
UΣ = VΣ - iWΣ ,from the analysis of the spectrum of 
kaons produced in the reaction of associated 
production of Σ hyperons, (π-,K+), on the 28Si target. 
Such a spectrum was measured recently at KEK [3]. 
To gain information on UΣ , we calculate the kaon 
spectrum in the impulse approximation, and compare 
it with the measured spectrum. 

In our calculations, we use the semi-classical 
expression for WΣ in terms of the ΣN cross section for 
the ΣΛ conversion and also for the elastic ΣN 
scattering (including the charge exchange scattering). 
The real potential VΣ is treated as a free parameter, 
which is determined by fitting the calculated kaon 
spectrum to the spectrum measured at KEK. 

A new element of our calculation is a strong 
dependence of WΣ on the Σ momentum, which is the 
result of our inclusion of the contribution of the elastic 
ΣN scattering to the absorptive potential WΣ. Our final 
result, a repulsive VΣ ≈ 40-60 MeV, is much closer to 
previous estimates of VΣ , than the results of other 
analyses of the KEK experiment. 
 
[1] J.Dąbrowski, J.Rożynek, Int. J. Mod. Phys. E 16 

(2007) 603 
[2] J.Dąbrowski, J.Rożynek, Acta Phys. Pol. B 

(2007), in press 
[3] P.K.Saha et al., Phys. Rev. C 70 (2004) 044613 
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8.6 The Nucleon Structure and the EoS  
by J.Rożynek [II.1] 

 
In 2007 we investigated the density dependent 

corrections to the nucleon structure function in the 
frame work of nuclear the Relativistic Mean Field 
(RMF) model. These corrections, emerging from 
generalized nuclear Fermi motion and final state 
interactions between the nucleon and the rest of the 
nucleus, modify  the parton momentum distribution in 
nuclei and change the nucleon rest energy [1]. The 
influence of these modifications on the Equation of 

State (EoS) in NM was discussed [2]. It has 
consequences in astrophysical studies, mainly in the 
calculation of masses of compact objects, such as 
neutron and protoneutron stars [3].  
 
[1] J.Rożynek, Int. J. Phys. E 9 (2007) 195 
[2] J.Rożynek, Acta Phys. Pol. in print 
[3] N.K.Glendenning (Springer, New York 2000) 

 
 

8.7 Application of the Neural Network in the Measurement of the Spin Structure of 
the Deuteron 
by K.Kurek [I.3] 

 
The Neural Network approach for event 

classification in high-energy physics experiments 
SMC and Compass on the SPS accelerator at CERN 
has been used. 

Compass measured spin structure of the nucleon 
using a 160 GeV/c polarised muon beam scattered off 
a large polarised 6LiD target. From the precise 
measurement of different types of asymmetries the 
gluon and quark polarisations have been extracted. 
The neural Network approach has been used in the 
analysis of gluon polarisation for classification and 
separation of the signal and background processes and 
for estimation (parametrization) of the so-called 
“analyzing power” – partonic cross section 
asymmetry.  

As a network model a multi-layer perception with 
a  dynamic topology  adjustment  algorithm  has  been  

used. The proposed solution covers both adding new 
hidden neuron units and removing unnecessary units. 
Neural Network results have been compared to the 
standard kinematical cuts technique  and to the well-
known k-nearest neighbour classifier [1]. 
Recently the Neural Network has also been applied 
with success to construct “weights” (probabilities) 
used in the more advanced, “weighted” analysis. The 
“weighted” method allows us to gain in statistics 
comparing to the standard one, based on simple 
classification of the signal and background  and finally 
optimized  with respect to the error . 
 
 
[1] R.Sulej, K.Zaremba, K.Kurek, E.Rondio, Measur. 

Sci. Tech. 18 (2007) 2486-2490 

 
 

8.8 Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering on a Photon and Generalized Parton 
Distributions in the Photon 
by S.Friot1), B.Pire2) and L.Szymanowski [I.13] 

 
We consider deeply virtual Compton scattering on 

a photon target, in the generalized Bjorken limit, at the 
Born order and in the leading logarithmic 
approximation [1]. We interpret the result as a 
factorized amplitude of a hard process described by 
handbag diagrams and anomalous generalized parton 
distributions in the photon. This anomalous part, with 
its characteristic ln Q2 dependence, is present both in 
the DGLAP and in the ERBL regions. As a 
consequence, these generalized parton distributions of 

the photon obey DGLAP-ERBL evolution equations 
with an inhomogeneous term. 
 
[1] S.Friot, B.Pire and L.Szymanowski, Phys. Lett. B 

645(2007) 153 
 
1) Barcelona Univ., ECM, Spain 
2) Ecole Polytechnique, CPHT, France 
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8.9 Hard Exclusive Electroproduction of a Pion in the Backward Region 
by J.P.Lansberg1), B.Pire1) and L.Szymanowski [I.13] 

 
We study [1] the scaling regime of pion 

electroproduction in the backward region, eN→ e’N’π. 
We compute the leading-twist amplitude in the 
kinematical region, where it factorises into a short-
distance matrix element and long-distance dominated 
nucleon Distribution Amplitudes and nucleon to pion 
Transition Distribution Amplitudes. Using the chiral 
limit of the latter, we obtain a first estimate of the 

cross section, which may be experimentally studied at 
JLab or Hermes. 
 
[1] J.P.Lansberg, B.Pire and L.Szymanowski, Phys. 

Rev. D 75 (2007) 074004, Erratum-ibid. D77: 
019902,2008 

 
1) Ecole Polytechnique, CPHT, France 

 
 
 

8.10 Exclusive J/ψ and Υ Hadroproduction and the QCD Odderon 
by A.Bzdak1), L.Motyka1,2), L.Szymanowski and J.R.Cudell3) [I.13] 

 
We study pp  and collisions which lead to the 

exclusive production of J/ψ or Υ from the pomeron-
odderon and pomeron-photon fusion [1]. We calculate 
scattering amplitudes of these processes in the lowest 
order approximation and in the framework of kT 
factorization. We present estimates of cross sections 
for the kinematic conditions of the Tevatron and of 
the LHC. 

[1] A.Bzdak, L.Motyka, L.Szymanowski and 
J.R.Cudell, Phys. Rev. D 75(2007) 094023 

 
1) Jagiellonian University, Cracow, Poland 
2) Hamburg University, Hamburg, Germany 
3) Universite de Liége, Belgium  

 
 

8.11 Diffractive Production of two O
Lρ  Mesons in e+ e- Collisions 

by M.Segond1), L.Szymanowski and S.Wallon1) [I.5] 
 

We study [1] the scaling regime of pion 
electroproduction in the backward region, eN →e’N’π. 
We compute the leading-twist amplitude in the 
kinematical region, where it factorises into a short-
distance matrix element and long-distance dominated 
nucleon Distribution Amplitudes and nucleon to pion 
Transition Distribution Amplitudes. Using the chiral 
limit of the latter, we obtain a first estimate of the 

cross section, which could be experimentally studied 
at JLab or Hermes. 
 
[1] M.Segond, L.Szymanowski and S.Wallon, Eur. 

Phys. J. C 52(2007) 93 
 
1) LPT Orsay, Universite Paris XI, France 

 
 

8.12 Production of a Pion in Association with a High-Q2 Dilepton Pair in Antiproton-
Proton Annihilation at GSI-FAIR 
by J.P.Lansberg1,2), B.Pire2) and L.Szymanowski [I.13] 

 
We evaluate the cross section for anti-p p → l+ l- π0 

in the forward direction and for large lepton pair 
invariant mass [1]. In this kinematical region, the 
leading-twist amplitude factorises into a short-distance 
matrix element, long-distance dominated antiproton 
Distribution Amplitudes and proton to pion Transition 
Distribution Amplitudes (TDA). Using a modelling 
inspired from the chiral limit for these TDAs, we 
obtain a first estimate of this cross section, thus 

demonstrating that this process can be measured at 
GSI-FAIR. 
 
[1] J.P.Lansberg, B.Pire and L.Szymanowski, Phys. 

Rev. D 76 (2007) 111502 
 
1) Heidelberg University, Heidelberg, Germany  
2) Ecole Polytechnique, CPHT, France 
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8.13 Nuclear Interactions of Antiprotons 
by S.Wycech , R.Smolańczuk [II.6] 

 
The existence of barionia - the nucleon antinucleon 

quasi-bound state is indicated by several experiments. 
A strong correlation of final baryons is observed by 
the BES Collaboration in radiative decays J/Ψ →p p  
γ. This correlation may reflect an S-wave barionium 
[1], but such an interpretation is not unique. New BES 
experiments find a large peak in the invariant mass of 
six π mesons apparently due to the same decay mode. 
On the basis of the Paris potential model we show that 
both effects are due to the same state of barionium [2]. 
It is a short-lived state formed by one and two pion 
exchange forces.  

Another, P-wave quasi-bound state is indicated by 
the atomic antiprotonic-deuterium level widths. Both 
quasi-bound states allow a consistent picture of low 
energy antiproton nucleus interactions [3].   

These results are necessary to describe in a precise 
manner the studies of neutron density distributions at 
nuclear peripheries. One way to obtain the latter are 
measurements of the X-ray transitions in anti-protonic 
atoms [3,4,5], or studies of the antiproton annihilation 
in nuclei. These indicate an existence of neutron 
haloes at the surface of large nuclei. Other 
measurements will be performed in the future to study 
neutron radii of unstable nuclei. The Conventional X- 
ray technique is to be continued by the FLAIR project 

[6]. Another method developed at RIKEN involves 
trapping of antiprotonic atoms with unstable nuclei. 
Neutron tails will be tested via studies of π-meson 
emission [7]. A new method proposed for GSI 
involves collisions of unstable ions with slow 
antiprotons. Neutron radii will be studied by the 
detection of residual nuclei with the Schottky method 
[8]. All these experiments require a consistent picture 
of antiproton-nucleon interactions and we pursue the 

NN model calculations to achieve this [9]. 
 
[1] B.Loiseau and S.Wycech, Phys Rev. C 71 (2005) 

011001(R) 
[2] B.El Bennich, J.P. Dedonder, B.Loiseau and 

S.Wycech , to be submitted to Phys Rev. C 
[3] S.Wycech et al., Phys. Rev. C 76 (2007) 034316 
[4] B.Kłos,R.Smolańczuk, S.Wycech et al., Phys. 

Rev. C 76 (2007) 014311 
[5] A.Trzcinska et al., AIP Conf. Proc 793 (2005) 

214, Phys. Rev. Lett. 87 (2001) 082501 
[6] E.Wiedmann, FLAIR project 
[7] M.Wada et al., AIP Conf. Proc 793(2005), 

S.Wycech, ibidem p.201 
[8] R.Kuecken et al., AIP Conf. Proc 831(2006)37 
[9] M.Lacombe, S.Wycech et al. 

 
 

8.14 Nuclear States of Anti-K and η Mesons 
by S.Wycech [II.6] 

 
It has been known since the first studies of K- 

atomic levels that anti-kaons are attracted by nuclei. 
Thus, nuclear states of these strange mesons could be 
formed. On the other hand, the widths of such states 
are likely to be large and observations are difficult. 
Surprisingly, such states were detected in the K3He [1] 
and KD [2] systems. These discoveries are rather 
controversial. However if confirmed they signal new 
states of strange matter which may exist in the 
laboratory and in astrophysical conditions. Related 
research programs exist in Japan and Europe [3].  

The existence of narrow K-nuclear states in large 
nuclei was stipulated under the expectation that K 
mesons are bound more strongly than 100 MeV. This 
binding would block most decay modes and make 
such states long-lived [4]. However, such conditions 
are not likely to be materialized in very light nuclei. 
The mechanism of nuclear attraction is related to the 
excitations of KN quasi-bound state Λ(1405). The 
essential question that arises is the behavior of such a 
system in nuclear media. In this respect K mesons are 
similar to η mesons which are attracted by nuclei via 
excitations of the N(1540) resonance. 

Variational calculations of K-nuclear states in light 
nuclei have been undertaken. In the first step we find 
the states of mesons bound to systems of fixed 
nucleons. The solutions for the wave functions and 
binding energies are introduced as an input to 
variational calculations which also involve nucleon 
degrees of freedom. The presence of K mesons 
contracts the nuclear systems and the mechanism 
which prevents collapse is the NN repulsive core. The 
variational method allows us to describe properly both 
the NN repulsion and KN short range interactions.  

We find a rich spectroscopy of K meson states, 
based on two types of KN interactions. One branch is 
generated by the Λ(1405) KN quasi-bound state. In 
addition, there is another branch generated by the P-
wave resonance Σ(1385) generated by a more 
fundamental quark structure. One obtains the KD 
deeply bound of about 40-60 MeV binding and 
50-70 MeV widths [5, 6] . In addition there is a  whole 
class of loosely bound broad states which consists of a 
KN resonance and “normal” residual nuclei. The 
lowest KNNN states may be bound by about 
100 MeV, and the widths might be smaller then 30-50 
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MeV. The most interesting KNNNN states might be 
bound more strongly with still smaller widths. These 
results depend in a sizable but not critical way on 
uncertain KN interactions. 
 
[1] T.Suzuki et al., Phys.Lett. B 597 (2004) , 263 

[2] M.Agnello et al., Phys.Rev.Lett.94 (2005) 212303 
[3] AMADEUS project INFN-Frascati 
[4] S.Wycech, Nucl.Phys. A 450(1986) 399c 
[5] S.Wycech, A.M.Green, In. J. Mod. Phys. 22 

(2007) 629 
[6] S.Wycech, A.M.Green, Acta.Phys.Pol. 38, 2008 

 
 

8.15 Interacting Gluon Model - a New Application 
by F.O.Duăres1), V.P.Gonçalves2), F.S.Navarra3), A.L.V.R. dos Reis3) and G.Wilk [I.3] 

 
The Interacting Gluon Model (IGM) developed by 

us a long time ago, a model that describes the energy 
flux in hadronic collisions, has been applied to study 
the leading particle (LP) spectra in cases when 
saturation effects on the gluon distribution function 
are included. Using the IGM, we fitted the LP spectra 
at low energies and then, including the effects of 
parton saturation, we made predictions for LPspectra 
at very high energies, comparing them with the 
extrapolation of the usual linear pQCD [1]. This 
comparison revealed that the behavior of LP spectra 
with energy is not a good signature of the color glass 

condensate (CGC) and  is not a good place to search 
for parton saturation effects. 
 
[1] F.O.Duăres, V.P.Gonçalves, F.S.Navarra, 

A.L.V.R. dos Reis and G.Wilk, Braz. J. Phys., 
37(2007) 122 

1) Universidade Presbiteriana Mackenzie, 
C.P.01302-907, Săo Paulo, SP, Brazil 

2) Universidade Federal de Pelotas C.P. 354, CEP 
96010-900, Pelotas, RS, Brazil 

3) Instituto de Física, Universidade de Săo Paulo, 
C.P.66318, 05315-970 Săo Paulo, SP, Brazil 

 
 

8.16 Cosmic Rays from Thermal Sources 
by Z.Włodarczyk1) and G.Wilk [I.11] 

 
The energy spectrum of cosmic rays (CR) exhibits 

power-like behavior with characteristic "knee" 
structure. We considered a generalized statistical 
model for the production process of cosmic rays 
which accounts for such behavior in a natural way 
either by assuming the existence of temperature 
fluctuations in the source of CR, or by assuming 
specific temperature distribution of CR sources. Both 
possibilities yield the so called Tsallis statistics and 
lead to power-like distributions. We argue that the 
"knee" structure arises as a result of an abrupt change 
of fluctuations in the source of CR. Its possible origin 
is briefly discussed [1]. (This material was presented 
by Z. Włodarczyk at the 30th International Cosmic 
Ray Conference, 3-11 July 2007, Merida, Yucatan, 
Mexico, and by G.Wilk at The Sixth International 
Workshop on New Worlds in Astroparticle Physics, 

Gambelas Campus of the University of the Algarve, 
Faro, Portugal, 6-8 September - in both cases 
proceedings will be distributed by organizers in 
electronic and CD form – and by G.Wilk at the 
International Conference on Complexity, Meta-
stability, and Nonextensivity - CTNEXT 07, Catania, 
Italy, 1-5 July 2007, see [2]). 
 
 
[1] G.Wilk and Z.Włodarczyk, Cosmic rays from 

thermal sources, arXiv:0708.1609 
[2] G.Wilk and Z.Włodarczyk, AIP Conf. Proc. 965 

(2007) 273 
 
1) Institute of Physics, Świętokrzyska Academy, 

Kielce, Poland 

 
 

8.17 Fluctuations, Correlations and the Nonextensivity 
by G.Wilk and Z.Włodarczyk1) [I.13] 

 
Studies on different aspects of nonextensivity were 

continued. In [1] its application to high energy 
processes based on ideas of Information Theory were 
enlightened. In [2] examples of joint probability 
distributions were studied in terms of Tsallis 
nonextensive statistics both for correlated and 

uncorrelated variables. It was explicitly shown how 
correlations in the system can make Tsallis entropy 
additive, and that the effective nonextensivity 
parameter qN decreases towards unity when the 
number of variables N increases. It was proven that 
the Tsallis distribution of energies of particles in a 
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system results in a Negative Binomial multiplicity 
distribution. Finally, in [3] it was demonstrated that 
selection of the minimal value of ordered variables 
leads in a natural way to its distribution being given 
by the Tsallis distribution, the same as that resulting 
from Tsallis nonextensive statistics. 
 
[1] G.Wilk, Braz. J. Phys. 37 (2007) 714 

[2] G.Wilk and Z.Włodarczyk, Physica A376 (2007) 
279 

[3] G.Wilk and Z.Włodarczyk, AIP Conf. Proc. 965 
(2007) 76 

 
1) Institute of Physics, Świętokrzyska Academy, 

Kielce, Poland 

 
 

8.18 Modelling Bose Einstein Correlations via Elementary Emitting Cells 
by O.Utyuzh, G.Wilk and Z.Włodarczyk1) [III.5] 

 
We propose a method of numerical modeling 

Bose-Einstein correlations by using the notion of the 
elementary emitting cell (EEC). They are intermediary 
objects containing identical bosons and are supposed 
to be produced independently during the hadronization 
process. Only bosons in the EEC, which represents a 
single quantum state here, are subjected to the effects 
of Bose-Einstein (BE) statistics, which forces them to 
follow a geometrical distribution. There are no such 
effects between particles from different EECs.  

We illustrate our proposition by calculating a 
representative number of typical distributions and 

discussing their sensitivity to EECs and their 
characteristics [1, 2]. 
 
[1] O.Utyuzh, G.Wilk and Z.Włodarczyk, Braz. J. 

Phys. 37 (2007) 708. 
[2] O.Utyuzh, G.Wilk and Z.Włodarczyk, Phys. Rev. 

D75 (2007)074030 
 
1) Institute of Physics, Świętokrzyska Academy, 

Kielce, Poland 

 
 

8.19 Propagation of a String Across the Cosmological Singularity 
by P.Małkiewicz and W.Piechocki [I.12] 

 
Our results concern the transition of a quantum 

string through the singularity of compactified Milne 
(CM) space. We restrict our analysis to the string 
winding around the compact dimension (CD) of 
spacetime. The CD undergoes contraction to a point 
followed by re-expansion. We demonstrate that both 
classical and quantum dynamics of the string are well 
defined. Most available calculations strongly suggest 
that the singularity of a time dependent orbifold is 

useless as a model of the cosmological singularity. We 
believe that our results bring, to some extent, this 
claim into question [1,2]. 
 
[1] P.Małkiewicz and W.Piechocki, Class. Quantum 

Grav. 24 (2007) 915 
[2] P.Małkiewicz and W.Piechocki, AIP Conf. Proc.  

957 (2007) 429 

 
 

8.20 Transition of Extended Objects Across the Cosmological Singularity 
by P.Małkiewicz and W.Piechocki [I.12] 

 
We summarize our results concerning p-brane 

propagation through the singularity of the 
compactified Milne (CM) space. In particular, we 
present classical and quantum dynamics of a string. 
We also present our preliminary results on the 
propagation of a membrane. The CM space seems to 
be a promising model of the neighborhood of the 

cosmological singularity deserving further 
examinations [1]. 
 
[1] P.Małkiewicz and W.Piechocki, Acta Phys. Pol. 

38 (2007) 3947 
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8.21 Viscosity in Two Component Plasmas 
by E.Infeld and G.Rowlands1) [III.4] 

 
Some time ago, we found an exact solution for 

nonlinear cold plasma oscillations against a periodic 
ion background. Unbounded density peaks appeared, a 
somewhat unexpected result. We then tried to 
understand this in terms of realistic physical effects 
[1, 2]. 

Here we present a calculation showing that these 
infinities can be removed by inclusion of viscous 
effects [3]. The viscosity must exceed a critical value 
depending on the amplitude and spacing of the 

periodic ion background. Lagrangian coordinates are 
crucial in the calculation. 
 
[1] E.Infeld, S.Torven and G.Rowlands, Phys. Rev. 

Lett., vol 62, 2269 (1980) 
[2] E.Infeld and G.Rowlands, Phys. Rev. A vol 

42(1990) 838 
[3] G.Rowlands and E.Infeld, in preperation for Phys. 

Rev. A 
1) University of Warwick, UK 

 
 

8.22 Exact Solutions for a Realistic Plasma 
by G.Rowlands1) and E.Infeld [III.4] 

 
A new method for solving the system of plasma 

equations is developed. In contradistinction to the 
procedure mentioned in the previous section, all 
calculations are exact. The method is based on two 
coordinate transformations and their subsequent 
reversal. The problems considered cannot be solved 
by the ubiquitous Inverse Scattering method [1]. 

[1] E.Infeld and G.Rowlands, to be sent to 
Phys.Rev.A 

 
1) University of Warwick, UK 

 
 

8.23 Fishing for Solitons 
by E.Infeld [III.4] 

 
In this note a method for finding soliton solutions 

of nonlinear hydrodynamic equations (as well as those 
for plasmas) is shown by an example to be faulty. A 
simple example for ion acoustic waves satisfies the 
criterion but does not exist! [1]. The result, though 
published only a couple of months ago, has already 

been used to reject a paper by Stasiewicz by an 
independent referee. 
 
[1] E.Infeld, Phys. Rev. Lett., vol. 99 (2007) 089501 

 
 

8.24 Competition between Attractive and Repulsive Interactions in Two-component 
Bose-Einstein Condensates Trapped in an Optical Lattice 
by M.Matuszewski1), B.A.Malomed2) and M.Trippenbach  [III.5] 

 
We consider effects of interspecies attraction on 

two-component gap solitons (GS) in a binary BEC 
with intraspecies repulsion, trapped in the one-
dimensional optical lattice (OL) [1]. Systematic 
simulations of the coupled Gross-Pitaevskii equations 
corroborate an assumption that, because the effective 
mass of GSs is negative, the interspecies attraction 
may split the two-component soliton. Two critical 
values of the OL strength are identified. Two-species 
GSs with fully overlapping wave functions are stable 
in strong lattices. In an intermediate region, the soliton 
splits into a double-humped state with separated 
components. Finally, in weak lattices, the splitting 
generates a pair of freely moving single species GSs. 

We present and explain the dependence on the number 
of atoms (total norm), and on the relative strength of 
the competing interspecies attraction and intraspecies 
repulsion. The splitting of asymmetric solitons, with 
unequal norms of the two species, is briefly 
considered too. It is found and explained that the 
splitting threshold grows with the increase of the 
asymmetry. 
 
[1] M.Matuszewski, B.A.Malomed and 

M.Trippenbach, Phys. Rev. A 76 (2007) 043826 
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8.25 Can a Variational Approach Describe Pulse Splitting in a Dispersion Managed 
System 
by E.Infeld, M.Matuszewski1), C.Shino1), M.Trippenbach [III.4] 

 
When looking for solitons in nonlinear systems, it 

is often useful to have a simplifying tool [1]. One such 
tool is the variational method. On the other hand, in 
the presence of fast oscillations, the wave function of 
the system can split into two distinct parts. This is not 
describable by the classical variational method. 
Edwards et al., J. Phys. B38 (2005) 363, introduced a 
hybrid variational analysis which can describe the 
dynamics in one selected direction more accurately. 
However, it remained to be seen how well this method 
describes the dynamics of solitons, in particular their 
splitting and subsequent recombining. Here we 

investigate an application of the hybrid variational 
analysis to a two dimensional system with dispersion 
management, where such splitting is known to occur. 
We conclude that indeed agreement is good. This 
could encourage wider use of the hybrid method. 
 
[1] E.Infeld, M.Matuszewski, C.Shino, 

M.Trippenbach, Optica Applicata, vol XXXVI, 
2006 (published in 2007) 
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8.26 Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking of Solitons Trapped in a Double-channel 
Potential 
by M.Matuszewski1), B.A.Malomed2), and M.Trippenbach [III.4] 

 
We consider [1] a two-dimensional nonlinear 

Schrödinger equation with self-focusing nonlinearity 
and a quasi-1D double-channel potential, i.e., a 
straightforward 2D extension of the well-known 
double-well potential. The model may be realized in 
terms of nonlinear optics and Bose-Einstein 
condensates. The variational approximation predicts a 
bifurcation breaking the symmetry of 2D solitons 
trapped in the double channel, the bifurcation being of 
the subcritical type. The predictions of the VA are 
confirmed by numerical simulations. The work 

presents an original example of the spontaneous 
symmetry breaking of 2D solitons in dual-core 
systems. 
 
[1] M.Matuszewski, B.A.Malomed and 

M.Trippenbach, Phys. Rev. A 75 (2007) 063621 
 
1) IFT UW Warsaw, Poland 
2) Tel Aviv University, Israel 

 

8.27 Further Application of Singularity Analysis to the Hirota Bilinear Method 
by P.P.Goldstein [III.4] 

 
We suggest [1] an extension in applying 

singularity analysis to the Hirota algorithm for 
obtaining soliton solutions. The well-known 
substitution of the principal part of the Laurent 
expansion about a movable singularity is 
supplemented by a “renormalization.” The procedure 

relies on including terms of higher order so that the 
substituted equation is expressed in terms of the 
Hirota bilinear operators. 
 
[1] P.P.Goldstein, Acta Phys. Pol. 112 (2007) 1171 

 

8.28 Phase Integral Approximation for Coupled ODEs of the Schrödinger Type 
by A.A.Skorupski [III.4] 

 
The theory of the Phase Integral Approximation 

(PIA) for sets of Ordinary Differential Equations 
(ODE) of the Schrödinger type developed in 2006 was 
extended and the results sent to the Journal of 
Mathematical Physics [1]. For hermitian and negative 
definite matrices defining the relevant set of 
equations, a Wronskian conserving PIA theory was 
formulated which generalizes Fulling's current 
conserving theory pertinent to positive definite 
matrices. The idea of a modification of the PIA, well 

known for one equation, was generalized to sets. 
Three programs in Mathematica were published [2]. 
They can produce expressions for the lowest order and 
the higher order corrections of the PIA for a given set 
of ODEs. 
 
[1] A.A.Skorupski, J. Math. Phys. (2007), in press; e-

print: arXiv:0710.5868 [math-ph] (2007) 
[2] A.A.Skorupski, arXiv:0710.5406 [math-ph] 

(2007) 
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Int. J. Mod. Phys. E Vol. 16 (2007)  
 
Role of higher-multipolarity deformations in the potential energy of heaviest nuclei 
M. Kowal, A. Sobiczewski 
Int. J. Mod. Phys. E Vol. 16 (2007) 425 
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Test of approximation used in description of non-axial hexdecapole shapes of heaviest nuclei 
A. Sobiczewski, L. Shvedov, M. Kowal 
Int. J. Mod. Phys. E Vol. 16 (2007) 402 
 
The associated Σ production and the nuclear interaction of Σ hyperons 
J. Dąbrowski, J. Rożynek 
Int. J. Mod. Phys. E Vol. 16 (2007) 603 
 
Proton-proton physics with the ALICE muon spectrometer at the LHC 
 ALICE-Collaboration, ... , P. Szymański, A. Deloff, I. Ilkiv, T. Siemiarczuk, G. Wilk, ... et al. 
Int. J. Mod. Phys. E Vol. 167 No 8 (2007) 2438 
 
On the slow roll expansion for Brane inflation 
M. Spaliński 
J. Cosm. Astroparticle Phys. Vol. 04 (2007) 018 
 
On power law inflation in DBI models 
M. Spaliński 
J. Cosm. Astroparticle Phys. Vol. 05 (2007) 017 
 
New solutions of the inflationary flow equations 
M. Spaliński 
J. Cosm. Astroparticle Phys. Vol. 08 (2007) 016 
 
ALICE potential for heavy-flavour physics 
 ALICE-Collaboration, ... , P. Szymański, A. Deloff, I. Ilkiv, T. Siemiarczuk, G. Wilk, ... et al. 
J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. Vol. 34 No 8 (2007) S943 
 
Heavy-ion physics with ALICE 
 ALICE-Collaboration, ... , P. Szymański, A. Deloff, I. Ilkiv, T. Siemiarczuk, G. Wilk, ... et al. 
J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. Vol. 34 No 8 (2007) S511 
 
PHOS, the ALICE-PHOton Spectrometer 
 ALICE-Collaboration, ... , P. Szymański, A. Deloff, I. Ilkiv, T. Siemiarczuk, G. Wilk, ... et al. 
J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. Vol. 34 No 8 (2007) S719 
 
Proton–proton physics in ALICE 
 ALICE-Collaboration, ... , P. Szymański, A. Deloff, I. Ilkiv, T. Siemiarczuk, G. Wilk, ... et al. 
J. Phys. G: Nucl. Part. Phys. Vol. 34 No 8 (2007) S783 
 
Application of the neural networks in the events classification in the measurement of spin structure of the deuteron 
R. Sulej, K. Zaremba, K. Kurek, E. Rondio 
Meas. Sci. Technol. Vol. 18 (2007) 2486 
 
Particle detection optimization by means of a distributed evolutionary algorithm 
A. Padee, K. Zaremba, K. Kurek 
Meas. Sci. Technol. Vol. 18 (2007) 2472 
 
The COMPASS experiment at CERN 
P. Abbon, ... , K. Kurek, K. Kowalik, J. Nassalski, E. Rondio, A. Sandacz, W. Wiślicki, ... et al. 
Nucl. Instr. Meth. A Vol. 577 (2007) 455 
 
Status of the experimental program on mass measurements of stored exotic nuclei at the FRS-ESR facility 
Yu.A. Litvinov, ... , Z. Patyk, ... et al. 
Nucl. Phys. A Vol. 787 (2007) 315c 
 
The ALICE experiment at LHC 
 ALICE-Collaboration, ... , P. Szymański, A. Deloff, I. Ilkiv, T. Siemiarczuk, G. Wilk, ... et al. 
Nucl. Phys. A Vol. 787 No 1 (2007) 19c 
 
The physics programme of the ALICE experiment at the LHC 
 ALICE-Collaboration, ... , P. Szymański, A. Deloff, I. Ilkiv, T. Siemiarczuk, G. Wilk, ... et al. 
Nucl. Phys. A Vol. A782 No 2 (2007) 283c 
 
Hard probes capabilities of ALICE: Jets and photons 
 ALICE-Collaboration, ... , P. Szymański, A. Deloff, I. Ilkiv, T. Siemiarczuk, G. Wilk, ... et al. 
Nucl. Phys. A Vol. A783 No 2 (2007) 427c 
 
Properties of heavy and superheavy nuclei 
A. Sobiczewski 
Nucl. Phys. At. Energy Vol. 17 (2007) 43 
 
A new measurements of the Collins and Sivers asymmetries on a transversely polarised deuteron target 
E.S. Ageev, ... , K. Kurek, K. Kowalik, J. Nassalski, E. Rondio, A. Sandacz, W. Wiślicki, ... et al. 
Nucl. Phys. B Vol. B No 765 (2007) 31 
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Open heavy flavour detection in ALICE  
 ALICE-Collaboration, ... , P. Szymański, A. Deloff, I. Ilkiv, T. Siemiarczuk, G. Wilk, ... et al. 
Nucl. Phys. B Proc. Sup. Vol. 167 No 1 (2007) 25 
 
Can a variational approach describe pulse splitting in a dispersion managed system? 
E. Infeld, M. Matuszewski, C. Shino, M. Trippenbach 
Opt. Appl. Vol. 36 No 4 (2007) 575 
 
Deeply virtual Compton scattering on a proton and generalized parton distributions in the photon  
S. Friot, B. Pire, L. Szymanowski 
Phys. Lett. B Vol. 645 (2007) 153 
 
A consistency relation for power law inflation in DBI models 
M. Spaliński 
Phys. Lett. B Vol. 650 No 5-6 (2007) 313 
 
The deuteron spin-dependent structure function g1

d and its first moment 
V.Yu. Alexakhin, ... , K. Kurek, K. Kowalik, J. Nassalski, E. Rondio, A. Sandacz, W. Wiślicki, ... et al. 
Phys. Lett. B Vol. B No 647 (2007) 8 
 
Spin Asymmetry A_1^d and the spin-dependent structure function g_1^d of the deuteron at low values of x and Q^2 
E.S. Ageev, ... , K. Kurek, K. Kowalik, J. Nassalski, E. Rondio, A. Sandacz, W. Wiślicki, ... et al. 
Phys. Lett. B Vol. B647 (2007) 330 
 
Spontaneous symmetry breaking of solitons trapped in a double-channel potential 
M. Matuszewski, B.A. Malomed, M. Trippenbach 
Phys. Rev. A Vol. 75 No 6 (2007) 063621 
 
Interference of Fock states in a single measurement  
A. Dragan, P. Ziń 
Phys. Rev. A Vol. 76 No 4 (2007) 042124 
 
Competition between attractive and repulsive interactions in two-component Bose-Einstein condensates trapped in an 
optical lattice 
M. Matuszewski, B.A. Malomed, M. Trippenbach 
Phys. Rev. A Vol. 76 (2007) 043826 
 
Adiabatic fusion barriers from self consistent calculations 
J. Skalski 
Phys. Rev. C Vol. 76 (2007) 044603 
 
Neutron density distributions from antiprotonic 208Pb and 209Bi atoms 
B. Kłos, ... , R. Smolańczuk, S. Wycech, ... et al. 
Phys. Rev. C Vol. 76 No 1 (2007) 014311 
 
Nuclear surface studies with antiprotonic atoms X-rays 
S. Wycech, F.J. Hartmann, J. Jastrzębski, B. Kłos, A. Trzcińska, T. VonEgidy 
Phys. Rev. C Vol. 76 (2007) 034316 
 
Exclusive J/Ψ and Υ  hadroproduction and the QCD odderon 
A. Bzdak, L. Motyka, L. Szymanowski, J.R. Cudell 
Phys. Rev. D Vol. 75 (2007) 094023 
 
Hard exclusive electroproduction of a pion in the backward region 
J.P. Lansberg, B. Pire, L. Szymanowski 
Phys. Rev. D Vol. 75 (2007) 074004 
 
Modeling Bose Einstein correlations via elementary emitting cells 
O.V. Utyuzh, G. Wilk, Z. Włodarczyk 
Phys. Rev. D Vol. D75 (2007) 074030  
 
Heating of solar corona by dispersive Alfven solitons 
E. Infeld 
Phys. Rev. Lett. Vol. 99 (2007) 089501 
 
Measurement of the beta plus and orbital electron-capture decay rates in fully-ionized, hydrogen-like, and helium-like 140Pr 
ions 
Yu.A. Litvinov, ... , Z. Patyk, ... et al. 
Phys. Rev. Lett. Vol. 99 (2007) 262501 
 
Fluctuations, correlations and the nonextensivity 
G. Wilk, Z. Włodarczyk 
Physica A No 376 (2007) 279 
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Nieliniowa optyka atomów 
E. Infeld, M. Trippenbach 
Postępy Fizyki Vol. 58 (2007) 55 
 
Obserwacja pierwiastka 118 w Dubnej 
A. Sobiczewski 
Postępy Fizyki Vol. 58 (2007) 52 
 
Gluon polarization in the nucleon from COMPASS 
K. Kurek 
Proceedings of Science (diffraction 2006) Vol. 010 (2007) 010 
 
Search for odderon in the parity violating amplitudes` asymptotics 
L. Łukaszuk 
Proceedings of Science (diffraction 2006) Vol. 045 (2007)  
 
Description of structure and properties of superheavy nuclei 
A. Sobiczewski, K. Pomorski 
Prog. Part. Nucl. Phys. Vol. 58 No 1 (2007) p. 292 
 
Threshold  π- N  isospin violation 
T.E.O. Ericson, A.N. Ivanov, B. Loiseau, S. Wycech 
Prog. Theor. Phys. Vol. Suppl. 168 (2007) 470 
 
Role of non-axial deformations in the fission barriers of heaviest nuclei 
A. Sobiczewski 
Romanian Reports in Physics Vol. 59 (2007) 685 
 
Polska aparatura dla radioterapii 
M. Pawłowski 
Sprawy Nauki No 4/5 (2007) 10 
 
Renesans energetyki jądrowej i technologii nuklearnej w Europie 
M. Pawłowski 
Wokół energetyki Vol. 7 No 39 (2007) 18 
 
Deformation of multipolarity six at the saddle point of heaviest nuclei  
L. Shvedov, S.G. Rohoziński, M. Kowal, S. Belchikov, A. Sobiczewski 
Int. J. Mod. Phys. E (in press) 
 
Relative motion correction to fission barriers 
J. Skalski 
Int. J. Mod. Phys. E (in press) 
 
Saddle-point shapes of heavy and superheavy nuclei  
A. Sobiczewski, M. Kowal, L. Shvedov 
Int. J. Mod. Phys. E (in press) 
 
Saddle-point shell effects of heaviest nuclei 
M. Kowal, L. Shvedov, A. Sobiczewski 
Int. J. Mod. Phys. E (in press) 
 
Some forgotten features of the Bose-Einstein correlations 
G.A. Kozlov, O. Utyuzh, G. Wilk, Z. Włodarczyk 
Phys. Part. Nucl. (in press) 
 
Production of a pion in association with a high-Q2 dilepton pair in antiproton-proton annihilation at GSI-FAIR 
J.P. Lansberg, B. Pire, L. Szymanowski 
Phys. Rev. D (in press) 
 
Nonlinear waves, solitons chaos 
E. Infeld, G. Rowlands 
Moscow 
 
 

PARTICIPATION IN CONFERENCES AND WORKSHOPS 

Invited Talk 
 
Some forgotten features of the Bose-Einstein correlations 
G.A. Kozlov, O. Utyuzh, G. Wilk, Z. Włodarczyk 
International Workshop Relativistic Nuclear Physics: from Nuclotron to LHC energies (Bogolubov Inst. of Physics, Kiev, Ukraine, 
2007-06-18 - 2007-06-22) 
Phys. Part. Nucl. (in press) 
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How (not) to apply the Hirota bilinear method 
P. Goldstein 
4-th International Conference on Applied Mathematics and Computing (Plovdiv, Bulgaria, 2007-08-12 - 2007-08-18) 
 
The deuteron spin-dependent structure function g_1^d 
K. Kurek 
DIS 2007, 15th International Workshop (Munich, Germany, 2007-05-25 - 2007-05-29) 
 
On nuclear states of strange mesons 
S. Wycech 
Mazurian Lake Conference on Physics (Piaski, Poland, 2007-09-02 - 2007-07-07) 
 
Overview of microscopic-macroscopic models of atomic masses 
Z. Patyk 
Mazurian Lake Conference on Physics (Piaski, Poland, 2007-09-02 - 2007-07-07) 
 
Exclusive J/ψ and Υ hadroproduction as a probe of the QCD  
L. Szymanowski 
12th International Conference on Elastic and Diffractive Scattering: Forward Physics and QCD, (Hamburg, DESY, Germany, 
2007-05-21 - 2007-05-27) 
 
Polskie instytuty naukowe w dydaktyce młodzieży i nauczycieli 
G. Wrochna, M. Pawłowski 
Matematyka, fizyka i prestiż nauczyciela (Warsaw, Poland, 2007-03-22 - 2007-03-22) 
 
Hard exclusive processes with photons 
B. Pire, L. Szymanowski 
PHOTON 2007: International Conference on the Structure and Interactions of the Photon and the 17th International Workshop on 
High Energy Photon Linear Colliders (Paris, France, 2007-07-09 - 2007-07-13) 
 
Edukacja jądrowa z perspektywy IPJ 
M. Pawłowski 
Jaka energetyka? Jaka Polska? (Warsaw, Poland, 2007-08-27 - 2007-08-27) 
 
Probing transversity GPDs in photo and electroproduction of two vector 
B. Pire, L. Szymanowski 
PHOTON 2007: International Conference on the Structure and Interactions of the Photon and the 17th International Workshop on 
High Energy Photon Linear Colliders (Paris, France, 2007-07-09 - 2007-07-13) 
Organizers of the Conference No. (2007) 
 
Fizyka z butelki 
M. Pawłowski 
Pokazać-przekazać (Warsaw, Poland, 2007-10-04 - 2007-10-06) 
 
In search of the QCD odderon in exclusive J/ψ and Υ hadroproduction 
L. Szymanowski 
New Trends in High-Energy Physics (Yalta, Crimea, Ukraine, 2007-09-18 - 2007-09-22) 
 
Single quantum realization of a collision of two Bose-Einstein condensates 
M. Trippenbach, J. Chwedenczuk, P. Zin, K. Rzazewski 
Physics in Periodic Structures (Max Planck Institute, Dresden, Germany, 2007-03-18 - 2007-04-01) 
 
Propagation of a string across the cosmological singularity  
P. Małkiewicz, W. Piechocki 
13th International Symposium on Particles, Strings and Cosmology, PASCOS-07 (Imperial College London, London, England, 
2007-07-02 - 2007-07-07) 
AIP Conference Proceedings No.957 (2007) p. 429 
 
Transition of an extended object across the cosmological singularity  
P. Małkiewicz, W. Piechocki 
47 Cracow School of Theoretical Physics, New Developments in Astrophysics and Astroparticle Physics (Zakopane, Poland, 2007-
06-14 - 2007-06-22) 
Acta Phys. Pol. B Vol. 38 No 12 (2007) 3947 
 
Nature of cosmological singularity 
W. Piechocki 
Perspektywy Astrofizyki Cząstek (Cracow, Poland, 2007-10-15 - 2007-10-18) 
 
 
Oral Presentation 
 
Relative kinetic energy correction to fission barriers 
J. Skalski 
XIV Nuclear Physics Workshop "Maria & Pierre Curie" (Kazimierz Dolny, Poland, 2007-09-26 - 2007-09-30) 
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Cosmic rays from thermal sources 
Z. Włodarczyk, G. Wilk 
30th International Cosmic Ray Conference (Merida, Yucatan, Mexico , 2007-07-03 - 2007-07-11) 
Organizers - to be published as special issue and distributed mainly in electronic form No. (2007) 
 
Nuclear fission described by mean-field instantons 
J. Skalski 
First FIDIPRO-JSPS Workshop on Energy Density Functionals in Nuclei (Keurusselka, Jyvaskyla, Finland, 2007-10-25 - 2007-10-27) 
 
Generalized thermal model of the energy spectrum of Cosmic Rays 
G. Wilk, Z. Włodarczyk 
VIth Int. Workshop on New Worlds in Astroparticle Physics (Univ. of Algarve, Faro, Portugal, 2007-09-06 - 2007-09-08) 
Organizers of the workshop. Available only in the electronic form (via Internet and on DVD) No. (2007) 
 
Relative kinetic energy correction to fission barriers 
J. Skalski 
Fourth Inernational Conference on Fission and Properties of Neutron-Rich Nuclei (Sanibel Island, Florida, USA, 2007-11-11 - 
2007-11-17) 
 
Analysis of alpha-decay chains of superheavy nuclei 
A. Parkhomenko, A. Sobiczewski 
3rd Intern. Conf. on the Chemistry and Physics of the Transactinide Elements (Davos, Switzerland, 2007-09-23 - 2007-09-28) 
 
Edukacja i popularyzacja 
M. Pawłowski 
Sympozjum IPJ (Warsaw, Poland, 2007-06-26 - 2007-06-26) 
 
Tsallis distribution from minimally selected order statistics 
G. Wilk, Z. Włodarczyk 
Int. Conf. Complexity, Metastability and Nonextensivity (Dept. of Physics and Astronomy, Univ. of Catania, Catania, Italy, 2007-
07-01 - 2007-07-05) 
AIP Conf. Proc. Vol. 965 (2007) 76 
 
Pion excess in EOS for neutron and nuclear matter 
J. Rożynek 
XXX Masurian Lake Conference on Physics. (Piaski, Poland, 2007-09-02 - 2007-09-09) 
Acta Phys. Pol. B (in press) 
 
 
Poster 
 
Saddle - point shell effects of heaviest nuclei 
M. Kowal, L. Shvedov, A. Sobiczewski 
XIV Nuclear Physics Workshop (Kazimierz Dolny, Poland, 2007-09-26 - 2007-09-30) 
 
Deformations of multipolarity six at the saddle-point of heaviest nuclei 
L. Shvedov, S.G. Rohoziński, M. Kowal, S. Belchikov, A. Sobiczewski 
XIV Nuclear Physics Workshop (Kazimierz Dolny, Poland, 2007-09-26 - 2007-09-30) 
 
Example of the possible interpretationof  Tsallis entropy 
G. Wilk, Z. Włodarczyk 
Facets of Entropy Workshop (Niels Bohr Institute and Dept. of Math. Science, Univ. of Copenhagen, Denmark, 2007-10-24 - 2007-
10-26) 
Entropy (2008)  
 
Single quantum realization of a collision of two Bose-Einstein condensates 
M. Trippenbach, J. Chwedeńczuk, P. Ziń, K. Rzazewski 
FRISNO 2007 (Les Houches, France, 2007-02-12 - 2007-02-16) 
 
Nonextensivity in the spectrum of cosmic rays: a possible physical explanation 
G. Wilk, Z. Włodarczyk 
Int. Conf. Complexity, Metastability and Nonextensivity (Dept. of Physics and Astronomy, Univ. of Catania, Catania, Italy, 2007-
07-01 - 2007-07-05) 
AIP Conf. Proc. Vol. 965 (2007) 273 
 
Σ-nucleus potential studied with the (π-,K+) reaction 
J. Dąbrowski, J. Rożynek 
XXX Mazurian Lakes Conference on Physics (Piaski, Poland, 2007-09-02 - 2007-09-09) 
 
 

LECTURES, COURSES AND EXTERNAL SEMINARS 

Proposition of numerical symmetrization of state of identical particlesb) 
G. Wilk 
Warsaw, Poland, Institute of Theoretical Physics, University of Warsaw, 2007-01-22 
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A model of the cosmological singularity b) 
W. Piechocki 
Warsaw, Poland, Institute of Theoretical Physics, Faculty of Physics, University of Warsaw, 2007-05-08 
 
Electron capture in H- and He-like ionsa) 
Z. Patyk 
Warsaw, Poland, University of Warsaw, Physics Faculty, 2007-05-16 
 
K-clusters 2007a) 
S. Wycech 
Warsaw, Poland, University of Warsaw, 2007-05-18 
 
String theory and early universe cosmologya) 
M. Spaliński 
Warsaw, Poland, The Andrzej Soltan Institute for Nuclear Studies, 2007-06-26 
 
Critical transition in a attractive Bose-Einstein condensatea) 
P. Ziń 
Warsaw, Poland, Institute of Experimental Physics, University of Warsaw, 2007-11-15 
 
Fluctuations, correlations and nonextensivityb) 
G. Wilk 
Santiago de Compostela, Department of Physics, High Energy Group, University of Santiago de Compostela, Spain, 2007-03-09 
 
Some remarks on fluctuations, correlations and nonextensivityb) 
G. Wilk 
Faro, Portugal, 9th Meeting on Percolation and Saturation in Heavy Ion Collisions and Cosmic Ray physics, organized jointly by 
University of Santiago de Compostela (Spain) and Universities in Lisbon and Faro (Portugal), 2007-09-05 
 
a) in Polish 
b) in English 
 
 

INTERNAL SEMINARS 

Inflation in string theorya) 
M. Spaliński 
Warsaw, Poland, The Andrzej Sołtan Institute for Nuclear Studies, 2007-05-08 
 
Theory and phenomenology- low energya) 
Z. Patyk 
Warsaw, Poland, The Andrzej Sołtan Institute for Nuclear Studies, 2007-06-26 
 
Alpha decay half-lives for neutral atoms and bare nucleib) 
Z. Patyk 
Darmstadt, Germany, GSI, 2007-07-25 
 
Orbital electron capture in H- and He-like ionsb) 
Z. Patyk 
Darmstadt, Germany, GSI, 2007-08-01 
 
a) in Polish 
b) in English 
 
 

DIDACTIC ACTIVITY 

J. Dąbrowski - Co-organizer of the IPJ/UW seminar on Theory of Atomic Nuclei 
 
W. Piechocki - Supervision of a PhD (P.Dzierżak)  
 
W. Piechocki - Supervision of a PhD thesis (P.Małkiewicz) 
 
A. Sobiczewski - Supervision of a PhD thesis (O.Parkhomenko) 
 
 

PARTICIPATION IN SCIENTIFIC COUNCILS, ASSOCIATIONS AND ORGANIZING 
COMMITTEES 

J. Dąbrowski 
Fellow of the American Physical Society 
Member of the International Editorial Council of Acta Physica Polonica B  
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P. Goldstein 
Member of the American Mathematical Society 
Member of the Polish Physical Society 
Member of the Editorial Board of DELTA 
 
E. Infeld 
Fellow of the Institute of Physics, London, UK 
Member of the Editorial Board of Journal of Plasma Physics, Cambridge Univ. Press 
Member of the Editorial Board of Journal of Technical Physics Institute of Fundamental Technical Research, Polish Academy of 
Sciences 
Editor of the Andrzej Sołtan Institute for Nuclear Studies Publications 
 
M. Pawłowski 
Member of Organizing Committee on Symposium IPJ in Warsaw, Poland 
 
W. Piechocki 
Session chairman on The First Quantum Geometry and Quantum Gravity School in Zakopane, Poland 
 
A. Sobiczewski 
Corresponding Member of the Polish Academy of Sciences 
Corresponding Member of Polish Academy of Learning 
Honorary editor of "Postępy Fizyki" (Advances in Physics)  
Member of the Scientific Council of the Andrzej Sołtan Institute for Nuclear Studies 
Member of the Scientific Council of the Heavy Ion Laboratory of Warsaw University 
 
M. Spaliński 
Member of the Editorial Board, International Journal of Modern Physics A 
 
M. Trippenbach 
Fellow of the Institute of Physics, London, UK 
 
L. Łukaszuk 
Deputy chairman of the Scientific Council of the Andrzej Sołtan Institute for Nuclear Studies, Head of doctoral commission 
Member of the Scientific Council of the Institute of Theoretical Physics, Warsaw University 

 
 
 
 

PERSONNEL 

Research scientists 
 
Ewa Czuchry, Dr. 
Janusz Dąbrowski, Professor 2/5* 
Piotr Goldstein, Dr. 
Eryk Infeld, Professor 
Michał Kowal, Dr. 
Krzysztof Kurek, Dr. 
Leszek Łukaszuk, Professor   † 
Oleksandr Parkhomenko, MSc. 1/4* 
Zygmunt Patyk, Assoc. Prof. 
Marek Pawłowski, Dr. 
Włodzimierz Piechocki, Assoc.Prof. 
Jacek Rożynek, Dr. 

Andrzej Senatorski, Dr. 1/2* 
Janusz Skalski, Assoc.Prof. 
Andrzej Skorupski, Dr. 1/2* 
Robert Smolańczuk, Dr. 
Adam Sobiczewski, Professor 
Michał Spaliński, Assoc.Prof. 
Piotr Sułkowski, Dr. 
Lech Szymanowski, Assoc.Prof. 
Marek Trippenbach, Assoc.Prof. 1/5* 
Grzegorz Wilk, Professor 
Sławomir Wycech, Professor 
Paweł Ziń, Dr. 

 
PhD students 
Piotr Dzierżak, MSc. 
Przemysław Małkiewicz, MSc. 
Viet Hung, MSc. 
 
Technical and administrative staff 
Anna Sidor 3/4* from 1 Dec. 
 
 
* part-time employee 
 
† deceased July 12 
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9 DEPARTMENT OF MATERIAL STUDIES 
 
 

Head of  Department: Assoc. Prof. Zbigniew Werner 
phone: (22) 718-05-45 
e-mail: wernerz@ipj.gov.pl 

 
 
Overview 

The technology of modifying surfaces of practical-use materials by means of continuous and pulsed energy 
and particle beams has been intensely studied for more than 20 years. In some fields it is presently utilized on a 
wide scale in industry. Continuous or pulsed ion and plasma beams play a significant role among various 
approaches used in this area. The research carried by Department P-IX is centered around the use of two own ion 
implantation machines (ion implanters) of different kind and several world-wide unique sources of high-intensity 
intense plasma pulses, utilized jointly with Department P-V. The Department cooperates closely with 
Forschungszentrum Rossendorf (FZR, Dresden, Germany) in the field of ion-beam-based analytical techniques 
and the use of unique ion implantation facilities. The main objectives of the Department are:  
• search for new ways of modifying surface properties of solid materials by means of continuous or pulsed 

ion and plasma beams and  
• implementation of ion implantation technique in national industries as a method of improving the lifetime 

of machine parts and tools utilized in industry.  
In 2007 these objectives were being accomplished in many ways, particularly by research on:  

 ion implantation/plasma treatment of ceramics aimed at improving their wettability in ceramic-metal joints 
 formation of superconducting MgB2 phases 
 electrical conductivity in metallic nano-layers produced in oxide insulators (Al2O3) by ion implantation 

The research was conducted in cooperation with Department P-V of IPJ, Institute of Nuclear Chemistry and 
Technology (Warsaw), Warsaw University of Technology, Institute of Technology of Materials for Electronics 
(Warsaw), Institute of Molecular Physics Polish Academy of Sciences (Poznan), Forschungszentrum Rossendorf 
FZR (Dresden, Germany), as well as with some industrial companies. 

 
 

 Assoc. Prof. Zbigniew Werner 
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9.1 Optimization of the Process to Produce Superconducting Regions in MgB2 
by J.Piekoszewski [IV.1] 

 
Potential applications of magnesium diboride 

(MgB2) have already been thoroughly discussed in the 
literature since 2001, when some relatively high Tc 
superconductivity critical temperatures of the 
compound – both bulk and thin layers – were 
demonstrated. 

Our team has also demonstrated thin 
superconducting MgB2 layers produced by means of a 
two-stage process: (i) implantation of B ions into 
polycrystalline Mg substrates or vice versa, then (ii) 
melting the resulting structure with intense argon or 
hydrogen plasma pulses. Current-year research was 
focused on developing methods to broaden the region 
in which Mg/B atom concentration is close to the 
MgB2 1:2 stoichiometry. To this end we implanted 
ions at several different energies and fluences. The 
parameters have been optimized using SRIM (implan-
ted ion depth profiles) and ETLIT (thermal evolution 
during melting) computer programs. Optimization 
goal was to get a possibly wide 1:2 Mg:B atomic 
concentration distribution using a predetermined 
number of treatment steps and preserving 
concentration fluctuations (magnitude of deviations 
from a plateau) below a predetermined level. Three-
step B into Mg approach was mostly explored. The 
highest B ion energies ranged from 80 to 150 keV, the 
lowest from 40 to 70 keV. Energy density of the 
hydrogen plasma pulses was within the range 1.5-
4.0 J/cm2. The produced atom profiles were analyzed 
using RBS (Rutheford Back Scattering), sample 
structure – using GXRD (gliding angle X-ray 
diffraction), sample superconductivity – using 
MMMA (magnetically modulated microwave 
absorption) and resistance vs. temperature 
measurements conducted down to 4.2 K.  

Atom profiles deduced from experimentally taken 
RBS spectra agreed fairly well with the calculated 
profiles. Superconductivity measurements showed that 
the superconductivity temperature onset Tc

onset shifted 
from about 13 K (typical value for single-energy 
treatment) up to 22-28 K for multi-energy treatment. 
For the Mg-into-B-implantation case the temperature 
shifted from 33.3 K to 36.5 K. 

The obtained results may be summarized as 
follows:  

(i) Width of the region in which Mg/B atom 
concentration is close to the MgB2 1:2 
stoichiometry was successfully increased. 

(ii) The highest demonstrated Tc
onset temperatures 

increased 

(iii) However, the multi-energy approach produced 
also the following unwanted result: the Tc 
transition region widened. 

(iv) Conventional annealing produced a larger fraction 
of superconducting regions within the treated 
samples i.e. larger values of diamagnetic 
magnetization than plasma pulse annealing. 

 
Fig. 1 Simulated (top) and deduced from experimentally taken 
RBS spectra (middle & bottom) depth profiles of B implanted into 
Mg. Three-step treatment. Middle: as-implanted. Bottom: after 
pulse annealing at 2.5 J/cm2 energy density. 
 

Conclusions: 
It would be beneficial to use thin B layers 

deposited on some suitable structural substrates rather 
than bulk Boron material as targets within the Mg into 
B implantation treatment. 

One should use more than 3 energy/fluence steps 
and increase the highest implantation energy in multi-
energy treatments in order to reduce magnitude of 
deviations from concentration plateau. 

This work was financed within the funds of 
Ministry of Education and Science of Poland for 
scientific projects in the period 2005-2007 under 
contract No 1195/T08C/2005/29. 
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9.2 Titanium Plasma Pulse Treatment of Carbon and Silicon Carbide Surfaces to 
Improve their Wettability by Liquid Copper 
by M.Barlak, J.Piekoszewski, Z.Werner, J.Stanisławski, E.Składnik-Sadowska, K.Borkowska, 
M.Miskiewicz1), A.Kolitsch2), R.Grötzschel2), W.Starosta3), B.Sartowska3), J.Kierzek3), W.Szymczyk  
 [IV.1] 

 
The technology of intense plasma pulses was 

applied to modify surfaces of carbon and carbide 
ceramic materials in order to improve their wettability 
by liquid copper. Pyrolytic carbon (Cp), glassy carbon 
(Cg), carbon-carbon composite (C/C) and silicon 
carbide (SiC) materials were investigated. Titanium 
ions were used to modify the surfaces according to the 
3 following treatments: 

1) 50 Ti mono 50 plasma pulses of energy 7 J/cm2 
each 

2) 50 Ti multi 5+10+15+20 plasma pulses of 
energy 7/5/3/1 J/cm2, respectively (total 50 pulses) 

3) 200 Ti multi 20+40+60+80 plasma pulses of 
energy 7/5/3/1 J/cm2, respectively (total 200 pulses). 

Modification experiments were conducted using 
IBIS rod injector operated in the IPJ P5 Department, 
wettability tests – in Institute of Electronic Materials 
Technology in Warsaw, EDX, GXRD, SEM and 
microprobe characterization – in Institute of Nuclear 
Chemistry and Technology in Warsaw, AES 
characterization – in Institute of Physical Chemistry in 
Warsaw, RBS measurements – in FZR Rossendorf, 
Dresden, Germany. 

Summary of wettability test results: 
Conclusions: 

1) a single-step method to produce good wettability 
of carbon and silicon carbide surfaces by liquid 
copper has been successfully developed 

2) the proposed unique method to improve 
wettability in the Cu-C and Cu-SiC systems is a 
global novelty  in surface engineering (more 
specifically in the field of joining metals with 
ceramics), originally developed in Poland  

3) the achieved results may be readily utilized by 
other research teams (e.g. from the Warsaw 
University of Technology) that work e.g. on 
composite materials. 

The subject and the obtained results were 
presented at a poster session at SMMIB 07 (15th Int. 
Conf. on Surface Modification of Materials by Ion 
Beams, October 2007, Mumbai, India). They are 
expected to significantly contribute to the qualifying 
procedure of the project leader as assistant professor. 
Besides, they might help to win the UE funding in the 
field of material research (e.g. EFDA). 

This work was financed within the funds of 
Ministry of Education and Science of Poland for 
scientific projects in the period 2005-2007 under 
contract No 3T08C 011 29. 
 
1) Warsaw University of Technology, Poland 
2) Forschungszentrum Rossendorf, Dresden, 

Germany 
3) Institute of Nuclear Chemistry and Technology, 

Warsaw, Poland 
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9.3 Modeling of Accumulation of Radiation Defects in Crystals 
by J.Jagielski [IV.1] 

 
Processes of generation and accumulation of 

radiation defects  in materials bombarded by energetic 
ions belong to the most important ones dealt with in 
any research on applications of ion beams. Typical 
approach to analysis of the problem is to measure (by 
means of any applicable quantitative method) the 
number of accumulated defects vs. radiation dose and 
to interpret these results on the basis of one of several 
existing defect accumulation models. However, all the 
existing theoretical models become unreliable when 
the defects accumulate within some multi-stage 
process. All the models – from the developed in the 
‘70-ties Gibbons’ model through the developed in 
2004 Weber’s one – assume that accumulation of the 
defects is ruled by some continuous process and they 
are unable to correctly treat multi-stage processes. 

During recent years we developed a new model of 
multi-stage defect accumulation: MSDA. No 
assumption on continuity of the process of 
accumulation of defects was built into the model. 
Example of application of the model to fit 
experimental data on transformation of MAS and YSZ 
crystals into amorphous phase is shown in Fig. 1.  

Last year our research was concentrated on 
experimental verification of the model, in particular 
on analysis of the degree to which accumulation of 
defects depends on mesoscopic and macroscopic 
parameters.  

 
Fig. 1 Kinetics of transformation of MAS and YSZ crystals into 
amorphous phase. Solid line: fit to the MSDA model predictions. 

 
The observed dependency of critical doses 

(thresholds at which defects start to accumulate 
abruptly) on sample thickness clearly indicate that de-
stabilization of the original material structure must be 
the crucial parameter that governs structural 
transformations induced by accumulation of defects.  

We have compared the existing models with the 
new MSDA model, as well as the continuous defect 
accumulation mechanism approach with the 
discontinuous mechanism approach. 
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10 DEPARTMENT OF ACCELERATOR PHYSICS AND 

TECHNOLOGY 
 
 

Head of Department: Dr. Eng. Eugeniusz Pławski  
phone: (22) 718-05-40 
e-mail: plawski@ipj.gov.pl 

 
Overview 
 

In 2007 we covered the following subjects: 
• miniaturization of electron linear accelerating structures, 
• calculations, construction and measurements of a proton accelerating structure operated at high RF 

frequency, 
• study of the photon and electron spectra of photon beams using BEAMnrc Monte Carlo codes, 
• preparatory works for participation in the international X-FEL project, 
• preparing a Proposal for the Polish Hadron Therapy Project; participation in meetings of the Consortium for 

the National Center of Hadron Therapy, 
• development and exploitation of experimental set-ups in Department P-10 (3 electron linacs, TiN deposition 

unit, triode electron gun measuring stand). 
The aim of electron accelerating structures is the search for electron accelerator miniaturization, especially 

for IORT accelerators. At higher frequencies, much higher accelerating fields can be applied and as the 
wavelength becomes shorter, the overall size of the structure and various components become smaller. Two RF 
frequency regions are investigated, the C-band region covering 4 to 8 GHz and X-band covering 8 to 12 GHz. 

In 2006, the main physical parameters of 5720 MHz SW side coupled structures were studied, as well as the 
availability of necessary microwave high power equipment. In 2007, further optimization of the accelerating 
structure was approached, the beam dynamics calculated and mechanical design of a prototype prepared. 

The prototype of a compact proton linac is under study and construction in ENEA-Frascati as an alternative 
to a cyclotron or synchrotron offered by specialized industries. Generally, linacs are characterized by the ease of 
beam extraction, and very good beam quality and simple energy changes. Compactness is achieved by very high 
operating RF frequency of 3 GHz. As a continuation of previous work, all manufacturing tests were finished and 
the documentation of subsection 2 was closed. In July 2007, the structure subsection 2 was completed and passed 
vacuum tests. The RF measurements (modes distribution, field distribution at the working π/2 mode) and 
mechanical corrections in order to reach designed field distributions are under way. 

Monte Carlo simulations using the BEAMnrc/EGSnrc were continued to evaluate the range of heavy ions in 
tissue (position of Bragg peak) for hadron therapy. The range of ions in a tissue depends on the electron density 
of the tissue, which can only be measured with reasonable spatial resolution using X ray computer tomography 
(CT). However, the value of CT-numbers depends on the parameters used during the measurements. The effect 
of measurement parameters on CT- numbers was studied using MC simulations. 

The TiN coating vacuum stand designed and made in our Department is still used for deposition of Nitride 
Titanium on various elements of RF high power vacuum systems. For the LAMINA enterprise, the vacuum parts 
of WR 284 waveguides as well as 3 GHz magnetron spherical high power vacuum windows were treated. 
Several coaxial RF HP vacuum windows were also treated for Accel Instruments GmbH (DE). 

The upgrading of superconducting parameters of niobium layers obtained by vacuum arc deposition was 
carried out at Roma Tor Vergata University. A series of Nb coatings on saphire samples have been performed 
showing some improvement. 

Also, in the international collaboration on the X-FEL project for realisation in 2008-2014, the 
superconducting electron 20 GeV linac is under development. It will contain 808 superconducting 1.3 GHz 
cavities grouped in 8 cavity cryogenic modules. The work on the linac accelerator is divided into 11 packages to 
be carried out by groups of expert-designers. It was agreed that INS will take responsibility for the realization of 
HOM (Higher Order Modes) damping and absorbing system. 

 
Dr. Eugeniusz Pławski 
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10.1 Compact Electron Accelerating Structures for Medical Application 
by E.Pławski, J.Bigolas, K.Kosiński, S.Kuliński, A.Kucharczyk, M.Wojciechowski [V.1] 

 
Most medical and industrial linear electron 

accelerators make use of RF accelerating structures 
traditionally operated in S-band frequency region. 
Typical are 2.856 GHz (so called SLAC frequency) 
and 2.9985 GHz ( European frequency). 

The use of much higher frequencies for RF 
accelerating structures has evident advantages. 

The dominant factor is the reduction of transverse 
dimensions. The accelerating RF section becomes 
lighter and the supporting frame may be made mobile; 
this is the basic requirement for a medical IORT 
accelerator. Theoretically, the shunt impedance and 
maximum permissible electric field strength increase 
with the rate of f1/2. Thus, at much shorter length, the 
RF accelerating section can deliver the beam of 
desired energy. The shortcomings are a tighter 
mechanical tolerance, higher RF power density 
(requirement for efficient cooling) and availability of 
non-expensive microwave high power sources. Bur 
the fore mentioned advantages prevail. 

Two frequency bands C-band and X-band are 
actually considered for compact structures. In our 
actual study we consider 5.75 GHz in C-band. For that 
frequency the microwave high power sources and 
auxiliary equipment are available on the market. 

 
Fig. 1 F= 5.75GHz π/2 mode in SCL triplet. 

 
Fig. 2 Auto-CAD drawing of accelerating and coupling half 
cavities. 
 

Side coupled linac (SCL) structures working on 
5.75 GHz (Fig.1 and Fig.2) were studied in the P-10 
Department. The basic RF parameters were optimized 
using SUPERFISH codes and were fixed as shown in 
Table1. The calculated axial field distribution of 11 
cell structure (Fig. 3) was used to simulate the energy 
gain and distribution shown in histogram Fig 4. For 
that last purpose the codes developed in P-10 Dpt. 
were used. 
Table 1 

Frequency 
Transit-time factor 
E0T 
Power dissipation 
Q=8641.3 Shunt impedance 
Rs*Q=170.878 Ohm  Z*T*T 
r/Q=114.6 Ohm Wake loss param.
Av. B on outer wall 
Maximum E 
 

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

5744.99888 MHz 
0.7774537 
16,0 MV/m 
43.6798 kW 
126.053 MOhm/m 
76.191 MOhm/m 
1.03437 V/pC 
35338A/m, 1.23469 kW/cm2 
28.2105 MV/m, 0.446066 
Kilp. 
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Fig. 3 Axial field in 11 cell 5,75 GHz structure. 
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11 cells f= 5750.0 MHz linac
  Eo=   .0366MeV
  RF field amplitude= 37.00MV/m
  Bunch Beam current= .100 A
  Initial beam radius =    .30 mm
  dr/dz=  48.39 mrad
  Length of structure= 0.2729 m
  Wall RF power  = 1.05 MW

 
Fig. 4 Calculated energy spectrum of 5.75GHz structure. 
 
 
[1] J.Bigolas, W.Drabik, E.Pławski, A.Wysocka-

Rabin, A Radiographic Facility at Institute for 
Nuclear Studies (IPJ) Świerk, Poland, Nukleonika 
Vol. 51 No 2 (2006) pp. 131-135, P72 
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10.2 The SCDTL Proton Accelerating 3 GHz Structure for TOP LINAC/ENEA Hadron 
Therapy Facility 
by E.Pławski, S.Kuliński, A.Kucharczyk, M.Wojciechowski, L.Picardi1), C.Ronsivalle1) [V.2] 

 
The TOP LINAC, an innovative compact 

accelerator for proton therapy in the energy range 65-
200 MeV is now under construction at ENEA in 
Frascati. The facility is to be installed in the main 
Oncologycal Hospital in Rome, Instituto Regina 
Elena. 

The accelerator is composed of a 7 MeV injector, a 
first 65 MeV 3 GHz linac booster of SCDTL type and 
second 200 MeV 3 GHz linac booster which is graded 
β, side coupled (SCL) structure. The facility will be 
equipped with various beam lines to the application 
rooms [1]. 

In the framework of the collaboration between 
ENEA-Frascati and IPJ-Świerk, the Accelerator 
Physics and Techniques Department is responsible for 
development, construction, manufacturing and RF 
tuning of SCDTL (Side Coupled Drift Tube Linac) 
section accelerating protons from 7 MeV up to 
17MeV. The section is composed of 3 subsection 
containing 5 modules each. One module contains 5 
drift tubes plus a coupling cavity. As a low-β linac 
each module has different longitudinal dimensions. 
The required accuracy in machining and completion of 
a structure should be better than 0.02 mm. 

As a continuation of 2006, all manufacturing tests 
were finished and the documentation of subsection 2 
was closed. In July 2007 the structure subsection 2 
was completed and passed vacuum tests. 

 
Fig. 1 Subsection 2 on the RF test stand. 

 

The subsection was tested on the RF 
measurements stand completed in our department, 

with a PC-controlled vector network analyzer (VNA) 
and perturbation test set (see Fig.1). 

Although frequency spectrum measurement is 
typical mode of VNA work, a perturbation test set 
allows measuring of the electric (i.e. accelerating) 
field distribution along the structure, using the fact 
that a perturbing object inserted into the RF field area 
changes the resonant frequency (also phase of 
transmitted signal) of a resonator [2]. 

During the test we obtained information about the 
frequency spectrum and electric field distribution 
along the structure. For the structure “out of a box” 
the frequency spectrum and field distribution were not 
sufficient, and tuning procedures were necessary. 
After some attempts of tuning, spectrum (Fig 2) and 
field distribution (Fig 3) were closer to desired values: 
the resonant frequency of the pi/2 mode equal to 
2997.8 MHz, and flat electric field distribution. 
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Fig. 2 Field measurements: frequency spectrum. 
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Fig. 3 Field measurements: perturbation results. 
 
[1] L.Picardi et al., Progetto del TOP Linac, ENEA 

Rep. RT/INN/97/17 
[2] L.C.Maier, Jr. and J.C.Slater: Field Strength 

Measurements in Resonant Cavities, Journal of 
Applied Physics, Jan. 1952 

 

1) ENEA Frascati, Italy 
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10.3 The Effect of X-ray Voltage, Phantom Size and Material on CT-numbers and 
Range Calculation in Carbon Ion Therapy – a Monte Carlo Study 
by A.Wysocka-Rabin, S.Qamhiyeh1), O.Jäkel1) [V.2] 

 
Heavy ions deposit most of their energy in a 

narrow region near the end of their range (Bragg 
peak). The range of ions in tissue depends on the 
electron density of the tissue, which can only be 
measured with reasonable spatial resolution using 
X-ray computed tomography (CT). Thus, it is 
important to have accurate CT-data [1]. However, the 
value of CT-numbers depends on the parameters used 
during the measurements. In this work, the effect of 
measurement parameters of CT-numbers is studied 
using Monte Carlo simulations.  

An approach used here to simulate HU takes into 
consideration the geometry, composition, and physical 
process behind the measurement of HU values [2]. 
The approach involves Monte Carlo simulations 
(BEAMnrc/EGSnrc code) followed by a simple 
filtered back-projection reconstruction. The whole 
procedure starts from X-ray tube simulation, is 
continued through CT and phantom inserts and 
finishes on the image, from which CT-numbers in 
Hounsfield Units (HU) are read. 

This approach was developed for a Siemens 
Emotion CT with a DURA352 X-ray tube. Simulated 
versus measured CT-numbers are presented in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1 Simulated versus measured CT-numbers. 

 
Fig. 2 Change in CT-numbers per voltage setting. 

Deviations of CT-numbers due to the voltage 
settings of the X-ray tube (Fig. 2), the composition of 
the substitutes, the material of the phantom which is 
used for CT measurements and its diameter were 
investigated (Fig. 3 and Fig. 4).  

 
Fig. 3 Change in CT-numbers per electron density of the phantom 
material. 

 
Fig 4 Change in CT-numbers per phantom diameter setting. 
 

The deviations in CT-numbers were translated into 
range uncertainties too. 
 
[1] O.Jäkel, C.Jacob, D.Schardt, C.P.Karger. 

G.H.Hartmann, “Relation between carbon ion 
ranges and X-ray CT numbers”, Med. Phys. 28(4) 
2001, 701-703  

[2] A.Wysocka-Rabin, S.Qamhiyeh, O.Jäkel, 
“A study of the effect of HU uncertainty on 
calculated Carbon range in heavy ion therapy”, 
SINS Report 2006, p.72 

 
1) Medizinische Physik, DKFZ, Heidelberg, Im 

Neuenheimer Feld 280, D-69120 Heidelberg, 
Germany 
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10.4 Stand of Linear Electron Accelerator Mevatron KD-2 (21MeV) and 6 MeV 
Radiographic Facility 
by J.Bigolas, W.Drabik, K.Kosiński, M.Wojciechowski, J.Bogowicz, A.Łubian [V.3] 

 
The linear electron accelerator Mevatron KD-21, 

21 MeV after almost 10 years of operation in a 
hospital was transferred to ISN where it was 
assembled and started operation in Department P10. 

The accelerator can be operated in electron or 
X-ray mode depending on the demands of potential 
users.  

A prolonged control measurements of the dose rate 
with the use of IONEX probe show excellent stability 
and repeatability. An easy and simple control system 
makes this accelerator an effective experimental tool. 

It is planned that in 2008 the accelerator will be 
used in the realization of “Detectors and Accelerators” 
program as a tool for investigation of new detectors. 
There is also a plan to study F18 radionuclide 
production from the nuclear reaction (γ,n) on natural 
fluorinum.  

The basic parameters and components of this 
accelerator are as follow: 
• Accelerating structure: side coupled, standing 

wave operated on 2998.5 MHz (the structure was 
replaced by a new one in 2002) 

• High power klystron 6 MW  
• Klystron HV pulse modulator 
• Water cooling system in closed loops. Both 

primary and secondary circuits work in closed 
loops.  

• Control system based on special software. 
• Injector: triode gun with special independent gun 

current modulator: 
- 4-6 µsec current pulse maximum 1.5A 
- high voltage level (-11kV to -12kV) 

• Achromatic deviation 270 degree  
• e/X converter- external W target 
• Electron beam energies:6,9,12,15,18,21 MeV. 
• Dose rate is specified between 200-300 R/min 
• X-ray energy two values 6 and 15 MeV. 

 
Fig. 1 An accelerator mounted on stand in experimental hall. 

 
Fig. 2 A machine ready to work. 
 

6 MeV Radiographic Facility 
The electron linear accelerator built in the 

Accelerator Physics and Technology Department at 
SINS was adapted to radiographic examination by 
means of an X-ray beam. In 2005 the radiographic 
facility received the Polish Energy Agency permission 
for use in scientific research and other applications. 
 

Basic parameters of the facility: 
Elektron output energy 4,5 – 6,5 MeV (controlled) 
Elektron beam current 0 – 80 mA (pulse mode) 
Repetition frequency 100 Hz 
Pulse duration 4 usek 
Dose rate of X–ray beam 350 R/min/m 
Flaw detectability (for Fe) 0,4mm/100mm 

 
Detection of defects in machine parts such as 

cracks, undesirable inclusions and voids by means of a 
6 MeV electron accelerator  is most effective for steel 
thickness in the range of 10-500 mm. 

Investigations carried out in the Accelerator 
Physics and Technology Department involved small 
elements made of steel, ceramics and wood as well as 
parts of whole accelerating structures (Fig. 3). 
 

 
Fig.3 Radiogram of SC accelerating structure. 
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10.5 Status of the Evaporation TiN Anti-multipactor Coating Devices in 2007 
by J.Lorkiewicz , E.Pławski, H.Wojnarowski, A.Łubian [V.4] 

 
The TiN coating device at IPJ has been used for 

creating anti-emission thin films on RF power 
elements mainly for high-energy superconducting 
accelerators since 2004. It is based on titanium 
sublimation in a reactive atmosphere of dry ammonia. 
A more detailed description of the system is given in 
[1]. In 2007, apart from TiN coating of various RF 
coupler components it was also applied to form anti-
multipactor coatings on the inner surfaces of 
magnetron elements.  

Eight coaxial “Soleil” coupler windows of 40mm 
external diameter were TiN coated as a commercial 
service for ACCEL Instruments GmbH (Bergisch 
Gladbach, Germany). The coating operation was 
proceeded by exposure calculations and preliminary 
coatings on a 1:1 model. Titanium was released from a 
loop of 1mm diam. titanium wire precisely positioned 
between the inner and outer electrodes, 15mm off a 
window ceramic disc. Stainless-steel shields have 
been installed to protect the non-coated surfaces. A 6–
7 nm thick surface layer was reached after 1min. 
sublimation at a continuous ammonia flow while the 
titanium wire was heated up to 1520oC by a 16A dc 
current.  

Six magnetron components for Lamina Semi-
conductors Int. Ltd. (Piaseczno, Poland) were subjects 
to similar treatment in order to eliminate multipacting 
problems. The coated elements included: 
1) two waveguide alumina windows 
2) two copper RF transition elements 
and 
3) two semispherical alumina elements (Fig. 1). 
 

 
Fig. 1 TiN coated magnetron alumina component. 

Pos. 1) and 2) were treated in a “standard” way 
using properly shaped and positioned titanium 
filaments formed as a horizontal loop (catenary) and a 
vertical titanium wire, respectively. The semispherical 
component, in turn, was deposited from a specially 
shaped vertical wire loop (Fig. 1) protected from 
thermal strain.  

A new large TiN coating device at DESY-
Hamburg has been used to coat 23 cm diam. ceramic 
discs in four pill-box type wave-guide windows 
destined for RF couplers of a photoelectron source 
system manufactured and tested at DESY-Zeuthen. A 
specially designed sublimation setup was applied in 
this case (Fig. 2). The exposure calculations took into 
account the RF field distribution inside the pill-box 
and the potential sites of multipacting [2]. 

The above sublimation setup and the new device 
for RF components coating was designed by the first 
author while at DESY (1999-2003) [3]. Two such 
coating stands were put into operation in 2007: at 
DESY and at ACCEL Instruments. In parallel, our 
coating procedure has also been replicated  at CPI to 
support the manufacturing of more than 100 couplers, 
mostly for the International Linear Collider (ILC) [4]. 

 
Fig. 2 Pill-box wave-guide window (on the right) and a specially 
designed sublimation setup. 
 
 
[1] J.Lorkiewicz, J.Kula, S.Pszona, J.Sobczak and 

A.Biliński, “Sublimation TiN Coating of RF 
Power Components”, Int. Conf. on Research and 
Application of Plasmas, Plasma 2007, 
(Greifswald, Germany, October 16-19, 2007), to 
be printed in AIP CP 

[2] J.Lorkiewicz et al, TESLA Report 2004-02, 
DESY (2004) 

[3] J.Lorkiewicz et al., Annual Report 2003, p.154 
[4] T.Treado, S.Einarson, “Power Couplers for the 

ILC”, Proceedings of PAC07 (Albuquerque, New 
Mexico, USA), Paper THIBKI02 
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10.6 Works in INFN-Roma Tor Vergata: Generation of Nb Superconducting Layers 
by J.Lorkiewicz, D.Digiovenale1), R.Russo2), S.Tazzari1), M.J.Sadowski, L.Catani3), A.Cianchi3) [V.1] 

 
In 2007 upgrading of superconducting parameters 

of niobium layers obtained by vacuum arc deposition 
was carried out at Roma Tor Vergata University by 
using negative pulsed bias of a coated substrate [1]. A 
series of Nb coatings on sapphire samples have been 
performed in a planar vacuum arc device at both 
constant and pulsed negative substrate bias. The 
pulsed bias was reached by using a dc power supply 
connected in series with a keying module (designed 
and delivered by the Dept. of Plasma Physics and 
Technology, SINS) controlled by a pulse generator. 
Constant bias voltage was varied between ~40V and 
~80V respectively to the grounded anode of the arc 
system. Pulsed bias with ~60V amplitude was applied 
at pulse frequencies of 1 kHz, 10 kHz, 40 kHz and 
100 kHz and duty factor values of 10%, 30% and 
50%. The layers generated were tested for RRR. The 
samples coated at dc bias showed RRR values not 
larger than 50. The RRR for the samples treated with 
pulsed bias exhibited up to RRR=80 at pulse 
frequencies 1 or 10 kHz and duty cycle of 30%. The 
same pulse parameters were responsible for an 
increased deposition rate which was up to 900 
nm/min, while the layer growth rate at dc bias ranged 
from 300 to 500 nm/min. 

Microstructures of some of the deposited layers 
were studied using scanning electron microscope 
(SEM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD). SEM 
micrographs of selected layers obtained at low 
pressure of residual gas (below 5·10-7mbar) and high 
substrate temperature (ca 150o C) showed large 
(1-5 µm), randomly oriented grains (Fig. 1) with very 
low concentration of impurities and defects. Their 
average size grew with layer thickness. XRD tests 
revealed that niobium lattice parameter in the layer 
(0.3304 nm) is very close to that of bulk Nb (0.3303-
0.3306 nm). 

 
Fig. 1 SEM micrograph of a 10µm thick Nb layer  reached by 
using pulsed substrate biasing. Grain size up to 5 µm. 
 

Preparation for Nb coating of a single-cell 1.3 GHz 
copper cavity was the priority in 2007. The cavity 
coating system reported in [2] has been modified in 
2007 so as to increase the arc plasma transmission 
between the plasma source and the cavity centre. A 
system of three rectangular coils was installed around 

the cavity on a rotating platform in order to reach an 
axially symmetric layer distribution with a sufficiently 
thick layer in the equator region. Preliminary tests 
leading to deposition optimization were done using a 
“dummy cavity” of stainless steel, the shape of which 
was a replica of a real 1.3 GHz TESLA cavity. The 
position of the arc plasma beam was monitored on-
line by using a set of isolated plasma ion collectors or 
by observing “hot areas” on the cavity wall with an 
infrared photo-camera (Fig. 2). Layer thickness 
distribution has been measured (using a profile-meter) 
on sapphire samples that were strategically positioned 
on the inner cavity wall during deposition. The tests 
revealed that the layer thickness ratio between the 
central and equatorial cavity regions is acceptable 
(3:1). 

 
Fig. 2 Nb coated area identified on the external cavity surface by 
using thermo-graphic camera. 
 

Two copper, 1.3 GHz, one-cell cavities were 
delivered by Orsay: the first cavity after chemical 
etching and electropolishing and the second - just after 
etching. They were both Nb deposited up to a 
thickness of 2µm on the equator. The layer on the first 
cavity suffered heavy peeling inside the cut-off tubes 
and at the equator region after a subsequent high 
pressure rinsing with ultra-pure water under a pressure 
of 100 bar. The layer on the second cavity survived a 
rinsing under 40 bar pressure and the rinsing under 
100 bar caused lesser damage than in the case of the 
first cavity. The improvement of layer adhesion to the 
underlying copper surface is now our main task. 

 
[1] L.Catani, A.Cianchi, D.Digiovenale, R.Polini, 

S.Tazzari, J.Lorkiewicz, M.J.Sadowski, 
P.Strzyżewski, B.Ruggiero and R.Russo, Recent 
Achievements in Ultra High Vacuum Arc 
Deposition of Superconducting Nb layers, 
Proceedings of SPIE, Volume 6937 (Dec. 28, 
2007), p. 69370R. 

[2] J. Lorkiewicz et al., Annual Report 2006, p.174. 
 
1) Universitá Roma Tor Vergata, Italy 
2) Istituto di Cibernetica « E.Caianello «  del CNR, 

Italy 
3) INFN–Roma Tor Vergata, Italy 
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LIST OF PUBLICATIONS 

Simulation of Hounsfield units for a computed tomography scanner and different phantom inserts 
A. Wysocka-Rabin, S. Qamhiyeh, O. Jaekel 
IEEE Region 8 EUROCON 2007 (2007)  
 
Purity of Nb and Pb films deposited by an ultra-high vacuum cathodic arc 
J. Langner, ... , M.J. Sadowski, P. Strzyżewski, J. Witkowski, J. Lorkiewicz, ... et al. 
IEEE Trans. Plasma Sci. Vol. 35 No 4 (2007) 1000 
 
Recent achievements in ultra-high vacuum arc deposition of superconducting Nb layers 
L. Catani, ... , J. Lorkiewicz, M.J. Sadowski, P. Strzyżewski, ... et al. 
Proc. SPIE Vol. 6937 (2007) 69370R 
 
Effect of voltage of CT-scanner, phantom size and phantom material on CT-calibration and carbon range 
S. Qamhiyeh, A. Wysocka-Rabin, M. Ellerbrock, O. Jaekel 
Radiother. Oncol. Vol. 84 No Supp.1 (2007) 232 
 
 

REPORTS 

5 - 6 MeV Radiographic Facility in IPJ Świerk 
J. Bigolas, W. Drabik, E. Pławski 
The Andrzej Sołtan Institute for Nuclear Studies, Świerk 
 
A stand for evaporation TiN coating of insulating components of high power RF couplers and wave-guides 
J. Lorkiewicz, E. Pławski, H. Wojnarowski, A. Łubian, J. Bogowicz, M. Wojciechowski 
The Andrzej Sołtan Institute for Nuclear Studies, Świerk 
 
The SCDTL proton accelerating 3 GHz structure for TOP LINAC/ENEA Hadron Therapy Facility 
E. Pławski, S. Kuliński, A. Kucharczyk, M. Wojciechowski, L. Picardi, C. Ronsivalle 
The Andrzej Sołtan Institute for Nuclear Studies, Świerk 
 
 

PARTICIPATION IN CONFERENCES AND WORKSHOPS 

Invited Talk 
 
Ultra-high vacuum cathodic arc techniques for deposition of ultra-pure thin Nb films 
A. Cianchi, L. Catani, D. DiGiovenale, J. Lorkiewicz, R. Polini, R. Russo, B. Ruggiero, M.J. Sadowski, P. Strzyżewski, S. Tazzari 
"XXth IEEE-SPIE Joint Symposium on Photonics, Web Engineering, Electronics for Astronomy and High Energy Physics 
Experiments" (Wilga, Poland, 2007-05-21 - 2007-05-27) 
 
 
Oral Presentation 
 
Deposition of superconducting niobium films inside rf-cavities of particle accelerators 
M.J. Sadowski, R. Mirowski, R. Nietubyć, P. Strzyżewski, S. Tazzari, L. Catani, A. Cianchi, J. Lorkiewicz, R. Russo 
7th National Symposium of Synchrotron Radiation Users (Poznań, Poland, 2007-09-24 - 2007-09-27) 
 
Simulation of Hounsfield units for a computed tomography scanner and different phantom inserts 
A. Wysocka-Rabin, S. Qamhiyeh, O. Jaekel 
EUROCON 2007 The International Conference on "Computer as a Tool" (Warsaw, Poland, 2007-09-09 - 2007-09-12) 
 
Simulation of CT-images:from X-ray spectrum to CT-numbers 
S. Qamhiyeh, A. Wysocka-Rabin, M. Ellerbrock, C. Penssel, M. Kachelriess, O. Jaekel 
13th UK Monte Carlo User Group Meeting (MCNEG 2007) (National Physical Laboratory Teddington, Middlesex, UK, 2007-03-28 
- 2007-03-29) 
 
Sublimation TiN coating of  RF power components  
J. Lorkiewicz, J. Kula, S. Pszona, J. Sobczak, A. Bilinski 
International Conference on Research and Applications of Plasmas - PLASMA 2007 (Greifswald, Germany, 2007-10-16 - 2007-10-19) 
 
 
Poster 
 
Nb coating of copper cavities by UHV cathodic arc 
L. Catani, A. Cianchi, D. Digiovenale, J. Lorkiewicz, S. Tazzari, R. Nietubyć, M.J. Sadowski, M. Brunchon, B. Visentin, R. Russo 
13th International Workshop on RF Superconductivity (Beijing, China, 2007-10-14 - 2007-10-19) 
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Deposition and characterization of nobium films for srf cavity application 
L. Catani, A. Cianchi, D. DiGiovenale, J. Lorkiewicz, V. Merlo, R. Polini, C. Granata, R. Russo, M.J. Sadowski, M. Salvato, 
P. Strzyżewski, S. Tazzari 
EUROCON 2007 The International Conference on "Computer as a Tool" (Warsaw, Poland, 2007-09-09 - 2007-09-12) 
IEEE No. (2007) p. 1170-1177 
 
Simulation of CT-images:from X-ray spectrum to CT-numbers 
S. Qamhiyeh, A. Wysocka-Rabin, M. Ellerbrock, C. Penssel, M. Kachelriess, O. Jaekel 
International Workshop on Monte Carlo codes (National Physical Laboratory Teddington, Middlesex, UK, 2007-03-26 - 2007-03-27) 
 
Effect of voltage of CT-scanner, phantom size and phantom material on CT-calibration and carbon range 
S. Qamhiyeh, A. Wysocka-Rabin, M. Ellerbrock, O. Jaekel 
9thBiennial ESTRO Meeting on Physics and Radiation Technology for Clinical Radiotherapy (Barcelona, Spain, 2007-09-08 - 2007-
09-13) 
Radiother. Oncol. Vol. 84 No Supp.1 (2007) 232 
 
 

LECTURES, COURSES AND EXTERNAL SEMINARS 

Comparison of hadron therapy results from multicenter studies ; overview of total costs of Carbon ion therapya) 
A. Wysocka-Rabin 
Warsaw, Poland, National Center of Hadron Therapy Consortium, 2007-06-01 
 
Technical possibilities of the Department of Accelerator Physics and Techologiesb) 
E. Pławski 
Świerk, Poland, The Andrzej Sołtan Institute for Nuclear Studies, 2007-03-01 
 
a) in Polish 
b) in English 
 
 

INTERNAL SEMINARS 

Accelerators for scientific research: TESLA FEL, CLIC, proton linear accelerator, MC methods for accelerators and 
radiation field shapinga) 
K. Kosiński 
Warsaw, Poland, The Andrzej Sołtan Institute for Nuclear Studies, 2007-06-26 
 
a) in Polish 
 
 

DIDACTIC ACTIVITY 

A. Wysocka-Rabin - lecture at the XI Festival of Polish Science, Warsaw, Poland, 29.09.2007  
 
A. Wysocka-Rabin - consultations for PhD students (DKFZ, Heidelberg, Germany) on EGSnrc code 
 
A. Wysocka-Rabin - lectures for students visiting IPJ on the use accelerators in radiotherapy  
 
A. Wysocka-Rabin – write-up of Proposal for the Polish Hadron Therapy Project  

 

PERSONNEL 

Research scientists 
 
Jerzy Bigolas, MSc. 4/5* 
Wojciech Drabik, MSc. 3/5* 
Konrad Kosiński, MSc. 
Jerzy Lorkiewicz, MSc. 

Eugeniusz Pławski, Dr. 
Marcin Wojciechowski, MSc. 
Anna Wysocka-Rabin, Dr. 

 
Technical and administrative staff 
 
Krzysztof Bigolas 
Józef Bogowicz 
Andrzej Łubian 
 
* part-time employee 
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11 LABORATORY OF ASTROPHYSICAL APPARATUS 
 
 

Head of Laboratory: Dr. Tadeusz Batsch 
phone: (22) 718-05-47 
e-mail: tadek@ipj.gov.pl 

 
 
 
Overview 
 
The Laboratory of Astrophysical Apparatus (LAA) was established in February 2007. 
The aim of this decision was: 
 

1 To intensify the activity of the institute in the field of astrophysical observations, 
2 To increase the technical contribution of the institute to national astrophysical network. 

 
The main activity of LAA in 2007 was concentrated on the “π of the Sky” experiment. The project is being 

carried out in our institute since many years in collaboration with several national and foreign institutes 
(http://grb.fuw.edu.pl). The continual observations of Gamma Ray Bursts are done over internet with use of the 
robotized equipment installed in Las Campanas Observatory in Chile.  

The instrumentation used in the project is systematically developed. In 2007 the new versions of the 
electronics for CCD cameras and new design of the container for the robotized cameras were prepared. In 
collaboration with outdoor firms new cameras and robots were manufactured also. 

The LAA is also involved in the POLAR international project (http://isdc.unige.ch/polar/). The activity of 
LAA in 2007 was related to the R&D study of plastic scintillators that are planned to be used in orbital 
polarimeter. 

 
Members of the LAA contributed in 2007 to 14 publications. Among them the interesting article published in 

NATURE by Dr. A. Pollo (Nature 451, 541) is worth mentioning here. 
 
 

Dr Tadeusz Batsch 
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11.1 The 'Pi of the Sky' Project 
by A.Majczyna  [I.10] 

 
The ''Pi of the Sky'' (Burd et al. 2005 [1], and the 

project's web page [2]) was designed and built by a 
team from the Andrzej Sołtan Institute for Nuclear 
Studies, Faculty of Physics University of Warsaw, 
Warsaw University of Technology and Center for 
Theoretical Physics of the Polish Academy of Science. 
This project applies small telescopes to observe bright 
objects according to the idea proposed by prof. 
Bohdan Paczyński (Paczyński 1997 [3]). In 2004 
thanks to Grzegorz Pojmański from Warsaw 
University Observatory, the ''Pi of the Sky'' project 
was installed in ASAS (Pojmański G., 1997 [4]) dome 
in Las Campanas Observatory.  

The main goal of the ''Pi of the Sky'' is searching 
for the gamma ray burst optical afterglows. We are 
interested also for different type of objects which 
show time variability of their luminosity. Such objects 
are for example eclipsing binaries, pulsating stars, 
cataclysmic variables etc.  

During 2007 we published in GCN one 
information about upper limit of visual magnitude for 
GRB 070521 [5]. When this burst was observed by the 
Swift Satellite in gamma rays, in optical band it was 
dimmer than 12 mag. For other 8 gamma ray bursts 
we determined upper limits but these GRBs were not 
observed by 'Pi of the Sky' telescope when an alert 
was received [2]. 

 
Fig. 1 The light curve of the AC Sco star. 
 

Based on the data collected during a period 2004-
2005, we prepared a catalogue of variable stars 
(Majczyna et al. 2008 [6]). We checked our data to 
find all variable stars and determine their variability 

periods. All measurements for 925 201 stars were 
analyzed. The details of this procedure are described 
in Biskup (2007) [7]. In the next step we determined 
variability type of each star by visual inspection. Most 
of the stars in our catalogue are eclipsing binaries - 
464 (about 64%), while the number of pulsating stars 
is 125 (about 17%). Our classification is based on the 
shape of the light curve, as in the GCVS catalogue. 
However, some stars in our catalogue were classified 
as of different type than in the GCVS catalogue. We 
have found periods for 15 stars present in the GCVS 
catalogue with previously unknown period.  

In 2007, we began a continuous monitoring of 
cataclysmic variables from GCVS catalogue 
(Kholopov et al.1992 [8]). Each day I analyze 
observations to search for a brightening these stars. 
An example of the result is an observation of AC Sco. 
We are able to determine its nature. The shape of the 
light curve observed by 'Pi of the Sky' telescope show 
clearly that AC Sco is either a Mira type star or semi-
regular variable.  

Simultaneously, we search for previously 
unknown objects (absent in Tycho-2 catalogue). Each 
day, we analyzed observations by use of the software 
and next by the visual inspection. The most 
spectacular results of this part of the project was the 
discovery of an optical counterpart of X-ray source 
1RXS J023238.8-371812 [2]. We observed a 
significant brightening of this object. Next other 
observers based on the spectrum classified it’s as WZ 
Sge type of cataclysmic variable. 
 
[1] A.Burd et al., 2005 New Astronomy 10, 409 
[2] http://grb.fuw.edu.pl 
[3] B.Paczyński, 1997 The Future of Massive 

Variability Searches, in Variable Stars and the 
Astrophysical Returns of the Microlensing 
Surveys. Edited by Roger Ferlet, Jean-Pierre 
Maillard and Brigitte Raban. Cedex, France: 
Editions Frontieres, 1997, p.357. (astro-ph: 
9609073) 

[4] G.Pojmański, 1997, Acta Astronomica 47, 467 
[5] GCN Circular No. 6437 
[6] A.Majczyna et al., 2008 New Astronomy in print 

(astro-ph: 0801.2659) 
[7] M.Biskup, 2007, ''Variable stars search in the Pi 

of the Sky experiment'' Master's thesis, Faculty of 
Physics Warsaw University 

[8] P.N.Kholopov et al., 1992, General Catalogue of 
Variable Stars 4rd ed. vol.IV, Bull.Inf.CDS 40, 15 
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11.2 History of Galaxies and the Large Scale Structure of the Universe from the 
VIMOS-VLT Deep Sky Survey (VVDS) 
by A.Pollo, for the VVDS collaboration [I.12] 

 
The VIRMOS VLT Deep Survey is a spectroscopic 

cosmological survey, presently under construction, 
which is expected to provide a complete picture of 
galaxy and structure formation over a broad redshift 
range 0<z<5 over sixteen square degrees of the sky in 
five separate fields. The spectroscopic data are being 
gathered by the VIMOS spectrograph installed at the 
European Southern Observatory Very Large 
Telescope. 

During the last year, the data from the Deep and 
one of the Wide fields of the VVDS has been made 
public ([1]).  

The scientific outcome from these data, published 
in 2007, includes 1)deriving the ultraviolet luminosity 
function of very distant (3<z<4) galaxies [2] and of 
the luminosity function of faint active galaxy nuclei 
(AGNs) [7]; 2) analysis of the colour bimodality and 
the mix of galaxy populations up to z ~ 2 [3]; 3) 
investigations on the mass assembly history from z ~2 
[4] -[6]; 4) analysis of the evolution of the cosmic star 
formation rate from z = 0 until now [8].  

A separate chapter is a story of the structure 
formation and evolution of the clustering of galaxies, 
emerging from the VVDS data. Our latest findings 
include the analysis of the red galaxy population, from 
the joint VVDS-SWIRE data [9] and the dependence 
of the clustering properties of galaxies on their stellar 
mass content [10].  

A particularly interesting finding is that galaxies 
with a high stellar mass content, similarly to galaxies 
of a high absolute luminosity [11], [12], are clustered 
more strongly on small scales at z~1 than their 
counterparts are today. This can be possibly explained 
in the framework of the HOD models [13]. In 
connection with our recent finding that luminous 
galaxies with low stellar mass content are much less 
clustered at z~1 than the massive and luminous 
galaxies, it leads to a conclusion about a possible 
dependence of the galaxy luminosity history on its 
environment and position in the dark matter halo [14]. 

Yet another important work was a test of the nature 
of cosmic acceleration using galaxy redshift 
distortions measured from one of the wide VVDS 
fields [15]. We know now, thanks to the observations 
of distant supernovae, that our Universe is presently in 

a phase of accelerated expansion. However, the 
physical cause for it is still unknown: it may be related 
either to some exotic form of energy (meaning a 
classical “cosmological constant”), but alternative 
explanations require modifications of general 
relativity theory. However, different models predict 
measurable differences in the growth rate of large-
scale structure with cosmic time, which can be read 
from the radial anisotropy in the clustering pattern in 
galaxy surveys. We performed a first measurement of 
this effect at z~0.8, and our measurement is consistent 
with the standard cosmological constant model. The 
error bars are still too large to make more conclusive 
statements, however, the simulations suggest that a 
further factor-of-ten increase in the sampled volume at 
similar redshift should be already sufficient for 
determination of correct origin of the cosmic 
expansion. 
 
[1] http://cencosw.oamp.fr/EN/index.en.html 
[2] S.Paltani et al., (A. Pollo), 2007, Astronomy & 

Astrophysics, 463, 873 
[3] P.Franzetti et al., (A. Pollo), 2007, Astronomy & 

Astrophysics, 465, 711 
[4] L.Pozzetti et al., (A. Pollo), 2007, Astronomy & 

Astrophysics, 474, 443 
[5] S.Arnouts, et al., (A. Pollo), 2007, Astronomy & 

Astrophysics, 476, 137 
[6] D.Vergani, et al., (A. Pollo), 2007, Astronomy & 

Astrophysics, submitted,arXiv:0705.3018  
[7] A.Bongiorno et al., (A. Pollo), 2007, Astronomy 

& Astrophysics, 472, 443 
[8] L.Tresse et al., (A. Pollo), 2007, Astronomy & 

Astrophysics, 472, 403 
[9] S. de La Torre, et al., (A. Pollo), 2007, Astronomy 

& Astrophysics, 475, 443 
[10] B.Meneux, et al., (A. Pollo), 2008, Astronomy & 

Astrophysics, 478, 299 
[11] A.Pollo et al., 2006, Astronomy & Astrophysics, 

451, 409 
[12] A.Pollo et al., 2007, ASPC, 380, 533 
[13] U.Abbas et al., (A. Pollo), 2008, Astronomy & 

Astrophysics, submitted 
[14] A.Pollo et al., 2008, Il Nuovo Cimento, in print  
[15] L.Guzzo et al., 2008, Nature, 451, 541 
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11.3 Clustering of Infrared Galaxies Observed by AKARI 
by A.Pollo, T.T.Takeuchi1), M.Kawada1), S.Matsuura2), M.Shirahata2) [I.12] 

 
KARI (Previously known as ASTRO-F or IRIS - 

InfraRed Imaging Surveyor) is the Japanese space 
mission whose ambitious plan is to make an all-sky 
survey with a sensitivity, spatial resolution and 
wavelength coverage much better than it was possible 
before. Launched in 2006, AKARI has a 68.5cm 
telescope cooled down to 6K, and observes in the 
wavelength range from 1.7 (near-infrared) to 180 (far-
infrared) microns. 

AKARI data open an unprecedented opportunity to 
study the properties of galaxies, observed in infrared. 
These objects are known to contain exceptional 
amount of dust which absorbs the visible and 
ultraviolet light of stars which is then re-emitted in 
infrared. High infrared luminosity of a dusty galaxy 
conveys information about a large number of young 
bright stars born recently in it, and therefore, is 
supposed to be a signature of a recent outburst of star 
formation in it.  

 
Fig. 1 The AKARI SEP Deep Field. 

It is still an open question in astronomy which 
group of factors played the most important role in the 
galaxy evolution: their original size, composition or 

the properties of the dark matter halo in which they 
were born? Or rather interactions with other galaxies 
and their local environment? Understanding the 
relation between the star formation history in galaxies 
and their position in the large scale structure of the 
Universe may allow us to answer this question. 

 
Fig. 2 Angular correlation function of infrared galaxies from the 
AKARI SEP Deep Field. 

For this purpose we are using the AKARI data. We 
started from a catalogue of ~12 square degrees, placed 
around South Ecliptic Pole and containing ~1600 
infrared sources. By analysing their angular clustering 
properties, we managed to select the group of ~250 
strongly clustered luminous objects and to measure 
the clustering parameters of this population. The 
detailed analysis is presently being performed. 

 
 

1) Nagoya University, Japan 
2) ISAS, JAXA, Japan 

 
 

11.4 Light Transport in Long Plastic Scintillators - the Design Justifications of the 
Polarimeter for the POLAR Experiment 
by M.Gierlik, T.Batsch, R.Marcinkowski, M.Moszyński, T.Sworobowicz [I.10] 

 
As a form of the input into the collaboration the 

group of IPJ undertook a task of investigating the 
validity of the design of a polarimeter dedicated for 
the POLAR experiment [1]. The authors focused on 
the scintillation and light transport properties of 
(200×6×6) mm3 BC400 plastic bars as well as other 
samples of BC408 plastic in the attempt to determine 
whether the assembled instrument is going to achieve 
the performance criteria bestowed upon it by the 
project. The investigation revealed a strong 
dependence between the amplitude of a signal and 
distance between the precursor interaction in a 

scintillator and the photodetector. Accordingly to this 
finding an attempt has been made to determine the 
influence of the surface polishing quality on the 
overall scintillator performance. The authors consider 
that proper machining of scintillator pieces, adequate 
choice of their packaging and proper software analysis 
may overcome the revealed disadvantages. 

We performed measurements of signal amplitude, 
vertically coupling the mentioned plastic samples to a 
photomultiplier and irradiating them perpendicularly 
at various heights with a collimated beam from a 
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monoenergetic γ-source. The samples were wrapped 
with Teflon, Vikuiti™ specular reflector [2] film or 
black paper without optical contact in all cases, see 
Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1 Dependence between the signal amplitude, measured as the 
number of photoelectrons emitted from the PMT photocathode, and 
the distance between the γ-ray interaction and the surface of 
photodetector. Measurements are performed for two plastic 
scintillator samples in various coating variants (see the leading text). 
The right ordinate denotes the values in relation to the yield of the 
plastic reference sample. 
 

Definitely, a correct wrapping is the key to success 
defined as ability to get stable and uniform gain along 
the entire length of the scintillator. Material of high 
reflectivity can decrease the influence of the bar walls 
polishing quality to a level enabling desired separation 
of energies throughout the space mission period. The 
VikuitiTM film from 3M has proven its usefulness, 
however we imagine that an aluminium casing with 
carefully machined and polished nests for scintillator 
bars could offer similar reflecting properties. It has an 
additional advantage of providing a rigid mounting 
firmly pressing the bars to a photomultiplier, and 
optically separating scintillators from each other. 

As far as surface polishing is concerned, Fig. 2 
summarizes the results obtained in the experiment in 
which plastic samples were polished to a different 
degree. Black-and-white points denote those of the 
measurement series that were performed in the black 
box set-up where the light transport capabilities of the 

tested sample depended solely on reflectivity of its 
walls. 

 
Fig. 2 Effects of polishing on plastic bars. The numbers by 
symbols denote the granularity of grinder while d.p. stays for 
diamond polishing paste. Note the logarithmic axis of ordinates 
applied to emphasize the differences in uniformity of light transport 
rather then overall light output. 
 

We may observe a dramatic improvement of 
performance, defined as the difference between 
signals amplitudes measured for γ interactions at both 
ends of a sample. This difference exceeds an order of 
magnitude for the roughly polished samples but is 
only 30 % for the finely polished one. The hollow 
points are related to the same set of samples, but 
wrapped in reflective film. The presence of a reflector 
while offering some compensation does not cure all 
the ailments caused by the rough surface machining. 
The light loss for poorly polished samples decreases to 
60 %. The change is not so impressive for the finely 
polished sample, even though 9 % loss of light on 
18 cm path is everything one could expect from a 
plastic scintillator used as its own light guide. 
 
[1] N.Produit, F.Barao, S.Deluit, W.Hajdas, C.Leluc, 

M.Pohl, D.Rapin, J.-P.Vialle, R.Walter, 
C.Wigger, Nucl. Instr. and Meth. A 550 (2005) 
616 

[2] http://www.3m.com/ 

 
 

11.5 Development of Instrumentation for “π of the Sky” Experiment 
by T.Batsch, G.Kasprowicz1), M.Kwiatkowski, J.Olszewski, J.Tretter, D.Rybka, G.Wrochna [I.10] 

 
During 2007 the work on the development of 

instrumentation for the “π of the Sky” experiment was 
continued. The modifications referred to: 

1. electronics for the CCD cameras, 
2. containers for the observational equipment. 

Ad 1. The cameras designed for the experiment 
use STA0820A image sensor from Semiconductor 
Technology Associates Inc. while the prototype 
system at Las Campanas Observatory is based on 
CCD 442A image sensor from Fairchild Imaging. The 

STA0820A chip has a resolution of 2048 x 2048 
pixels and pixel spacing of 15µm x 15µm. It has four 
outputs: two dual stage and two single stage. The dual 
stage outputs (HS, High Speed) allows higher frame 
rate, while single stage outputs (LN, Low Noise) bring 
less readout noise with lower frame rate. The 
architecture of the device allows to use one or two 
outputs of the same type in parallel. In the two outputs 
mode each output collects the charge from one half of 
the chip allowing for the faster read-out [1]. 
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Following improvements were achieved: 
• Modifications of firmware code for FPGA chip 

and microcontroller,  
• Implementation of readout from Low Noise 

output,. 
• Implementation of parallel readout from two 

sides of chip, 
• Modifications of hardware decreasing the 

readout noise down to 21 electrons with 
conversion factor about 0.67 electrons per ADU, 

• modernisation of cameras at prototype system 
was also performed. The full operation of 
cameras at LCO was re-established. 

Ad 2. The first prototype, internet controlled 
container used in the “π of the Sky” experiment was 
installed in Las Campanas few years ago. The 

experience gathered during the exploitation allowed 
for taking the decision of producing new, improved 
version of the construction. 

As a result in 2007: 
1. The design of mechanics and internet control of 

the container was finished, 
2. The mechanical construction of 3 containers is in 

the final stage. 
 
 

[1] Semiconductor Technology Associates Inc, 
STA0820A  2048 x 2048 Element Image Area 
CCD Image Sensor datasheet  

 
1) CERN, Geneva, Switzerland 
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Member of the Polish Nuclear Society 
Member of the Committee on Nuclear Physics of the Council for Atomic Energy Matters 
Coordinator of Polish Nuclear Technology Platform 
Member of the Physics Committee PAN 
President of the Council of Atomic Center consortium 
President of the Council of Polish Astroparticle Physics Network 
President of the Council of XFEL-Polska consortium 
Member of Scientific Council of Institute for Experimental Physics, University of Warsaw 
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PERSONNEL 

Research scientists 
Tadeusz Batsch, Dr.  from 1 Feb. 
Michał Gierlik, Dr.  from 15 May 
Agnieszka Majczyna, Dr.  from 1 Feb. 
Agnieszka Pollo, Dr.  from 4 Oct. 
Grzegorz Wrochna, Assoc. Prof. Director of the Institute 
 
Technical and administrative staff 
Maciej Kwiatkowski, Eng.  till 26 Oct. 
Dominik Rybka, MSc. Eng. 4/5 from 1 Feb. 
Piotr Sitek, MSc. Eng. on leave from 1 Feb. 
 

 
 
* part-time employee 
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12 DEPARTMENT OF TRAINING AND CONSULTING 
 
 

Head of Department: Prof. Ludwik Dobrzyński 
phone: (22) 718-06-12 
e-mail: ludwik@ipj.gov.pl 

 
 
 
 
 
Overview 

 
The Department of Training and Consulting is regularly serving secondary schools’ pupils and teachers, 

university students and the public. As usual, we have been visited by over 5000 visitors, mainly students from 
secondary schools in Poland. In this contest, it is worth to mention the organization of the two 3-days Workshops 
“On the nuclear energy from the very basics”, aimed to offer the teachers of secondary schools general 
understanding of the problems connected with nuclear energy. The Workshops were organized in collaboration 
with the International Atomic Energy Agency and Polish Atomic Agency. Also two other one-day courses on the 
nuclear radiation were organized for teachers from rather remote parts of Poland. In the teachers’ opinion all 
these events were very successful.  

The Department is constantly developing experiments that can be conducted by students of secondary 
schools and universities, as well as by professionals.  At the moment there are about 20 experiments available for 
the guests of the Department. They cover the measurements of lifetimes, essential elements of radioprotection, 
absorption of radiation in various materials, excitation of fluorescence radiation, influence of magnetic field on 
beta radiation as well as on electrons emitted from a  typical electron gun, Compton scattering and elements of 
gamma spectroscopy, search for radioactive pollutions etc. A new task of preparing some experiments to be 
driven through the internet was put forward. It is hoped that this project will end within 2008. 

For the second time the Department has organized (together with the Institute of Physics of the Polish 
Academy of Sciences, Warsaw) “The Physical Pathways” competition for the students of secondary schools. The 
students could choose one of three possibilities (even all of them): either to submit a scientific paper, or to 
present demonstration of a physical phenomena, or to write an essay on the connection between physics and the 
development of civilization. They could also submit the work prepared by the team of up to 3 persons. The level 
of the competition turned out to be very high and no less 22 prizes of various ranks had to be awarded. 

The Department participates actively in the Science Festivals and Picnics for general public. In 2007, our 
team was present during the Science Festivals in Warsaw, Olecko and Siedlce. In all these events, in addition to 
the series of lectures, many simple demonstrations of the properties of nuclear radiation as well as the simulator 
of the nuclear reactor control were presented. The Department was also taking part and showing demonstrations 
during the annual Science Picnic in Warsaw.  

 
 

Prof. Ludwik Dobrzyński 
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LIST OF PUBLICATIONS 

Electronic structure and the site preference of manganese in Fe3Si alloy 
A. Go, M. Pugaczowa-Michalska, L. Dobrzyński 
Eur. Phys. J. B Vol. 59 (2007) 1 
 
Ab initio study of ordering degree in Fe3Si doped with Mn 
A. Go, M. Pugaczowa-Michalska, L. Dobrzyński 
Mat. Sci. Vol. 25 No 4 (2007) 1224 
 
Mössbauer investigations of the magnetic structure of γ-Fe-Mn 
K. Szymański, W. Olszewski, D. Satuła, L. Dobrzyński 
Mat. Sci. Vol. 25 (2007) 363 
 
A need for high resolution Compton scattering study of hcp metals with the use of synchrotron radiation 
M. Brancewicz, A. Andrejczuk, L. Dobrzyński, H. Reniewicz, E. Żukowski 
Nucl. Instr. Meth. B Vol. B255 (2007) 395 
 
Hyperfine fields in UFe5Sn compound  
D. Satuła, K. Szymański, L. Dobrzyński, V.H. Tran 
Nukleonika Vol. 52 (2007) 63 
 
Magnetic texture determination by CEMS with polarized radiation 
W. Olszewski, K. Szymański, D. Satuła, L. Dobrzyński 
Nukleonika Vol. 52 (2007) 13 
 
Who will prepare the society to the nuclear energy acceptation better than teachers can do? 
L. Dobrzyński, E. Droste 
Postępy Techniki Jądrowej Vol. 3 (2007) 42 
 
Nuclear radiation in environment 
L. Dobrzyński 
Spektrum (Biuletyn Organizacyjny i Naukowo-Techniczny SEP) Vol. czerwiec No 6 (2007) XIX 
 
 

PARTICIPATION IN CONFERENCES AND WORKSHOPS 

Invited Talk 
 
Magnetyczne rozpraszanie komptonowskie w badaniach magnetyków 
L. Dobrzyński 
Ogólnopolska konferencja sieci MAG-EL-MAT (Będlewo, Poland, 2007-05-07 - 2007-05-10) 
 
Elementary excitations in magnetic systems 
L. Dobrzyński 
XIX International School on Physics and Chemistry of Condensed Matter (Białowieża, Poland, 2007-07-07 - 2007-07-13) 
 
Hormesis - the most common phenomenon, so why not in the case of ionising radiation? 
L. Dobrzyński 
Neutron Scattering Spectroscopy and Related Problems (Zakopane, Poland, 2007-07-15 - 2007-07-20) 
 
 

INTERNAL SEMINARS 

Biological effects of ionizing radiationa) 
L. Dobrzyński 
Warsaw, Poland, Faculty of Physics, University of Warsaw, 2007-04-13 
 
Charge, spin and electron momentum distributions: in search for wave functionsa) 
L. Dobrzyński 
Bialystok, Poland, University of Bialystok, Faculty of Physics, 2007-10-09 
 
Charge, spin and electron momentum distributions: in search for wave functionsa) 
L. Dobrzyński 
Świerk, Poland, Institute of Atomic Energy, 2007-11-29 
 
a) in Polish 
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DIDACTIC ACTIVITY 

L. Dobrzyński - "About making inferences from collected data", Lecture during the course for medical physicists, Świerk, 
11.10.2007 
 
L. Dobrzyński - "Highlights of physics", a course for 1st grade students of physics, Faculty of Physics, University of Bialystok 
 
E. Droste - Participation in educational activity (lectures, classes) in Department of Training and Consulting  
 
T. Ostrowski - Teaching in DSiD IPJ 
 
R. Wołkiewicz - Teaching in DSiD IPJ 
 
 

PARTICIPATION IN SCIENTIFIC COUNCILS, ASSOCIATIONS AND ORGANIZING 
COMMITTEES 

L. Dobrzyński 
Chairman of the Scientific Council of the Institute of Experimental Physics for the University of Białystok 
Member of the Scientific Council of the Andrzej Sołtan Institute for Nuclear Studies 
Chairman of the Committee on Nuclear Methods in Condensed Matter Physics of the Council for Atomic Energy Matters 
Adviser of the Polish Delegation to UNSCEAR 
Institute of Nuclear Energy 

 
 
 
 
 
PERSONNEL 

Research scientists 
 
Ludwik Dobrzyński, Professor 
Ewa Droste, MSc. 3/4* 
Ariel Majcher 3/5* from Nov. 1 
 
Technical and administrative staff 
Tadeusz Ostrowski    2/5* 
Robert Wołkiewicz    4/5* 
Teresa Piotrowska   till Oct. 30 
Urszula Kalińska    from Oct. 11 
 
 
* part-time employee 
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13 DIVISION OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
 
 

Head of Department: MSc. Eng. Jacek Szlachciak 
phone: (22) 718-05-35 
e-mail: j.szlachciak@ipj.gov.pl  

 
 
 
 
 
Overview 

 

The Division of Information Technology continued its service-oriented activities in 2007. Our main duty was 
a day-to-day support to all units in the Institute in IT related matters.  

One of our tasks was the acquiring, configuration and delivery of new computer equipment to our users. We 
prepared technical specification for several biddings and we verified bids received from the point of view of 
correctness. Due to financial support from our government, we purchased about one-fourth of our existing 
computer equipment. This hardware has partially replaced the old units and partially supported our new staff. 

Implemented at the end of 2006 the Scientific Activity Database has continued its operation and has been 
extended by several useful reports and fields containing important information. 

We started preliminary activities related to implementation of video conferencing services in our Institute. 
Apart of taking part in seminars and consulting several companies, we have managed to transmit a few scientific 
seminars from Warsaw to our department in Łódź. 
 

 
Jacek Szlachciak 
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13.1 Improvements in Computer Infrastructure 
by J.Szlachciak, C.Górny, P.Lorencki, S.Małek 

 
Several improvements in the Institute computer 

infrastructure have been introduced in 2007. 
A migration to Linux has been initiated. We 

migrated 31 out of 46 computers to the following 
Linux distributions: Fedora Core 6, Fedora 7 and 
Scientific Linux CERN SLC 4.5. 

A wireless bridge has been installed between two 
buildings in Świerk in order to decrease network 
connectivity cost and improve security. The bridge 
consists of two access points working in point-to-point 
mode with maximum speed of 108 Mbps. 

A temperature monitoring system has been 
installed in the server room. 

The Institute continued a process of acquiring 
software licenses. The number of licenses for 
Symantec Endpoint and Multi-tire Protection, 
Symantec Gateway Security SGS 5420 firewall, 
Adobe Acrobat and Microsoft Office Professional has 
been increased. New licenses for the following utility 
programs have been purchased: 

• Wolfram Mathematica 6.0 network license – a 
fully integrated environment for technical and 
scientific computing; 

• Borland Delphi 2007 for Win32 Enterprise and 
Borland Turbo Delphi Professional Edition –
software development packages. 

The functionality of the system for dynamic 
collection of hardware and software inventory based 
on logon scripts has been extended. This is due to 
implementation of WMI (Windows Management 
Instrumentation) interface. The system collects more 
information on the following components: BIOS, 
motherboard, display, hard drive(s), graphics adapter, 
processor(s), sound card, memory and installed 
operating system. 

The IT Division tested software and hardware for 
videoconferencing. The EVO (Enabling Virtual 
Organizations) System, videoconferencing software 
developed in CERN has been used for transmitting 
seminars of the Warsaw neutrino group from Hoża to 
our department placed in Łódź. 

 

13.2 Development of the Scientific Activity Database 
by S.Małek 

 
A development of the Scientific Activity Database 

(BDN) continued in 2007. The main idea of this 
project was to store general information of scientific 
activities of our employees in one, central place. This 
was achieved in 2006. Data were used for generating 
individual activity reports, statutory work reports and 
a part of the Annual Report 2006. Since the Annual 
Report is in English we were forced to add some new 
fields for translation of several activities and users 
were asked to complete missing information in 
English. The central data lock has been implemented. 
When all data were completed we have “closed” year 

2006 and blocked the possibility of inputting any 
information for year 2006. 

The next step was to create a few special reports 
for privileged users. The most important one is a 
report for “Ankieta Jednostki 2006” - software 
developed in The Information Processing Center 
(OPI) for Ministry of Science and Higher Education. 
Those reports contain information about publications, 
B&R activities, scientific degrees, rewards, 
participations in councils and scientific organizations 
and popularization. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
PERSONNEL 

Technical and administrative staff 
Cezary Górny, Tech. 
Piotr Lorencki, Eng. 
Sebastian Małek, MSc. 
Jacek Szlachciak, MSc. Eng. 
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14 DEPARTMENT OF NUCLEAR EQUIPMENT  

“HIGH TECHNOLOGY CENTER – HITEC” 
 
 

Head of  Department: MSc. Jacek Pracz 
phone: (22) 718-05-00, 718-05-02 
e-mail: zdaj@zdaj.com 

 
 
 
 
Overview 
 
 

Activities of the Department for Nuclear Equipment High Technology Center in 2007 were focused on the 
development of acceleration systems for medicine and industry. The Establishment conducted an analysis of 
current solutions in the field of irradiation in oncology, which resulted in preparation of preliminary goals for 
new designs not only connected with accelerating systems but also within the field of simulator-assisted 
diagnostics. 

The Department conducted detailed preliminary works on systems of beam collimation in accelerator and 
simulator, steering and management systems that make use of the latest standards and client requirements for 
information exchange. 

Special attention was paid to detection systems of high-energy photon radiation used for detecting dangerous 
materials at border controls as well as to sources of slow and fast neutrons and detectors of neutron radiation. 

A major achievement of employees of the Establishment was School of Medical Accelerators Physics that 
was organised in October 2007 for medical physicists and physicians. Its numerous attendance and very 
favourable opinions expressed by those who attended permit to acknowledge this initiative as very important and 
helpful, worthy of repeating in the next year. 

 
 

 
Jacek Pracz 
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14.1 New Control System for SIMAX Treatment Simulator 
by K.Ceglińska 

 
New technologies introduced to radiotherapy 

created a need for new solutions in the field of 
treatment simulations. A control system for SIMAX 
treatment simulator has been designed to improve 
treatment quality and safety, allowing better precision 
and movement control during the process of 
simulation, as well as interaction with radiotherapy 
management system. 

The control System for SIMAX simulator consists 
of few components, as shown in figure 1. The 
steering, which is the main component has been 
designed for Siemens S7 – 300 Programmable Logical 
Controllers architecture. Input and output signals for 
machine control are being handled by S7 digital as 
well as analogue modules. Additional unit, the 
communication processor along witch MODBUS 
libraries for Siemens Step7 enables communication 
with a PC computer via Industrial Ethernet TCP/IP 
connection. 

 
Fig. 1 Control System for SIMAX treatment simulator scheme. 
Basics components. 

Graphical user interface (GUI) component serves 
for the communication with users, which forms the 
system front-end. User friendly GUI component with 

clear plan presentation has been developed using 
Net 3.5 Framework. One of the most important roles 
of this component is to allow for simulations of plans 
acquired from treatment planning system (TPS) as 
well as developing entirely new plans for further 
treatment. Interaction with the TPS has been achieved 
by DICOM interface implementation. Image 
presentation – another important feature of this 
component – is designed as an additional application 
which allows accurate treatment plan verification. For 
data storage Microsoft SQL Server 2005 has been 
used. Created database structure based on DICOM-RT 
standard increased efficiency for DICOM based data 
handling. The database also contains other 
information, which are indispensable for proper 
system performance. 

System's back-end is being responsible for 
handling all actions started by the user via GUI 
component. It consists of DICOM interface used for 
reading and writing DICOM files, database 
component for database connection maintenance and 
proper query formation, MODBUS component for 
PLC connection handling, Ethernet TCP/IP 
component for Ethernet connection maintenance, 
simLink component for image viewer connection 
handling. 

Groups of users have been introduced to this 
system. Each group can have a different kind of access 
to the system. Due to this solution patient's and user's 
safety has been improved. Information about groups 
are being kept in the database along with users data 
such as login or encrypted password. For users data 
administration a designated panel has been added. 

System is being in the implementation phase. 
MODBUS TCP/IP protocol has been implemented 
and tested as well as the DICOM interface. Database 
schema has been developed. Graphical user interface, 
action management component, image presentation 
and SIMlink protocol have been designed and are 
under development. 

 
 

14.2 Estimation of the Size of the Leakages of the Radiation Among Leaves of the 
Multileaf Collimator MLC and Last MLC Leaves and the Jaws of the Accelerator 
Coline4 
by A.Wasilewski 

 
Requirement of the norm IEC 60601-2-1 in the 

point 29.3 about leakages among the MLC leaves say 
that studying leakages one should first make a choice 
of the radiographic film to be put in places where the 
leakages among leaves are supposed to appear. One 
should then measure the leakages using a standard 

detector set of a surface of about 1cm2 and measure 
the size of the maximum leakage and calculate 
average of leakages from 24 characteristic points. To 
fulfill the requirements of the norm, the maximum 
dose measured by the standard detector can not be 
larger than 2% of the dose in the centre of the field of 
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irradiating set to 10x10cm, meanwhile the average 
dose from 24 characteristic points can not exceed 
0.75% of the dose in the centre of 10x10 cm 
irradiating field [1]. 

According to the point 29.3 of norm IEC 60601-2-
1 to examine the leakages between leaves one should 
check following shapes of fields of irradiation:  
a) reference field 10x10cm, 
b) the field for which the jaws are wide open (in the 

case of the accelerator Coline4 this is 30 cm) and 
MLC leaves closed (it was assumed in 
calculations that the distance between the closed 
opposed leaves is 1mm); leakage among the 
opposed leaves of closed MLC should be shielded 
by two layers of 0,1 transmission (it was assumed 
in calculations that the layer is the lead cuboid 
with a surface of 40x1cm and thickness 10.6cm), 

c) the field, formed in the result of setting of the 
jaws to get the square 300 cm2. The MLC leaves 
are open in such a way that they created the so-
called field “+” with arms 17.3 cm long. To form 
such field some opposed pairs of leaves are 
distant from oneself 1 cm, except one, the central 
pair of leaves which are open 17.3 cm out of 
isocenter. 

The results of Monte-Carlo calculation for the 
Coline4 accelerator are shown in Fig.1 and in Table 1. 
Table 1 
The assorting of maximum and average sizes of leakages required 
by the point 29.3 norm IEC 60601-2-1. Results are shown for 
350x350 voxels (the HD variant) and 35x35 voxels (SD). The SD 
variant is equivalent to the measurement by standard detector with 
the surface 1cm2. 

HD SD Radiation 
field max avg max avg 
(b) 2.9% 0.61% 0.85% 0.58% 

(c) No 
sense 0.63% No 

sense 0.64% 

The maximum leakage with the entirely closed 
jaws and closed and the shielded MLC leaves carries 
out 0.85% of the maximum dose in the reference field 

10x10cm (calculation in the SD version) while point 
29.3 norm IEC 60601-2-1 admits 2% meanwhile 
average of from 24 characteristic points carries out 
0.58%. For the field set in the “+” shape average 
carries out 0.64% while according to the norm average 
should be lower than 0.75%. The conclusion can be 
made from so far Monte-Carlo calculations: 
multileaves collimator applied to modifying photon 
beam generated by applied in the present calculations 
accelerator head processed on the base of the 
accelerator Coline4 with isocenter 80cm fulfils the 
requirements of the point 29.3 norm IEC 60601-2-1. 
     a) b) 

      
 c) 

 
 
Fig. 1 The results of Monte-Carlo calculations showing the 
accumulated dose in the water phantom. There are shown the results 
with the high spatial resolution 350x350 voxels (voxel surface 
1mm2), which are equivalent of the picture on the radiographic film. 
There are shown the reference field (a), the field of type (b) and the 
field of type (c). 
 
[1] Norm IEC 60601-2-1 Medical Electrical 

Equipment. Part 2-1 

 
 
 

14.3 Requirements and Design Parameters for Low Energy Medical Accelerator 6MV 
by R.Kisiel, L.Kotulski, S.Wronka 

 
Electron linacs have been widely used in medical 

applications because of their treatment efficacy and 
cost efficiency. Nearly half of all cancer patients will 
receive radiation therapy, as a definitive therapy, and 
some others as an adjunct to surgery. Existing 
standards define the SAD (Source Axis Distance) for 
accelerators to amount to 100 cm. Coline 4 
accelerator, currently produced by ZdAJ, emits a beam  

of 4 MVenergy and has SAD = 80 cm. Therefore, to 
fulfill the market requirements ZdAJ should elaborate 
a new accelerator designed for SAD= 100 cm. S-band 
microwave technologies are mainly used for such type 
of structure. In our case the structure consists of 9 auto 
focusing cavities and should have a length of less or 
equal to 280 mm. In addition, the energy should be 
increased to 6 MV.  
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Fig. 1 Scheme of an acceleration structure integrated with 
electron gun. 
 

Other technical improvements in the construction 
of acceleration structure are planned. Inner geometry 
of cavities was designed by SuperFish software. 
Cavities were designed in such a way that the 
accelerator structure can be brazed. A set of 
adjustment holes for each cavity was designed. They 
are used for structure in line as well as before and after 
brazing frequency adjustment. For such operations 
two steps soldering procedure should be elaborated. A 

special attention will be paid to the sealing of the 
adjustment holes, because designed structure should 
be vacuum tight.  A cooling system should be 
integrated with the structure body, too. A cooling 
system should work in close loop and use deionised 
water. 

A direct heating electron source was used. The 
soldering operation was chosen to assemble a chimney 
and electron gun with the structure body. The ion 
vacuum pump was integrated with the chimney body. 
A scheme of the acceleration structure integrated with 
electron gun and RF waveguide is presented in Fig.1. 
The series of cavities were manufactured. Their 
resonance frequency was measured. The measured 
frequency was close to 2998 MHz. A possibility of 
further frequency adjustment by special rods was 
checked and confirmed. The structure was turned and 
prepared for brazing. 

The basic technical requirements for accelerating 
structure are listed in Table 1. 
 
Table 1 
The 6 MV accelerating structure characteristic. 
Parameter Specification 
Energy 6 MV 
Frequency 2998 MHz 
Length 280 mm 
Spot size  < 2 mm 
Gun injection voltage 15 kV 
Magnetron source 2.6/3.1 MW 

 
 
 

14.4 The System for Visualization and Registration of Large Objects Radiography 
Results Using the Beam of Bremsstrahlung Radiation Emitted by Accelerator 
Dedicated for Cargo Screening  
by K.Zaremba1), Z.Pawłowski1), J.Marzec1), B.Konarzewski1), G.Romański1), R.Sulej1), W.Padee1), 
S.Wronka 

 
Designed within the project no 6 ZR9 2005 

C/6577 the 50cm long model of the radiographic 
system for cargo screening has been built, Fig.1. The 
linear accelerator was used as a source of X radiation 
for testing the system, while the line of BPW34 
photodiodes with CsI:Tl scintillating crystals attached 
was the main detection part. The effective range of 
megavoltage radiation allows for radiography of thick 
objects, e.g. the fully loaded lorries. 

Pulsed cone beam radiation from accelerator is 
collimated and probes the tested object. Each pulse 
creates one line in the image. Final picture is produced 
due to the object movement, thus further lines appear 
successively on the screen.  

The 50 cm model is designed as a basic element of 
the final system; further elements can be easily 
attached in a chain. Full-size system includes 10 

elements (5 m length). Dedicated electronic circuits 
allow for communication with the application on PC-
computer. Simple set of commands is prepared for 
calibration, data transfer and picture visualization. 

Described model was tested both with keV and 
MeV X-rays. The results of measurements confirmed 
the reasonableness of the assumed conception of the 
device, and particularly the choice of the detection 
system for megavoltage X radiation imaging.  

Collected pictures of different phantoms confirmed 
also the wide range of detected energies, therefore the 
presented solution can be used with different radiation 
sources. 
 
 
1) Institute of Radioelectronics, Warsaw University 

of Technology, Poland 
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the system for cargo screening. 
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III. OBITUARIES 
 
 
LESZEK ŁUKASZUK   (1938-2007) 
 

 

 
 

On July 12th, 2007, Professor Leszek Łukaszuk 
passed away, after an unexpected return of an earlier 
sickness. He was an excellent physicist, a very good 
teacher, a man with strong character but also very 
warm.  

Leszek Łukaszuk was born on March 25th 1938, in 
Wegrow, where he also finished secondary school. 
Till June 1959 he studied physics at the Department of 
Mathematics and Physics of Warsaw University. After 
physics studies Leszek Łukaszuk began to work as an 
assistant in the Institute of Theoretical Physics of 
Warsaw University. He moved to the Department of 
Nuclear Physics of the Institute for Nuclear Research. 

Between March 1965 and March 1966 Leszek 
Łukaszuk worked at CERN, where he started a long 
and fruitful collaboration with Andre Martin (CERN).  

The research concentrated on the derivation of 
bounds imposed on scattering amplitudes by 
fundamental properties of strong interactions. These 
properties imply the existence of a domain of 
analyticity of scattering amplitudes, which together 
with short-range properties of strong interactions 
limits their strength at high energies and leads to sum 
rules for cross sections. This classical result appears in 
the literature as the Łukaszuk-Martin bound. In March 
1966 Leszek Łukaszuk moved for one year to the 
Cavendish Laboratory, where he continued the 
aforementioned research. 

In 1972 he was awarded the degree of DSc. 
Shortly after, from October 1972 till December 1973 
Leszek Łukaszuk worked at the Laboratory of 
Theoretical Physics at the Physics Department of 
University Paris VI. Here he started a collaboration 
with Basarab Nicolescu on the description of hadronic 

cross sections. By adapting a point of view that "what 
is not forbidden by theoretical grounds is allowed” 
they proposed an unusual interpretation of these data 
by assuming that two components of the scattering 
amplitude, with even and odd charge parity, should be 
of equal importance. This led to introduction of a new 
Regge theory exchange, the Odderon, being the odd 
charge parity partner of the well-known even charge 
parity Pomeron. The concept of an Odderon has been 
a very intriguing and lively subject of both theoretical 
and experimental studies. The dynamics of Pomeron 
and Odderon seem to be well described within the 
theory of fundamental interactions such as Quantum 
Chromodynamics.  

With the advent of Quantum Chromodynamics, the 
scientific interests of Leszek Łukaszuk since the 
middle of the 70's concentrated on different 
phenomena within this theory of fundamental 
interactions. In particular, the problem of reggeization 
of vector mesons in non-abelian gauge theories is 
studied in an attempt to reconcile the prediction of the 
non-perturbative Regge theory with those obtained 
within a theoretical approach based on perturbation 
theory. He made a contribution to the formulation of 
the Multichannel Bethe-Salpeter Equation. He was 
also interested in the description of processes 
involving heavy quarks or in more formal problems 
appearing in a formulation of non-abelian gauge 
theories in contour gauges.  

Recently Leszek Łukaszuk was interested in the 
so-called super convergence relations and the 
derivation of a parity violating analog of the GDH 
sum rule (Gerasimov, Drell, Hearn) in electroweak 
theory as well as in effective theories like chiral 
perturbation theory.  

His last important contribution was related to the 
possibility of searching for Majorana neutrinos with 
double beta decay and using so-called beta beams.  

Leszek was always convinced that the duty of a 
scientist goes beyond research. It should extend to 
social domains, require high ethical standards and a 
clear personal responsibility. His conduct during the 
Solidarity turmoil period is a proof of that. 

He refused to take an appointment in our Institute 
as a gesture of solidarity with a friend and was exiled 
to Szczecin for 10 years. Leszek was head of the 
graduate school of our Institute for the last 10 years of 
his life. He promoted 3 PhD students who warmly 
remember his guidance and remained loyal friends to 
the end. 

Krzysztof Kurek 
Lech Szymanowski 
Sławomir Wycech 
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WOJCIECH RATYŃSKI   (1932-2007) 
 

 

 
 

Wojciech Ratyński was a nuclear physicist and the 
Director of the Andrzej Sołtan Institute of Nuclear 
Studies in Świerk in years 1987-1996. 

He was born in Ratyniec Stary, in the region of 
Podlasie. In 1945 – 1950 he attended the “Hetman 
Żółkiewski” high school in Siedlce. The school had a 
solid mathematics and physics curriculum. Young 
Wojtek was a good, concentrated and hard-working 
boy, popular among his colleagues and teachers. 

In 1950-55 he studied physics in the Department 
of Mathematics, Physics and Chemistry of the 
University of Warsaw.  

He received his Ph.D. degree in physics from the 
Institute of Nuclear Research (IBJ) in 1964. The 
subject of his thesis was the study of gamma radiation 
from radiative capture of resonant neutrons.  

In 1972 he received his D.Sc. degree in physics. 
His thesis was on the study of circular polarization of 
gamma radiation same nuclear reactions. He was 
awarded the title of professor of nuclear physics in 
1989. 

In his scientific research he focused on studies of 
various phenomena induced by neutrons. These 
covered problems of slow and resonant neutron 
capture, the search for parity non-conservation in 
strong interactions (studied by means of beams of 
polarized neutrons), measurements of gamma spectra 
of calcium isotopes produced in (n,γ) reactions and 
cross-section measurements of some nuclear reactions 
important in astrophysics. He continued these studies 
in various research centers: at the  nuclear reactor 
EWA in Świerk, the Joint Institute for Nuclear 
Research in Dubna (USSR), Risø National 
Laboratory (Denmark), ECN Petten (Netherlands), 
FZK Karlsruhe (Germany), ILL Grenoble (France) 
and Oak Ridge (USA). Altogether he spent about 7 
years in foreign research centers. 

Wojtek’s studies often required strong and long-
lasting efforts, needed both during the research stage 
as well as during the construction of instruments. He 
pursued these tasks with characteristic patience, 
perseverance and serenity. The results of these 
investigations were often cited in the scientific 
literature. 

Very characteristic for professor Ratyński was his 
interest in practical applications of results, in industry 
in particular. A good illustration of this was his 
initiative to apply the betatron built in the local 
technical department of the Institute in Świerk for the 
analysis and control of the flotation process 
(enrichment of copper ores) in the copper mines of 
Polkowice, Rudna and Lubin (Low Silesia). Suitable 
systems of radiation detectors were built at the 
institute by a team led by Wojtek. 

The team which developed this method and 
implemented it for industrial purposes in 1972 was 
awarded the First Prize of the Polish Governmental 
Atomic Council and obtained the title “Master of 
Polish Technology 1973”. The method has become 
widely known in Europe and throughout the world. 

The complete instrumentation installed in the 
copper mines in 1971-1975 has worked successfully 
for many years. In 1999-2000 it was replaced by more 
modern instruments. 

Much of his effort was devoted to the preparation 
of the R&D project “Isotopes&Accelerators” which, 
although approved by the Prime Minister, 
unfortunately was never financed. 

Much of his activity was also dedicated to 
didactics. He was a teacher of physics at a high school 
in Otwock, and at the Military Academy of 
Technology in Warsaw (1954-1965). 

Wojtek spent a large amount of his time as a 
translator of academic textbooks. He was one of the 
translators of the book of Halliday and Resnick, which 
for many years was the fundamental physics textbook 
for students of technical and medical universities in 
Poland and has had over a dozen reeditions. 

Those who knew Wojtek Ratyński and 
collaborated with him will remember him as a person 
of high culture, wisdom and a man full of 
benevolence. Also, as a man who was very strongly 
engaged, consistent and tireless in everything that he 
did. First of all, in his work for the Institute where he 
worked for nearly his entire professional life, and 
which he directed for nine years. Besides, he was a 
modest man, never needing much for himself. He was 
always ready to help others draw upon his knowledge 
and experience. 
 

Marian Jaskóła 
Zbigniew Moroz 

Adam Sobiczewski 
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